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Welcome to the Sixth International
Symposium of Engineering Education
I’m delighted to welcome you as delegates of the Sixth International Symposium
for Engineering Education to the University of Sheffield.
Focussing on education within a discipline area has never been more
important than now; given the significant changes in the higher education
sector both nationally and globally. Ensuring we have time to be able to focus
on designing challenging but exciting courses and then inspiring our students
to develop their curiosity while studying on them is a major challenge. Indeed,
it is one I have set the University through the vision in our recently agreed
Learning and Teaching Strategy. The strategy has three main axes: a focus
on supporting excellence in teaching and learning; encouraging flexibility in
delivery and design; ensuring curricula are outward facing and reflect the world
that students will move into on graduation. At one level this looks relatively
straightforward but as you will undoubtedly recognise over the course of your
conference, there is much work to be done to underpin these aims but they
are the essence of what higher education should be aspiring to achieve. How
various disciplines do this though will clearly vary and I am keen to give the
space to encourage these differences to shape approaches to innovation and
enhancement. I know that engineers have always had a keen focus on the
design and delivery of their courses and I’m sure the conference will generate
lots of ideas and sharing of practice and I wish you well.
Professor Wyn Morgan
Pro Vice-Chancellor for Learnng & Teaching
The nature of learning is open-ended and the Education system is fairly
complex with many interacting variables that can be sensitive to small changes,
i.e. it reflects the messiness of the ‘real world’.
I feel that there is in this meeting enormous excitement and plenty of
divergence of opinion. What we have collected here is the hard won expertise
of practitioners and educational visionaries contextualised in order to generate
a coherent programme of expectations for the education of our future engineers.
We are here to provide ‘food for thought’, to highlight alternative road-maps,
to open-up new possibilities and leave you to make the choice that is most
appropriate for your circumstances; because in education there are no ‘one size
fits all’ solutions.
We are gathered here to offer possibilities.
Dr. Plato Kapranos
Senior University Teacher & Conference Chair
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Interdisciplinary Engineering
– Breaking Boundaries
Engineers create our physical world; they make things that work and make things work better
for us. Engineers are doers; they seek out problems and visualize and engineer creative solutions
and improvements. Engineers look, adapt, evaluate, decide, take action, re-evaluate, and develop
solutions in the service of mankind in an iterative process that solves new problems in a continuous
virtuous spiral of progress. Engineers make choices based on probable outcomes. Engineers, in
their drive to produce something of value, make decisions between conflicting demands; between
costs and benefits. Choices have consequences and engineers walk a fine line between hindsight
and foresight. We learn from our mistakes and we adapt in order to avoid them in the future;
hindsight is useful but it always comes after the event but foresight although more difficult is still
part and parcel of the engineering profession.
As part of our efforts to train the engineers of the future, we teach our students to see themselves
as practitioners of their chosen profession and this perception is heightened through knowledge
and practice. At Sheffield we are investing in infrastructure and personnel that will allow us to do
just that; impart knowledge and provide opportunities to practice that knowledge as professionals
do. We train our young engineers to break down disciplinary boundaries, through activities such
as the Global Engineering Challenge, where they work in interdisciplinary collaboration to solve
real problems affecting parts of the developing World. Interdisciplinary problem solving allows
‘creative leaps’ to be made that would not be otherwise possible. We ask our students to imagine
the world they want to live in and work towards achieving their dream.
Turning Dreams to Reality; that is what our engineers are trained to do!
Dr. Plato Kapranos
Conference Chair
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Dr Colin Jones, Queensland University of Technology

A latecomer to the world of academia, Dr Jones has owned and operated many
service-related businesses and he now coordinates the Entrepreneurship major,
continually striving to provide an authentic educational experience for his
students.

Prof. Jarka Glassey: Reader in Chemical Engineering
Education at Newcastle University

Executive Member of the Education and Accreditation Forum of IChemE
with responsibility for Educational Development; Executive Vice President of
the European Society of Biochemical Engineering Sciences and Secretary of
Working party on Education, EFCE. Prof Jarka Glassey’s interests in chemical
engineering education centers around the efficiency of delivering core
knowledge and employability competencies to students in increasing larger
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Dr Rhys Morgan, Director of Engineering and
Education, Royal Academy of Engineering
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Institute for Creative Entrepreneurship, University of
Wales Trinity Saint David

The UK’s first Professor of Creative Entrepreneurship. Andy chaired the UK’s
Quality Assurance Agency’s Graduate Enterprise and Entrepreneurship Group,
putting together expert guidance for the UK University sector. In October
2014 the UK sector skills organization for small business mentoring ‘SFEDI’
awarded Andy their prestigious enterprise educator award in the House of
Lords at Westminster. This followed his co-authorship of the All Party Parliamentary Group for Micro Business’s policy paper, “An Education System fit
for an Entrepreneur”.

Prof. Eva Sorensen: Deputy Head for Education and
Professor Chemical Engineering at UCL

Professor Sorensen is particularly interested in the use of learning technologies
and how these can be used efficiently to enhance and supplement traditional
learning and teaching. She is also interested in how peer- and self-assessment
can be used to develop students’ independent learning. Eva will talk about the
development and implementation of a new integrated engineering curriculum.

Marianne Talbot, Director of Studies in Philosophy at
the University of Oxford’s Department for Continuing
Education

Marianne pioneered the university’s hugely popular short online courses
for the public, four of which she has written herself (Ethics, the Philosophy
of Mind, Bioethics and Critical Reasoning). Podcasts of two of Marianne’s
lectures (A Romp through the History of Philosophy and An Introduction
to Critical Reasoning) have made global number one on iTunesU. Together
these podcasts have been downloaded over 5 million times. On May 3rd
2011 Marianne held every single one of the top ten download positions on
iTunesU. Marianne’s latest books are: Bioethics: An Introduction published by
Cambridge University Press, 2012, and Critical Reasoning: A Romp Through
the Foothills of Logic, published as an e-book and available on her website:
www.mariannetalbot.co.uk

Dr Phil Harper: Managing Director, Tribosonics Ltd.

Owner of Tribosonics Ltd, a company specializing in ultrasonic measurement
technologies and products for use in Formula1, Nuclear, Oil & Gas, Offshore
Wind, Large IC engines, Rail and Petrochemical. Phil left the University of
Sheffield Mechanical Engineering Department in 2006 after winning the Royal
Academy of Engineering’s ERA Foundation Award in order to commercialize
the research that he conducted at the university. He is also a recipient of the
IET Sir Henry Royce Gold Medal and the IMechE Tribology Bronze medal.
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Opening Keynote
ENTERPRISE EDUCATION: OUTSIDE CLASSROOMS,
INSIDE STUDENTS’ HEARTS
Colin Jones
Aims
This paper outlines the need to develop a holistic and interdisciplinary approach to enterprise
education. Further, this paper makes the case for enfolding enterprise education into the lives
of every university graduate by unfolding enterprise education from the formal curriculum. The
primary claim being that enterprise resides within the lives of each individual student and not in
the curriculum of learning institutions. That the challenge for learning institutions is to work with
what each student naturally brings to the table.
Content
This paper reviews the contemporary literature of transformational learning (Mezirow, 2006),
competency based learning (Bramante and Colby, 2012) and enterprise learning (Jones et al.,
2014). From this review, a new model of enterprise learning is offered that is student-based, not
institution-based.
Conclusion
This new approach has many implications for all key stakeholders. This paper concludes by
discussing the key changes required for all participants and highlights the need to elevate such
planning above other discipline-based norms and planning procedures.
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Invited Papers
PEDAGOGICAL AND COST ADVANTAGES
OF A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO
DELIVERING PRACTICAL TEACHING
Andrew Garrard & Stephen Beck
Faced with increasing student numbers and a grade II listed Victorian building, the Faculty of
Engineering at the University of Sheffield required additional space to expand. Producing the list
of requirements led to a new way of organising practical teaching for a large group of departments.
This was to cluster laboratories around themes, rather than departments, thus, for example, there
would be a single fluids laboratory that would be shared by students from 5 different departments.
These labs would need to be large and contain multiples of equipment so that the efficiency of use
would be very high. The outcome of this radical decision led to the creation of a new building and
a new department dedicated to the design, operation and delivery of all 1st and 2nd year practical
teaching within the faculty. The new department of Multidisciplinary Engineering Education
(MEE) consists of staff, equipment and lab space utilized as a resource to service all nine existing
engineering departments. This delivery model generates considerable efficiency through high
utilisation of staff, teaching material and equipment compared to the more traditional approach of
practical teaching being the responsibility of departmental staff leading modules.
This paper discusses the pedagogical and cost advantages of a multidisciplinary approach
to delivering practical teaching. Establishing a new department provides a platform to establish
a community of learning with a focus on consistent dissemination of best practice, based on
expertise drawn from the diversity of engineering disciplines. A number of innovations have been
developed and delivered to students during the first year of MEE’s operation and their success
has been appraised. Communication mechanisms between MEE and staff in the nine existing
engineering departments have been set up to ensure that efficiency and consistency is not to
the detriment of student experiences of studying the specialism of a particular degree program.
Numerous challenges, both predicted and unexpected, have been encountered. These challenges,
along with strategies and solutions to overcome them, are also discussed.
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Invited Papers

ENGINEERING WITH A HUMAN FACE
Peter Goodhew FREng
Liberal Arts colleges are commonplace in the USA, but recently programmes in Liberal Science
and Liberal Engineering have begun to appear. In this contribution I will explore what we might
mean by Liberal Engineering, and what such an undergraduate programme might comprise.
The single most important aspect of what I mean by Liberal is the inter-relationship between
engineering and the whole of society. This should be quintessentially important for a graduating
engineer but is difficult to deliver to a diverse undergraduate cohort with different backgrounds
and different aspirations.
In the UK a team of visionaries at NMiTE (the New Model in Technology and Engineering
– nmite.org.uk) is developing university-level programmes with several unusual features. These
are likely to include; almost no lectures – student centred learning by problem and project-based
techniques; student involvement, alongside industrial employers, with the development of the
curriculum; 30% of non-engineering content; no terms, just 3-week blocks of learning time;
gender-equal admissions and staffing; unconventional admissions requirements, with energy,
commitment and experience trumping A-levels; close links with employers in work placements,
mentoring and curriculum development; academic staff with expertise beyond engineering – in
art, design, human factors, ethics and so on; encouragement to fail creatively and positively.
I will report on progress towards these aims within NMiTE, and on several world-wide initiatives to achieve similar goals in other countries.
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Keynote
EFFICIENCY OF TEACHING CORE KNOWLEDGE
AND EMPLOYABILITY COMPETENCIES IN
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING EDUCATION.
Jarka Glassey
This contribution will provide an overview of the effectiveness and efficiency measures
currently used in chemical engineering education in Europe. The finding of the iTeach European
project consortium (www.iteach-chemeng.eu) will be used as a basis for examining whether
the chemical engineering education is seen as fit for purpose. The project aims to develop a
robust and objective framework for assessing the efficiency of various pedagogical methodologies, in particular those facilitating the development of important core competencies related
to employability. The project will also evaluate its validity for a range of pedagogical methodologies used in chemical engineering in a range of geographical and educational contexts. A
review of the learning outcomes of a chemical engineering higher education formation (as set out
by the Bologna recommendations, the review carried out by the Working Party on Education of
EFCE and various professional accreditation requirements), in consultation between industrial
and academic partners will be presented. The review indicated a significant alignment of the
requirements world-wide with some differences in the emphasis on fundamental science, related
engineering disciplines and information technology applications. The subsequent questionnaires
and focus groups explored in more detail the differences in perceived importance of knowledge
and skills required by the new generation of chemical engineering professionals. Outcomes of the
focus groups and semi-structured interviews with associated industrial network partners, as well
as questionnaire surveys of wider labour market representatives, to identify the skill gaps and
requirements will be highlighted both in terms of quantitative statistical analysis and qualitative
analysis of open responses. State-of-the art in assessing the effectiveness of teaching of core
(chemical) engineering knowledge and of the development of professional skills and competencies required to increase the employability of the graduates was also reviewed and the results
will be presented. The differences in the perception of the efficiency of various pedagogical
methodologies between the stakeholder groups provided a valuable input into defining various
indicators of the efficiency of teaching in chemical engineering higher education. Decision making
technology and multiobjective optimisation were subsequently used to identify the most appropriate evaluation methods and to develop a robust framework for supporting effective delivery of
core knowledge and employability competencies. The results of the pilot implementation of this
network will be outlined and generic findings summarised.
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Assessment and rapid feedback for oral presentations
Antonette Mendoza*
David Shallcross
University of Melbourne, Australia
Abstract: Engineering graduates need to be effective communicators and the inclusion of oral
presentations as assessment helps to develop this skill. In particular, examining oral
presentations help students understand a topic and encourages critical thinking; improves oral
communication and prepares them for job interviews; creates an inclusive environment and;
prevents them from plagiarising work. Yet, academics avoid assessing and performing
assessment analytics on oral presentations. They perceive that assessing and providing effective
feedback that is unbiased, timely, reliable and consistent is a challenge. Furthermore, it appears
that there isn’t a comprehensive mobile application that can assist academics in conducting
assessments and providing rapid feedback to students for oral presentations. This study is part of
a larger project in which we developed and evaluated an iPad application for oral presentations,
RAPID FEEDBACK. In this paper, the app and its use are briefly described. The paper
concludes with a discussion for poor student performance in certain assessment criteria and
recommends some guidelines on how to prepare for an effective oral presentation.
Keywords: Oral presentation, feedback, iPad app, assessment
*Correspondence to: Antonette Mendoza, Department of Computing and Information Systems,
University of Melbourne, Australia; E-mail: mendozaa@unimelb.edu.au
1. INTRODUCTION
Assessing oral presentations, in which a student or group of students speak on a topic in front of an
audience, is an assessment practice in many disciplines. Studies suggest that oral
examinations are essential for graduates as they: (1) improve oral communication; (2) prepare
students for job interviews; (3) create an inclusive environment for students to express their
understanding of a topic during assessment ( Waterfield & West 2006); (4) help students to
understand and encourages critical thinking (Gent, Johnston, and Prosser 1999) and; (5) prevent
them from plagiarising (Joughin 1998). Yet, academics avoid assessing oral presentations in
their courses due to reasons that include the difficulty in assessing in real time, providing
unbiased, timely, reliable, consistent and effective feedback and, the perception that assessing
and providing feedback takes a long time.
Realistically, when a presentation only lasts for a few minutes it becomes difficult for the
instructor to both listen and view the presentation while taking notes for developing feedback
later. To this affect, academics are unable to identify and address key areas that students
struggle with in their oral presentations. It appears that there is yet to be developed a
comprehensive mobile application that can assist academics in conducting assessments and
providing rapid feedback to students for oral presentations.
This study is part of a larger project that addresses the research question: How can instructors
assess in ‘real time’ and provide fast and effective feedback to students for improved teaching
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and learning outcomes? In our earlier work, we developed and evaluated an iPad application for
oral presentations called RAPID FEEDBACK (Shallcross & Mendoza 2015). In this paper, we
describe the app briefly and explain how the app was used to assess oral presentations in the
classroom. We then conduct some simple assessment analytics to identify student performances
on oral presentation assessment criteria. We then reason out some common areas that students
struggle with and finally we conclude by providing some recommendations for best practices.
2.

RELATED WORK

Existing literature suggests that feedback is a dialogue that is fundamental to the development of
student learning (Hattie and Timperley 2007; Askew and Lodge 2000), and that good feedback
in educational contexts can significantly improve learning processes and outcomes, if delivered
in an effective way (Duncan-Howell & Lee 2007; Narciss & Huth, 2004). Providing provocative
feedback in the real time is suggested by some studies to addresses the timeliness and
effectiveness of feedback (Gibbs and Simpson 2004; Carless et al 2011). Yet, delivering timely
and effective feedback continues to challenge academics, especially with increased student
numbers and class sizes (Hounsell et al. 2008).
Further, accreditation boards for engineering, businesses and industries are pushing for
engineering graduates to develop their oral and written communication skills since a majority of
their time is spent communicating with peers (Piirto 2000). Yet, studies report that these oral
communication skills are being inadequately developed in engineering courses and curricula
nationwide (Darling & Dannels 2003; Bjorklund & Colbeck 2001). With growing student
numbers and class sizes, it is therefore crucial that the nature of feedback and its delivery is reexamined to support teaching and learning outcomes (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick 2006). In
particular, with ‘on the go’ or mobile learners who use tablets like i-Pads and similar mobile
devices, there is an immediate need for standard set of applications or tools to be designed that
will support such mobile teaching and learning e-learning environments (Lalita 2011).
3.

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF RAPID FEEDBACK IPAD APP

In this section, we briefly describe the design of the interactive mobile application called RAPID
FEEDBACK that allows instructors to assess students during their oral presentation and then
provides tailored and detailed feedback immediately or as early as possible. A detailed
evaluation of this app has been presented elsewhere (Shallcross & Mendoza 2015). The app
consists of three modules that an instructor uses as a three-step process as shown in Figure 1a.
Step 1 - Administration module: This module should be set up before a real time assessment is
conducted. The administration module includes: creating a new project; capturing/adding student
lists and forming groups/teams; setting up marking criteria with appropriate weighting and;
managing assessors. Using a drop down menu, the instructor may select the Create New Project
option. A dialogue box is opened that allows the instructor to project description and the name of
the subject in which the assessment is being carried out (see Figure 1b). The app includes a timer
that allows the instructor to set how long a presentation should be, as shown in Figure 1b (right).
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Figure 1: a. Rapid feedback app main screen (left); b. Screens for creating a new project and timer (right)

Using the administration screen, candidate data may be entered, using the menu and selecting
Add New Candidate or importing a list from an Excel spread sheet using Import Candidate
Details option (Figures 2a and 2b). For team or group presentations in a specific project, the
instructor may select Create New Group option from the menu in administrative panel, give it a
name and select candidates in the group using the Edit button (see Figure 2c).

Figure 2: a. Screens for adding individual students (left); b. list of students imported (left); c. assigning students to groups (right)

The app allows an instructor to select and apply the assessment criteria in four different ways:
feedback with/without numerical grade to an individual candidate; feedback with/without
numerical grade so that all candidates in a group receive the same grades and comments.
Furthermore, the app allows the instructor to choose and customise the assessment criteria on the
oral presentations from a list of seven criteria – voice, pace and confidence; presentation
structure; quality of slides/visual aids; knowledge of the material; content; concluding remarks
and; other comments (see Figure 3a). Once the required criteria have been selected, the instructor
is informed to set up the numerical grades for each criterion that is to be evaluated and specify
weighting for each criterion (see Figure 3b).

Figures 3: a. Screens for selecting marking criteria (left); b. setting weightings (right).

Step 2 - Real time assessment: The project that has been created in Step 1 is now ready for
assessment. The project is selected and the specific group must also be selected. The candidate is
ready to be assessed as soon as they are selected. Figure 4a shows the assessment screen that
includes the assessment criteria, grading sliders and the Comments feature. A tap on the
Comments feature brings up a list of in-built comments that an instructor can scroll up or down
and choose from, for the assessment. There are around 200 in-built comments available in the
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database (see Figure 4b & 4c). In addition, the comments in the Concluding Remarks section use
the name of the candidate to personalise the report (Figure 5a).

Figure 4: a. main assessment screen (left); b. selecting comments against criteria (centre); c. expanded comments (right).

On returning to the main assessment screen, the comments bar show three colours depending on
the type of comment that has been chosen. Green linked to positive comments, red to comments
suggesting improvements need to be made and yellow to neutral or constructive comments. Then
the slider is used to score the attributes. Figures 5b illustrate the assessment screen with
comments and colours. Once the scoring is complete, a final percentage score is automatically
calculated and displayed on the right hand corner of the screen.

Figure 5: a. customised comments (left); b. as criteria are assessed the title changes to green and the type of comment selected is
shown in the colour bar (centre); c. Audio comments

Step 3 - Review and reports: The instructor has the option to edit assessments and update any
customised comments. Students can be e-mailed not only a report in PDF form but also a short
audio comment recorded by the assessor (Figures 5c).
4. IN THE CLASS ROOM
4.1 Assessment and feedback
Prior to using the development of the iPad app, the academic would scribble notes for each
student as he/she assess students by listening to what they say, how they present a specific topic
and how teams manage their time during the oral presentation. Realistically, when a
presentation only lasts for a few minutes it became difficult for the instructor to both listen and
view the presentation while taking notes for developing feedback later. Further, the academic
spent days if not weeks depending on the size of the class, to collate these notes and write up
feedback for students.
In the class room, we used the iPad app RAPID FEEDBACK to assess oral presentations for two
subjects in semester 2, 2015 at the University of Melbourne: Subject 1 - 64 students enrolled in
an undergraduate chemical engineering subject and; Subject 2 - 120 students enrolled in an
undergraduate general engineering subject. These students were required to give a team-based
oral presentation on a relevant topic as a part of an assessment task. There were around 3 to 5
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students in a team. Each student was allowed to speak for 5 minutes. It must be noted that all
student assessments provided in this section have been de-identified to maintain student
anonymity.
Using the iPad app, students’ oral presentations were assessed across a list of criteria – voice,
pace and confidence; presentation structure; quality of slides/visual aids; knowledge of the
material and content. Although in a team, students in subject 1 were assessed for their individual
contribution to the assessment task. Feedback for students in subject 2 was provided to each
group (20 groups in total) with no marks assigned to one of the criteria namely voice, pace and
confidence, just special customised comments/feedback for individuals. In both subjects, each
criterion was given a weightage of 20% and was assessed out of a 10.
On the iPad app, student information was imported and grouped using the features provided in
the app. Once a candidate in the group was selected, this candidate was assessed. A tap on the
Comments feature in the app brought up a list of in-built comments that the instructor chose to
use. The app clearly showed the instructor a comments bar with three colours depending on the
type of comment that they had chosen. Each comment selected had a colour associated with it
with green linked to positive comments, red to negative comments and yellow to neutral or
constructive comments. This visualisation aided in scoring each criterion. Then a slider was used
to score the attribute. Once the scoring was complete, the colour of the criteria name turned
green to indicate that the aspect of scoring had been completed. Using the Review and report
module on the app, the instructor either edited the assessment and/or audio recorded some
additional feedback. A report in PDF form was emailed to all students. Figure 6 is a portion from
one page of a 3-page PDF document that was sent to a student.

Figure 6: Sample feedback for a student
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4.2 Analytics for individual and group assessments
Based on the assessment scores, we conducted some simple assessment analytics to gain some
deeper understanding about student performances.
Analytics for individual assessment scores: It was observed that the average mark spread across
the list of criteria was 5.5 to 9.5 for subject 1. Figure 7 shows the number of students that
received a mark out of 10 against each of the criteria for subject 1. Based on the scores for
subject 1 of individual assessment, it seemed that the overall mark distribution for the subject
fitted a bell curve. A deeper look at the scores indicated that some students were below an
average performance within the class across the different criteria (below 7.5). For example, 39%
of the students scored under 7.5 for presentation structure; 34% of the students performed below
7.5 in knowledge of the material and; 39% of the students scored a mark less that 7.5 for the
quality of slides/visual aides. In particular, we observed six students performed poorly in the
knowledge of the material, content coverage, modulating voice, pace and their confidence level.

Figure 7: Number of students in subject 1 that received a mark Figure 8: Number of groups in subject 2 that received a mark
against each of the criterion.
against each of the criterion.

Analytics for group assessment scores: It was observed that the average mark spread for groups
in subject 2 across the list of criteria was between 4 and 10. Figure 8 illustrates the number of
groups that received a mark out of 10 against each of the criteria for subject 2. Based on the
scores for subject 2 of group assessment, a deeper look at the scores indicated that some students
were below the average performance within the class across the different criteria (below 7.5). For
example, there were four groups that performed poorly for their quality of slides/visual aids. One
group in particular, scored below 50% for their quality of slides/visual aids. It was also observed
that 50% of the groups performed under 7.5 in their presentation structure. Most groups
performed well (a score of 7.5 and above) for content presented. It was noted that two groups
performed very poorly (a score of 5.5) for their knowledge in the material but none showed poor
performance (5.5 and below) in their content presentation.
A summary of our analysis, shown in Figure 9 illustrates the performance patterns of both
students and groups against each of the assessed criteria. It must be noted that there were no
marks given for voice, pace and presentation criteria for students in subject 2 and this is reflected
in the pattern performance. Our findings indicate that although students (individuals or groups)
perform well on their content coverage, one would think their knowledge on the material would
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be proportionately good. However, it seems that is not the case in this study. We found both
individuals and groups under perform on their knowledge of a particular topic. A reason
attributed to this pattern could be that students search the Internet, blindly cut and paste
information on a topic with little or no knowledge about the content, the concepts around the
topic and how it could be applied to solve a problem. Further, in both cases it was observed that
students/groups had some issues in the presentation structure and quality of slides.
Additionally, the analytics show that students’ seem to struggle with their confidence level, voice
and pace during presentations. We believe that a reason for the dip in scores in these criteria
could mean that students are unaware of best principles on oral presentations.

Figure 9: Performance pattern of students in both subjects

5.

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

The Rapid Feedback iPad app allows instructors to assess oral presentations in the real time. It
provides a robust framework that allows instructors to assess students in groups or as individuals
across 7 criteria. Further, it provides over 200 comments built-in library of comments. The app
allows an instructor to generate a feedback report and an audio clip that can be emailed to the
student immediately. Our earlier evaluation of the app showed that students were able to access
their feedback via emails and there was an over-whelming response from academics and students
alike (refer to Shallcross and Mendoza 2015). In this paper we address the following questions:
Does this tool allow instructors to provide tailored, consistent and detailed feedback within a
day of the presentation? The ability for instructors to either select a number of different in-built
comments to form a written feedback and/or be able to create customised, re-usable comments
was a success using this app in the classroom. Further, features in the app provided guidance to
instructors on how to construct feedback comments and whether or not they were providing
consistent, constructive and unbiased feedback using visual colour codes.
During the presentation, is the instructor able to score a student’s presentation across a number
of criteria that is tailored to the subject? The built-in rubric in the app allowed instructors to
assess individual and students in groups in real-time across a number of criteria. It allowed
instructors to score student’s presentation across up to six criteria in the classroom.
Are academics able to identify key areas that students struggle with in their oral
presentations and teach them best practices of effective oral presentations? Results from
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our analytics show that instructors were able to identify individual students/groups and
areas they struggle during oral presentations.
We recommend that instructors provide students with a rubric that explains the criteria they will
be assessed for an oral presentation. This is important so that students know in advance and are
prepared for the presentation. In addition, we propose that students be provided with some best
practice tips on how to present a topic. We recommend that the instructor finds something
positive in the student’s presentation and begin and end with positive statements. This approach
gives confidence to the student and encourages the student to read further. It is also important
that we give feedback that is simple, specific and illustrates a point with examples. This allows
the student to reflect back to his/her presentation and relate to mistakes or areas were he/she
could improve. It is also suggested that instructors give a clear plan of action so that students can
work on areas for improvement. Finally, the feedback must echo the grade given to the student.
We conclude that the iPad app can be used in classrooms to have a positive impact in the way we
provide feedback and engage our teaching and learning practices across disciplines in schools
and universities. To date the App has been used within the University of Melbourne to provide
feedback for over 3000 oral presentations.
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PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDIVIDUAL PRACTICE AND
ASSESSMENT IN A LARGE UNDERGRADUATE MATHEMATICS
COURSE
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Abstract: At many universities, undergraduate courses of fundamental subjects such as
mathematics are taught to students enrolled in many different course programs. Since
the fundamental subject is then taught without using examples from the students’ main
subjects, this often results in low student motivation in the fundamental subject and
lacking knowledge and skills of this subject even when necessary for the understanding
of the students’ main subject. At Hamburg University of Technology, this applies to
first year mathematics, which is taught in the same course to 1300 students enrolled in
12 different engineering study programs.
We here present our approach to solving this dilemma: Opportunities for individual
practice and feedback tailored to the needs of students of the different study courses,
such that students apply mathematical concepts in the context of their main subject. This
helps them to see the relevance of the content which might otherwise be perceived as
bothersome and irrelevant, thereby increasing student motivation. Providing additional
practice opportunities also increases perceived student self-efficacy, in turn enhancing
motivation.
We discuss our strategies to enhance student motivation as well as potential pitfalls and
vicious circles and how to avoid them.
Keywords; mathematics, mechanics, engineering education, transfer, e-assessment.
*Correspondence to: M. S. Glessmer, Centre of Teaching and Learning, Hamburg University of
Technology, Germany. E-mail: mirjam.glessmer@tuhh.de
1. INTRODUCTION
Teaching a large, “fundamental” subject to a large group of more than 1000 students enrolled in
different study programs comes with its own challenges. Due to the fundamental nature of
subjects like undergraduate mathematics, the real world application of what they are supposed to
learn is often not clear to students. Especially when students from different course programs with
different prior knowledge and different interests come together, providing examples of
applications is hard if not impossible. The missing motivation of why topics should be relevant
for them can lead to a lack of student motivation, which then leads to poor performance. Due to
the size of the group, students experience little direct contact with and feedback from the
instructor and can feel isolated and helpless, also negatively impacting performance (Woisch &
Willige, 2014, DeCaro et al., 2011). This situation would best be addressed by teaching those
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fundamental subjects in smaller groups of more homogeneous students which are explicitly
addressed, but for many reasons this is often not feasible. However, there are many different
ways to change the general student attitude towards those fundamental subjects. For example eassessment can be used as a formative element, providing feedback to both students and
instructors in real time (Schulmeister, 2007; Krüger & Schmees, 2013). Practice problems can be
tailored to student interests, and assigned to students based on their study program, providing
much-needed application of theoretical content.
In the following, we present the current situation and our teaching innovation which we are
addressing in order to improve the situation. We discuss the innovation’s pilot and end by
providing an outlook over future plans.
2. CURRENT SITUATION
2.1 Structure of undergraduate mathematics teaching at Hamburg University of Technology
At Hamburg University of Technology (TUHH), first year mathematics is taught in the same
course to 1300 students enrolled in 12 different engineering study programs. Due to the large
number and diverse background of students, hardly any examples are given to show how content
taught in mathematics is applied in the “real world”. Splitting the large course into smaller,
specific courses is not possible due to boundary conditions at TUHH.
2.2 Observed student reactions
We observe a downward spiral of student motivation and performance (Figure 1) that seems to
start with the students’ impression that mathematics is a theoretical exercise without application
to their real lives and chosen study programs. A lack of relevance leads to lowered motivation,
which leads to students putting in less effort, which in turn leads to decreasing performance,
which feeds back into even lower motivation.

Figure 1: Observed development of student interest, motivation and performance, plus
possible interventions.
3. TEACHING INNOVATION
We assume that the model presented above represents a typical student development over the
first couple of weeks, months or year at TUHH. Based on this assumption, this model suggests
several points for intervention to make sure students either have the chance to exit this vicious
circle, or do not enter it in the first place. Those break points are indicated in Figure 1 and will be
elaborated on in the following.
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3.1 Demonstrate relevance of mathematics for the chosen topics
Pointing out – and letting students experience – connections between mathematics and the topics
students came to university for (e.g. mechanics for mechanical engineers, electrical engineering
for electrical engineers, etc.) seems to be the most important part to address. Over the first
semesters at university, students are preoccupied with finding and developing a professional
identity (Pierrakos et al., 2009). For this, they need practical relevance. If students are supposed
to be able to connect different subjects, they need to practice this (Spitzer, 2014).
In order to accommodate the large number of students and study courses, we decided to go for an
online solution, examples of which exist in many places (Wette, 2007), using an e-assessment
system. In a pilot study, we have combined the first year of mathematics with the first year of
mechanical engineering, since mechanical engineering is a fundamental topic to the single
largest subgroup of students. As examples, we present two practice problems. The fist practice
problem is intended for first semester students. Given is the cuboid shown in Figure 2, which is
supported by bearings and rods in equilibrium and has homogeneous mass distribution.

Figure 2: Depiction of the cuboid
The aim of this exercise is to determine the bearing forces at A and the forces of the three rods.
The necessary equations established with knowledge from the mechanics lecture are given in the
modelling step. Using the features of the e-assessment platform, the four parameters consisting
of the dimensions a, b and c of the cuboid, as well as its weight, are thereby randomly drawn
from a suitable range of numbers. Students are expected to formulate and solve the resulting
system of equations in matrix notation by means of the acquired knowledge from the parallel
mathematics lecture. By doing this, the students are introduced to the practical relevance of the
content and methods from the mathematics course.
In addition, structurally different exercises in comparison with standard exercises emerge, e.g.
solving a system of equations consisting of three equations with three unknowns. For the cuboid,
a system consisting of six equations with six unknowns has to be solved. However, this system
of equations contains only two or three unknowns per equation and is therefore “sparse”.
Therefore, this system is nevertheless solvable with little effort. But conceptually, students have
difficulties, since exercises arising from practical examples do in general not lead to equations
used in standard mathematical examples. As a consequence, the usage of mathematical exercises
which emerge from real world problems results in a better training of students. Moreover,
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mathematics is no longer perceived as abstract, but as practical relevant. This increases the
motivation of students.
The second exercise is addressed to second semester students. A stress tensor T is given which
describes the state of stress at a point in a body. Furthermore, the meaning of this tensor is briefly
explained.

Figure 3: Components of stress in three dimensions, stress tensor T
The given stress tensor T (for linear elastic theory) is a symmetric 3-by-3 matrix and it is created
by backward design. The three different principle stresses and one principle direction are
randomly drawn under certain restrictions. Then two vectors are generated such that they and the
principle direction are mutually orthonormal. By virtue of the diagonalizability equation the
corresponding stress tensor T is defined.
The students are to determine the principle stresses of the stress tensor T. Since not every student
has a background in mechanics (e.g. students of electrical engineering), it is explained that the
principal stresses are the eigenvalues of the matrix T. Due to this explanation, the exercise is
verbalized in a language they know from their mathematics lecture. In a first step they are
expected to determine the characteristic polynomial of T and then the principle stresses as the
roots of this polynomial.
In a follow-up exercise students are supposed to determine the principle directions of a stress
tensor and it is explained that these are the eigenvectors of the principle stresses. We have
identified several possible types of problems, which connect the contents of first year
mathematics and mechanics. For examples, see Table 1.
Topic in
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mechanics class
equilibrium
conditions
truss

mathematics class
system of linear equations

centre of gravity

integration in 1D, 2D and 3D

stresses

scalar products

stresses

norm, orthogonality, angles

stresses

eigenvalues and computation
thereof, diagonalization of a matrix
matrix representation, change of
basis
integration of rational functions

sparse system of linear equations

determination of a system of linear equations from
equilibrium conditions of a mechanical system
determination of a sparse system of linear equations by
the method of joints, which has to be solved afterwards
determination of the centre of gravity of a thin cone
shell
calculation of the stress vector components on the given
cutting surface in the loaded elastic continuum
construction of the normal vector on the given cutting
surface in the loaded elastic continuum
computation of principal stresses and the principal
stress directions
analysis of equivalent stress state in elastic continuum

plane stress state
(Mohr's circle)
strain and
calculation of the displacement field and strains in
Compression
cylindrical bar
torsion of thinline integrals
prediction of the stress stages in thin-walled cross
walled profiles
section
bending
integration of rational functions
estimation of the bending in elastic beam
Table 1: Examples of how mechanics and mathematics topics can be combined to exercises.

3.2 Give students control over their learning
A second important lever to enhance student motivation is to give students the autonomy to take
charge of their own learning by providing opportunities for choice. Students have been shown to
have access to mobile devices (Schulmeister, 2009, Zawacki-Richter et al., 2014), therefore
providing e-assessment practice tasks they can basically practice any time and anywhere as they
choose.
3.3 Provide incentives
Providing incentives is a way to externally motivate students to use the opportunities to practice.
In our case students can gain bonus points equal to 5 % of their final grade. However, external
incentives might lead to students relying on external motivation, so it is important that those
incentives are only used to spark the wanted behaviour and that students are weaned off slowly
(Akin-Little et al., 2004).
3.4 Make success possible
When students feel overwhelmed, this is detrimental to learning (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
Scaffolding and starting out with easy tasks can help students build confidence and self-efficacy.
This can be combined with helping students acquire metacognitive skills (Agarwal et al., 2012).
We make sure to shuffle problems to provide interleaved opportunity for practice to help
students transfer knowledge and better anchor it (Rohrer & Taylor, 2007, Rohrer et al., 2014).
We also provide opportunity for practice over a long period, occasionally taking up previous
topics again, to benefit from the spacing effect (Dempster, 1988). While we aspire to give every
student the opportunity to succeed and build confidence, we also include difficult problems
because unsuccessful retrieval attempts are beneficial for future learning (Kornell et al., 2009).
4. DISCUSSION
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Implementing new technologies and methodologies of course always comes with challenges and
not every change is necessarily for the better, so after implementing a pilot consisting of three
practice tasks spaced out over one semester, we are now starting to formatively evaluate the
teaching innovation.
4.1 Instructor experiences
As with every change in an organisation, it is very important to include instructors and the
organization in the process (Otto et al., 2015, HFD, 2015). We have done this by collaborating
with one or several instructors from each of the four courses, all of which have been very
supportive of the idea and interested in the constructive collaboration.
4.2 Student feedback
At the end of the first pilot semester, we asked students to participate in a voluntary, anonymous
online questionnaire which 168 students did. 65% of those agree or fully agree with the
statement “The applications of mathematics in mechanics problems has increased my motivation
to study mathematics,” and 80% of students agree or fully agree with the statement “The practice
problems helped me understand how interconnected mathematics and mechanics are.” 75% agree
or fully agree with the statement “I would like more of those practice problems.” One student
writes “It is a huge relief when one recognizes a type of an exercise and realizes that the
mathematics we are learning is actually applicable in meaningful applications.” While this
evaluation is by far not yet sufficient to serve as a basis for recommendations, at least the change
has the correct sign.
4.3 Balance between giving guidance and allowing for freedom
When teaching innovations are created in order to fix a real or perceived problem with the
students, instructors run the risk of entering into a vicious circle (Figure 4A). When instructors
perceive students as “too passive,” they might, as we do, react by providing a lot of guidance. In
doing this, they run the risk of overcompensating, so that students get the impression that the
instructors are taking on the responsibility for student learning. They might therefore rely on the
instructor more, which might give the instructor the impression that students are becoming more
and more passive. The challenge is now to not automatically react to this by providing more
guidance, but instead to figure out a good balance.
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Figure 4A: Vicious circle. 4B: “Value- and development-square” (based on Schulz von
Thun, 1989)
One way to achieve this balance is to recognize the two values “support students by providing
guidance” and “give students freedom to decide what they want” as both equally valid, but
intrinsically conflicting (Figure 4B). Each of those values, if driven to the extreme, turns
negative: Providing too much structure ends up taking away the students’ need for feeling in
charge of their lives. Giving too much freedom, on the other hand, can leave students, especially
early on in their studies, feeling alone and helpless. By being aware of those two poles – and
reflecting on and adjusting one’s own position in this spectrum – is the basis for any balanced
instructional design. Based on this successful pilot and with this in mind, the project will be
developed further and build upon in the future.
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Abstract: Peer assessment can be a useful tool, particularly when assessing group
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aiding learning, including its acceptability.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Professional engineers collaborate with a wide range of people: employers hope to attract
graduates with proven capabilities in communication, team-working and independent-working.
Pant & Baroudi (2008) suggest that “employers today expect workers to demonstrate … ‘softer’
skills such as teamwork and group development. They are keen to tap into these vital soft
skills… rather than just degree-specific knowledge.” Using student feedback, this study
evaluates the impact of administering a two-stage peer assessment tool developed for
engineering students, adapted for a mixed cohort of 318 MSc Management of Projects students
from 29 countries. Students twice assessed each other’s contributions in seven areas and also, at
the interim stage, provided anonymous advice for improving contributions and performance.
2. PEER ASSESSMENT
2.1 Rationale for Peer Assessment in Teaching and Learning
The motivations for institution of peer assessment vary. Sometimes it is seen as a necessary
adjunct of peer learning or as a corollary to student-centred learning. Brew (1999) sees peer
assessment as part of developing student autonomy. For her, peer assessment “involves students
making judgements about, or commenting upon, each other’s work”. In other cases it is seen as
an expedient to cope with providing speedy feedback to large classes. In this study, the concern
was to provide equitable marks for students participating in group activities. Heathfield (1999)
suggests a Group Assessment Sheet for allocating marks more fairly within a group according to
a set of criteria: regular attendance at group meetings; contribution of ideas for the task;
researching, analysing and preparing material for the task; contribution to cooperative group
process; supporting and encouraging group members; contribution to end product. From a survey
of the research, Hanrahan and Isaacs (2001) distinguish between authors who argue that students
ought to be taught peer-assessment (and self-assessment) skills, as part of their generic and
employability skills, and those who argue that students are likely to produce more reliable (and
possibly more valid) results if they are trained. Rafiq and Fullerton (1996) point to the need for
professional engineers to work in teams and, hence, for universities to incorporate teamwork and
peer-assessment. They go on to suggest that students struggle more with inter-group than with
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intra-group peer assessment. Kane and Lawler (1978) suggest three approaches to peer
assessment: peer nominations, peer ratings, and peer rankings and conclude that peer assessment
can be reliable and valid if it is used as part of a multisource approach. Peer nomination, which
involves each individual nominating the person with most influence in the group, appeared to
have the highest validity and reliability. Peer ranking, which involves each individual ranking all
group members in order of their contribution, is perceived to be the most discriminating method.
Peer rating is believed to be the most useful of the methods for feedback purposes but also
produces the least valid, reliable, and unbiased results. Peterson and Myer (2001) further suggest
that “[because] collaborative tasks are designed to encourage cooperation rather than
competition, peer rating is the most logical choice for assessment of individuals’ contributions to
collaborative projects’. Sivan (2000) suggests a different classification of peer assessment:
focussing on intra-group assessment, where individuals assess one another within the group and
inter-group peer assessment wherein one group assesses the work of another. The context of the
present study was of assessment founded on problem-based learning and Leeder et al (1979)
suggest that PBL requires an open approach to assessment, with as much of the process as
possible visible to the students. This implies that students should experience any form of
assessment formatively before being assessed summatively by that means. In the study context,
students participated in two peer assessment exercises, the first of which is entirely formative.
2.2 Need for Peer Assessment Tools in Engineering Teaching & Learning
One way to equip engineering students with vital professional interpersonal skills is through
class projects that require team collaboration, such as group laboratory projects, design projects
or research projects. However, as much of the activity in these projects takes place outside the
classroom, incentivising and evidencing participation and allocating marks fairly is not
straightforward, particularly given the demand for clearer and more robust marking rubrics.
Nordberg (2008) suggests that students trust their lecturers to assess fairly but that the use of
unmodified group marks might be deemed less fair. But, Flores and others (2015) suggest that
students engaged with programmes with learner-centred assessment find these a fairer and more
effective process than students engaged on programmes with traditional forms of assessment.
This uncertainty about the fairness of allocating marks can deter unit leaders from including
team-based work in courses and also deters students from choosing elective units that include
assessed group-work. A transparent and robust peer-moderation process can reduce the risk of
conflict and complaints, allocate marks more fairly, give lecturers more confidence to use groupbased assessments and encourage students to grasp more opportunities to develop key skills.
2.3 Risks and Benefits of Peer Assessment for Allocating Team Project Marks to Individuals
Assessed group projects that do not discriminate between different levels of contribution by
different students can be viewed as unfair. Before considering the peer assessment model applied
in this case study, it is worth outlining alternative approaches that can be applied.
Marks Allocation System
Comment
All students within each team are Simple to apply but students are not encouraged to do more
allocated equal marks unless a than contribute the bare minimum to avoid a dispute. Lack
dispute arises.
of recognition or reward for the major contributors.
Students
distribute
marks Good transparency, but risks the most forceful characters
themselves within the team, demanding and being awarded the most marks, neglecting
though a face to face meeting.
less visible contributions from quieter team members.
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Marks are allocated by staff based Time consuming to write and evaluate logs and process is
on student written logs and reports subjective. Process takes place at the end of the course at
on each other’s contributions.
which point there is no opportunity for development.
Peer assessment based on the final Leads to fragmented rather than collaborative approach to
“product” – contribution to writing carrying out the project. Tasks other than “writing” are not
each part of the final report.
recognised directly nor rewarded.
Peer
assessment
based
on Aims to take a holistic approach and reward contribution to
“process” with contributions to developing and managing team as well as the tasks related
both team and task evaluated to creating the “product”. Mirrors staff performance
anonymously by the team.
appraisal systems, but is subjective and can be complicated.
Table 1. Common Approaches to Allocating Individual Marks in Team Projects
Operating a peer-assessment process, where students directly alter another student’s mark
through anonymous or non-anonymous declaration of contribution, can lead to accusations of
bias, bullying, favouritism or even racism. However, participants can be incentivised through
peer-assessment to develop professional skills and gain experience and self-awareness that
prepares them well for employment and job interviews. This process also provides preparation
for professional appraisals, where graduates may need to reflect on and evaluate their own work
and assess the contributions of others in the workplace, giving and receiving feedback.
2.4 Development of Peer Assessment Tools in Engineering Units at Manchester
The peer assessment process applied to the MSc Management of Projects (MoP) cohort has been
used successfully at the University of Manchester to assess undergraduates studying
“Interdisciplinary Sustainable Development” (ISD) though a Problem Based Learning format
elective unit, tackling open-ended problems in interdisciplinary teams. (Tomkinson et al: 2008).
In 2006, a simpler paper-based process was used to allocate marks within ISD teams based on
contribution as rated by team members with a short written justification required for each
category. Categories included contribution to team development, supporting colleagues and
practical aspects of implementing the task. A later version used a five point scale survey in ten
categories, inputted under exam conditions in a computer cluster, but no justification was
required for each “score”. An additional formative stage was then introduced, giving students
feedback about the perception of their contribution, with anonymised comments on positive
aspects of the student’s contribution as well as request for changes in their professional practice.
This formative feedback encourages teams to reflect on their practices and provides students
with the opportunity to adjust their behaviour. Unlike MoP, ISD groups are facilitated in class by
a teaching assistant, providing an independent observer, and the ISD course is voluntary rather
than compulsory. As ISD students are from different degree programmes, they do not study
together in any other classes so friendships and rivalries are less of an issue. It was uncertain how
the MoP students would react to this assessment system, and to what extent they could be honest
in their appraisals rather than trying to further the interests of their existing friends on the course.
2.5 Peer Assessment of MoP Students in Compulsory MoP Unit
The 318 students in the 2015 MoP cohort were divided into 31 groups of 9-11 students. They
were set an assessed group project in October 2015 to produce a five minute video by December,
promoting “project management” in the North West of the UK. This involved constrained
resources and a real deadline and required teamwork and creativity, and was entirely carried out
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in the students’ own time. The students completed one set of feedback about each other’s
contributions in November, receiving anonymised feedback two weeks later. Students received
personalised feedback with an attachment showing their own results (how the appraisal would
impact their final mark had it been the final assessment) and the overall feedback for their whole
team. In December, students completed a second (final) peer assessment of colleagues’
contributions to their team, used to determine their individual marks. In both cases students
submitted feedback data, unsupervised, within a set window of 7 days.
The emphasis of this peer assessment was the “process” of collaborative teamwork, rather than
the “product” they were jointly creating. Students rated each other’s contributions in seven
categories on a five point scale (-2 to +2) and in the interim review also provided anonymised
statements about aspects of others’ working practices that they appreciated and those that they
desired to change. The quantitative results are normalised within each team so the overall team
average is unchanged by the process. An adjustment factor can be altered to change the impact of
the feedback scores on the students’ individual marks, so typically a strong contributor’s mark
may be up to 25% higher than the “raw” team mark and a poor contributor up to 25% lower,
whereas an “average” contributor would see their mark unchanged from the raw “team” score.
Seven Quantitative Assessment Categories (5 point scale):
(1)
Attending and arranging meetings
(2)
Participation and Communication - Contributing to discussions
(3)
Team effectiveness - Managing meetings, keeping the team focused and striving to improve team processes
(4)
Team morale - creating a harmonious collaborative team culture and encouraging others to contribute.
(5)
Research Activity - Gathering, sharing and referencing information
(6)
Creativity - Analysing information and generating and shaping ideas
(7)
Designing, writing and editing the deliverables – documentation, portfolio and video
Two Qualitative Responses: Complete this sentence

Giving Praise - I really appreciated that this team member...

Issues/Problems: I feel it would be helpful in future if this team member…

Table 2. Peer Assessment Categories

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 The intention was to investigate the following research questions:
 What are the strengths and weaknesses of the process and this experience from the
perspective of the students? Is this method of assessment sufficiently robust (or “fair”)?
 What are the strengths and weaknesses from the perspective of the unit leaders? (How time
consuming / resource demanding is this method of peer-assessment to administer?)
 What are the benefits of the two-stage team-focused peer-assessment to enhancing students’
learning in this context?
3.2 Research Data:
(1)
Student Questionnaire: In early December 2015 all students were asked to complete an
anonymous questionnaire via their virtual learning environment to capture their views on the
interim peer assessment. This comprised 5 point Likert scale questions plus a text box for
suggestions and comments.
(2)
Staff Perspective: The staff involved in administering the process reflected on the process
throughout the experience and the unit leader provided written comments.
(3)
Student Marks: In order to assess the impact of the peer assessment, the interim feedback
data was analysed, the final feedback data was analysed, and the change in ”score” for each
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student calculated. The difference in scoring approach for different teams was studied by
examining the range in resulting multiplier across each team and average scores the students
awarded each other. The number of queries or complaints and scoring irregularities was noted.
4.1 Student Questionnaire Results

4. RESULTS

Figure 1: Results of Student Questionnaire about Interim Peer Assessment
57% of the cohort submitted the student questionnaire about the interim peer feedback process.
The results suggest the students viewed the process as valuable. 90% of respondents considered
that the system adds at least moderate value to the course unit and put effort into adapting their
behaviour as a result if the feedback.
From the valid remarks, 33 “generally positive” comments were submitted, such as “I think it
help us to improve the ability about team work”; “I think it is really good at improving our
performance.”;“I truly believe that this peer assessments system have an active influence on our
team work. It makes us recognize the demerits about our contribution in this group”;
“Interim peer assessment is great and providing such helpful to make the teamwork more fair to
everyone.”;“It has already been very well and all-rounded” “It is a perfect way to work in
groups and hear others opinion”; “This interim peer assessment is really useful to adjust the
working conditions. Sometimes, you cannot find the personal problem until the final result of the
project. It is just like a alarm to notice you to be more professional.”; “This is the first time I've
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tried something like this, and I enjoyed it because without … feedback, students tend to relax too
much and have no urgency to participate and contribute.”
Sixteen comments were suggestions, such as “The ability of conflict management and dispute
resolution should be added in the assessment”; “I think some questions are relatively general, if
they can be subdivided, maybe better than before.”; “I think the detail information of the work
they done should be taken into consideration”.
Seven were criticisms, which as useful as they highlight the areas the students are least satisfied
with: “As this interim peer assessment does not effect the final score, so many us students do not
care it or finish it carefully”; “Assessment is good, but at the end of the day the Chinese
teammates in the group will give each other 2 points in every assessment even if they do not
deserve it”; “The standard for evaluation could be more clarified because everyone has different
expectations and judgment standard for each answer.”; “I think the first assessment was useless
, because we didn't do that much at that time together. The marks were same for all and there
was a compliment instead of real opinion.”; “I don't think at all that the peer assessment is a
fair way to evaluate students.”; “From the peer assessment report, I did not see any effective
suggestions. Most group members are unwilling to spend time on commenting ones' contribution
in detail, which may be the main problem.”
Most of these criticisms concern the rigour with which students completed the questionnaire,
which did vary considerably from team to team, and the degree to which students were honest in
their feedback rather than attempting to reward their ‘friends’. From this it can be deduced that
the students are satisfied with the peer assessment approach in principle and the overall structure,
but putting safeguards in place to ensure that students complete the questionnaire as objectively
and rigorously as possible should be made a priority.
4.2 Staff Comments
The main strengths and benefits: “Students get to know how their group feels about their
contribution and can adjust behaviours before it becomes summative”; “The qualitative and
quantitative data trail gives useful evidence if a student challenges their multiplier”; “It does
seem to allocate the marks according to effort in most cases, which is justice. In so doing it
answers the concerns of conscientious students in very large groups with the danger of social
loafing. Fairness is a particular concern of mine, this system helped satisfy that”; “There were
surprisingly few complaints about the final marks. Of those only five actually had a point, out of
320. Not bad.”
What problems/issues were experienced? “The volume of data when something needed checking
(strength and weakness)”; “It seemed to take a lot of explaining to the students.”; “Not all
students participated despite warning and sanctions”; “One group seemed to abuse the system
creating an obvious ethnic divide…”;“Some students claimed that the peer mark did not reflect
their actual contribution. In some cases this was a lesson in the difference between perceptions
of team contributions”; “Some lost marks between the formative and summative - was this due to
change in their performance (or lack thereof) or other teammates learning the system and
becoming more critical? We can't tell.”
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There were issues with the data inputting interface, but this could be avoided by using a more
sophisticated computer programme to gather the feedback. Of the 318 students participating,
only seven queried their final result and only one of the 31 teams showed evidence of collusion
in scoring: three of the students unhappy with their mark were from this team. This return was
rejected and the interim scores applied to the final mark.
4.3 Analysis of Student Marks

Figure 2: The final peer assessment produced greater extremes of multiplier at the low end of
the scale, but the top multiplier was reduced.
5. DISCUSSION
The calculation means the average of the multipliers within a team is always zero and
contribution is judged relative to others in the team, which makes it difficult to infer how
students’ contributions have changed. Students may simply contribute more close to a deadline.
A complicating factor occurs when students in some teams misuse the rating protocol. Rather
than awarding the “average” response with a few exceptions, certain teams chose to allocate
everyone in the team the highest “exceptional contribution” rating. This produced very little
variation between team members and so generated little useful feedback. Much of the difference
between the interim and final marks is due to teams switching to a more honest approach.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The majority of students viewed the process favourably and the number of queries/complaints
was surprisingly small given the student-centred and subjective nature of the system. The
students were apparently incentivised by the interim marks to take their contribution to the
project more seriously. Staff felt that the students took a broader view of team contributions as a
result of the prompt questions, but found the process of administering the surveys, processing
and checking the results and generating the student feedback unwieldy and time consuming.
The student comments in the interim review provided participants with a benchmark of their
position within their team and snapshot of how their team skills are perceived by others and gave
staff a useful baseline against which to review the final assessment. However, this interim stage
also increased students’ awareness of how the system works, which may have encouraged some
in attempting to manipulate the outcome in their favour. Staff and students both consider this tool
a valuable addition to the course unit. However, future developments need to devise ways of
better enforcing student compliance. MoP staff have reported that they do wish to continue with
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the assessment system as a useful learning tool for the students, but there is a need to improve
the interface to reduce the time needed to administer it and there is still concern regarding the
ability of staff to defend marks allocated by students.
This study argues that despite flaws in the system, participants can be incentivised through peerassessment to develop interdisciplinary professional skills and gain self-awareness that better
prepares them for employment. Students are recognised and rewarded for skills and knowledge
often neglected in more traditional assessment mechanisms and this can be particularly true
where the intended learning outcomes are behavioural rather than cognitive. This process also
provides preparation for professional appraisals, where graduates may need to reflect on and
evaluate their own work and assess the contributions of others in the workplace.
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Abstract: The frequency of use of active learning techniques in UK university
engineering education lags behind many peer universities in the United States. To
improve this frequency of use, a three hour workshop was developed and delivered to
over 200 academic staff at seven different UK universities during the 2014/15 academic
year. The first half of the workshop focused on how to design modules (courses) that
improve student engagement through active learning. The second half of the workshop
was used to introduce academic staff to many of the common engagement techniques that
are used to replace lecture during instruction. These included student collaborative
activities, case studies and problem-based learning. Pre- and Post-workshop quizzes
were used to assess the effectiveness of the workshop. This paper summarizes the key
concepts from the workshop and presents the assessment results of the workshop’s
effectiveness.
Keywords; engineering education, active learning, student engagement, assessment,
workshop.
*Correspondence to: W.S. Seames, Department of Chemical Engineering, University of North
Dakota, Grand Forks, ND 58201, USA. E-mail: wayne.seames@engr.und.edu
1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Active learning, at its most general level, can be defined as any instructional method that
requires students to do meaningful learning activities and to think about what they are doing
[Prince, 2004]. The core elements of active learning, namely student activity and engagement in
the learning process, can be contrasted to the traditional lecture where students passively receive
information from the instructor. Certain active learning techniques have been a part of university
engineering education for decades, including practicals, tutorials, projects, and homework
assignments. However, there has been a growing understanding in educational pedagogy that
introducing active learning activities into the classroom to replace and/or supplement traditional
lecture improves student learning [Bonwell and Eison, 1991; Felder et al. 2000].
Here is just one of the many examples found in the literature. In a study based on pre- and posttest data collected for over 6,000 students, Hake [1998] found significant improvement in student
performance in introductory physics modules with substantial use of interactive-engagement
methods compared to modules relying on traditional lecture. Test scores measuring conceptual
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understanding were roughly twice as high in classes promoting engagement than in traditional
courses. Statistically, this was an improvement of two standard deviations!
Effective teachers understand that module (class, course) design is the single most important
factor in whether that module meets the university’s learning objectives for its students [Wiggins
and McTighe, 1998]. This is true no matter what instruction methods are employed. However,
in my experience, good module design is even more important when incorporating active
learning methods into instruction than with traditional lecture. Incorporating active learning
methods into a poorly designed module will most likely still result in a disappointing outcome.
Therefore, efforts to improve student outcomes needs to start with good, well thought-out
module design. If this process is accomplished early and correctly, incorporating active learning
methods into the module can then enable the vast majority of students to reach deeper levels of
understanding than will be achieved with a traditional lecture based module.
A common qualitative method of defining the levels of student learning is with Anderson and
Krathwohl’s [Anderson et al. 2001] revised
Bloom’s [1956] cognitive taxonomy, which is
shown in figure 1. When the basic concepts,
Creating
facts, and ideas are provided by lecture,
students will typically only advance through
Evaluating
levels
1
(remembering)
and
2
(understanding).
Lecture-style tutorials
Analyzing
(instructor walks through examples of how to
apply the applications) may allow students to
Applying
advance to level 3, although interactive
tutorials (students individually or in groups
Understanding
work through examples under instructor
guidance) are more effective in achieving this
Remembering
level and may also deepen learning into level
4 (analysing).
Figure 1. A visual representation of Bloom’s
cognitive taxonomy (after Bloom, 1956)

Tutorials can be considered to be a venue for
active learning. However, because the sessions are decoupled from the lectures rather than
integrated together, students sometimes miss the connection between lecture content and tutorial
exercises. Integrating active learning methods with lecture can improve these connections.
One effective way to utilize this approach is to follow a “present-show-try” paradigm. A concept,
or suite of concepts, is introduced by the instructor in a traditional lecture format. The instructor
then walks through an example of how to apply the concept(s). Finally, the students work
through a separate example, either individually or in small groups, during the class session. The
instructor then moves to the next concept. This paradigm can often result in learning at levels 4
(analysing) and 5 (evaluating) in lower division modules and may allow learning all the way
through level 6 (creating) in upper division and post-graduate level modules.
The next logical extension of the “present-show-try” paradigm is the flipped class paradigm.
When a module is taught in this format, the students are expected to obtain their introduction to
the concept from reading material, such as a textbook, prior to the start of the class session. This
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replaces the lecture formatted “present” step. With this method, formal class time is spent on the
“show” and “try” steps. For simpler concepts, the “show” step may be skipped, and the entire
formal class session devoted to the “try” step. An excellent summary of case studies evaluating
the effectiveness of the flipped class paradigm along with the challenges associated with the
method is provided by Aronson and Arfstrom [2013].
A more formal definition of the flipped instruction paradigm is provided by the Flipped Learning
Network [2016], “Flipped Learning is a pedagogical approach in which direct instruction moves
from the group learning space to the individual learning space, and the resulting group space is
transformed into a dynamic, interactive learning environment where the educator guides students
as they apply concepts and engage creatively in the subject matter.”
Employing the flipped instruction paradigm allows master level teachers to routinely reach
Bloom levels 5 and 6 for the majority of the material in their modules for the majority of the
students actively participating in the module. Perhaps more than any other method, flipped
instruction requires careful module design and up-front planning to ensure success. Instructors
using this method also need to be fluent in the active learning techniques they will be using
during formal class time to maximize student learning.

2. THE ENGAGEMENT TEACHING METHODS FOR ENGINEERS WORKSHOP
In the 2014/15 academic year, the author spent seven months in residence at the University of
Leeds under a Fulbright fellowship. One of author’s projects was to develop and execute a three
hour workshop to assist university level instructors of engineering to increase student
engagement in their modules and thereby improve student learning success.
The workshop was divided into two parts:
module design and engagement techniques.
The workshop outline is shown in figure 2.
During the introduction, the participants were
provided data that shows that undergraduate
students do not always learn the same way as
those who instruct them. As such, instructors
should not use their own remembered
learning experiences as a good model for how
their students learn.
In the module design portion of the
workshop, participants were introduced to the
flipped learning method and how to design
learning units. Learning units facilitate the
flipped learning method but are also an
effective way to design and organize more
traditionally configured modules.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

Introduction

[Type the document title]

Module Design

A. Engaging Students – Flipped Classes
B. The Learning Unit Method
1. Integrated Units
2. Learning Guides

Engagement Techniques
A.

Collaborative Learning

D.

Using Technology

B.
C.

Problem-Based Learning

Case Study Based Teaching Methods

Summary and Feedback

Figure 2. The Engagement Teaching Methods for
Engineers Workshop Outline
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The “Engagement Techniques” portion of the
workshop focused on how to effectively
employ collaborative learning techniques and
on the primary active learning methods
utilized in engineering – problem-based
learning and case studies.
A brief
introduction to how to leverage technology
was also included.
The workshop was conducted 10 times during
the period November 2014 through March
2015 at seven different UK universities with a
total attendance of 233 participants. Further
details are shown in table 1. The workshop
was also delivered as part of this conference
and has been delivered twice at the University
of North Dakota in the USA.

Table 1. A Summary of the Workshops Conducted in the
UK During the 2014/15 Academic Year

Date
Venue
Number of Participants
19 Nov 14 Univ. of Leeds
12
25 Nov 14 Univ. of Leeds
12
3 Dec 14 Univ. of Leeds
13
12 Jan 15 Queens Univ. Belfast
20
22 Jan 15 Univ of Leeds
7
23 Jan 15 Univ of Nottingham
46
30 Jan 15 Univ of Bath
25
20 Feb 15 Stathclyde Univ Glasgow
18
24 Feb 15 Univ of Newcastle
38
9 Mar15 Univ. of Sheffield
42

3. WORKSHOP ASSESSMENT
Pre- and post-workshop quizzes were completed by attendees during the 2014/15 workshops
shown in table 1. Some attendees arrived late or left early. As a result there were 203 pre-quiz
responses and 167 post-quiz responses for most of the questions. One participant only answered
two of the post-quiz questions, so most of the post-quiz data is based on 166 responses. Eleven
identical questions were asked both before and after completion of the workshop. The results are
shown in table 2. After starting the process, it was found that some of the questions were poorly
phrased, namely questions 3 and 6. Questions 9 and 10 were included as a check on participant
comprehension and the care they were taking in completing the quiz. For example, it was
expected that every participant would either answer “no” or “I don’t know” to question 9 and
“yes” or “I don’t know” to question 10.
Surprisingly, the majority of participants answered all of the questions correctly in the preworkshop quiz, indicating at least some exposure to these topics. Of less surprise is that the
number of participants who answered correctly on the post-workshop quiz increased
significantly. The less definitive results for questions 3 and 5 are believed to be a reflection on
the quality of the questions rather than on participant understanding. 38 of the respondents that
answered “true” to question 6 added the caveat that this would only be true in the first year the
module was taught.
One interesting result is the response to question 8. While the number of participants answering
correctly increased, the increase was lower than for other questions. Some instructors were
obviously not convinced that engagement teaching methods were appropriate for every subject.
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Table 2
Quantitative Assessment Results from Pre- and Post-Workshop Responses
from the Participants in the 2014/15 Workshops
Prequiz

Question

1

2

3

4
5
6
7

8

9

10

ANSWER

The way that faculty members learned as students
FALSE
is typical of the general population of
undergraduates and post-graduates
Including engagement activities during recitation
FALSE
periods will reduce the number of topics that can
be covered in a course.
The traditional university paradigm of readings,
True, but not
recitation, and homework with/without
the most
accompanying laboratory sessions is still a
effective
relevant and effective method for learning
Engagement methods can be effectively employed
TRUE
in class sizes of over 100 students
Engagement methods cannot be used effectively in
FALSE
tiered seating lecture type classrooms.
Flipped classes take more faculty preparation
FALSE
time than traditional lecture classes
The most common engagement method employed
TRUE
in engineering courses is the “problem-based
learning” method
There are certain courses where engagement
teaching methods are not appropriate and a
FALSE
traditional lecture-based course should be used
exclusively
After this workshop, I do not expect to improve
my effectiveness as a teacher of undergraduate
engineering courses.
After this workshop, I expect to improve my
effectiveness as a teacher of graduate engineering
courses.

Post quiz

TRUE

FALSE

Don't
Know

TRUE

FALSE

Don't
Know

30%

53%

17%

11%

87%

2%

27%

58%

15%

7%

89%

4%

60%

22%

18%

49%

40%

11%

58%

16%

26%

86%

10%

4%

17%

64%

19%

22%

73%

5%

48%

12%

39%

52%

39%

9%

61%

11%

28%

84%

6%

10%

18%

49%

33%

15%

67%

18%

5%

76%

18%

4%

90%

5%

73%

1%

25%

82%

5%

13%

In response to the additional post-workshop quiz question, “since completing this workshop, are
you planning to increase the percentage of recitation time is devoted to engagement teaching
methods?” 79% of the participants answered “yes”.
Additional questions were added to each quiz to obtain qualitative information. For example, the
most common concerns with utilizing the material taught during the workshop were: having
adequate preparation time and student acceptance.
At the end of the workshop, participants were asked as a group exercise to recall as many of the
active learning topics that were covered in some fashion in the workshop without referring to
their notes. Most participant groups identified around 12 separate methods. Often the groups
included other concepts that were covered in the workshop but were not “active teaching
methods” per se such as, “don’t let students upward delegate their problems to you”, or
“textbook based teaching” in their lists. The total number of methods/concepts identified by at
least one group was 31, which pretty much included every concept and method that was
presented.
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Each individual participant was then asked to identify the top/most important three items on their
lists for them personally. No attempt was made to define what “top” or “most important” meant.
This was left to each individual. An overwhelming majority identified the flipped instructional
method as their top item. The next most commonly selected (at least 1/3 of responses) were:
working in groups, case studies, problem-based learning, and using pre-quizzes to insure
student’s do assigned readings prior to attending class.
In response to the question, “Were your initial concerns or questions about engagement teaching
methods addressed in the workshop?” 74% responded “yes”, 25% responded “mostly/some”, and
only 2% responded “no”.

4. SUMMARY
A workshop was developed to assist UK university engineering instructors in improving their
modules through better module design and the adoption of engagement teaching methods. The
workshop is judged to have been a success since 79% of the responses to a post-quiz question
stated that they planned to increase their use of engagement teaching methods in their instruction
and 99% of the responses indicated that all, most, or some of their initial concerns and questions
about engagement teaching methods were addressed in the workshop. It was also very
encouraging that the flipped instruction method was the top/most important item from the
workshop for most of the participants.
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EXPERIENCE OF INITIATIVES TO ATTRACT STUDENTS INTO CIVIL
ENGINEERING PROGRAMMES AT UCD, DUBLIN, IRELAND
John J. O’ Sullivan, Patrick J. Purcell*
School of Civil Engineering,
University College Dublin (UCD), Dublin 4, Ireland
Abstract: The objective of the paper is to present some examples of innovative developments
to attract students into Civil Engineering programmes at UCD and to explore the factors that
influence student decisions. As part of a week-long ‘Engineering your future’ programme, the
School of Civil Engineering introduces second-level students to the discipline through a series of
lectures coupled with a problem-based learning exercise. The paper particularly focuses on the
School of Civil Engineering input to this event to stimulate student interest in Civil Engineering
as a potential future career option. Upon completion of the event, students are issued with a
questionnaire to provide their feedback on their experience. The results of this student feedback
are presented.
At UCD, Engineering students enrol in a common first year, which allows the students to gain an
understanding of the many different engineering disciplines available, before being offered an
unrestricted choice of specialisation in subsequent years. Recently, there has been a downward
trend in the enrolment of Civil Engineering students into second year and, the causative factors
underlying this phenomenon are examined. At the end of the third year of study, students must
decide whether to take a further one-year bachelor’s programme or a two-year integrated
master’s programme meeting the educational standard for Chartered Engineer. The results of a
student survey exploring their considerations at this decision point are also presented.
Feedback on the Civil Engineering design challenge from second-level students has been
extremely positive and compared very favourably with other engineering disciplines. In respect
of the popularity of the Civil Engineering taught programmes, a key factor influencing student
behavior is employment prospects which are clearly a function of activity levels in the industry.
Keywords; Civil Engineering education, Student engagement, Innovative teaching.
*Correspondence to: Patrick J. Purcell, School of Civil, Structural and Environmental
Engineering, University College Dublin (UCD), Dublin 4, Ireland. E-mail: PJ.Purcell@ucd.ie
1. INTRODUCTION
University College Dublin (UCD) is Ireland’s largest third-level institution, founded in 1854 by
Cardinal John Henry Newman. Ranked within the top 1% of higher education institutions worldwide, it is a research intensive university with a student population in excess of 32,000. UCD is
academically organised into six Colleges and thirty seven Schools. In the College of Engineering
and Architecture, there are five Schools of Engineering, one of which is the School of Civil
Engineering, and one School of Architecture.
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In the Irish education system, second-level students apply for places in third level institutions via
a national Central Applications Office. Entry to third-level institutions is competitive and
prospective engineering students must primarily demonstrate strong mathematical ability in the
Irish second level Leaving Certificate examination.
A clear objective of any high-quality undergraduate engineering programme is to attract highcalibre students into the programme. To this end, UCD Engineering actively participates with
Engineers Ireland in ‘Engineering Your Future’ which is a week-long, hands-on programme for
second-level students (age circa. 16 years) who have an interest and have demonstrated an
aptitude, in science and maths. The programme is designed as an introduction to the exciting and
diverse world of engineering. Hosted by a number of third-level institutions around the country,
the ‘Engineering Your Future’ programme provides a week of exposure to the various
engineering disciplines. Attending students gain a meaningful, practical insight into engineering
at third-level and as a career, interacting with lecturers and graduates, taking part in workshops
and meeting engineers during industry visits.
At UCD, Engineering students enrol in a common first year, which allows the students to gain an
understanding of the many different engineering disciplines available, before being offered an
unrestricted choice of specialisation in subsequent years. To assist First Year Engineering
students make an informed decision about which engineering discipline they wish to study in
second year, each School of Engineering provides information sessions to the students in each
semester of first year. The information sessions comprise presentations, demonstrations, site
visits by senior members of academic staff, current students, recent graduates and employers.
At the end of the First Year of the engineering programme, students have a free choice to enter
the following Engineering programmes:
 Biomedical Engineering
 Chemical and Bioprocess Engineering
 Civil Engineering
 Electronic and Electrical Engineering
 Mechanical Engineering
Once students have chosen which Engineering discipline they wish to pursue, they then follow
the curriculum appropriate to that discipline in years 2 and 3. The next decision point for the
students comes at the end of year 3, when the students must decide whether to take a further oneyear bachelor’s programme or a two-year integrated master’s programme which meets the
educational standard for Chartered Engineer (see Fig. 1). Students successfully completing the
bachelor’s degree may enrol on a one-year master of engineering science degree, which coupled
with appropriate post-graduate experiential learning can meet the educational standard for
Chartered Engineer.
This paper describes the experience of the School of Civil Engineering in:
(a) participating in the second-level ‘Engineering your future’ programme;
(b) attracting students from the common First Year Engineering student cohort into the
undergraduate Civil Engineering programme;
(c) Attracting students from the undergraduate Civil Engineering programme into the
postgraduate Civil Engineering programme.
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Master
of
Engineering

Figure 1

Pathways through Civil Engineering Programne at UCD

2. ENGINEERING YOUR FUTURE
As part of an annual, one-week, UCD ‘Experience Engineering’ Programme, second-level
students interested in pursuing Engineering as a career:
 are introduced to each of the engineering disciplines;
 meet undergraduate engineering students;
 undertake a week-long project;
 participate in a site visit;
 experience a social program (e.g. rock climbing and archery).
Entry to this week-long student experience is competitive. Students are assessed by means of: (a)
their grades in the State Junior Certificate examination in Mathematics and Science, (b) an
expression of interest as to why they wish to pursue a career in Engineering. As part of the
‘Experience Engineering’ programme, a problem-based introductory session to the discipline of
Civil Engineering for these students was developed, as described by Cosgrove et al. (2010).This
includes a hands-on Structural Design challenge aimed at fostering an interest amongst the
participating students in Civil/ Structural Engineering as a career. Students, as illustrated in
Figure 2, are divided into groups, comprising typically of 5-6 students per group.
The objective of the structural challenge is for the students to use their ingenuity to design and
construct an efficient truss structure, using limited material resources, to:
 span a specified distance;
 carry the maximum load at mid-span;
 minimise mid-span deflection;
 maximise the load capacity/self-weight ratio of structure.
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The objective of the exercise is to encourage active learning, stimulate creativity in students, and
work as a part of a team in a fun environment. The exercise demonstrates the following
attributes:
 Engagement by the students;
 Application of theory in context;
 Ingenuity by students;
 Competitiveness between groups;
 Teamwork building.
Upon completion of the event, students are issued with a questionnaire to provide feedback on
their experience of the programme (see Fig. 3). Examination of Fig. 3 shows that the Civil
Engineering offering compares favourably with other engineering disciplines.

Figure 2 Second-level students engaging in Structural Engineering challenge
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Figure 3 Survey of second-level students participating in ‘Engineering your future’ week 2015
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3.
UNDERGRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEERING PROGRAMME
Although the feedback from second level students relating to the programme offered by the
School of Civil Engineering has been consistently positive, this positivity has not, in recent
years, been reflected in the number of students from the common First Year Engineering cohort
opting for Civil Engineering in second year. It was for the reason of investigating the decline in
the popularity in the discipline that the School of Civil Engineering undertook a study of factors
influencing student decision making.
The purpose of the common first year of engineering is to afford students an opportunity, during
the course of the year, to make an informed decision regarding the choice of engineering
discipline they will follow. In a previous study of first year engineering students, it was found
that only 30% of the students had chosen their engineering discipline before enrolment (Imbrie et
al, 2006). Figure 4 shows the discipline intentions of First Year Engineering students when
surveyed at entry in 2015. These are based a total student cohort student of 279 in first year, of
which 114 students responded to the survey with indications of their second year discipline
intentions. When the students were questioned in respect of their intentions regarding the pursuit
of a postgraduate master’s degree, a significant proportion of the students (41/114 = 36%) were
unsure whether they would undertake an ME degree (see Fig. 5).
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Figure 4 First Engineering student undergraduate discipline preferences (October 2015)
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Figure 5 First Engineering student postgraduate discipline preferences (October 2015)
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Examination of Figures 4 and 5 suggests that Civil Engineering is one of the least popular
disciplines amongst the 2015/2016 First Year cohort of Engineering students. In an effort to
understand the causative factors for this negative perception of Civil Engineering amongst the
First Year students, a focus group study of the current second year non-civil engineering students
was undertaken. Reasons attributed to poor interest in Civil Engineering and ways that this might
be addressed were that:
 the stereotypical image of civil engineering amongst students remains largely one of
being narrowly focussed and the full spectrum of the discipline needs to be elucidated;
 Civil Engineering is perceived as being ‘low-tech’ and the more ‘high-tech’ elements of
the discipline need to be emphasised;
 the employment prospects and breadth of opportunities (in civil engineering and other
related careers) need to be demonstrated;
 the current lack of an identifiable civil engineering module in First Engineering needs to
be considered; all other engineering disciplines have at least one module relating to their
discipline available to First Engineering students.
The variation over the past decade in the numbers of Civil Engineering students (as exemplified
by the numbers in a typical third year core module) is shown in Fig. 6. Examination of Fig. 6
shows that, during the so-called ‘Celtic Tiger’ years, when construction activity was strong, the
discipline of civil engineering was very attractive to students. Between the years 2008 to about
2011, Ireland experienced a catastrophic economic collapse, which was reflected in a precipitous
decline in construction activity. Allowing for some lag time between the drop in construction
activity and the decline in civil engineering student numbers, there would appear to be some
correlation between these two parameters. Since about 2012, there has been some recovery in
construction activity, but this is not yet reflected in any significant increase in civil engineering
undergraduate student numbers.
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Figure 6 Number of students in third year Civil Engineering and construction activity in Ireland
(Central Statistics Office of Ireland, 2016)
4.
POSTGRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEERING PROGRAMME
At the end of the third year of engineering at UCD, students are required to choose either to
complete a further year, graduating with a bachelor’s degree (BE) or undertake a further two-
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year integrated master’s programme (ME). The ME programme automatically meets the
educational standard for professional status (Chartered Engineer). Students on the ME
programme can undertake a semester-long work placement with a suitable employer.
The ‘default’ option for third year students is progression to the BE programme, whereas
students wishing to pursue the master’s degree must positively chose the ME programme and
achieve a GPA of 2.8 (out of 4.2) weighted average of their second and third year academic
performance. A further consideration for students is that there is a significantly enhanced tuition
fee for the second year of master’s programme. Before students make their decision in third year,
as to which route they intend to pursue, an information session on the various options is given by
the programme directors.
A survey of students enrolled on first year of ME degree in September 2015, indicating which
Masters programme they were pursuing, is presented in Fig. 7. Examination of this graph shows
that the actual numbers enrolled, mirrors reasonably well the previous graph in Fig. 5 showing
the intentions of first year students relating to the pursuit of a master’s degree. This cohort of
students were also asked to rank the factors influencing their choice of ME programme. These
factors and their rank follow.
1. I had sufficient information to guide me in my ME programme choice?
2. I have chosen this particular ME programme because of the employment prospects in this
discipline?
3. I have chosen this particular ME programme because of the internship (work placement)
element of this programme?
4. I have chosen this particular ME programme because of the professional accreditation
implications?
5. I have chosen this particular ME programme because it is the subject area that most
appeals to me?
6. The introductory talks in year 3 were an important factor influencing the choice of my
ME programme?
10
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2
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Figure 7 Survey of students on the first year of ME programme in September 2015, indicating
which Masters programme they were pursuing.
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The results relating to these questions are shown in Fig. 8, indicating that most students chose a
masters option primarily because of their interest in the subject, followed closely by the
employment prospects following graduation from the programme.
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Figure 8 Importance of factors influencing decision to pursue master’s degree
5.
CONCLUSIONS
Feedback on the Civil Engineering design challenge to second-level students has been extremely
positive and compared very favourably with other engineering disciplines. The most important
factor influencing students in their choice of discipline is their interest in the subject area.
Employment prospects are also a critical consideration for students and this factor has been in
particularly sharp focus for the Civil Engineering programme, when a precipitous decline in
employment for graduates in recent years has led to a dramatic fall-off in popularity of the
discipline.
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DISTRIBUTING RESPONSIBILITY IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION
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innovation, RRI
If engineers are to be charged with ‘…turning dreams to reality’, then with that comes enormous
responsibility, not only in the competent execution of the turning, but in defining the reality they
help manifest. Although the idea of professional responsibility now receives mainstream
attention in UK engineering education, even the most competent series of engineering decisions
can result in an overall effect that unevenly distributes risk or benefit, an outcome previously
termed ‘the problem of many hands’ (Van de Poel & Royakkers 2011). This is a particularly
challenging idea to educational environments that encourage individualistic understandings of
responsibility.
Although a very recent development, that we come to discuss the philosophy of engineering at
all is a remarkable testament of the discipline’s commitment to relevance and evolution. Long
accustomed to the ‘swinging pendulum’ that at different times has foregrounded practical
engineering and theoretical content (Reynolds & Seely 1993), engineering education has also
been (and continues to be) shaped by the evolving professional identity of engineers. In the
United Kingdom, engineering education has been described as having been influenced by the
UK’s broader class system: the practical of craft engineering was something to be studied in a
polytechnic rather than the hallowed halls of universities (Crawley 2014). The US is also
described as having a strong practical tradition which grew out of engineering’s role in
industrialisation of the nation.
Crawley reflects on how different these practical bases of engineering are from those seen, for
example, in France, where for 200 years engineering has been elevated to a “higher form of
practical knowledge” (Crawley 2014:234) through a firm basis on scientific and mathematical
theory. Both of these strands can be seen in, for example, Germany, in the fachhochshulen and
technische hochshulen traditions which seek to exemplify reason and application respectively.
These engineering education traditions that emphasise practical application, for example in the
UK, the US and the German fachhochshulen have been fundamental in shaping the professional
identity, which at the same time has struggled to distinguish itself from technicians. Industry is
also vocal, and when IBM call for ‘T-shaped engineers’ who combine disciplinary depth with an
ability to work across contexts they urge universities to “…move beyond traditional silo-based
focuses—where they seek to educate and graduate specialists—to actively encourage and
support truly integrated courses of study” (IBM 2009:5). This kind of intervention from
employers is also hugely influential in the evolution of the discipline.
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NURTURING ETHICAL ENGINEERS

The purpose of positioning this talk in the broader sweep of our discipline’s history is simply to
point out that engineering education is fluid in what it covers, how it is taught, what is important
and what kind of practitioners it aims to nurture. Views on these questions evolve over time, and
curricula reflect professional identities that vary geographically. One of the more recent trends
we can see in curricula is the need for engineering graduates to be sensitive to the context they
work in. As a learning outcome, this sensitivity is couched as a constraint, for example the
‘environmental and sustainability limitations’ or the ‘legal and ethical constraints’ the
Engineering Council describe in their HE accreditation guidelines (Engineering Council
2014:13). However, as professional competences, the language moves to one of responsibility,
for example in preparation for becoming Chartered Engineers graduates are expected to,
“…develop a commitment to professional and social responsibility and ethical codes”
(Engineering Council 2014: 29).
The move from professional to social responsibility is one that the Engineering Council does not
elaborate, and it is this shift in perspective that forms the basis of this argument. Here, I will
make a proposal as to how we might understand social responsibility and how it relates to
professional ethics, and open a discussion that might usefully focus on how it is best taught to
our student cohorts. First, let us briefly revisit how scholars have sought to develop frameworks
by which we can understand the various dimensions involved in engineering ethics. I will pick
up the story in 2001, with ethicist Joe Herkert synthesising 20 years of research to propose three
overlapping levels at play: the personal, the professional and the macro, and speculating on the
role that professional societies play in helping soften the boundaries between those layers
(Herkert 2001). Microethics, Herkert proposed, is the realm in which we make individual
decisions, and the interpersonal relations we have with one another as we go about the practice
of engineering. Macroethics considered the profession as a whole, and our collective social
responsibility in societal decisions about technology. These two quite different worlds could be
integrated through the idea of professional ethics, and Herkert suggests that professional
institutions have a key role to play at that interface.
The idea that professional institutions can and should be effective mediators of our personal and
societal ethics raises some interesting questions, particularly when we start to think about the
kinds of macro-ethical challenges we are faced with. The UK Royal Academy of engineering has
previously framed this as a challenge of ensuring ‘the public interest’, suggesting that if
engineers and professional institutions do not engage with this agenda, it will default to the
Courts and Government to act as proxy for ‘the public’ through rulings and regulation (Uff
2003). Sustainability scientist Brad Allenby draws our attention to the systemic nature of societal
challenges that are not conveniently confined to engineers’ field of expertise and do not
obediently stay within their control (Allenby 2006). Instead, we have complex systems that span
disciplines and involve many evolving stakeholders and interest groups. Engineering makes
physical a world, but whose vision that world represents is not straightforward; Allenby’s
conclusion here is that macroethics is more a collective societal capacity than an extension of
technical expertise.
If we are to countenance a move towards engaging engineering students with macroethical
questions, it becomes useful to ask what possible sources of macroethical failure might be. This
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question is key to establishing relevance between individual students and the social goals and
visions that engineering projects are part of. In understanding the implications of engineered
systems that lie beyond the ethical stances of individuals and the conduct of the professions, Van
Der Poel & Royakkers (2011) refer to ‘the problem of many hands’. This dilemma invokes the
idea that even if every individual engineer involved in an engineered system acted competently,
the system itself can still fail to deliver the societal benefits imagined.
To understand why, we have to understand socio-technical systems as inherently complex, with
competing stakeholders, being conducted across extended periods of time. A helpful case study
here is Bryon Newberry’s work on Hurricane Katrina’s implications for the people of New
Orleans and the role of engineers in that project (Newberry 2010). These two framings of
complex systems – the many hands problem and the Katrina case – offer numerous clues as to
limits of the engineer in controlling complex socio-technical systems. These limitations include,
but are not confined to: poor distribution of information, cumulative effects of scale,
unanticipated failure modes, understanding what resilience is, poor assumptions, the passing of
time, competing interests, the problem of system interfaces, competing interests, varying
understandings of risk, and historical lock-in. Whether engineered systems are more prone to
macro-ethical failure than any other complex policy problem is a question that could bear
scrutiny, but nevertheless policymaking itself is facing the challenges of understanding systems
comprising a broader mix of interdependent public and private sector partners with uncertain
responsibilities for achieving public good and ways of working that often rely on negotiation as
much as rules (e.g., Stoker 1998, Colebatch 2009). The world is becoming more complex.
In summary, the concept of macro-ethics is a recognition that there are intertwined effects in the
design and implementation of engineering systems, and there is a limit to the control any
individual or set of practitioners can reasonably expect to have. This can make macro-ethical
questions difficult for engineers to navigate. Indeed, presenting problems to which there are not
clear or easy solutions is a situation those of us teaching in STEM disciplines have learned to
handle with care. In acknowledging the full context of the goals and implementation of
engineering projects, we are presented with unpredictable systems with few rules, competing
values, fluid stakeholders and no right answers. As the limits of technical expertise become
exhausted, we need to turn to a broader set of skills, issues and processes. It is in the search for a
framework by which we can discuss these complexities with students that we introduce the
concept of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI).

FROM ETHICS TO RESPONSIBLE RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
In some senses, RRI is an attempt to make the macroethical realm explicit and able to be
understood by the people involved in changing it. To some, it is an evolution of the attempts of
the last 30 years to integrate an understanding of ethical, legal and social implications (ELSI) in
research and development. An alternative reading would be that RRI fundamentally repositions
the responsibility for societal outcomes of science, technology and engineering. RRI promotes
the idea of collective responsibility and how engineers can work amongst a wider range of
stakeholders in helping engineer more equitable and sustainable systems, and be accountable for
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the decisions they shape. This idea is gaining momentum not only in scholarly literature (e.g.
Hartley, Pearce & Taylor 2015 or Stilgoe, Owen & Macnaghten 2013) but in research policy
amongst, for example, the EU, the EPSRC and Innovate UK.
There is an intuitiveness to the idea that we are all collectively responsible for the societal
outcomes of complex systems, even as we acknowledge our lack of collective capacity to engage
in macroethical evaluations - evaluations that differ fundamentally from those encountered at the
individual and professional level. Here, we reach the limits of ready ethical evaluations. For
example, in reaching judgement on the desirability of a complex systems, utilitarian perspectives
fail because the necessary foresight – who might benefit and to what degree – is simply
unavailable because of the unpredictability of the system (Allenby 2006). A second challenge
lies in the concurrent presence of multiple value sets and communities of interest. And finally, a
reflection of the many decision-making steps taken along the path of innovation, and a
recognition that this cannot all be capture in a singular ethical evaluation. Any attempts to steer
socio-technical systems must develop the capacity to understand how systems are not simply the
product of a series of calculations but incorporate, reflect and shape society, culture and
economics.
In response to these difficulties, anticipation becomes a core capability – the ability of both
technical experts and other stakeholders to consider the possible consequences of design and
implementation decisions. To incorporate values and interests, processes of reflection and
engagement become crucial – asking what assumptions decision-makers are working with, what
is important to them, how this is manifest in practical decisions and how this would be different
if a wider set of perspectives were involved. Whilst the concept is the focus of lively discussion
and embryonic implementation, the philosophy of RRI suggests that macroethical responsibility
is an ongoing process, not a singular evaluation.

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
The emphasis of this argument so far has been in developing a mandate for macroethics to be a
part of the engineering curriculum, and to introduce RRI as a set of frameworks that could help
educators navigate a complex realm in a policy-relevant way. This naturally leads to substantive
questions as to how a capacity for macroethical responsibility can be nurtured in engineering
education. There are at least a couple of ways to think about this, which will be the focus of the
oral presentation.
One popular way of introducing context to engineering undergraduates is through project weeks.
Traditionally delivered in the first two years of University study, students are encouraged to see
their discipline through wider cultural lenses, to make the connection to the social purpose of
their profession and to begin the process of learning to collaborate with dissimilar teammates.
Engineers Without Borders is an example of this kind of educational experience, and the
variations it has nucleated can be seen in a wide array of engineering faculties. The aims of
these kinds of programmes are important in building the foundations of later ethical evaluations,
but they are insufficient in developing students capable of deep ethical evaluation (not that this is
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a claim made). For that, it might be argued that a deeper disciplinary experience and knowledge
is required. In the terms used in this argument, students must begin to know where the sources of
ethical failure might occur before they can evaluate them, and this awareness requires an insight
into the complexity of designs, projects and systems.
As students approach their final year of study, innovative approaches to the teaching of ethics
can be observed. Whilst the teaching of ethics is a longstanding part of the engineering
curriculum, this is classically directed to questions of professional ethics, using a canon of
classical case studies covering topics such as trade-offs, health and safety and whistleblowing.
Recent innovation, including here at the University of Sheffield, has seen module leaders look to
take students through more formal (and therefore transferrable) processes of ethical evaluation,
and to promote personal engagement with values and dilemmas. In one module, students have
been engaged with explicitly macroethical questions, using an interactive (Responseware) case
study looking at the possible role of engineering megaprojects in the development of the Arctic.
In presenting these examples of pedagogical practice at different levels of education, I draw out
two ways of thinking about what our educational practice is. The first involves the questions of
focus, and where our ethical attention lies. Personal, professional and macroethical realms are
distinct, and offer different perspectives not only on the practice, but on the profession of
engineering. The second involves the question of whose responsibility it is to develop and
deliver engineered systems that are just, fair and robust, with a macroethical focus heralding a
more collective idea of responsibility for societal outcomes. In posing these important questions,
we ask to what extent engineering ethics can be brought from the margins to the centre of the
curriculum (Sunderland 2013), in the process nurturing a generation of future researchers and
practitioners who take the professional and personal responsibility to deliver not just competent
engineering systems, but positive social outcomes.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY PROJECT WEEKS
Patricia B. Murray & Rachel Horn
Professional engineers operate in an increasingly sophisticated, global world. Often working
on international projects or in international locations, engineers must be agile team players,
adept communicators, reflective, and able to operate effectively within an interdisciplinary and
multi-cultural working environment.
Students arrive at University understanding that engineering is about acquisition of technical
knowledge and skills. However typically, they do not recognise or value the development of the
soft skills, nor the requirement to articulate and evidence those skills in order to get a job. As
educators, it is our job to evolve the curriculum such that our students are well prepared for the
competitive jobs market.
The Faculty of Engineering at the University of Sheffield introduced two Project weeks, one
for all first years and one for all second years for the student intake of 2011. In each week, the
1200 students work in inter-disciplinary and multi-cultural teams of 6. Teams are arranged into
“hubs” of 6 teams (36 students) and each hub has a dedicated PhD student facilitator, a staffmember and a room for the week. Teams are challenged with real-world problems.
The first years undertake the “Global Engineering Challenge” (GEC), with projects based on
the “Engineers Without Borders” Challenge. These are tangible development problems, categorised into themes such as water, energy or transport. The problems require the teams to consider
context (economic, environmental and societal) and users or stakeholders, which are concepts
generic to all actual engineering projects. Since it happens at the end of the first semester, the
students have had little time to acquire subject knowledge and therefore the engineering learning
is about the students approaching the problems as engineers. The week is structured around the
Engineering Design Process, and progress in addressing the problems is paced in order to ensure
the teams give robust consideration to all stages and in particular, provide quantitative justification for decisions. The opportunity to develop soft skills is also embedded in the week: the
team working is supported by regular team reviews, sessions on giving and using feedback and
communication precede the numerous opportunities to practise these skills. Opening plenaries by
relevant employers plus mid-week involvement of alumni endorses the value of the week, raises
awareness of the skills needed for employment and in the case of the alumni, gives the teams an
audience to present and receive feedback on their progress to date.
The experience is progressed in the second year in “Engineering You’re Hired” where the
students are similarly organised, but in this week, the teams tackle interdisciplinary problems
suggested by industry. They are required to use their discipline knowledge to help come up with a
solution. Industry members are involved throughout the week, talking to the teams and every day
ends with a “board room” in which the teams present their daily progress to the board (comprising
industrial person, staff member and PhD student facilitator). The board give feedback in terms
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of progress in addressing the problem and also any team working issues. Again there is implicit
development of soft skills, but this week progresses the employability agenda more explicitly,
asking the teams to recognise, articulate and evidence their skills development in the form of
answering an application form question each day.
These weeks constitute a spiral approach to learning where the core is open-ended project
working and soft-skills development, and the second week builds on the first albeit with less
scaffolding. The spiral continues into the individual project working that all students undertake
in their final year. The weeks offer numerous opportunities for students in their teams to receive
feedback and from different sources (PhD student facilitators, alumni and people from industry).
Finally, the weeks are zero-credit which offers a unique opportunity for students to safely practise
skills without negative recourse on their degree.
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Challenging Industries – an enterprising module led by industry.
Authors
Karen Wood*, Manager - Advanced Biomanufacturing Centre (ABC), Dept. of Chemical &
Biological Engineering, University of Sheffield.
Amanda Weiss, Head of R&D USP Operations, Fujifilm Diosynth Biotechnologies,
Billingham, TS23 1LH
Abstract
Following consultation with our strategic industry partners, the Advanced Biomanufacturing
Centre (ABC) was keen to ensure that students on the MSc Biological & Bioprocess
Engineering course were able to show evidence of key transferable skills required for
employment in industry posts.
Working with the University of Sheffield Enterprise Academy (USEA), the ABC designed a
new 15 credit elective module which gives students the opportunity to work in small groups on
an industry set project. It includes an industry visit and several external speakers who cover
aspects such as creative thinking and business constraints which may not be typically covered
in an engineering qualification.
Introduced in spring semester 2016, the pilot programme has been delivered in partnership with
Fujifilm Diosynth Biotechnologies and 70% of students registered on the Masters programme
elected to take this module. This paper focuses on the importance of equipping graduates and
post-graduates with skills required by today’s businesses, namely: project management,
communication, decision making and problem solving. It examines how educators and
employers can work together to provide the best learning experience for those entering such a
competitive environment.
A top university education is important, but those individuals who can set themselves apart by
applying their knowledge and skills in the wider context are greatly sought after. Industries
require employees to work in multidisciplinary teams and deliver results on time and within
budget.
With less ‘taught’ content and more ‘learning by doing’, the Challenging Industries module is
becoming recognised as a useful edition to post-graduate learning for engineering students at
the University of Sheffield.
Key words: Enterprise, Industry, Engineering, Transferable skills, Partnership, Employability.
Correspondence to: Karen Wood, Advanced Biomanufacturing Centre, Dept. of Chemical &
Biological Engineering, University of Sheffield, Sir Robert Hadfield Building, Mappin Street,
Sheffield S1 3JD.E-mail: karen.wood@sheffield.ac.uk
1. Background
The ABC was established in May 2014 as a research centre based in the Department of
Chemical & Biological Engineering at the University of Sheffield.
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With 3 main areas of focus: Core Research, Industry Collaboration and Education and Training
- its aim is to maximise the opportunity to translate our world class biomanufacturing research
into real world benefit via these routes.
The ABC works closely with its industry partners to develop novel and disruptive innovations
in producing the bio-products of the future, and wants to ensure that the next generation of
bioengineers is well equipped to lead the developments of the future. This means ensuring that
they leave the University not only with the technical skills to allow them to do this, but also
with the aptitude and employability skills that will allow them to flourish.
We asked our industry board what we could do to ensure that our new graduates stood a good
chance of gaining employment in their respective teams. They told us that they trusted a good
degree from the University of Sheffield would provide a good level of engineering/scientific
knowledge – but to make them stand out they needed to provide evidence that they could
communicate effectively in multidisciplinary teams, could manage projects effectively, and
apply creative approaches to problem solving. Additionally, they needed to understand the
impact of any decision on the wider business implications, rather than the direct solution alone.
Over the summer of 2015, the ABC visited several industry partners to get a clear idea of the
issues facing these biomanufacturing companies and their struggle to find the best employees.
Although we know that engineering graduates are in demand (we are told that the UK will need
1.82 million between 2012-22, (Kumar et al, 2015)) the specialist training that is often required
after employing them can be expensive. This means that a company needs to recruit not only to
the technical skills required, but to the potential development of the individual in leadership
and business acumen for longer term benefit to the company.
“Job prospects in engineering are a good news story. It is crucial, however, that Government,
business, professional bodies, education and the wider engineering community continue to
work together to ensure that the UK has the talent pipeline ready to meet demand.”
Paul Jackson, EngineeringUK Chief Executive
Amanda Weiss, Head of R&D USP Operations, Fujifilm Diosynth Biotechnologies (FDB), a
contract manufacturing organisation, was keen to help us develop a programme that could equip
our students with the skills a company such as FDB deems important. Amanda’s input has been
vital to ensure the skills we included were relevant, but more than that – she was able to present
to our academic teaching staff an up to date account of the employment market in the
biopharmaceutical arena that FDB operates in.
2. Introduction
It has long been reported that engineering graduates leave higher education lacking the skills
that enable them to apply their subject knowledge in enterprising ways to develop product or
customer solutions. The IET reported in 2014 that such skills fell short of the expectation of
employers when it came to practical and leadership experience (IET communication team,
2014). The benefits of work placement experience are now well recognised, the National Centre
for Universities and Business reporting several examples for the student, the institution and the
business in their NCUB communications team report in 2014. Indeed, the Wilson (2012) review
of business – university collaboration, commissioned by HEFCE made a series of
recommendations that such models be implemented in order to alleviate the barriers to
employment that so many graduates face. This is now a well adopted model with many
undergraduate degrees offering placement years or sandwich courses. At the University of
2
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Sheffield, the Faculty of Engineering offers a Year in Industry opportunity in many of its subject
disciplines.
However, for those students studying a 1 year taught Masters programme, there is no time
available for such a model to be incorporated and many of these students have studied a first
degree where such business collaboration was not available. This has therefore led to the
development of an elective module to provide some industry interaction and provide these
students with the opportunity to practise and develop some of the enterprise and employability
skills required by their future employers.
3. Module development
In order to design a module with the best fit for industry needs, we aligned the ideal candidate
profile with the Enterprise Capabilities framework developed by the University of Sheffield
Enterprise Academy and devised a 12 week, 15 credit module for introduction in Semester 2 in
the pilot year.
3.1 Fujifilm Diosynth Biotechnologies competency criteria
FDB have developed a set of competency criteria (Fig 1 (a-c) below), designed to encompass
global job requirements based in Research & Development. The aim is to provide a consistent
approach to performance management and personal development across various roles and
departments within the company structure. It details the expected level of competency across
‘hard’ and ‘soft’ skills.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 1 (a - c) showing FDB competency and skills criteria

The company supports the view that engineering and science graduates have not always had
the opportunity to practise the transferable (or employability) skills that they desperately require
in order to help them reach their potential within the company. The types of business acumen
required for a role with a CMO, such as FDB include:
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Customer focus
 Understanding who the final customer is, keeping them in mind when making decisions,
developing ideas/products/technologies
Product Lifecycle & Types
 Product lifecycle and how innovation/technical development is needed/different
depending on the stage in the lifecycle (e.g. innovation in a new product, vs innovation
to continuously improve an existing one)
 Concept of Disruptive innovations (radical departures from the existing product, that
delivers new value to the customer or delivers value in a very different way)
 Puttick grid - product classification based on complexity to make and uncertainty of
demand. Avoiding drift to commodity by adding value / differentiating.
 5 performance objectives (cost, dependability, flexibility, quality, speed)
Business Acumen (and understanding accountants)
 P&L and cash
 Making a business case (NPV/payback calculations)
 Intro to contracts
 Intro to Intellectual Property
Continuous Improvement / Lean
 Concept of end-to-end supply chain thinking (plough to plate) and impact of changes in
your part of the chain on other parts.
 Concept of value added, essential-waste
 Statistical thinking (understanding and dealing with variability)
 Lean thinking (pull, flow, batch size)
Project Management / working in a project team
 Planning / milestones
 Risk management
3.2 Enterprise Capabilities
The USEA team works across the University to embed enterprise capability development into
the taught curriculum where possible. The Academy identifies five key enterprise capabilities:
Authentic problem solving provides students with the opportunity to identify and investigate
messy/wicked or ill-structured problems using a variety of methods within authentic constraints
as part of an iterative process.
Innovation & creativity allows students to think critically and creatively and use iterative
thinking and working methods to generate and develop innovative ideas, solutions or products
using new approaches and lateral thinking.
Risk-taking allows students the opportunity to take measured risks, deal with and learn from
uncertainty, and learn from mistakes and failures in a ‘soft-landing’ environment.
Taking Action gives students the opportunity to develop leadership capabilities as part of selfdirected learning, employing proactive attitudes and strategies to achieve self-defined
outcomes.
True collaboration encourages students to work together in a professional way, using true
collaborative styles, and work with clients and stakeholders responsively, effectively and
professionally.
3.3 Learning outcomes
The criteria from the sections above were combined to give the overall learning outcomes for
the Challenging Industries module. These were designed to fit the University of Sheffield
Learning and Teaching principles and the student objectives are represented below.
4
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Objective – students must:
Demonstrate an understanding
of the challenges facing
engineering industries
Have identified their own skills
and demonstrated how to work
to the skills of the group
Be able to apply creative
approaches to problem solving
Have experienced presenting
business reports at a high level
in industry
Have managed their own time
and worked independently as
well as in a team to research
and understand the industry
field and challenge set
Be able to analyse and assess a
range of potential solutions and
make a sound judgement to
recommend the best option,
based on practicality and cost

Teaching method
Assessment
Spending time in Industry Final business report
supported by tutorials
Presentation to panel
Tutorials covering analytical
skills and how to apply them in
team scenarios (personal
attributes
and
technical
knowledge)
Seminar on problem solving
and visiting speaker on creative
thinking
Tutorials on business aspects,
presentation skills and prep for
final presentation
Independent study supported
by tutorials and seminars

Coursework – reflective
skills analysis

Coursework – reflective
skills analysis
Final business report
Final business report
Presentation to panel
Final business report

Independent study supported Final business report
by seminars and lectures Presentation to panel
presented by industry/business
guests

As part of the implementation of the module, Amanda attended a CPD event at the University
to update departmental teaching staff on industry requirements and the importance of ensuring
that the skills above are embedded in the students learning. This training day also gave staff the
opportunity to test out some of the bootcamp activities and appreciate how the skills can help
with student study too. As a result several lecturers have begun exploring opportunities to
embed enterprise learning methods in their own practise.
4. Module delivery
The method for incorporating the industry requirements with the required learning outcomes is
via a problem solving exercise. FDB set the students a real industry problem that requires the
application of both technical and enterprise skills for successful outcome. By analysing the
problem and making recommendations, students working in small groups are encouraged to
practise enterprise capabilities and understand their relevance in employability.
The modes of delivery are shown in Fig, 2 (below), and designed to provide alternative teaching
methods to other engineering based modules.
4.1 Enterprise bootcamp
The module begins with a 2-day skills bootcamp which runs over a weekend prior to the start
of the new semester. This intensive approach is required in order to test out team structures, and
devote time to taking part in interactive workshops with a full debriefing afterwards. This
approach is also beneficial in establishing effective team structures required for the rest of the
module.
The weekend programme includes:
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Small group activities
 Working within constraints – Spaghetti towers. This activity requires teams to adhere
to strict guidelines and operate within constraints or time resources and information.
 Teamwork – Edwards Racing. This activity encourages good communication skills and
working together to solve a problem.
 Negotiation – Oranges. This activity requires small teams to communicate the relevant
information for a negotiation to be reached.
 Creative thinking – Using de Bono’s (2009) Six Thinking Hats model, the students work
together to analyse and appraise different engineering problems
 Project canvas – The groups practise using a canvas approach to project planning to
identify key business concerns.
Whole group and individual activities
 Skills reflection – the students are introduced to 2 different methods of analysis. This is
to help them critically appraise their own skills and reflect upon them and their benefit
going forwards, and also contributes to task effectiveness in their academic work.
 Application of enterprise skills in practise – Students contribute to the discussion of the
industry picked for the project part of the module, identifying where and how the skills
they have practised would be relevant. They identify on job descriptions the
opportunities for them to demonstrate the skills.

Fig. 2 Modes of delivery

4.2 Weekly sessions.
The remainder of the module is delivered in standard weekly format, but includes a 1 day visit
to the industry partner (FDB) in week 3. In week 2 the industry partner delivers a session on
the industry and introduces the problem that they need resolving.
There is no subject-specific knowledge taught during this module, the students are expected to
use existing knowledge, plus that being taught in the core Bioprocessing module which runs
alongside it. All lectures and tutorials focus on developing the enterprise skills and attributes
above - the industry project is the vehicle for practising them. Although the students are required
to fully assess the problem and make appropriate recommendations based on sound scientific
and engineering knowledge, the assessments require them to demonstrate the use of the
enterprise capabilities as well as considering the broader business implications.
Further business contribution is made by local businesses such as Gripple and Jonny Douglas
Design who cover topics ‘Thinking outside the Box’ and ‘Bringing Blue Sky back to Earth’
and these sessions are taught in similar interactive workshop styles to the bootcamp. This
6
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module is learning by doing – not by sitting listening to a lecture - and the students respond by
being fully engaged. There are sessions on business presentations and to ensure we use
innovative teaching methods wherever possible, we have also introduced a Skype session for a
‘customer update’ meeting.
Students are required to submit individual reports for assessment purposes, but are expected to
approach the project as a team and pool resources. The report must be in a business format and
fully explain impact on the whole process as well as contributing business factors. Overcoming
team dynamics is all part of the learning process.
5. Results

Number of students

Challenging Industries Bootcamp Evaluation
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

I learned
I learned
The workshops
something new at something that will were engaging
this event
be useful to me in
the future

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Agree

I enjoyed the
The sessions were
interactive style of well-delivered by
learning at
the facilitators
Bootcamp

Strongly agree

Fig. 3. Student bootcamp responses

The teaching style of this module is totally different from anything the students have
experienced before. Our International students have largely been used to formal lectures with a
high number of students and are really appreciating the opportunity to get ‘hands on’ with
practical learning. Comments have been overwhelmingly positive, and included, for example:
‘It teaches skills you cannot learn in normal classroom lectures’
‘It helps us be on the right track in our efforts to apply own skills to knowledge’
‘Gets people thinking outside the box. Helps adapt to the workplace’
‘Teaches us knowledge from practise, not from a book, which is a really good method’.
Feedback from the bootcamp showed that 100% of students: learned something new that they
felt they would use in the future, and that they were engaged and enjoyed the interactive learning
style. At time of writing we are halfway through the pilot programme and will be reviewing
progress in the next couple of weeks.
6. Conclusions
The module has been designed to provide the students with an authentic industry experience
allowing them to test their project solving ability in the absence of a work placement. It provides
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the opportunity for students to put their knowledge to the test, whilst practising and developing
the enterprise and employability skills we know that the industry requires. It is early days, but
the feedback so far is encouraging. The students are clearly developing their skills and FDB are
glad to be part of a programme that can help educate the engineers that will be the next
generation employees and leaders of bio-pharm. Time will tell whether the introduction of this
module and any potential roll-out will affect the number of graduates gaining industry
employment, and this will be monitored in the future.
It is potentially a win-win as the students learn more about a particular industry and links with
potential employers and industry partners, such as FDB, help us, as educators, develop
graduates and post-graduates with the skills they need. It may also have the potential to identify
potential new recruits!
Many of the ABC’s other industry partners have agreed to support the module by providing
project input, visits and support and it appears to be a model which could be used in various
under-graduate and post-graduate qualifications. Talks are underway to provide certain aspects
of it to doctoral students as part of developing their professional training skills.
We therefore believe that a top university education is important, but those individuals who can
set themselves apart by applying their knowledge and skills in the wider context are greatly
sought after. Industry partners working with the ABC are certainly in agreement with this, and
are happy to support us in our endeavours.
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ENGINEERING SUCCESS IN ENTERPRISING
RESEARCH-LED LEARNING
Gary C. Wood* & Elena Rodriguez-Falcon
University of Sheffield
Abstract: Research-led learning experiences are a powerful and authentic way of
encouraging students to engage more deeply with their subject discipline. We illustrate
this power by presenting a case study of an interdisciplinary module, Make a Change, in
which students from diff rent sub-disciplines of engineering research and develop
assistive technologies for people with disabilities. We show that such projects have value
for all students because they demand and develop their capabilities in problem enquiry
and response; creativity and innovation; calculated risk-taking; decision-making that
leads to taking action; and working collaboratively. In short, research-led teaching
develops students’ enterprise capabilities and helps them to become more enterprising.
That is, it enables them to spot opportunities and respond to them by having ideas and the
skills and confidence to make those ideas happen. We show that this approach inspires
students to succeed, whilst at the same time equipping them with skills that complement
their subject knowledge and make them highly effective students and graduates, prepared
to face the challenges of progressing through their degree programme and transitioning
into the world of work, in both industry and research roles.
Keywords: enterprise, research-led learning, research-led teaching, innovation,
interdisciplinary.
*Correspondence to: Gary C. Wood, University of Sheffield Enterprise, 210 Portobello, Sheffield
S1 4AE. E-mail: g.c.wood@sheffield.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
The term research-led teaching has been used in diff rent ways in the literature. Here, we define
it as teaching that engages students with scholarly research as a focus for learning, and in so
doing, promotes deep, rather than surface, learning.
Research-led learning is learning that occurs through research-led teaching, by engaging students
in research. It goes beyond simply learning about research and involves students taking an
enquiry-based approach to creating new knowledge, at least in the context of their own learning,
if not for a broader community. It is an active process in which students engage and do
something, rather than a passive process of hearing about research that others have conducted.
Given its focus on active engagement of students in constructing their own understanding
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through enquiry, and thus the fact that RLT promotes deep learning, it is unsurprising that it is
generally seen as a desirable approach in higher education practice (see, inter alia, Blair 2015;
Jenkins, et al 2004; Jenkins & Healey, 2005; Sharp, et al 2012). However, students require
support to engage in the research process, if they are to gain maximum benefit from the
experience as a learning opportunity.
Wood (2012) presents the model in Figure 1 in considering students’ engagement in RLL.

Figure 1: A model of research in teaching (Wood 2012)
The x-axis represents a continuum from informal research at the left (where the researcher is a
consumer of information), to structured academic research at the right (where the researcher is
making an original contribution to knowledge). The y-axis shows diff rent levels of interaction
with research: from low level wanting facts at the bottom, to a high level relating and processing
information, doing research that is rigorous, at the top.
Academics aim for, or operate at the top right of the model: they produce work that contributes to
our collective understanding, through high-level interaction and rigorous investigation. Pre- and
beginning HE students, in contrast, are more familiar with consumption of ideas, and so appear on
the left of the chart. Outstanding students at this level may have some experience of research as a
process of producing knowledge, but through informal, often unsystematic, studies undertaken as
assessed coursework, with a focus on gaining a grade, rather than promoting learning.
Research-led learning, as we have defined it, requires students to move into the upper right
quadrant of the model, to engage in creating knowledge and developing ideas. Thus, there is a
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mismatch between the starting point of many students and the skills they need to engage in the
approaches to learning that higher education offers.
Attending to this gap requires that educational programmes in which research-led learning is
utilised support students in making the transition from consumer to producer of knowledge.
Providing this support to students enables them to generate new knowledge or, at least, new
learning for themselves and their peers (often dependent on their level of study). In order to
engage in this process, students need the ability to:
1. identify problems and research questions;
2. investigate those problems, think critically, and propose solutions;
3. make predictions and design ways to test them;
4. implement plans and make modifications as necessary; and
5. work with others and draw on their expertise.
These capabilities can be developed by embedding enterprise learning into the curriculum.
Although enterprise is associated with entrepreneurship, and the two terms are often confused,
enterprise refers to a set of capabilities that can be applied in different contexts. It is the ability to
spot opportunities, have ideas, and do something about them. It results in making things happen,
whether in the context of business start-up (entrepreneurship), studying, or performing
effectively as a successful employee.
2. ENTERPRISE CAPABILITIES FOR RESEARCH-LED LEARNING
Enterprise education helps develop students’ enterprise capabilities so they can spot
opportunities, generate ideas, and make them happen. University of Sheffiel Enterprise
Academy’s Five Capabilities Model (2013) defines five capabilities that all students should
develop through their studies:
1. Authentic problem solving
2. Innovation and creativity
3. Risk-taking
4. Taking action
5. True collaboration.
These capabilities enable students to succeed in being enquiring, deep learners, and contribute to
making them successful graduates, equipped to face the challenges and uncertainties of their
future careers.
To see the value of these capabilities in a research-led learning and teaching context, consider
each in turn.
2.1 Authentic Problem Solving
Authentic problem solving involves students working on real-world problems which do not
necessarily have a single possible solution. They differ from typical textbook problems which can
be completed in a class, and where students leave with a ‘right’ answer. They may be illstructured, ill-defined, and require strategic thinking and analysis, challenging students to apply
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their specialist academic knowledge and learning. Students have to take account of constraints
within which they are working as they propose solutions.
Authentic problem solving relates to research-led learning because research involves identifying
and solving problems through developing knowledge. It requires problem analysis, and the
formulation of problem statements as research questions to be addressed.
2.2 Innovation and Creativity
Solving problems requires students to generate and test ideas, and to respond to the results of
testing and piloting ideas so that the final solution is determined through an iterative process.
Students must think critically and creatively to overcome challenges.
These capabilities are important in the research process because research is inherently creative,
whether it is high-level production of new knowledge, or the development of new learning for an
individual or group of individuals. The process of conducting research requires the generation
and testing of new ideas.
3.3 Risk-taking
Risk-taking involves anticipating possible outcomes of actions before taking them, and thus
being able to take calculated risks. Working with risk often requires decision-making in the
absence of complete information, either through recognising and responding to the information
need, or by evaluating and taking a calculated risk where further information is not available. It
demands tenacity and perseverance.
Research involves responding to uncertainty by making and testing informed predictions on the
basis of previous work. Work that is breaking new ground will inevitably move beyond previous
work, and thus predictions must be made in the absence of complete information. Research is an
iterative process where further predictions and areas for exploration arise from the results
obtained in each phase.
3.4 Taking action
Being enterprising requires an ability to use initiative and take action, identifying resource
requirements, including information needs. Taking action requires leadership and the ability to
recognise and take responsibility for your own actions.
Engaging in ethically-conducted research requires taking responsibility for others who may
participate or be affected by the outcomes, as well as responsibly managing resource allocation
and utilisation, including time and money. Designing and conducting new research also demands
leadership capability and the ability to relate innovations to earlier work.
3.5 True collaboration
Collaboration involves working together and independently to meet a goal or achieve an
objective. It requires different methods and styles of communication to facilitate connection and
engagement with external organisations, bodies and groups, and others working in related areas
who may be able to contribute knowledge or expertise.
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Research is inherently collaborative, and involves making connections and networking to draw
on the work of others.
3. MAKE A CHANGE: A CASE STUDY
It should be clear from the preceding section that being a researcher and being enterprising go
hand in hand. Researchers are enterprising. Thus, developing enterprise capabilities in students
not only enables them to be effective employees and employers beyond their studies, but also
empowers them to fully engage in their degree programmes. Engaging in research-led learning
provides good opportunities for students to develop and practise enterprise capabilities, and so
equips them with skills for working life. Thus, research-led learning has a positive impact on
students’ subject learning and their personal and professional development.
The final section of this paper demonstrates the value of research-led learning and enterprise
capabilities through a case study of a particular undergraduate module in engineering, Make a
Change. This is a fourth year, interdisciplinary and multi-level module offered in Engineering at
the University of Sheffield. It puts into practice all of the enterprise capabilities for research-led
learning.
Essential to the module is the concept that the students work in teams to find solutions to a real
problem provided by a real customer. Typically, the customer will be a member or members of
the community, for example children with disabilities, terminally ill people, etc. The challenge is
for the student teams to identify a technical solution to the problem presented by the customer(s),
making their lives easier or better. The students then develop a business proposition from their
solution.
Students are supported by external contributors from a great range of disciplines including
business angels, bankers, marketeers, business advisers, and manufacturers.
At the end of the module, teams pitch their ideas to an invited audience and judges from a mixed
background (technical, commercial and legal). Prizes are then awarded to the best technical
solution and the best business proposition.
3.1 Make a Change: The enterprise capabilities
In 2015, students from all engineering disciplines, partnered with biomedical scientists and some
MBA students, were challenged to ‘give an academic a hand’.
4.1.1 Th brief: Authentic Learning (enterprise capability 1)
Dr Wernher Brevis is a 37-year-old lecturer in applied fluid dynamics in the Department of Civil
Engineering at the University of Sheffield Wernher is originally from Chile, and studied his PhD
in Germany before coming to the UK to work as an academic. At the age of 33, Wernher started
to develop symptoms of arthritis. He was then diagnosed with osteoarthritis. Wernher’s arthritis
currently affects his hands and he struggles with day-to-day activities, especially typing, which is
a very significant part of his job.
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The Make a Change students’ challenge was to use their engineering skills to design a
financially-viable and marketable solution to help Wernher carry out the activities he struggled to
perform due to his condition.
4.1.2 Th firs challenge: Innovation and Creativity (enterprise capability 2)
After interviewing the customer for two hours, students were asked to produce maximum threepage report of their initial ideas. Annotated sketches were acceptable at this stage. Students were
also asked to submit their initial ideas on the business approach they were expecting to take by
using the ‘Business Model Canvas’ (Osterwalder 2004). Every team received formative audio
(voice recorded) feedback.
4.1.3 What is the right solution? Taking Risks (enterprise capability 3)
The initial feedback provided by the module tutor and the customer allows students to begin to
make decisions on ideas to pursue further, and to begin to iterate their designs.
However, throughout the semester with the support of specialist practitioners, students conduct
more in depth market research with potential users of their innovations. They conduct co-design
sessions; interview relevant stakeholders; and have business discussions with suppliers and
potential customers. They investigate the value of their intellectual property and the resources
they require to make their ideas happen.
Teams test their predictions and respond to the results of their research before finally making a
decision on their most financially-viable technical solution, which has the largest likelihood of
succeeding in the market.
4.1.4 Making a Change: Taking Action (enterprise capability 4)
With a decision in hand, the students are ready to produce a business plan. The business plan
must contain a sound structure, and be written in a business-like manner. It must include an
executive summary and a cash flow projection for the first year of business. Most importantly, it
must be a document that enables ideas to become a reality.
The business plan and solution are then presented at a closed meeting, where every attendee must
sign a non-disclosure agreement, to ensure the protection of students’ IP.1 Teams are judged by a
panel of academics, business people, and the customer, who decide on the best business
proposition and best technical solution. Winning teams are awarded a prize of £500 each,
sponsored by local businesses.
Key to the taking action capability is encouraging teams to be distinctive from each other. The
approach followed to achieve this is the use of ‘discretionary points’, which are only awarded, by
the module leader, when teams produce work not stated as part of the project and which
demonstrates a clear level of innovation and creativity. Examples of work done by students in the
past include functional prototypes, simulations, blogs, fundraising, newspaper articles, marketing
materials, volunteering work related to the project, media work including radio and TV, etc.
1 Undergraduate students at the University of Sheffield retain the rights to intellectual property they produce
during the course of their studies.
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4.1.5 Digital media and true collaboration (enterprise capability 5)
Through the duration of the challenge, students truly collaborate with the customer, stakeholders,
business and technical advisers, and with the judges. But the public are also becoming an
increasing source of feedback and support to the students learning authentically.
Make a Change encourages and allows students to use social media, in particular Twitter. Figure
2 is an example of one of the teams, SensoWear who used Twitter to crowd-source market
research, ideas and feedback. They also used it to disseminate their own idea, which eventually
was picked up by the local radio station. As a result, their idea was discussed live from the
competition showcase event, allowing the team to develop further meaningful collaborations.

Figure 2: @SensoWear on Twitter (enterprise capability 5)
4. CONCLUSION
Through consideration of the University of Sheffiel Enterprise Academy’s five enterprise
capabilities, and a real-world example of research-led learning, we have demonstrated the clear
connection between capabilities for enterprise and research. Research-led learning requires an
enterprising approach, whilst the learning experience creates an opportunity for students to
practise and develop their enterprise capabilities, which they can then apply in other contexts.
In our experience, enterprising research-led learning has a number of benefits for students.
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Working on authentic projects increases students’ motivation, because they feel their work has
worth beyond being a purely academic exercise or assessment. Moreover, students are
empowered to be autonomous, enquiring learners, where the iterative process makes initial
failure a phase in development rather than something to fear, and the lack of a single right
answer is an opportunity to try out their ideas.
Increased motivation and the sense of autonomy promote hard work and result in students
achieving higher grades in assessment. Increases in grades are truly reflective of greater
attainment of learning outcomes across cohorts.
Authentic projects also provide a means for students to contribute to strategic aims of the
university, in the areas of external engagement and using knowledge to make a diff rence.
Finally, students are prepared to face their futures, both within and beyond their degree. As
Jackson (2008) notes, ‘we are trying to tackle the ‘wicked’ problem of preparing students for
jobs that don’t yet exist, using technologies that have not yet been invented, in order to solve
problems that we don't know are problems yet’. Enterprise education is key in responding to this
challenge. As enterprising learners, students’ engage more deeply with their studies, through
taking a more enquiring approach, where they consider the applications and relevance of their
subject learning. And beyond their degree programme, enterprising graduates are well-placed to
face careers as researchers, professionals in engineering, entrepreneurs, or to undertake graduate
roles in other fields.
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WHY GO TO UNIVERSITY?
Martin J. Pitt*
Chemical & Biological Engineering, University of Sheffield
Abstract: Students today do not have to sit in a lecture theatre copying notes from a blackboard.
In fact, they can as well be at home in bed, accessing information from a portable device. And
what they can access is much more than notes – videos, simulations and all sorts of interactive
stuff. So why go to university at all? Even group interactions can be arranged online, with
students in different countries collaborating on a project and communicating in real time.
Massive Online Open Courses are all the rage, and the Open University has shown that learning
can be achieved in this way producing assessed outcomes comparable with traditional university
in a range of subjects, but engineering appears to be an exception, apart from courses for students
who already have practical experience.
A physical university can therefore provide the practical experience which most students lack,
and which is crucial for engineering. It is also a place to inculcate good habits of learning and
teamwork. Learning technologies will not deliver the necessary changes by themselves, but
should be used to free up time for more practical and design work.
Keywords; engineering education, MOOC, university, open learning.
*Correspondence to: Dr M. J. Pitt, Chemical & Biological Engineering, University of Sheffield,
Sheffield S1 3JD, UK. E-mail: m.j.pitt@sheffield.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Open University and Others
In the days before the Internet, the Open University (OU) was a remarkable innovation (Kaye,
1973), which showed that education up to full degrees could be achieved by people who studied
away from the campus via television and postal work. The development of computers and the
Internet has vastly increased the possibilities and ease of access. A great many universities now
offer some courses online, though those offering full degrees are many fewer. The Universidad
Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED) (National Distance Learning University) in Spain
was launched in 1976 (UNED, 2016), and is probably the major success after the OU. In 1995
the Universitat Oberte de Catalunya UOC (Open University of Catalonia) was launched and
claims to be the first purely online university offering full degrees (UOC, 2016). A notable
feature of these two is courses in Spanish and Catalan. (Most online courses are in English.) By
the year 2000, substantial offerings were available in Europe, Australia, North and South
America, China, India and Bangladesh (Harry, 1999).
At present, and apart from those mentioned above, most online courses seem to be a small
offering from traditional universities, making use of current trends in preparing course material
online. However corporate training by large international companies is substantially aligned to
as much online activity as possible, though their work is not generally reported in the academic
literature.
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1.2 Open Resources and MOOCs
A further development has been putting material online which can be accessed by anybody. MIT
was notable in putting videoed lectures and other material on the internet. However, this was
material designed for standard students. By contrast the OU has material for lone learners and
made some of this openly available since 2006 (Gourley & Lane, 2009). Interestingly it provides
facilities for others to set up projects and effectively provide online open courses via the Moodle
VLE (OpenLearn, 2016). In practice, YouTube is now hosting a great many videos including
instruction and demonstrations in science and engineering, and many university lecturers make
use of them in their teaching, either during lectures or as preparatory or support material.
The difference between such open material and a MOOC is that a student has to enrol. At the
simplest level, a certificate may be given for completion of content (watching a video,
completing a quiz) or there may be some interaction between students in groups and/or students
with staff. With staff being (currently) real rather than virtual there are time, and thus money,
costs for the institution and usually for the student. Harvard limits its enrolment on a copyright
course to 500 so that 21 staff can manage it, because “high-quality legal education depends, at
least in part, upon supervised small-group discussions of difficult issues” (Laurillard, 2014).
Several institutions in the USA have been putting on degree courses in engineering since 1993,
though these are mostly masters for those with a bachelor degree.
1.3 Distance Learning and Physical Attendance
It should be noted that the Open University requires some attendance at its main campus or an
increasing number of other centres for its qualifications. This is particularly important for
science and engineering courses to allow hands-on laboratory work. The UOC does not require
any attendance but is limited to subjects not requiring hands-on activity: it does not offer science
or engineering. The OU has always been strong on science, and has developed experiments
which can be carried out in the home, along with small items such as a compact microscope
which can be sent by post.(Kay, 1973) However it remains very limited in engineering; and this
is generally true of the online offerings at all levels. A commercial equivalent, RDI focusses on
subjects such as law and business and offers no science apart from healthcare, and no
engineering (RDI, 2016). UNED has the possibility of attending laboratories at its main site or
associated centres, but these appear to be complementary rather than essential. Experiments can
be done on virtual laboratories, but it does not appear to have the home experiment kits of the
OU.
Software engineering can of course be done online, and it is feasible to have electronic
components supplied or bought locally for exercises, but some of the lab work traditionally
found in other engineering subjects requires large and often expensive equipment. (Though as
the OU and some other providers demonstrate, a certain amount can be done with household
items.)
An increasing number of things can of course be simulated, so students can collapse bridges or
make aeroplanes crash online, but I believe that a wish for some degree of actual contact with
serious engineering limits the provision of engineering courses purely by distance learning, very
probably influenced by the professional institutions in their accreditation.
A notable exception is a degree programme in chemical engineering at the University of
Strathclyde, which is accredited by the Institution of Chemical Engineers (Strathclyde, 2016).
However, this is for people working in the industry (such as operators, technicians, chemists)
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who have the practical experience but need the theoretical background. This model would not
work for students straight from school. Likewise, a number of USA colleges offer online
Master’s courses in engineering topics, but not generally the full bachelor course, though a first
year certificate can be done (Bourne et al., 2005). Students are also required to attend exams in
person, avoiding many of the issues associated with coursework or online assessment (i.e. that
the work is not being done by someone else.) UNED also requires personal attendance at exams.
The Open University of China offers engineering degrees, but is not fully online, and includes
face-to-face and laboratory work at local centres (Freear, 2016).
2. WHAT MAKES ENGINEERING SPECIAL?
2.1 Science and Engineering
In practice, a motivated person with access to a good library has always had the capability to
study and achieve knowledge up to degree level in many subjects, and there are many examples
of self-taught people achieving considerable eminence. This includes some academics who have
moved into fields substantially different from their first qualification. By careful reading and
increasingly by use of resources such as videos on the Internet, individuals can gain a good
knowledge of many humanities and sciences, and perhaps even a fairly deep understanding.
However, it is the general practice that degrees in science and engineering include some practical
work in laboratories. The OU has been particularly ingenious in devising experiments which can
be carried out in the home, and small relatively cheap equipment which can be provided, and this
has been used from the outset for science foundation courses (Kaye, 1973). It is notable that a
recent book on open and distance learning has very little about these techniques for engineering,
mainly restricted to video (Lockwood, 2013). The literature tends to describe virtual machines
and experiments, with a very few cases of actual (and very simple) equipment which can be
accessed remotely. The Technical University of Berlin (TUB 2016) has several solid state
physics experiments, and the University of Cambridge has two experiments based on a stirred
tank for chemical engineers (Botero et al. 2016).
Accreditation by professional institutions such as Engineers UK, ABET or EUR-ACE is usually
conditional on some demonstrated ability to devise and carry out experiments, which has been
one limit. The potential advantages of student remote access to equipment has often been
recognised, but the costs and practical difficulties for timetabling are also clear (Bourne et al.,
2005) and its use at present seems infinitesimal.
2.2 Engineering is not Science
The Finniston Report (Finniston, 1980) complained of the “misleading tendency to regard
engineering as a subordinate branch of science”, which unfortunately remains widespread,
including in academic institutions. (This error was again made in the forward to a UNESCO
report in 2007, though the content of the report is very valuable.) To put it simply, science is
about finding out, by experiment and observation; engineering is about designing new things and
processes. Science and mathematics are merely tools, but not the only ones. The scientist may
need to design apparatus and experiments and the engineer my need to find out, but these are
means not ends, which are quite different. Engineering is about doing, so it is important that the
degree experience includes as much of this as possible; and not uncritical acceptance of
information. Engineering also requires appreciation of the limits of the real world, which will
not be found by ideal mathematical models or perfect simulators.
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In the 1980s there was movement in the UK “Education for Capability” – the idea that graduates
should not be mere repositories of knowledge, but should be actually able to do something with
it, an aim particularly appropriate for engineers (Pratt, 1986). Sadly, this had no discernible
effect.
3. LECTURES AND OTHER UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES
3.1 The Lecture – Real and Virtual
Much of the literature on higher education is basically about ways to mitigate the inherent and
long-known defects of the lecture as a teaching method (Bligh, 1972). For example: that
students cannot pay attention just listening for more than about 20 minutes without a break, so a
real lecture should adopt some structure or change of pace (Bligh, 1972, Buzan 1995).
Unfortunately the design of lecture theatres generally makes a change to some group activity
difficult. As Bligh said “The architecture of many lecture theatres makes the use of any other
teaching method extremely difficult. Heads of departments commit their teaching staff to
decades of inappropriate teaching methods when they accept an architect’s plans.” There has
been little change, and it is rare for a new building to start by an appraisal of what would be the
desirable educational method.
The advantage of a video lecture is that the student can of course, pause and rewind. Those
academics using the flipped lecture technique also tend to limit the video to no more than 20
minutes. Of course, the whole point of a flipped lecture is that the students can then experience
some activity, typically including interaction with staff, one of the reasons to attend university.
The work of Hake (1998) is a key study of the obvious fact that passive lecturing is much less
effective than methods in which students are more engaged, and has been widely replicated. One
of these is of course problem-based learning.
3.2 Problem-Based Learning
This has been an area of some interest and enthusiasm, since its initial use in medical schools,
but has found significant use in engineering, commonly as part of “blended learning”, that is as a
mixture with conventional lectures etc. A few exceptions include engineering at Alborg
University (AAU) in Denmark, which is effectively fully this way, and some engineering at the
University of Manchester. An interesting comparison was made between engineering graduates
from the Technical University of Denmark (TDU) with a traditional programme and AAU
(UNESCO, 2007). This found a virtually identical level of achievement in quality of engineering
skills, but some considerable advantage in project and people management and in innovative and
creative skills. A review for MIT on UK practice in this area identified good practice in this area,
but concluded that it was particularly resource intensive and in most case operated as isolated
modules rather than a major learning method (Graham, 2009). There has been enthusiasm for
online methods of doing this, though some subject areas are more easily adapted (Savin-Baden &
Wilke, 2009). However, it remains to be seen if purely online students would get the same
benefit as groups who actually meet.
3.3 Interactions with staff
The interaction with academics who are experts in their fields has long been one of the purported
benefits of attending university, with the small group tutorial in an Oxbridge college being the
television standard. However in a lecture, it is common experience that only a small number of
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students do all the asking and answering of questions. Thus a student watching via a video link
is not greatly disadvantaged. The use of ‘clickers’ does provide a useful method of both
engaging the students and showing how the learning is progressing, so that the academic can
move on, or spend time perhaps with some board explanation when required. This seems
entirely possible to carry out with a virtual community.
Students do already engage with staff via email, and some academics use Twitter. However,
there is a limit to how many technical questions can be dealt with in a day, and students
sometimes have unrealistic expectations of the speed of response, which is now quite a burden
for many teachers. In principle, forums are more effective since earlier questions and the
answers can be preserved to save the same answer being given.
It is one thing to deal with standard questions for an exam, another to deal with group issues in
projects. There is already an issue with students in group work where one says they will not
attend but will go home and communicate electronically with the group and academic.
3.4 The Timetable
While one of the virtues of virtual learning is commonly said to be possibility of the student
learning at their own pace at times of their choosing, this is again a poor preparation for most of
the jobs a graduate will seek. People who work for themselves at home, such as writers, often
get up and dress as if going to work and frequently have a separate workplace, even a shed away
from the house so that they are ‘at work’. Thus, for the student to get out of bed and go to the
university will probably increase the chance that some studying may take place. In addition,
there is much to be said for habit. Good habits of regular work are only got by practice, and the
transition to university offers an exceptional chance to achieve this (Wood et al., 2005) which is
rarely used.
3.5 Laboratories
The intended learning outcomes for laboratories are often unclear to staff and students, both
dealing with them as a chore, going through a fixed process based on detailed instructions. A
major reason (though often unstated one) is the generation of observations and data on which a
report can be written. This can be achieved by simulations (though the fact that they are not real
must have some negative psychological impact) or by the remote actual experiment. It is my
view that there should be some interaction with the real world and a reason to use safety
equipment. A virtual world where nothing can go wrong and no one can get hurt is poor
preparation for an engineer’s responsibility.
3.6 Other Practical Skills
Fifty years ago, students entering engineering degree courses were almost, but not quite, entirely
male and had a number of practical skills from ordinary life (Pitt, 2016). A typical student could
service a bicycle (many a motorcycle), carry out basic carpentry and had designed and built
items using nuts and bolts and metal parts using a popular constructional toy called Meccano. A
student entering electrical/electronic engineering would certainly have built many circuits. A
chemical engineering student would have from school the basic lab skills now expected of a
second year university chemist, and had handled dangerous substances in significant quantities.
Summer work on a building site was easy to obtain, and very common, giving practical
knowledge of civil engineering and understanding of concepts such as mass, weight, force,
gravitational potential, work and energy. Only the most unfortunate (and generally the richest)
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students entered without these experiences. There were many engineering degree programmes
where all students had a guaranteed industrial placement in a sandwich year. It was therefore not
necessary for universities to attempt to teach such matters. Though part of the education of the
engineer, it was provided by others.
By the 1980s and particularly following Finniston (1980) students were often lacking these
practical skills. The Engineering Council stressed that engineering should be “taught as a
vocational subject, from the basis of real applications in a business world, rather than being an
exercise in engineering science.” (Chapman & Levy, 2004) and introduced the requirement for
“Engineering Applications” 1 and 2 which typically included hands-on experience of appropriate
technology such as welding, machining and assembly. Universities had to provide these as well
as their more scientific laboratory work. However the current requirement is much more vague
in this area and stresses scientific experiments (Engineering Council, 2014) as does ABET
(Crawley et al., 2007). It is worth noting that the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) is less
specific in syllabus content but requires 300 hours of practical work for BSc and 400 for MChem
(RSC 2016). That is, students should spend a lot of time doing chemistry.
The CDIO initiative in engineering proposes Conceive, Design, Implement, Operate (Crawley et
al., 2007, 2011). It is commonly reported in exercises where actual groups of students make
actual products. Fairly obviously, it is well suited to software and is a common feature of
computer engineering. It can also be applied to electronic engineering at modest cost. Civil
engineers often have small “design and build” exercises which can well give a good feel, and
now 3-D printing gives possibilities in mechanical engineering. Apart from software, it does
suggest the creation and operation of something tangible, which would limit the experience of
totally online student.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 Conclusions
Engineering is about doing, not the passive receipt of knowledge or the process of finding out of
science, and engineering students should be ‘doing’ as much as possible during their degrees.
This goes along with the current view of active learning and also the initiatives of Education for
Capability and CDIO. Classical teaching promoting formal derivations and learning of “right”
answers needs to move to method more aligned with design and creation, including work that is
literally ‘hands-on’. Part of this ‘doing’ can only be achieved by students physically present, and
much else can be better done if they are.
While learning technologies can and should be used, they do not of themselves achieve
education, which depends on recognising the objectives and understanding the processes needed.
These must be the ones which are appropriate to the subject, not those suited to arts degrees.
Forming effective work habits and solving problems are possibly as important as the syllabus.
4.2 Recommendations
Traditional universities with engineering need to move (carefully) away from the traditional
model of passive lectures as the main activity and the emphasis on science. In order to be
attractive to students and effective in producing engineering graduates, as much practical work as
possible should be done, and this must be for every student, not just a favoured few. Buildings
such as the Diamond at the University of Sheffield provide an opportunity (but not a guarantee
by themselves) to improve the content of engineering degrees, and the methods of delivery to
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create better engineering graduates for a better future. This should be accompanied by as much
design work as possible with students in teams or groups, with the basic theory and mathematics
immediately recognised by the students as support, not separate chore.
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THROUGH THE LENSES OF THE TWO I’S;
IMPLEMENT OR INNOVATE?
Andy Penaluna
Educators are being challenged to enhance their learners’ abilities to be creative and innovative,
to be able to respond positively to change and to meet the challenges that the world of work will
bring.
Creative thinking is dependent on the development of divergent thinking strategies – ways
of assisting enlightenment through the production of as many alternative solutions as possible
(Gardener, 1982; Gomez, 2007). This requires ‘visioning skills’ where learners are required to
create “multiple and intangible mental constructions” (Guba and Lincoln, 1994, 110). Few of
these outcomes can be described as accurate or correct, because as yet they do not exist.
However, most educational environments predict student outcomes so that they can be
assessed, predict learning through carefully contrived step by step stages in curriculum planning,
predict and schedule learning sessions for each successive topic, and generally tell the students
what they are expected to achieve. The curriculum is content, and content has to be delivered
within carefully pre-designed packages that can be evaluated by peers and experts. New course
development and evaluation usually occurs some time ahead of the course delivery, and this
compounds the predictability aspects of the process.
Conversely, we know that creative solutions surprise, bring new ideas to the table and are
often based on seeing things in different ways. Creative people ‘pivot’ their ideas; they change
and adapt according to the latest circumstances and environments. Moreover, these environments
are subject to constant change – often at some considerable pace. Simonton (1999) estimated it
takes around ten years to learn the skills needed to achieve the kinds of abilities required, and
research into brain functionality informs us that there is a physical dimension to this learning.
The ‘plasticity’ of the brain and its growth is dependent on the learning experience, and much of
the experience of learning to be creative takes place under the radar of conscious thought (Dijksterhuis and Meurs (2006).
There is another dimension to consider. As education develops the learner’s abilities, their
knowledge becomes more silo-based. We choose topics for school exams, choose subjects to
study at University and by the time we reach a PhD a contribution to knowledge may be well
argued and methodologically sound, but extremely small and focussed.
Schumpeter (1934) tells us that new mental connections and new associations of thought sit
behind innovation and its development. This requires breadth as well as depth of thinking. The
type of insights needed to be innovative require the ability to see things in different ways, and
the preparatory brain state influences the type of thinking needed; it is “characterized by remote
associations amongst problem elements” (Kounios et al 2006, 889).
Through the lenses of the two I’s; asking if we ask students to implement or do we ask
students to innovate? This presentation will consider what happens beyond the threshold of
human consciousness, challenge the way we educate and prepare our students, and offer potential
for new ways forward.
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ENHANCING AND MANAGING GROUP CREATIVITY THROUGH OFFTASK BREAKS

Dermot Breslin BEng MBA PhD*
Sheffield University Management School,
Sheffield
Abstract: Moments of insight have played a key role in the evolution of technology over
the decades. But how can these ephemeral and enigmatic ‘eureka’ events be managed?
This paper explores the role played by off-task breaks in triggering the unconscious
processing of ideas. By breaking up the working day with low effort routine tasks and
breaks, individuals can significantly enhance their creativity. So taking time away from
the job becomes the key link in the creative process. This research therefore points to the
careful management of off-task breaks during the innovation process.
Key words; Creativity, Mind-Wandering, Unconscious Thought, Off-Task Breaks
*Correspondence to: Dermot Breslin, Sheffield University Management School, Conduit Road,
Sheffield, S10 1FL, UK. E-mail: d.breslin@sheffield.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
We have all experienced moments of insight when we least expect it, whether that happens in the
bath or under an apple tree, and not thinking about the problem seems oddly to trigger these
‘eureka’ events. In this paper, I draw on recent research in cognitive and social psychology to
explore the impact of off-task breaks on the creative process in groups. Research in cognitive
psychology has identified a positive link between off-task breaks and creativity (Simon, 1996;
Smith, 1995). It is seen that taking time away from a problem and indeed not thinking about it,
leads to key insights being made. Some suggest that during such incubation breaks, unconscious
problem-solving processes allow creative ideas to emerge (Bowers et al., 1990; Smith, 1995)
through processes of association where the mind makes new links and connections between ideas
(Dijksterhuis & Nordgren, 2006; Zhong et al., 2008). Incubation thus refers to the temporary
shift away from an unsolved problem to allow a solution to emerge (Wallas, 1926). Given this
link between off-task breaks and creativity, some have explored further key characteristics of the
incubation period. For instance, when one engages in low cognitive effort tasks during the
incubation period, such as washing dishes or having a shower, creativity is enhanced (Baird et
al., 2012). Breaks should thus be viewed as an essential part in the creative process, as one
cannot think one’s way towards a more creative outcome. A lack of creativity underpins the
current gap in productivity in the UK economy, and working more it seems, is not the solution to
filling this. I argue that the UK workforce needs to take more breaks and work less, not more, in
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order to close this gap with our more productive European neighbours. Therefore, finding ways
to enhance organizational creativity through off-task breaks is an important future endeavour for
both educators and managers.
2. CREATIVITY AND OFF-TASK BREAKS
2.1 The Unconscious and off-task breaks
Both a passive and an active interpretation have been put forward to explain the positive effect
on creativity of off-task breaks. Adopting a passive approach, the mental set-shifting or
forgetting-fixation argues that putting ideas aside can reduce associations with incorrect
solutions, and allow new ones to emerge (Smith & Blankship, 1989), as the individual takes a
fresh look at the problem. This passive view of incubation results in associations with incorrect
solutions being reduced. So not thinking about a problem, may result in wrong heuristics and
approaches becoming less accessible and being forgotten, and as a result a fresh look being given
(Dijksterhuis, 2004) when the individual returns to the problem. Other more active
interpretations of incubation have emerged with the unconscious having an active role in idea
processing (Koestler, 1964). Zhong et al. (2008) suggest that unconscious thought (task-related
thought processes that occur while conscious attention is directed elsewhere) facilitates the
discovery of remote associations, as opposed to the passive role of relaxation suggested by the
forgetting-fixation or mental set-shifting hypothesis, noted above. In other words, the individual
continues to think about the problem in the absence of any conscious attention (Dijksterhuis,
2004), as our unconscious mind continues to work on ideas below the level of consciousness
(Wallas, 1926). Dijksterhuis (2004) proposes that with unconscious thought, disorganized sets of
information become reorganized into clearer and more integrated representations of information
in memory. Through a process of continued associative activity, information is clustered
resulting in a more organized representation (Dijksterhuis, 2004). Therefore Dijksterhuis and his
colleagues argue that unconscious thought excels at integrating and associating information and
is capable of carrying out associative searches across a broad range of background knowledge
(Dijksterhuis & Nordgren, 2006). Extending this view, Zhong et al. (2008) put forward a twostep process in which, unconscious thought associates and creates the novel idea, which is then
transferred to consciousness. But how can this process be managed, and crucially how can we
trigger such moments of unconscious thought?
2.2 Mind Wandering and Off-Task Breaks
Recently a group of psychologists have explored in more depth the cognitive processes
underpinning off-task breaks. Specifically, they have found that when one engages in low
cognitive demand tasks during an incubation period, the mind wanders (Baird et al., 2012).
These episodes of mind wandering enhance creativity more, than if one does nothing during the
break, or if one is engaged in a more cognitively demanding task (Baird et al., 2012; Sio &
Ormerod, 2009; Webster et al., 2006). Baird et al. (2012) thus posit that mind wandering might
enhance the process of unconscious association. On the one hand, engaging in an off-task
activity allows the mind to wander, triggering unconscious associations and insight. On the other,
this incubation task cannot be too cognitively demanding, as this in turns limits the working
memory resources left for unconscious thinking (Smallwood and Schooler, 2006). Therefore,
with simple or automatic tasks, mind wandering occurs as attention shifts from the primary task
to one’s memories (Smallwood and Schooler, 2006), with information processing being
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decoupled in a sense from the task in hand (Smallwood et al., 2003). The more repetitive and
automatic the off-task activity, then the less executive control needed in performing it
(Smallwood and Schooler, 2006). So the more routine, and automatic the incubation task, then
the lower the cognitive effort needed to complete it, and the more mind wandering occurs
(Antrobus, 1968; Giambra, 1995; Smallwood et al., 2003; Smallwood et al., 2004). In summary,
when an individual engages in familiar and routine tasks during off-task breaks, the greater the
likelihood mind wandering will occur, and with this the associated benefits of increased
creativity through unconscious thought processes.
2.3 Off-Task Breaks and Group Processes
While much of the research to date on breaks and creativity has focused on individuals, groups
are the creative vehicle in most organizations (Faure, 2004). Group dynamics thus play an
important role in our understanding of breaks. The activities of groups develop over time in pace
with other time-based cycles including personal (e.g. daily routines), organizational (e.g. start
and finish times) and institutional (e.g. the financial year end) cycles. For example, in an
education environment, group tasks follow assignment deadlines, tutorial timetables and tutor
engagement sessions. In an industrial setting, group processes follow product development
cycles, project management stages, annual budgeting cycles etc. The synchronisation of group
processes with other external temporal patterns is known as entrainment. These cycles of activity
vary from daily routines to broader monthly and annual calendars. On the one hand temporal
entrainment can trap or lock a group into a routine, making it difficult to schedule the off-task
breaks needed to trigger creativity. On the other hand, entrainment naturally identifies pauses or
interruptions in time cycles, that groups can use to “stop and think” about their work progress
(Okhuysen, 2001), and maximise opportunities for change (Zellmer-Bruhn et al., 2004). For
example, the lunchtime break is much underutilized in the UK, when compared with our siestataking neighbours. Social research has shown that the more a group works together, and the more
familiar they are with each other, then the greater the probability that interruptions will occur
(Okhuysen, 2001) (e.g. horse play, or catching up on personal chit chat). These interruptions
trigger moments of reflection and insight, boasting creativity. In experimental research, I have
found that as groups develop over time, they generate more ideas and spend more time in
divergent thought when completing group creativity exercises (Breslin, 2014). Familiarity can
thus lead to interruptions in three ways (Okhuysen, 2001). First social norms within the group
may encourage interruptions aimed at diffusing tensions or building bonds. Second as the group
know each other, there is less chance for negative reaction if someone interrupts work, by form
example joking or clowning around. Third familiar groups can express disagreements without
the risk of escalation. In summary, group processes naturally follow cycles of entrainment with
other temporal rhythms occurring at the level of the individual, organization or wider institution.
These cycles lead to distinct pauses or interruptions, which create opportunities for off-task
breaks and creativity. Furthermore, as familiarity develops within the group, then the greater the
probability such pauses will naturally occur.
2.4 Off-Task Breaks and Time-of-Day
Research has shown that an individual’s behavioural and cognitive function changes over the
course of the day. This time-of-day effect is linked to physiological changes in body temperature
and hormone production over the course of the day. These ‘circadian rhythms’ of individuals
differ between morning and evening types. Morning types wake up early, are more active in the
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morning and go to bed earlier in the evening (Horne and Ostberg, 1976). Evening types are less
active in the morning, staying awake later in the night. The distribution of morning and evening
types varies with age. For instance, children tend to shift from morning to evening types as they
reach adolescence (Kim et al., 2002; Roenneberg et al., 2004). This prominence of evening types
continues into young college age adults, reversing back to morning types in older generations
(Adan and Alrnirall, 1990; Giampietro and Cavallera, 2007; Intons-Peterson et al., 1998; May
and Hasher, 1998). Scholars have explored time of day effects on cognitive functions associated
with the creative process. May and Hasher (1998) focused on the notion of inhibitory processes,
which control the flow of information from thought and perception (e.g., Hasher et al., 1999),
and thus act to suppress the processing of distracting or task unrelated information. Inhibition has
a number of effects on information processing (Hasher et al., 1999; May and Hasher, 1998), by
restricting attention to only relevant, task-oriented stimuli, suppressing information that was but
is no longer relevant to the task, and restraining the production of strong responses. These three
inhibitory functions may be impaired at off-peak relative to peak times (May, 1999). Wieth and
Zacks (2011) showed that reduced attentional control at a non-optimal time of day, can
positively affect performance on insight problems. Specifically, they argue that evening types
perform better at insight problems in the morning, which is their non-optimal time of day (Wieth
and Zacks, 2011). They therefore point to a relationship between cognitive performance and an
individual’s circadian arousal. Others similarly showed that individuals were less able to ignore
additional distracting information during their non-optimal time of day compared to their optimal
time of day (Breslin, 2016; May, 1999; May et al., 2005). In summary, the effectiveness of offtask breaks on the creative process depends on the time at which pauses and breaks are
scheduled.
3. MANAGING OFF-TASK BREAKS
In light of this brief review, educators and managers should look towards enhancing and
managing the group creative process through off-task breaks. As noted above, breaks should be
seen not as an impediment to productivity, but an essential element in the creative process. First
educators and managers need to be more aware of the opportunities created by breaks (ZellmerBruhn et al., 2004). This counter intuitive view clearly flies in the face of drives to work harder
and produce more. Staudenmayer et al. (2002) for instance found that engineers and managers
did not recognize the potential for change during interruptions. Second management need to set
expectations for change, adaptation and creativity within groups during breaks (Staudenmayer et
al., 2002; Zellmer-Bruhn et al., 2004). Breaks must thus be seen as key to improving
productivity. Third and reflecting on the research noted above, guidance can be given on how to
structure daily group activities, in terms of the nature, duration, frequency and timing of off-task
breaks. In this way, groups can learn to manage the process and maximize benefits for the
ongoing needs of the organisation and wider economy.
3.1 The nature of the off-task break
The type of off-task break completed has an important influence on incidences of mindwandering, with past experimental work looking at the impact on creativity of different
incubation tasks from high cognitive demand (e.g. counting backwards, visual memory tests) to
low cognitive demand (e.g. reading) (Sio and Ormerod, 2009). In recent research I have carried
out here in Sheffield I have found that sorting Lego® in groups has a greater effect than building
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a Lego® tower. As noted above, when task demands are high, idle cognitive processes and with
this mind wandering events, are reduced. On the other hand, when routine and habitual tasks are
completed in a repetitive and automatic manner, mind-wandering processes are triggered.
Therefore, it is important to identify tasks which are repeated routinely within the daily rhythms
of the group, such as eating together, reading, going for a walk. History is filled with stories of
renowned creatives who develop and stick to rigid daily routines, in which their periods of work
are interspersed with off task breaks (Currey, 2013). Engaging in these low effort activities
enhances opportunities for mind-wandering, and with this insight.
3.2 The duration and frequency of off-task breaks
The length of the off-task break can also have an effect on mind-wandering and with this
creativity (Sio and Ormerod, 2009). Sio and Ormerod (2009) argue that with a long preparation
period in which an impasse has been reached, incubation effects can have a positive effect on
creative problems. In these cases, a strategic shift in restructuring the problem is achieved during
incubation. However, there is no standard on what is considered a long or short incubation
period. For instance, Smith and Blankenship (1989) consider 15-min break a long incubation
period. The length of the incubation might also be considered relative to the preparation time
worked on the problem before incubation. There has also been little prior research which has
explored the effects of frequency of off-tasks breaks and creativity. For instance, is it beneficial
to develop repeated periods of problem-solving-incubation-selection on the same problem over
time, or are fewer extended problem-solving-incubation-selection sequences better? Future
research should investigate these issues by tracking individuals over a period of time. In this
way, a more fine-grained assessment of the immediate impact of incubation period and
incubation frequency on the group creative process can be made.
3.3 The timing of off-task breaks
In light of recent research which points to a link between creativity and an individual’s nonoptimal time-of-day (May, 1999; May and Hasher, 1998; Wieth and Zacks, 2011), the benefits of
off-task breaks can be maximised when taken during these times. For evening types this is the
morning and vice versa for evening types. Groups can thus identify when occurrences of mind
wandering and with this insight are more likely to occur. The post lunch period also represents a
key time slot for all types, as energy levels dip and with individuals feeling drowsier (Horne and
Reyner, 1999). In recent experimental research, I have a found a post-lunch peak in group
creativity (Breslin, 2016). It is no accident that the European siesta has for millennia occurred at
this time. In conclusion, it is argued here that off-task breaks are likely to be more effective when
they coincide with the group’s less cognitively active or non-optimal time-of-day. As the
individual is more likely to be distracted during these periods, then opportunities for mindwandering and with this insight are increased.
In summary, groups should seek to organize their day to get the most out of off-task breaks. The
exact timing, duration, frequency and nature of these breaks may change depending on the
complexity of the problem being worked on. As noted above, the more complex the problem,
then the more frequent and longer breaks should become. In addition, it is noted that groups in
which individuals are familiar with each other are more effective self-organisers and generators
of breaks (Okhuysen, 2001). Indeed, Okhuysen (2001) found that when pauses are imposed by
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management the adaptiveness of the group decreases. Therefore, while educators and managers
understand the important of breaks, and set the agenda for these incubation periods
(Staudenmayer et al., 2002; Zellmer-Bruhn et al., 2004), micro-level organization needs to be
managed by the group itself.
4. CONCLUSION
Given the role played by the unconscious in creative thought, one clearly cannot manage the
direction of insights and thought patterns that emerge. However, one can shape the overall
creative process, through the careful management of interruptions and breaks. Therefore,
walking away from the job is no longer seen as unproductive, but a key element in the creative
process. This involves educating educators and managers, and changing the mind-set of timekeeping administrators towards prioritising breaks. Breaks should no longer be viewed as
unproductive or instances in which employees ‘slack off’, but as an essential and critical part of
the creative process in groups.
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LEADING THE WAY WITH
PEER LEARNING & TEACHING
Jordan Rickard, Holly Nicholson & Gary C. Wood*
University of Sheffield
Abstract: This paper presents a case study of a successful instance of peer learning in the
context of the co-curricular development programme of Sheffield Engineering
Leadership Academy (SELA). It focuses, in particular, on the Skills Bootcamp, which
forms the annual induction for new members to the programme. The learning activities
and experiences at this event are designed and delivered by students in their final year of
SELA, who teach incoming students based on their own learning and experience. Many
of the activities also involve the incoming cohort learning collaboratively together. We
examine the multiple levels of peer learning and teaching that this creates, and consider
them in light of the literature on peer learning and teaching, where both positive and
negative experiences are reported. The value of this peer learning experience to building
a foundation for the SELA programme, and creating and maintaining a community of
learning and professional practice are also discussed.
Keywords: engineering, enterprise, leadership, peer learning, peer teaching
*Correspondence to: Gary C. Wood, University of Sheffield Enterprise, 210 Portobello, Sheffield
S1 4AE. E-mail: g.c.wood@sheffield.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
Glancing at the references list of this paper shows that in the last fifty years, there has been much
interest in engaging students in peer supported learning and teaching activity. The literature
contains many examples of both successful and unsuccessful practice. In this paper, we
showcase a highly successful example of peer learning, in the context of the Sheffield
Engineering Leadership Academy (SELA), a co-curricular programme in the Faculty of
Engineering at the University of Sheffield. This programme is part of the University’s response
to the shortfall in graduates’ skills for the workplace reported by industry over the last decade
(IET 2014). In particular, SELA addresses the shortage of leadership capabilities, by selecting
and developing engineering undergraduates, who apply for the opportunity, and demonstrate the
potential to be engineering leaders of tomorrow.
2. THE SELA PROGRAMME
A rigorous selection process admits 10-20 second-year undergraduate students into SELA each
academic year. Students are selected on the basis of their potential to develop as engineering
leaders of the future, rather than on the basis of previous attainment. Through the programme,
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they are expected to develop and demonstrate the Academy’s seven foundational attributes:
 Enterprise capability: the ability to identify and respond positively to opportunities and
make ideas happen;
 Good judgement: the ability to make decisions, taking into account risks, uncertainty and
ethical considerations;
 Technical and academic ability in engineering;
 Inspiration: the ability to inspire others, to create and communicate a compelling and
purposeful vision of the future;
 Flexibility to accept and respond to change;
 Self-awareness of strengths and weaknesses, and a willingness to learn;
 Personal vision, ambition and courage.
SELA provides a range of learning experiences to enable students to develop these attributes,
ranging from skills training workshops, lectures and fireside chats with engineering professionals,
to two year-long collaborative projects, and industry or research placements (see Nicholson &
Wood, 2016, for full details on the programme design). Students are given responsibility for their
own learning, and are encouraged and supported to be reflective learners and leaders. The
Academy’s vision is to develop a network of University staff and engineers in industry, together
with a strong SELA alumni network, supporting the students and each other with the transition into
early-career leadership.
The SELA experience begins for new students with an induction Bootcamp. This weekend-long
residential event introduces new students to the programme and gives them a practical
introduction to, and opportunity to reflect on, the skills they possess and those that they will
develop throughout the programme. In what follows, we show how this Bootcamp involves peer
learning and teaching on multiple levels: incoming students learn collaboratively together and
students in the second year of the programme take on the role of teachers. They design and
deliver almost all aspects of the workshop programme, drawing on their own learning and
experience over the first year of their engagement, and deepening their understanding of the
topics they teach. Support is provided by educational developers in the University.
3. PEER LEARNING AND TEACHING
Peer learning is a key part of the SELA learning experience. We define ‘peer’ primarily in the
sense of individuals who are equal by virtue of belonging to a ‘peer group’, in line with
Falchikov (2001): ‘a peer group consists of those of the same status with whom one interacts’
(p.1). Thus, the term ‘peer learning’ describes learning that occurs between SELA members, and
is characterised by a two-way process of members learning from and with each other. More
broadly, however, we also show examples of peer learning where peers are not student members
of SELA, but are peers in the broader sense that they are members of the engineering community
which SELA contributes to and draws upon. SELA also uses ‘peer teaching’ – that is, teaching
facilitated by members of the peer community – with the same broad and narrow interpretations.
A ‘peer teacher’ has the same status as the learner, and assumes the temporary role of teacher
without gaining more authority (Boud et al, 2001) and without possessing any formal teaching
experience (Topping, 2005). Peer teaching largely involves a one-way process: the peer teacher
engages primarily to help learners learn.
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There is considerable literature on learning from and with peers. Slavin (1983) reports that peer
tutoring can be a particularly effective way for students to grasp basic concepts, whilst Damon
(1984) points out that certain intellectual material is grasped more easily through peer exchange
than traditional teacher-student instruction. Mazur (2009) shows that students who have just
learned something new are better able to explain it to a novice than a teacher is, because a peer
teacher can empathise more with the learner and the challenges they face in their learning; they
have a better appreciation of the novice’s likely prior knowledge and competencies. Feedback
from students attending the 2015 Bootcamp supports this view: ‘I felt like I was treated as an
equal to everyone else involved. This made the weekend more relaxing, enjoyable and useful.’
Peer teachers also benefit from the process, reinforcing and deepening their own learning
(Topping, 2005). They are challenged to review and reflect on their own understanding, both
through preparing to teach, and through the process of teaching, as questions, comments and
misunderstandings from learners challenge their own understanding of the topics being taught.
The literature also reports many cases of peer learning having little, or even a negative, effect on
academic performance. Griffin & Griffin (1997) found that reciprocal peer tutoring had little to
no impact on students’ understanding of topics taught through peer learning. Rittschof & Griffin
(2001) report that reciprocal peer tutoring failed to improve students’ understanding of course
material compared to an individual study task. However, those authors do concede that ‘although
there may be no perceivable academic benefits of reciprocal peer tutoring at college level, that
does not mean the scheme has no value’. They note that peer learning enhanced students’
enjoyment of learning and stimulated self-regulation in the student groups.
4. PEER LEARNING IN THE SELA BOOTCAMP
New members are inducted to SELA through a Skills Bootcamp. The Bootcamp engages students
in an intensive series of team activities and workshops, designed to build a sense of cohort,
establish strong working relationships, and introduce some of the skills students will develop as
members of the Academy. Mentors, from research or industry, observe and interact with the
students during the sessions, sharing their experience and industry insight, and providing feedback
to the students on their engagement with, and performance in, the activities. Students are
encouraged to self-evaluate, reflect, and share feedback with each other, to help them identify their
own strengths and weaknesses, and to improve working relationships, by better understanding the
differences in each other’s working styles and approaches.
The inaugural Bootcamp, in 2014, was designed and facilitated by experienced staff from
University of Sheffield Enterprise (USE). The first year-long group project for this cohort was
then to design and organise the Bootcamp for the following year’s intake, in 2015, starting with a
zero budget. After considering several options, the students opted to seek training from USE staff
to empower a sub-group to deliver the Bootcamp activities themselves. Through this process, the
students purposefully reflected on their own learning in the Bootcamp, to determine the approach
to teaching that they wanted to take. The delivery team then worked with educational developers
at USE to create a two-day Bootcamp programme consisting of seven, ninety-minute workshops.
Students thus engaged in thinking about curriculum and learning design, and learnt some basic
strategies for effective facilitation in the classroom. However, no direct teaching experience was
provided, so the students remained highly inexperienced at facilitation.
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Figure 1: The SELA peer learning community
Figure 1 represents the multiple levels of peer learning involved in the Bootcamp. The 2015
cohort (1), at the centre, worked collaboratively on learning activities. Those students form a
subset of the whole SELA membership, represented by the second circle (2), and the student
teachers belonged to this wider membership. They were supported by the University of Sheffield
community more generally, including staff from USE, and teaching and research staff from the
Faculty of Engineering (3). Finally, the wider engineering community, including engineering
alumni, and other industry contacts, contributed to the programme as mentors (4).
4.1 Peer teaching
As peer teachers, the Year 2 SELA students were required to present information and new
concepts, and to guide their peers in Year 1 through a range of learning activities. One of the
workshops considered working styles and drivers. This necessitated introduction and explanation
from the facilitators, leading from the front. The learners then completed an individual activity to
determine their personal preferred working style, before sharing this with the small group at their
table. With input from the industry mentors, they also considered how team effectiveness can be
improved by understanding each other’s working styles.
In a workshop focused on negotiation skills, the peer teachers demonstrated techniques for
negotiation, and introduced strategies for effective negotiation. Learners were each given
different briefs and challenged to negotiate in small groups to resolve a conflict. A whole group
plenary explicitly drew out the learning from these activities, highlighting key issues such as the
need to establish clearly what each party actually needs from the resolution. This plenary
presented a particular challenge for the inexperienced peer teachers, because it requires a
responsive approach, drawing on observations of how the learners approached the task. Thus, it
cannot be pre-planned. A similar challenge arose in a session on lateral and parallel thinking
skills, using de Bono’s Six Thinking Hats (de Bono, 1985), where the peer teachers had to
respond to the learners and practise guiding the development of others, whilst resisting the
temptation to immediately provide correct answers. This provided a learning opportunity for the
peer teachers themselves, who reported that they enhanced their facilitation, listening and
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observational skills through the process. It was clear to the experienced facilitators from USE,
who observed all sessions, that the Year 2 SELA members facilitating workshops became more
confident with their role as deliverers as they moved through the Bootcamp.
4.2 Peer learning
Through engaging in activities together, members learnt collaboratively and cooperatively,
sharing their existing knowledge and skills, discussing and helping each other to explore new
concepts, develop and practise new skills, and reflect on their own learning. Damon & Phelps
(1989) define peer collaboration as a learning experience where two or more people share ideas
and help each other to master a task that neither could accomplish individually. Peer cooperation,
on the other hand, involves members taking different roles to complete sub-parts of a task.
Examples from the Bootcamp are Edwards Racing, a workshop where the learners engaged in a
communication and decision-making task based on a role play of a Formula 1 racing team;
Marble Run, which teaches students different approaches to working under pressure and in the
absence of complete information; and the Six Thinking hats activity (de Bono, 1985), where
students had to design and pitch a new product.
The mentors and facilitators observed students completing each task. Sometimes they gave
continuous feedback and input, but at other times, the students were left to work things out by
themselves and even to fail, where failure was treated positively as a powerful learning
opportunity. At the end of each task, and at the end of the workshop as a whole, students
reviewed and reflected on their performance. This was also done collaboratively, with each
student encouraged to share their observations, what they had learnt, and what they would do
differently if faced with a similar task in the future.
4.3 Benefits of peer learning and teaching
There were clear benefits to the Bootcamp being delivered through peer learning and teaching,
which were observed by the USE and Faculty of Engineering staff supporting the event, but also
by the mentors, and the members themselves. The benefits included:
 students successfully achieving intended learning outcomes without reliance on
professional teachers;
 skills and knowledge development for the peer teachers, through being supported to
develop facilitation skills and ‘learning by teaching’ (Topping, 2005);
 the establishment of a strong sense of community amongst the SELA members, with good
personal and professional relationships built between members in each cohort;
 incoming students recognising the real value and potential of their SELA involvement, as
they realised how much the second year cohort had gained from the programme;
 setting the incoming students’ aspirations high, as they took up the challenge of
organising and delivering Bootcamp 2016.
4.3.1 Teaching new skills and concepts
Although none of the Bootcamp activities is assessed, after each Bootcamp, students completed a
questionnaire, indicating whether they felt they had learnt new skills. Responses were provided
on a scale where 1 represented strong disagreement and 5, strong agreement, on whether they
had learnt something new. Averaged across all the workshops, 77.12% of respondents who
attended the 2014, staff taught, Bootcamp agreed or strongly agreed that they had learnt new
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skills. This compared to 74.06% with peer teaching in 2015, supporting the staff observations
that the level of learning attained was similar between the two events.
The majority of the literature on peer learning supports our finding that peer teaching leads to
quality learning. Topping reports that of eleven qualitative studies of cross-year small-group
tutoring he surveyed, nine reported ‘very positive outcomes’: five showed improved academic
performance, and a further four performed as well as under a professional or trained teacher
(Topping, 1996). Damon’s review of peer teaching (1984), in which he views peer learning as a
supplement to traditional teaching, found that peer tutoring spurs the educational progress of
both the tutor and tutee. This is significant in the context the SELA Bootcamp, since this forms
the induction to the programme, rather than the only learning opportunity for members, who will
engage with staff-led teaching later in the programme.
4.3.2 Peer teachers developing skills and ‘learning by teaching’
Rittschof & Griffin (2001), inter alia, report that peer teaching can sometimes bring greater
benefit to the peer teacher than the learners. They suggest that this is because peer teachers tend
to prepare thoroughly prior to teaching, thus spending time deeply engaged with the subject
material. This was certainly the case with the SELA Bootcamp: the students worked on the
design and development of the curriculum over the summer before the delivery.
Moreover, Topping (1996) argues that peer teachers ‘learn by teaching’, because teaching involves
cognitive challenges such as simplification, clarification and exemplification, and the metacognitive skills of planning, monitoring and evaluation. Peer teachers’ understanding of topics and
concepts can be challenged, particularly when questioned by learners who are struggling to grasp
or may initially have misunderstood learning material. One of the peer teachers at the Bootcamp
reported that his understanding of the sessions increased greatly from the previous year when he
had attended the Bootcamp as a learner: ‘I had to understand the concepts of the sessions in more
than one way in order to explain them to every student, which also involved simplifying my own
way of communicating information so it could be understood easily’.
Prior to delivering the Bootcamp for the new SELA intake, the peer teachers delivered their
sessions to a small number of research students and staff from across the University. This was
the peer teachers’ first experience in the classroom, and so provided an opportunity to practise. It
also allowed the SELA Management Board to check the quality of the delivery and learning (see
Topping (2005) for more on quality and avoiding ‘pooling ignorance’). The Board had not
expected the students to take on the delivery themselves and had some initial anxiety at handing
over so much responsibility for a crucial part of the SELA programme. In fact, the quality
surprised the observers, and the Board had no hesitation in allowing the peer-taught Bootcamp to
proceed after this trial event. What this highlights however, is the need for higher education
professionals promoting peer learning to really trust and believe in their students and their ability
to succeed in the task. What we witnessed with the Bootcamp – as in other aspects of teaching –
is that students live up or down to the expectations that they perceive others to have of them.
4.3.3 Establishing a community of learning
Upon arrival at the Bootcamp, new members are launched straight into their first activity,
encouraging them to develop efficient working relationships from the outset. Teams are changed
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between activities to ensure that all students get to know each other, and have the opportunity to
form both personal and professional relationships. The mentors supporting students through
these activities are from industry or research, and many of them are Sheffield alumni and earlycareer professionals. Thus, the mentors are peers to the students in the broader sense that they are
members of the engineering community. In this way, the community of learning, as represented
in Figure 1, extends beyond the students’ usual social and professional circle.
4.3.4 Other benefits
In addition to the main benefits outlined above, the literature points to a host of other benefits
which are important for SELA. Rittschof & Griffin (2001) report that peer teaching ‘appears to
enhance the [learners’] enjoyment of learning and stimulate various types of self-regulation,’ an
observation which is echoed by Topping (1996). Goldschmid & Goldschmid (1976) suggest that
students in teams or pairs may be more willing to attempt difficult tasks, be more creative and
enjoy their learning experience more. These capabilities and aptitudes are vital for achieving the
aims of SELA and developing the core attributes of creativity, technical ability and personal vision.
Moreover, peer learning enhanced the SELA learning experience by inspiring the incoming
students to aim highly, as they were impressed to see what their peers had learnt and achieved in
their first year with the Academy. This helped raise the new students’ aspirations as they took on
the Bootcamp delivery project for 2016, which was reflected in their feedback. For example, one
student wrote on his/her evaluation form: ‘I would like to congratulate and send a big thank you
to the 2014 Cohort and the board for the incredible job on organizing the Bootcamp. It went far
beyond my expectations’.
5. REFLECTION AND CONCLUSION
Why was this example of peer learning successful? To answer this question, it is necessary to
look at what makes the SELA programme, and more specifically the Bootcamp, different from
other instances of peer learning.
The first feature that stands out about the SELA Bootcamp is that it is residential, taking students
away from their comfort zone on campus, to a hotel. The obvious financial investment that
SELA makes in taking the Bootcamp off-site demonstrates the importance the University places
on the event, and implies to students that the staff responsible believe in the quality and
appropriateness of the delivery mechanism.
Second, the highly selective and co-curricular nature of SELA ensures that only highlymotivated students are present. This means that everybody involved is highly invested in the
success of the Bootcamp, which leads to better outcomes.
Finally, although no conscious decision was made to hide the fact that the Bootcamp tutors were peer
teachers, it turned out that the incoming students did not realise, until part way through the first day
of the Bootcamp, that the teaching team were their peers from Year 2 of the Academy. This is
interesting not only because it is testament to the quality of the delivery provided by the peer
teachers, but also because it suggests that perceptions and preconceptions about the value and likely
quality of peer teaching may be important factors in creating negative outcomes in other contexts.
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Based on our highly successful experiences through delivering the SELA Bootcamp, it is easy to
see why peer learning and teaching is of significant pedagogical interest, despite not always
having proved so successful. We recognise that the SELA Bootcamp has many unique features
that set it apart from the classroom contexts in which peer teaching and learning usually take
place. Those features potentially contribute to the effectiveness of peer learning as a delivery
mechanism. However, we would encourage further exploration of how those features might be
modelled or replicated in other environments, so that peer learning might be utilised more widely
across engineering and enterprise education.
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LECTURE DISCUSSION TASKS: PEDAGOGIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL
APPROACHES TO HELP BREAK DOWN BARRIERS IN LECTURES

W. Brian Whalley *
Geography Department, University of Sheffield
Abstract: We still tend to educate students in a ‘Victorian’ way, with lecture contact-hours
providing the bulk of the knowledge base for students and where students are in a passive
mode. The paper suggests ways that ‘lectures’ can be improved, especially to provide a more
personalised experience for all. Personalization allows for individual idiosyncrasies and those
requiring some form of special needs. Just-in-time teaching interventions can be incorporated
as ‘micro-learning’ opportunities. Lectures can also be halved, the last part to problem solve,
check threshold concepts, provide rapid feedback an especially to, get students to discuss and
communicate. These ‘lecture discussion tasks’ promote nodes of active learning. When
coupled to ‘Cloud’ services and tablet technologies, discussion opportunities make effective
use of students’ mobile devices, synchronously or asynchronously. Device ubiquity allows
tutors to promote active learning in any location, including lecture theatres. Linking lecturerstudents-mobile devices becomes part of an ecology of higher education via ‘mycorrhizal
learning’ that includes subject competences. Student competences and support can also be
developed using chatbots and virtual reality devices that will be of use in employment.
Keywords; tablet technologies, lectures, active learning, student participation, competencies,
lecture discussion tasks.
*Correspondence to: W. Brian Whalley, Department of Geography, University of Sheffield,
Sheffield, UK. E-mail: b.whalley@sheffield.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
We still tend to educate students in a ‘Victorian’ manner. Students are lectured to, take notes,
read books, do problems, laboratory work and, perhaps, go to the library. Civil engineers and
engineering geologists may also go on site visits and get their boots muddy. For the most part
this is passive, information transfer mode. Students may sit a class test and almost certainly will
do examinations at the end of the term (or semester). However, we take little regard for advances
in pedagogic theory and practice and fully use technologies now available. This paper is
concerned with building upon recent thinking and research in pedagogy, cognitive sciences and
technological innovation in an adaptive manner, for institutions, lecturers and students. It places
‘active lecturing’ in a developing higher educational evolutionary system that includes
information transmission but encourages ‘thinking like an engineer’ by designing active learning
sessions into lecture periods.
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2. LECTURES AND THEIR VALIDITY
In most Higher Education (HE) systems lecturers/lektors give ‘lectures’. From medieval
universities onwards, lectures to students have been given by ‘the sage on the stage’. This is
what institutions, students, and frequently their parents, expect. The Wikipedia entry ‘Lecture’
gives several examples and from where:
Though lectures are much criticised as a teaching method, universities have not yet found
practical alternative teaching methods for the large majority of their courses. Critics point out
that lecturing is mainly a one-way method of communication that does not involve significant
audience participation. Therefore, lecturing is often contrasted to active learning. …. lectures
have survived in academia as a quick, cheap and efficient way of introducing large numbers
of students to a particular field of study.
This tradition has been continued through J.H. Newman’s view of the university in 1858 to the
present day and on into MOOCs. For the most part, information is transmitted; ‘College is a
place where a professor’s lecture notes go straight to the students’ lecture notes, without passing
through the brains of either’ (variously attributed to Mark Twain, Edwin Slosson or Hamilton
Holt). Although this might raise a laugh, and with comments that this could never occur in my
lectures, it does identify the issue of student inactivity within an hour-long (50 minute) lecture.
Underlying this Victorian approach lies a conception, of ‘transfer’ that;
lies at the heart of our educational system. Most educators want learning activities to have
positive effects that extend beyond the exact conditions of initial learning. They are hopeful
that students will show evidence of transfer in a variety of situations: from one problem to
another within a course, from one course to another, ….. to their years in the workplace.
Bransford and Schwartz (1999 p. 61).
There is no specific mention of ‘lecture’ here but is implicit in procedures at most institutions. At
various times there have been questions posed about ‘the lecture’, before and after Bligh’s
influential, ‘What’s the use of lectures?’ (Bligh, 2000). Occasionally, large lecture classes have
given way to smaller meetings and the use information and communication technology (ICT),
e.g. personal response systems (‘clickers’). This was influenced by Mazur’s (1997) promotion of
‘Peer Instruction’ (PI) of in-class problem solving. A widely promoted graph, apparently
showing lack of student brain activity when compared with sleeping, has been used to show the
need for active learning in lectures. Whilst the validity of this graph has been questioned
(Masters, 2014), a drop off in student attention after about 25 minutes has long been recognised
(Bligh, 2000 p. 49-53; Lloyd, 1968). This paper promotes active learning and ‘transfer’ where
appropriate within a lecture-based system such as still operates widely in HE.
3. AN ECOLOGY OF UNIVERSITY EDUCATION
At most institutions, students experience linear education (Figure 1). Students arrive, attend
lectures, take examinations and graduate three or four years later. This is the way most students
view university, lectures are the main point of contact with lecturers. With the advent of mass
higher education, universities have added structures and related staff; student services, ICT,
employment and disabilities as well as expanded library and examination systems. Formalised
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Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) or Learning Management Systems (LMS) of increasing
sophistication and complexity, ‘manage’ students’ learning. Notwithstanding these systems,
interaction between lecturers and students is still that of directed and linear progression by
learning and examining. Active learning opportunities in lectures appear to be rare.

Figure 1. Linear University. a. Usual progression to graduate. b. Module designed with
learning opportunities, c. Lecture with nodes of interactions and Lecture Discussion Tasks.
However, it is possible to consider ecological processes to examine the interactions of organisms
and environments in degree programmes. A recent approach to pedagogy is ’rhizomatic’ learning
(Cormier, 2008) as being especially suited to the ‘net generation’. After Deleuze and Guattari
(1988), this suggests that ‘the community is the curriculum’ and subverts traditional instructional
design. However, vascular plants, whether with roots or rhizomes, commonly have associated
mycorrrhizal systems. It is via these mutualistic fungal systems that plants actually gain nutrition
via aqueous solution. Students can gain information of any kind in the university linear approach
where they require it; student services, library or lecture. There is one way of making lectures
active to benefit students by making better use of contacts between lecturer and student at
mycorrrhizal nodes of interaction; problem solving and dialogue within lecture (Figure 1 b, c).
4. COMPETENCIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION
In competence-based learning, the unit of learning is fine grained. A competence needs to be
mastered before moving on to the next. Partial differential equations might be considered as a
competence that should be ‘mastered’ but to what extent should an instructionist view be
followed? Is it better rather to have a range of related tasks as a competence? The medical
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sciences have had a general approach to competencies for some time (Leung and Diwaker,
2002). In engineering, Goel (2006) lists several nationally-expected competencies for graduates
including (Engineering Council UK, 2003); use, application and demonstration of:
a. a combination of general and specialist knowledge to apply existing and emerging
technology;
b. appropriate methods to design, develop, manufacture, construct, commission, operate and
maintain engineering products, processes, systems, and services;
c. technical and commercial management;
d. effective interpersonal skills; and
e. personal commitment to professional standards, recognizing obligations to society, the
profession and the environment.
The above constitute competencies needed to think like an engineer. Furthermore, they require
active learning, such as could be achieved the competence of ‘communication’, of engineering
practice in terms of numbers, graphics, written and spoken forms. None of these are covered
easily by the one-way experience of being lectured to. Winberg et al. (2016) have recently
argued that, ‘engineering is hard’ and;
‘Students difficulties when encountering engineering knowledge is well documented… Much
of the knowledge in engineering is conceptually complex and specialised, thus very different
from the mathematics or science learned at school’ (Winberg et al. p. 400).
These authors are concerned with developing an engineering curriculum via the social relativistic
methodologies and the sociology of knowledge (Maton, 2013). Here, more practically, we are
developing a means to fulfil curricula that are tackled as student-centred enterprises and within
‘mycorrhizal learning’ at points of active ecological contact. We need to determine competencies
deemed appropriate for a given curriculum and to make engineering less ‘hard’.
5. MICRO-LEARNING
Microlearning (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microlearning) deals with relatively small learning units
and short-term learning activities. Generally, the term ‘micro-learning’ refers to perspectives in
the context of learning, education and training. It is used in e-learning and related fields in the
sense of a new perspective on learning processes in computer-mediated environments. An
example might be, selecting an answer to a multiple-choice quiz. In large classes, personal
response devices may be used. Micro-learning can be used to cover aspects of the fine-grained
competence learning approach. One would hope that micro-learning activities associated with
understanding the difference between stress and strain has been accomplished before tackling
von Mises and Tresca criteria but all need to be accomplished within a wider competence of
analysing stress fields. Visiting, and perhaps criticising, appropriate pages of Wikipedia or
viewing an event on YouTube could be considered as micro-learning. Alternatively, devise a
problem and put it to the class for discussion with reporting back in ten minutes. Competence in
stress analysis (or circuit design etc.) could be built upon an understanding of basic concepts of
theory and practice aided by micro-learning. Such events can be extended in various ways, for
example, before, during and after a lecture. Flipped classes reverse the ordinary/normal schedule
by having what would be considered ‘homework’ (or out of class activity) done in the formal
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lecture theatre. Instructional/didactic material is delivered outside the class, by video watching or
a piece of reading. Although there are advantages in the approach (O'Flaherty and Phillips, 2015)
it does require a substantial shift of mind-set for both tutor and students. A less challenging
methodology is to use just-in-time teaching (JiTT) with the idea of ‘preflights’ (Whalley, 2013).
The active micro-learning entity can be a question, a calculation to do or a piece of code to write.
The preflights need not be of the same type but rather related to a piece of ‘troublesome
knowledge’ (e.g. Perkins, 2006). Such knowledge could be dealt with in class or as concept that
needs to be understood before a practical laboratory. E-mailing the tutor with the answer
provides a convenient way of checking that all have done it. It does not matter if any or all get it
wrong. A quick scan of the results will give an indication of what feedback is needed and this
can be done in the next class or by a mass e-mail. Not only does this save time but students also
feel part of the educational system rather than as objects to be lectured at. Active events or
learning nodes, such as Mazur’s PI, in a lecture are ‘lecture discussion tasks’ (LDTs) Figure 1c.
6. SCHEMATA FOR EDUCATION IN AN EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH
The advantages of having discussions in lectures have been identified with improvement in test
scores (Freeman et al., 2014; Waldrop, 2015). Once we have agreed that there is merit in moving
away from a totally lecture-based system and to use approaches such as JiTT and micro-learning
opportunities, PI and group discussions of various kinds, it becomes possible to provide a more
personal education. Students, as observed above, arrive in HE with a wide variety of
backgrounds; cultural, educational as well as perhaps having predispositions to individual
difficulties. The latter may include traits such as dyslexia and ADHD that are commonly called
special learning difficulties (SpLD). Students may know about these before they arrive at
university, or they may not. But most of us feel anxieties (class tests) and worries (e.g. financial,
social) even before some major event, such as examinations, where anxiety could be extreme.
For people with SpLDs especially, their individual needs are a problem for teachers. Mortimore
(2008) investigates how students might respond to these pressures and supplies strategies that
can accommodate them. Group interactions and problem solving, even in lectures, can alleviate
individual stress as well as enhance soft skills and competencies in which students’ own
reflections may be valuable (Wismath et al., 2013). Recent work on ‘wise interventions’ in
education (Walton, 2014) shows that even small interventions can assist in improving some
students’ confidence. These events or nodes of interaction might include motivational processes,
as for example stemming from the work of Carol Dweck (Dweck, 1986) within lecture
discussion tasks.
These ideas are part of a general movement towards exploring ‘pedagogies for diversity’
(Haggis, 2006). Linn (2000) has suggested a number of principles in which ‘knowledge
integration environments’ can be viewed. Her list, modified and slightly shortened, below, has
science rather than engineering but in fact any academic discipline might be considered here:
Making engineering accessible
• Encourage students to build upon their developing ideas into sound principles
• Encourage students to investigate personally relevant problems
• Scaffold engineering activities so students participate in the enquiry process
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Making thinking visible
• Model the process and consider alternative explanations and diagnosis of mistakes
• Scaffold students to explain their ideas
• Provide multiple, visual implementations from varied media
Helping students learn from each other
• Encourage students to listen and learn from each other
• Design social activities to promote productive and repeated interactions
• Scaffold groups to design criteria and standards
• Employ multiple social activity structures
Promote lifelong engineering learning
• Encourage students in reflecting on their own scientific information
• Engage students as critics of diverse scientific information
• Engage students in varied sustained engineering project experiences
• Establish a generalizable inquiry processes suitable for diverse engineering projects
These topics provide a good way of identifying lecture discussion tasks that will be of value to
any students at appropriate stages of their university paths (Figure 1b).
7. DELIVERING INDIVIDUAL COMPETENCE AND CONFIDENCE
Traditionally, the Victorian system of Figure 1a has the main student ‘contact time’ as lectures
with passive information transfer. With some planning and imagination, the lecture slot can be
divided up by various devices such as just-in-time teaching, preflights, peer instruction, giving
feedback and group interaction and problem solving in different ways (Figure 1c). Lecture
Discussion Tasks (LDTs) are nodes of interactions (as in mycorrhizal learning). These nodes are
occasions when students can interact with their peers and lecturer, admittedly at the expense of
‘content’. The lists above showing competencies (Goel, 2006) and knowledge integrating
environments (Linn, 2000) are aspects that could be covered in LDTs. A lecturer might cover
some theory then ask class to draw, say, an equivalent circuit, to help understanding, competence
and to provide the confidence that is especially important when students enter university. Thus
lectures and LDTs help students reduce the amount of processing to be done for a topic. This can
be developed into ‘schema theory’ where a schema is a general representation of a typical
structure of an experience. Schemas (or schemata) help organize, retrieve and encode chunks of
information such that, once a schema is developed, it tends to be stable over time and can be
associated with other accumulated schemata. The idea of schema theory and schemata can be
linked to active-interactive learning and computer-based instruction (Gholson and Craig, 2006).
8. TABLET AND CLOUD TECHNOLOGY
Most students have laptops and frequently use these in formal lectures to record notes (although
see Mueller and Oppenheimer, 2014). Students may really take notes and listen to the lecture;
this is reasonable use of lecture time and computer use. However, students transcribing lectures
takes us back towards transmission mode education and the notion of students’ and professors’
brains. Tablets, iPads, iPhones and similar, whether or not linked to a local WiFi system or the
cloud, constitute a disruptive technology. Tablets and smartphones enable people in ways that
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are not possible otherwise. A circuit design task could be run on an app such as iCircuit and be
used to try ideas in real time. Tablets and smartphones make separate ‘clickers’ redundant.
Images can be downloaded, annotated, shared between students and returned to the lecturer as
part of problem-based learning exercises. They also allow communication between individuals
and the lecturer, using Twitter for example, as a simple, informal example of question and
answer mode. There are specific apps for this purpose (e.g. Socrative or Explain Everything) but
‘chatbots’ (e.g. Slack) could be useful for group or class use to provide the scaffolding or support
that is particularly important for students making the transition from school to HE. Research over
the last four years has shown how iPads can be used in a variety of student-staff participations in
fieldwork (France et al., 2015). Apps can be used in many lecture class situations that are
limited more by lecturers’ imaginations than deficiencies of the device (Whalley et al., 2016).
9. SOME CONCLUSIONS
Although the ‘death of the lecture’ has long been mooted, adaptations can promote active
learning with student involvement by short interventions, or longer lecture discussion tasks.
Discussion of material can be used to overcome difficulties students might have with particular
concepts or methods. LDTs aid communication between student groups, with or without tabletcloud technologies, and when the lecturer can act as a local tutor. This strategy embodies a
change from ‘sage on the stage’ to ‘friend on the side’. Instead of content, interventions require
wider regard for competencies and theory and problem-solving. Tablet-cloud technologies
enhance students’ learning opportunities via apps and virtual reality opportunities. It is for the
lecturer to lecture less and participate more and use student time in a lecture room in an engaged
and active manner for both individuals and groups. Deliver ‘less content but more context’ might
be a better way to increase students’ capabilities and develop their confidence in being engineers.
This is also an opportunity to develop learning within an evolving ecology of higher education.
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Abstract: Huge reforms to Higher Education funding levels and models, drives to widen
participation and improve fair access, and changes to immigration systems have
presented challenges to institutes at a time when there is in many cases to increase the
numbers of both undergraduate and postgraduate students.
Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) can be applied to provide better support research
students and significantly increase both their competencies and their access to staff
expertise. In this paper, the development of a 'flipped classroom' model is discussed, and
examples uses to show how this can be usefully applied to the research laboratory, and be
of benefit to both student and instructor.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Over the past ten years, there have been huge reforms to UK higher education (UKHE) e.g.
funding levels and models, drives to widen participation and improve fair access, and changes to
the immigration system (Universities UK, 2015). Combined, these have played a huge role in
increasing both undergraduate and postgraduate student numbers within the UKHE system.
At the University of Sheffield (TUOS), the Faculty of Engineering (FoE) has seen a 211.7%
increase in postgraduate student numbers (both taught postgraduate (PGT) and research
postgraduate (PGR)) from 2005 to 2014; this trend is reflected in the author’s department,
Materials Science and Engineering (MSE), where combined PG student numbers have risen from
103 in 2000, to 253 in 2014 – a 245.6% increase.
Non-EU ‘international students’ are a vital component in this growth, bringing precious
opportunities to internationalise campuses and many cultural benefits. Non-EU students made up
around 13% of the overall UK student population, and around 25% of PG students, in 2012–13;
for MSE, 70% of PG students were from non-EU backgrounds in the same time period.
International demand is clearly vital for provision of many of our courses, a significant factor in
our research output, and a funding driving force. As a whole, the HE sector now raises around
one-eighth of its income from international students’ tuition fees; TUOS vice-chancellor Prof Sir
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Keith Burnett, 2015, stated that TUOS receives 46% of teaching income from international
students.
Clearly, growth in student numbers on this scale has repercussions on the workloads and
experiences of staff working in HE. Staff numbers in HE have grown in recent years – the total
number of TUOS staff rose by 25% from 5749 in 2007/08 to 7243 in 2013/14 – and while this
has helped during these transitory years, it may be unrealistic to expect staff numbers to track
directly with student numbers. Much of the day-to-day teaching that PGT and PGR students
receive – in laboratories and research facilities, particularly where specimen preparation,
experimental techniques, and data analyses are involved – is often delivered by postdoctoral
researchers, technicians, and other support staff, and it is not clear how the numbers of such staff
have changed in recent years; there is a general perception that technician numbers, for example,
have decreased over time. These are often the staff responsible for the transfer of the very
knowledge and expertise that form the bedrock of many PGR and PGT research projects; the
provision of high quality teaching at these junctures is vital and an ever increasing challenge.
If the HE sector is to sustain, or indeed further, the growth in student numbers we need to at least
maintain, and more likely improve, the educational experiences and levels of learning those
students receive – both inside traditional settings, and in labs and research facilities. The growth
in staff numbers helps with the delivery of teaching in traditional environments (e.g. lectures) but
may be of lesser benefit when it comes to much of the latter. Alternative methods for teaching
growing numbers of PGR and PGT students need to be considered, and there is much to learn
from modern, contemporary styles of teaching and learning.
1.2 The ‘Flipped Classroom’ concept
Over the past 10-15 years, flipped models of learning and teaching have been gaining a lot of
traction in Higher Education. In these models, part of the ‘teaching’ component is delivered in
advance of timetabled sessions via e.g. video, online resources, highlighted literature and so on;
timetabled sessions can then be used to expand on the students’ understanding using more active
learning modes: problem-based learning, discussions, and so on. Rather than being wrapped up
in traditional didactic knowledge transference, the teacher may then be freer in class to provide
clarification, one-on-one guidance, and to help students achieve deeper learning. Students can
learn at their own pace, and can revisit material and re-watch lectures whenever they need –
learning is not restricted to being in a single place at a set time. This can have simple
pedagogical benefits for all students, but can be particularly beneficial for those who first
language differs to the official language of the institution delivering the teaching.
Many universities have applied flipped learning models to lecture courses, and there have been
many reports on both application and success – both in terms of lowering failure rates, and in
boosting performance at higher levels. However, there have been fewer studies on how such a
model could be applied to help support the learning and teaching of postgraduate students in a
research environment.
It is important to also consider possible negative impacts from the application of e-learning
approaches, e.g. the assumption of digital literacy, student preparedness for this approach etc.
Waugh & Su-Searle, 2014, highlighted that attrition rates for e-learning courses are typically
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higher than those for traditional face-to-face courses. Some research has been done to consider
how prepared students are for learning via VLEs, or if this might vary amongst a diverse body of
students (e.g. differing gender, cultural background), with fairly conclusive results. While an
initial study by Atkinson and Blankenship (2009) found that males were more comfortable with
communicating electronically, their 2010 study found this difference disappeared in surveys
where questions featuring the term ‘e-learning’ were replaced with the factor ‘non face-to-face
communication’; they also found evidence that students were generally becoming more
comfortable using online environments. Parkes et al. (2015) also identified students as being
increasingly ‘digital native’ in terms of their preparedness and familiarity with technology and elearning. Halawi et al. (2009) found that individual factors (gender, age, educational level,
familiarity, time dedicated to study, and learning style) had no significant effect on the efficacy
of e-learning.
1.3 Aims
A flipped learning model (using a virtual learning environment, online videos etc.) has been used
to improve access, levels of understanding, and the student experience amongst a cohort usually
consisting of around 250 students, mainly from taught and research postgraduate degree
programs. In this paper, I outline this novel e-learning approach and discuss its relative merits
and weaknesses.
2. DISCUSSION
2.1 Applications
The author is employed by TUOS, and part of his responsibilities involve the supervision and
management of a busy small research facility housing state-of-the-art scientific analysis
equipment and associated other accessories and data analysis software packages. The facility has
no other associated staff, and is routinely accessed by up to 270 active researchers; the author is
solely responsible for training and ensuring safe, efficient laboratory practices and for training
users to a good level of competency in data analysis.
The author has developed a novel VLE approach to support this research facility, which has
grown organically over a number of years, and has largely evolved through trial and error –
seeing what works and what does not, what users access and make use of, and what they do not.
The initial steps saw the uploading of machine-specific documents – often solely textual
material, e.g. written standard operating procedures in PDF format, and the other files necessary
for (i) usage of each of the machines in the facility, and (ii) for data analysis software and
procedures. Placing these documents online often had important safety implications – they could
now only be accessed by approved users. However, with only basic levels of content, user uptake
of the resource was poor. Accessing the VLE regularly was not part of the normal workflow of
most students using the facility, and a review of the VLE’s access data showed that few ever did
so.
In order to improve efficient usage of staff time and increase the rates at which users accessed
the system, BlackBoard’s ‘Learning Modules’ were then utilised to develop short registration
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‘courses’, comprised of a short video introduction, links to the legally-required safety
information and tests, and an online user registration form. Since each user must pass the
necessary test(s) and complete registration before they receive training on one of the facility’s
instruments for the first time, the onus on ensuring these tasks were completed shifted onto the
users; this also had the benefit of driving facility users to the VLE and highlighting the presence
of useful materials therein. The VLE approach delivered more standardised registration data that
could be more easily used and transferred to other databases and e.g. an online booking system
for facility equipment usage.
This also had the unintended benefit of helping to drive up general usage figures – facility users
were now more aware of the VLE (since they were all granted access to it before they could
access the facility’s research instrumentation), the general training philosophy being applied, and
what resources were available to them. However, fears that as more emphasis was placed on the
VLE, staff would have less one-to-one contact with the students, and the ability to (i) help them
learn e.g. experimental and data analytical techniques and (ii) monitor their levels of
understanding might suffer. The focus then turned to look then at how the VLE might be used as
a teaching tool to improve competency, using the flipped learning model that will be covered in
detail in the next section.
2.2. Aspects of curriculum
One of the key questions when designing the flipped learning components of the VLE approach
to support research was in determining what must be included – what was the curriculum
underpinning that teaching and knowledge transfer related to the research facility.
In many instances, the research work conducted within a facility or laboratory is supported by
taught modules that cover background theory in significant detail. However, such courses often
fail to adequately address praxis – how that theory actually plays out in a research setting.
Students sit through lectures and then arrive for experimental training with little idea of how the
material they have covered in lectures relates to what they actually need to do in order to study
their specific research problem in the laboratory, or what they need to acquire from the data they
intend to collect from experiments.
Clearly, this is unlikely to the case in all settings, but it highlights one shortcoming of timetabled
modules commonly reported by research facility staff. The potential need to contemporise taught
modules is beyond the remit of this paper, and may well be outwith the control of support staff
anyway. What can be achieved however, is a bridging between the needs of the taught syllabi of
degree courses and those of the research laboratory or facility.
The question of what should be the curriculum for such an online resource boils down into two
parts: (i) what background theory do students need to be aware of in order to safely, effectively,
and efficiently conduct their research, and (ii) how to best use the opportunity to improve student
competency in research techniques.
The first temptation is to simply to use the VLE to host videos of recorded lectures and seminars.
This approach will have minimal impact of staff workload, and may be appropriate in some
circumstances – if sufficient video and audio quality can be guaranteed. While undergraduates
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are likely to be working to a strict regimen of semesters, postgraduate students are more likely to
start projects outside of traditional calendar periods – the use of video allows such students to
access this learning when and where they need it, and to revisit as necessary. However, such
videos will typically be quite long, running to 50 minutes or more perhaps, and may contain a lot
extraneous material, administrative notes, etc. that the research student does not ‘need’. An
alternative approach, and that taken in this application, is to record screencasts of edited,
abridged lecture notes with an audio overlay. Much shorter, more focused videos can then be
quickly produced to cover only those key points necessary to support the research setting. A
different focus may be drawn to emphasise certain points for a more specialised audience.
For the purposes discussed here, for example, a series of short screencasts (including audio) was
produced, hosted on YouTube yet playable through the VLE, that condensed six hours of
lectures into nine separate videos with a total runtime of around 110 minutes. The average video
length is 11.3 minutes, with some videos as short as 6 minutes, and others running up to 16
minutes. Appropriate usage of titling and descriptive text allows students to dip in to whatever
theory they want or need to visit (or revisit). These videos are then supplemented with additional
resources, documents, and online quizzes and problem-based learning elements to test learning.
This approach was then extended to training in data analysis methods. Delivering face-to-face
initial training to a rolling userbase of ca. 250 students either individually or in small groups
involved a significant amount of time and was no small undertaking; for a single point of contact
in a research facility this can form a considerable portion of staff workload. However, in
identifying what was routine and repeatable much of this work could be digitised and moulded
into the VLE flipped learning model as well. Detailed step-by-step written instructions have been
supplemented with online screencasts where students can watch the ‘expert’ using the data
analysis software. Initial videos give an introduction and basic overview of each software
package that students may encounter, whilst others push towards a deeper level of understanding
by highlighting how the software can be used to answer meatier research problems.
In setting up this approach, student feedback is vital. The material has to be useful, and this takes
time to achieve. Frequently asked questions indicate areas of the material that are lacking,
incomplete or unclear; videos may have to be re-recorded as a result. The initial setup time may
be off-putting, but is a small cost compared to the effect on staff productivity and morale of
repeating low-level training in perpetuity and the amount of time saved in the longer term.
2.3. Results and Discussion
Having discussed the overall model and the reasoning behind the decisions made in its design,
the question remains as to its effectiveness. Metrics can give us some insight here; VLEs often
come with extensive analytical tools to measure student activity. For the period 1st July 2014 to
30th June 2015, BlackBoard’s analyses showed that 207 users had spent at least 10 minutes
accessing the facility’s VLE. These users had accumulated a total of 970.05hrs on the VLE, with
the average user spending 4.68hrs on the site over the year. This was a significant increase on the
previous year (28 users accessing for 110.71hrs in total, average 3.95hrs per user) when only
basic content (standard operating procedures, etc.) were available. Though perhaps unsurprising,
it is worth noting that increasing the quantity and quality of content on the VLE helped to
increase uptake – both in terms of user number and the time they spent accessing materials.
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As part of the flipped learning approach, the videos uploaded to YouTube saw a total of 2712
views over the 2014/15 period. The gender split of those viewing material on YouTube (79%
male:21% female) is very similar to that for the MSE as a whole. There are even views logged as
coming from outside the UK, so it may be that (i) some local researchers are accessing remotely
from overseas, and/or (ii) that the videos are reaching a (small) international audience and
performing some level of ‘outreach’ role.
Student feedback has been essential during the ongoing development of the VLE-hosted
materials. Observations by staff and frequently asked questions from researchers were noted, and
regular comments addressed both at the time and then via revision of training materials. An
opinion poll was sent to 249 people, drawing from all ‘active’ researchers with access to both the
facility and the VLE. This poll drew five selected questions from the McVay e-readiness survey
(see Table 1), which highlighted a high degree of preparedness amongst my students for such an
approach – ease of access, comfort with e-learning and self-directed learning.
The poll then posed specific questions based on content and styles of delivery etc. from my
research facility VLE. The feedback (n = 25) was positive, with 88% agreeing with the statement
‘The screencast training videos on Data Analysis have been useful’ at least most of the time and
80% agreeing with the statement ‘The screencast training videos on Data Analysis go into
sufficient depth and detail’ at least most of the time. 84% agreed with the statement ‘The
approach taken to training in Data Analysis is the right one’.
The general feedback from the poll was very positive – those who commented remarked that
they had found the VLE approach ‘helpful’, ‘practical’, an ‘extraordinary work’, and ‘very useful
to have everything in one place’. There were some useful comments as well, which highlighted
the value of polling for feedback with this approach. Two commenters flagged some valid issues
with navigation and with finding things on the VLE, which will be addressed in a future update.
One called for fewer details as they had felt a ‘need to learn all of them’ pressure while
recognising that the approach improved their ‘independence’. Finally, a comment was made in
favour of gathering contributions from ‘real researchers’ in how they had solved research
problems.
This last point was particularly pertinent; in designing all of this, I had placed myself into the
role of ‘expert’, largely by design in order to make sure that enough of the resource got created
to be viable, to redistribute my own workload, and to promote independent thinking in students.
What this failed to recognise, though, was that there are many other experts in the field working
within the facility. Being a postgraduate or postdoctoral researcher is often a transient existence,
involving the gathering of a lot of knowledge or expertise over a short, often fixed, amount of
time before moving on. The commenter bemoaned that some very specific competencies were
being lost time and time again, and new students were constantly having to explore old areas as
if they were fresh. This was one of the key reasons I had created the resource, but by placing
myself at the heart of it an opportunity had been missed – ‘broad strokes’ expertise was being
collated, but the finer detail that can only be gained by working on a very focussed and specific
project issue was being lost. This is something that will be addressed as a matter of urgency, and
highlights the importance of critical reflection and gathering feedback.
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Table 1: Researcher responses to McVay e-readiness questions in Research Facility
Student Survey
Question
I am able to
easily access the
Internet as
needed for my
studies / project.
I am willing to
communicate
actively with
classmates,
colleagues,
instructors etc.
electronically.
I feel that online
learning can be
of at least equal
quality to
traditional
classroom
learning.
I am
comfortable
with online
written
communication.
When it comes
to learning and
studying, I am a
self-directed
person.

Rarely

Sometimes

Most of the
time

All of the time

0

2

6

17

1

4

12

8

3

7

12

3

0

3

12

10

2

1

17

5
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3. CONCLUSIONS
Offering high-level and easily accessible training and support to Postgraduate Students outside of
traditional teaching settings is vital in order to improve competency and the student experience,
and to better support good quality research.
Using a virtual learning environment to implement a flipped learning model is one effective way
of achieving this aim.
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How Engineering Undergraduates use Rich-Media Resources
Martin Gillie*, Ranim Dahli, Fiona Saunders, Andrew Gibson
*

The School of Mechanical, Aerospace and Civil Engineering, The University of Manchester,
M13 9PL, UK
Abstract: This study uses questionnaire results, internet analytic data and semistructured interviews to examine the use of three types of rich-media teaching resources –
lecture podcasts, key-concept videos, and tutorial solution videos - by engineering
undergraduates. It finds that students value all three types of resource, especially for
revision and as a supplement to lectures. Students find short focussed resources more
useful than longer ones. Non-native English speakers and those with disabilities derive
particular benefits from the resources. The effect of rich-media resources on lecture
attendance is found to be small, and two-way.
Keywords; Lecture podcast; Rich-media; Key concept videos; Lecture attendance
*Correspondence to: M Gillie, School of Mechanical, Aerospace and Civil Engineering, UK. Email: martin.gillie@manchester.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the possibilities for using video and related “rich-media” resources in engineering
higher education have increased dramatically. The technical possibilities (YouTube, lecture
capture, etc.), distribution aspects (tablets, virtual learning environments (VLEs), mobile
devices) and student expectations have all changed rapidly. Consequently, engineering education
has moved from a state where using rich-media to support teaching was the exception to one
where it is increasingly expected by institutions and students alike.
Despite this, research into how students use rich-media resources, how the existence of such
resources affects use of other material, and how to make useful and effective resources has been
limited. Moreover, the rapidly changing possibilities and expectations of students means
previous findings rapidly become dated. With these points in mind, this study uses a
combination of quantitative and qualitative data to address the following questions:
 To what extent and for what purposes do students use various kinds of rich-media
resources?
 How does the provision of rich-media affect students’ use of other teaching methods, in
particular lectures?
 How should rich-media content be produced to be most helpful for learning? Length,
production techniques and links with other material are all considered.
The results provide an insight into the benefits of rich-media material within higher education;
information on how students use it; and pointers to how it can be best developed, both in terms
of production techniques and allocation of resources.
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2. METHOD AND APPROACH
This study examined student use of the rich-media material provided in two, technical first year
engineering modules delivered at The University of Manchester, UK. The first was “Structures
1”, a module covering many of the fundamental concepts of structural mechanics, such as truss
analysis and beam behaviour, that was delivered between September 2014 and January 2015. It
included many threshold concepts (Meyer and Land 2013) - fundamental concepts that are
essential for progression in a subject but which are difficult for students to “get”. The second
module was “Electrical Energy Supply and Circuits 1” (EESC) delivered between January and
June 2015. This module also covered many fundamental threshold concepts. Both cohorts were
large (>200 students) and very diverse (~40% international students).
The rich-media material provided for these modules consisted of:
1. Full lecture podcasts that were recorded automatically using a system developed at the
University of Manchester (University of Manchester 2015). The podcasts captured audio
from the lecturer’s microphone and video from the lecture theatre projection system.
2. Key-concept videos for Structures 1 (Gillie 2015). These videos were short (4-6
minutes) and each examined one threshold concept associated with the module in a very
focussed manner. They were made available via a dedicated YouTube channel that was
also provided as a mashup within the module VLE.
3. Video tutorial solution videos for EESC. These were written worked tutorial solutions
with voice-over audio explaining each step and were typically 10 minutes long. Each
video covered one tutorial consisting of several questions and part questions. They were
made available via a dedicated YouTube channel (Gibson 2015) and through the VLE.
To understand students’ use of this material and address the questions of the study, the following
data sources were used
1. Data from YouTube analytics (YouTube 2015) for the key concept videos and video
tutorial solutions. This provided fine-grained data on the use of the videos including
number of views, percentage watched, demographics and device used.
2. Data from Google analytics (Google 2015) on the use of the lecture podcasts. This data
was similar to the YouTube data but slightly less fine grained.
3. Results from a written survey of students undertaken in April 2015. This survey
provided self-reported statistical data on how students used the rich-media resources
provided. It also allowed consistency checks with the automatically generated analytics
data from sources and 1 and 2, thus increasing confidence in the results and conclusions
of the study.
4. Analysis of semi-structured interviews of 20 students. These interviews provided
qualitative data on how students used resources and what they found useful. to ensure
objectivity. The interviews were conducted by a researcher (author Dahli) who was not
involved with the delivery of the modules being studied.
Taken together these data sources provided a comprehensive set of information about student use
of the rich-media resources being considered and enabled investigation of how students use richmedia resources, how the existence of such resources affects use of other material, and how to
make useful and effective resources.
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3. RESULTS
3.1. Degree of Usage
Figure 1 shows the number of views of the Structures 1 key concept videos and lecture podcasts
against days from the start of the module. These usage curves are typical of all the resources
made available to students – a steady usage during the module delivery period with a sharp spike
immediately prior to the associated exam. This data suggests usage was heavy: there were a
total of 2142 lecture podcast views and 3224 key concept video views, or an average of 27 views
per student. Such raw figures do hide details. For example, on average only 30-50% of a key
concept video was watched. The percentage for lecture podcasts is lower still, with students
reporting that typically only 15 minutes was spent watching a lecture podcast implying at most
30% was watched. Themes arising from the structured interviews support the quantitative data.
Students reported using rich-media material predominantly in the revision period after all
lectures had been completed and they confirmed that they are highly selective about the parts of
the videos they watch. These findings and further analysis below suggest students value and use
resources but in a selective and tactical manner.
300
250

Exam
Key concept videos

200
Views

Podcasts
Christmas
break

150
100
50
0

0

50
100
Days from start of module

150

Figure 1 Video resource use vs. time for the Structures 1 module. Cohort size=198.
3.1. Reasons for Use
Having established that rich-media resources are used and valued by students, the next set of
results provides insights in to how they were used. Figure 2 shows how students reported using
each type of resource. Values approaching 90% for use as revision material correlate with the
spike in usage data in Figure 1 around the exam period. It is clear students find the material
highly valuable for revision of technical matter, particularly close to an exam. Various reasons
were given for this in interviews and text responses including a feeling of receiving a “personal
experience” or “private lesson” from using key-concept videos at home; finding the short,
focussed nature of key-concept videos more engaging than lecture notes; and being able to stop
and start tutorial solution videos while working on a problem. There was also a widespread
feeling that lecture podcasts, while welcome, were less useful than shorter videos because there
were too long and it was difficult to navigate to topics of interest.
Using the material as a general supplement for lectures and lecture notes is also widespread
(Figure 2), particularly so with key concept videos. In interviews students reported using key-
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concept videos to clarify concepts that were not grasped in lectures and welcomed the ability to
have a focussed explanation that could be replayed easily.
The effect of rich-media resources on lecture attendance has received attention in previous
studies and is a somewhat contentious matter. Earlier studies have found a small but consistently
negative effect on lecture attendance when rich-media material is provided. Saunders and Hutt
(2014), when reviewing the literature, found reductions in lecture attendance of around 15%
were typical. This finding is consistent with the results of the present study. Figure 2 shows that
most students do use rich-media resources, particularly lecture podcasts (54%), to compensate
for missed lectures. However, Figure shows only 21% of students report being less likely to
attend lectures as a result of rich-media resources being available, with 12% being more likely to
attend. That is, while the majority students use podcasts to catch-up on missed lectures, the
availability of lecture podcasts themselves has only a small and mixed effect on attendance.
Lecture attendance at the modules being studied was lightly monitored and was as high (6070%), if not higher, than other modules delivered to the same cohort where rich-media material
was not provided. This is further evidence that any effect of rich-media material on lecture
attendance is small overall.
There was a clear difference in how native and non-native English speakers used material as
shown in Figure Non-native speakers were significantly more likely to watch podcasts and
tutorial solutions multiple times. This suggests that students who may have difficulty following
rapid, technical English on first hearing (as is required in traditional lectures and often in face-toface tutorials) are able to use rich-media resources to compensate. This was not the case with
key concept videos. These do not have a direct analogue in traditional teaching and it appears
they are used comparably by native and non-native speakers.
100%

Key Concept Videos
Lecture Podcast
Tutorial Solution

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Before lecture

Replace
Supplement English not
attendance at lecture notes first language
lectures

Help with
disability

For revision

Figure 2 Questionnaire data (n=141) on how students used three types of rich-media
resource.
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80%
60%

No
differe
nce
67%

Less
likely
to
attend
21%

67%
56%

57%

50%
39%

40%

23%

20%
0%
Key Concept Videos

Lecture Podcast

Native Speakers

Figure 3 Questionnaire data
(n=141) on the effect of
media-rich resources on
lecture attendance.

Tutorial Solution

Non-Native Speakers

Figure 4 Questionnaire results showing the
percentage of students who watched material more
than once for native English speakers (n=79) and
non-native speakers (n=62).

3.1. Viewing Behaviour
Data from YouTube analytics allowed viewing patterns of key concept videos and tutorial
solution videos to be studied. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the number of views of each segment
of the videos as a percentage of initial viewers. An increase in the percentage through time
indicates either that viewers skipped a section of video, or that they viewed sections more than
once. The viewing patterns are very different for the two types of video. For the key concept
videos there is a rapid loss of audience in the first few seconds, followed by a period of two to
three minutes of gentle decline, then a further rapid loss at the end of the videos. In contrast the
tutorial solution video curves are spikey, indicating repeated viewing of certain sections,
although the initial rapid loss of viewers is still present.
By noting the timing of events in the videos and comparing them to the viewing pattern curves, it
is possible to identify what makes viewers stop viewing or skip material. The annotations in
Figure 5 and Figure 6, which are typical, show this for a key concept video and a tutorial solution
video. Although in all cases there was a rapid drop in viewers in the first few seconds, it was
noticeable that the rate of drop-off was much higher when either the video contained a few
seconds of silence or started with a voice-over without a meaningful visual aspect. This implies
that paying close attention to ensuring the initial few second of rich-media resources are
meaningful will help gain and keep viewers’ attention.
In short videos such as these it was also apparent that viewers were expecting concise and
focussed information. Short asides (Figure 5) or slightly unclear passages in a video (Figure 6)
were both consistently associated with loss of viewers. The spikiness in the viewing patterns of
the tutorial videos is directly linked to viewers searching for information of specific questions or
sub-questions within tutorials (Figure 6). This suggests that when making shorter rich-media
resources, academics should focus on communicating clearly and concisely. This point was
emphasised by the interview results where a common theme was students expressing a
preference for the shorter format resources over lecture podcasts, which were seen as too long
and discursive to be ideal.
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Figure 3 Viewer retention data from YouTube analytics for the Structures 1 key-concept
videos. The average percentage viewed and subject of each video is indicated.
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Figure 4 Viewer retention data from YouTube analytics for the EESC tutorial-solution videos.
The average percentage viewed is indicated.
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Figure 5 Annotation of a key-concept video timeline showing key features that affect
viewers’ behaviour. This plot is typical.
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Figure 6 Annotation of a tutorial solution video timeline showing key features that affect
viewers’ behaviour. This plot is typical.
3. CONCLUSIONS
This study has presented a large-scale survey of student use of various rich-media teaching
resources in technical undergraduate engineering modules. A variety of insights into student
behaviour and corresponding conclusions about developing and providing rich-media resources
can be made:
First, the results show that students use and value rich-media resources. They access them for a
variety of purposes, most notably to supplement other forms of teaching (such as lectures) and
for revision. The data on when students access material suggests that having “virtual” contact
with academics at times of their choosing is a major benefit of digital material. Groups such as
non-native English speakers and students with disabilities derive particular benefits from having
rich-media material available. The authors conclude that providing a range of rich-media
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resources as part of a blended suite of learning material is worthwhile and an effective method of
teaching for technical subjects.
Second, concerns in some quarters (Chang 2007; Bos et al. 2015) that rich-media resources
reduce lecture attendance appear to be both overblown and misguided. The effects on lecture
attendance of rich-media material are found to be small and also two-way – some students are
more inclined to attend lectures if rich-media material is available.
Third, it is clear students access rich-media material from a variety of devices and software
platforms. While a large majority of views come from desktop PCs, a significant minority come
from tablets and smartphones, running a variety of software. Given global trends in the use of
mobile technology, it seems likely that rich-media resources will be viewed from an increasingly
wide range of devices.
Fourth, the results suggest ways in which high quality rich-media resources can be developed.
There is strong evidence (Figure 1, Figure 3, Figure 4) that students use key concept videos and
tutorial solution videos to obtain or check very specific information. This type of video should
therefore be kept as short and focussed as possible. Tutorial solution type videos can be longer
because students will skip to the specific questions they are interested.
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HOW DOES CDIO APPROACH CONTRIBUTE TO HIGHER
EDUCATION? - A FINNISH EXAMPLE FROM TURKU
Juha Kontio*
Turku University of Applied Sciences
Abstract: The CDIO (Conceive – Design – Implement – Operate) approach is an
innovative educational framework for producing the next generation of engineers. Over
120 universities all over the world have adopted CDIO as the framework of their curricular
development and outcome-based assessment. The key elements of learning and teaching
in CDIO are the connection to the working life and real-world engineering situations. The
CDIO approach supports universities and programs in education development by offering
tools for improvement. There are 12 CDIO standards that describe important elements of
teaching and learning. The standards view education from different viewpoints such as the
education context, curriculum, competences, workspaces, learning methods, staff skills and
competences, assessment and continuous improvement. In addition there is a CDIO
syllabus that provides key competences for engineering programs besides the core
technical topics. Finally, the true strength of the network are the people. Those active
individuals that share the same enthusiasm of improving engineering education.
Turku University of Applied Sciences has been a member of international CDIO initiative
since 2007. We started with ICT engineering programs, but since then the CDIO
framework has been used in other engineering programs such as Chemical Engineering
and non-engineering programs such as Business too. The CDIO approach has been
consistently used to various development activities. To summarize the effect – our teaching
and learning has strengthened the connection to working life practices, competence
requirements and needs. Furthermore, the CDIO initiative has supported our continuous
improvement.
Keywords; CDIO, engineering education, Diffusion of innovation, self-evaluation.
*Correspondence to: Juha Kontio, Faculty of Business, ICT and Chemical Engineering, Turku
University of Applied Sciences, Finland. E-mail: juha.kontio@turkuamk.fi
1. INTRODUCTION
CDIO approach started when a number of universities identified the gap between the working life
expectations and engineering education. Engineering education was traditionally very practise
oriented and the graduates were really capable to engineer. As scientific knowledge started to
increase the learning has decreased in practical skills. During the years the practical exercises and
skills development has given room to science. This alarming observation was noticed in four
original CDIO universities. These universities started a project to improve engineering education
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to more practical and working life oriented way. This was the starting point of CDIO initiative.
Since then the project has turned into an innovative educational framework for producing next
generation of engineers with more than 120 participating higher education institutes providing
engineering education.
Turku University of Applied Sciences (TUAS) has been a member of international CDIO initiative
since 2007. TUAS started implementing CDIO with ICT engineering programs, but since then the
CDIO approach has been used in other engineering programs such as Chemical Engineering and
non-engineering programs such as Business too. The CDIO approach has been consistently used
to various development activities. In this paper, we introduce the CDIO initiative and how it has
supported our continuous development and what kind of solutions have been implemented. The
development is described using the Diffusion of Innovations model, where CDIO approach is seen
as an innovation –an idea, practice or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit
of adoption (Rogers, 2003). The paper follows with a description of the innovation process in
organizations. After that Turku University of Applied Sciences and the CDIO approach are
introduced and finally CDIO implementation process in TUAS is described, discussed and some
conclusions are provided.
2. INNOVATION PROCESS IN ORGANIZATIONS
Organizations considering innovations such as CDIO go through the ‘innovation-decision
process’. Rogers (2003) defined this as a process through which an individual or other decisionmaking unit passes from gaining initial knowledge of an innovation, to forming an attitude toward
the innovation, to making the decision to adopt or reject, to implementing the new idea, and finally
to confirming this decision. As Figure 1 shows, the diffusion of innovations is a complicated
process consisting of five stages.

The Innovation Process
in an Organization
Decision

I. Initiation
Agenda-setting

II. Implementation
Matching

Redefining/
restructuring

Clarifying

Routinizing

Figure 1. Innovation process in an Organization.
The innovation process in an organization has two sub-processes: Initiation and Implementation
(Rogers, 2003). The innovation process was originally described in (Zaltman, Duncan, & Holbek,
1973). Agenda-setting occurs when a general organizational problem is defined that creates a
perceived need for an innovation. There is a performance gap between organization’s expectations
and its actual performance. In Matching stage a problem from the organization’s agenda is fit with
an innovation, and this match is planned and designed. Redefining/restructuring occurs when the
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innovation is re-invented so as to accommodate the organization’s needs and structure more
closely, and when the organization’s structure is modified to fit with the innovation. Clarifying
occurs as the innovation is put into more widespread use in an organization. Finally, routinizing
occurs when an innovation has become incorporated into the regular activities of the organization
and has lost its separate identity. (Rogers, 2003)
3. TURKU UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
Turku University of Applied Sciences (TUAS) is an inspiring community of 10,000 members – an
innovative and multidisciplinary higher education institution, which creates international
competitiveness and well-being for Southwest Finland. Our graduates are practice-oriented
professionals with top competencies. Turku University of Applied Sciences has four faculties of
which the CDIO approach is applied mainly in the Faculty of Business, ICT and Chemical
Engineering. In the field of applied research, Turku University of Applied Sciences represents the
top tier in the country. TUAS coordinates or acts as a partner in over 200 RDI projects yearly.
Studies at TUAS are working life-oriented, combining theoretical studies with professional skills.
At the core of our teaching is Innovation Pedagogy, a new approach to learning developed at
TUAS. Innovation Pedagogy emphasises the viewpoints of RDI and working life, making our
graduates independently minded professionals with excellent international and communication
skills. Innovation pedagogy has become part of TUAS strategy just recently and CDIO approach
links very well with it (Penttilä, Kontio, Kairisto-Mertanen, & Mertanen, 2014).
4. WHAT IS CDIO APPROACH?
The CDIO approach started in 2000 when a group of engineering educators identified the gap
between the working life expectations and engineering education. A need to create a new vision
and concept for undergraduate education was recognized and thus the CDIO approach was
developed with input from various stakeholders such as academics, industry, engineers and
students. The goal of CDIO approach is to
• Educate students to master a deeper working knowledge of the technical fundamentals
• Educate engineers to lead in the creation and operation of new products and system
• Educate future researchers to understand the importance and strategic value of their work.
The CDIO approach is adaptable to all engineering schools. Actually, the basic ideas of CDIO
approach could offer a starting point for a definition of a new approach in other fields of education
too presuming that the most engineering specific parts are adapted to the field in question.
The key elements of teaching and learning in CDIO are the connection to the working life and real
engineering practices and active involvement of students in their learning. The CDIO approach
supports universities and programs in education development by offering tools for continuous
improvement. There are 12 CDIO standards that describe important elements of teaching and
learning. The CDIO Standards define the distinguishing features of a CDIO program. They guide
and support educational program reform and evaluation, and provide a framework for continuous
improvement. The standards aim at improved learning results, students learning more and students
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having a better experience at their HEIs. The 12 CDIO Standards address program philosophy
(Standard 1), curriculum development (Standards 2, 3 and 4), design-implement experiences and
workspaces (Standards 5 and 6), methods of teaching and learning (Standards 7 and 8), faculty
development (Standards 9 and 10), and assessment and evaluation (Standards 11 and 12) (Crawley,
Malmqvist, Östlund, Brodeur, & Edström, 2014). Each standard is documented with a description
explaining the meaning of the standard, with a rationale highlighting the reasons for setting the
standard, and with evidence providing the examples of documentation and events that demonstrate
compliance with the standard.
In addition there is a CDIO syllabus that provides key competences for engineering programs
besides the core technical topics. The general objective of the CDIO Syllabus is to describe a set
of knowledge, skills and attitudes desired in a future generation of young engineers. It offers
rational, complete, universal and generalizable goals for undergraduate engineering education. The
syllabus organizes learning outcomes in four high-level categories:
• technical knowledge and reasoning,
• personal and professional skills and attributes,
• interpersonal skills: teamwork and communication
• conceiving, designing, implementing and operating systems in the enterprise, societal and
environmental context.
These categories comprise well with UNESCO’s four pillars of learning (Delors et al., 1996).
Actually, the CDIO syllabus can be described as an adaptation of the UNESCO framework to the
context of engineering education. The CDIO syllabus is evaluated and reflected regularly and latest
additions to the syllabus have been dealing with engineering leadership and entrepreneurship.
To combine CDIO standards and CDIO syllabus meaningfully CDIO community uses term
constructive alignment (Biggs, 2003). Constructive alignment connects the intended learning
outcomes, teaching and learning activities, and assessment of student learning. The program’s
intended learning outcomes described in the curriculum and created with the support of CDIO
syllabus must be aligned with the teaching and learning activities and assessment guided with the
CDIO standards. Thus the CDIO syllabus provides the general goals and CDIO standards the tools
to success in education.
Although CDIO is not a quality assurance tool the CDIO approach supports it too. Standard 12
guides programs to identify areas of education that should be further developed. This selfevaluation tool supports comprehensive development of education for the purposes of continuous
improvement (J. Kontio, Granholm, et al., 2012).
Finally, the CDIO initiative is a network of universities and active individuals that share the same
enthusiasm of improving engineering education. The CDIO network has over 120 universities
worldwide that meet annually in the international CDIO conference. In addition, the network has
regional meetings and member universities do other collaboration with each other.
5. CDIO INNOVATION PROCESS IN TUAS
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The decision of starting with the CDIO approach in TUAS was made by a small number of people
– the dean of the faculty and the degree programme managers. The CDIO implementation has
followed the innovation process in organization model described earlier. The timing of the
innovation process phases is shown in the table 1 below.
Phase
Agenda-Setting
Matching
Redefining/restructuring
Clarifying
Routinizing

Timing
2006-2007
2007-2008
2009-2011
2012-2014
2015

Table 1. CDIO innovation process in TUAS.
Our involvement with the CDIO approach started in 2006. During this agenda-setting phase, we
had to familiarize our faculty to the CDIO approach. First step was to have an introductory
workshop of the CDIO approach. The first workshop was with the management of the faculty and
based on this we decided to continue to study the suitability and possibilities of the CDIO approach
to our education. The CDIO approach was seen as a fresh tool that can give a framework for
continuous development. Once management had decided to continue planning towards CDIO it
was time to introduce CDIO to the whole faculty and see how it might help us in the challenges
that the faculty identified. Since CDIO emphasizes design-build activities and active learning, the
agenda-setting phase included analysis of the learning environment too. At the end of the agendasetting phase first CDIO self-evaluation was done. The present state of the faculty was evaluated
against the CDIO standards to see the performance gaps compared with the CDIO approach. Based
on the CDIO self-evaluation initial development actions were planned. The Agenda-Setting phase
is described in more detail in (J. Kontio, 2007).
The matching phase begun during the first CDIO self-evaluation. It was the first time that CDIO
language was matched with the activities in the faculty. CDIO framework was included in our
quality assurance document and the CDIO practices were officially named as part of our
continuous improvement. One of the key topics that CDIO emphasizes in teaching and learning is
the triangle between learning outcomes, learning activities and learning assessment i.e.
constructive alignment (Biggs, 2003). We had been active in developing our learning activities by
introducing problem based learning and project based learning into our programs, but we hadn’t
really concentrated on learning assessment in these new ways of learning. Therefore we started an
analysis of our assessment practices. In addition, we started planning of the first introduction to
engineering courses following the ideas of the CDIO standard 4. We had problems in the beginning
of our studies because they were packed with mathematics and physics and lacking real connection
to the future work and orienting students to their future field of profession. Another challenge that
we recognized was that our curricula did not have enough design-build experiences and this we
needed to start planning too. Furthermore, since the relevance of education to working life
expectations is emphasized in CDIO we started teacher periods in industry to gain understanding
of the latest developments and activities and to refresh industry experience (J. Kontio & Suni,
2008).
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After the initiation phases, we really started redefining and remodifying our teaching and learning.
Based on the CDIO self-evaluations we recognized the need for trainings and modifications in our
curricula and practices. Our faculty needed to update and refresh their pedagogical skills and thus
we organized a large active learning training (J. Kontio, 2009). In addition, we arranged trainings
and seminars in defining learning outcomes and assessment in the spirit of constructive alignment.
Our curricula and implementation plans were rewritten and focus was placed on describing
learning outcomes, intended learning activities and assessment criteria. We defined a large 15
ECTS innovation project module in all our curricula. The innovation project is implemented in
multidisciplinary teams of 6-8 mainly 3rd year students (Kulmala, Luimula, & Roslöf, 2014) to
develop a prototype solution to a problem or need of a real client.
Since 2012 we have had the possibility to concentrate on implementing the planned elements and
focus on improving them based on the experiences and feedback. We have still modified our
curricula to better answer the requirements of the working life and to achieve better learning
results. We have continued providing teaching skills workshops and teacher industry periods too
(E. Kontio, Lakanmaa, & Kontio, 2015). Once we had our internal development activities in order
we were ready to look outside Finland to other CDIO universities. This resulted in two Nordplus
funded projects focusing on education quality and learning from other universities through crossevaluation (J. Kontio, Roslöf, et al., 2012).
Currently, we can associate ourselves in Routinizing phase. CDIO has been around ten years now
and we have continued our education development using CDIO approach. CDIO self-evaluation
is continuously used to identify the challenges and to show our progress. We still organize trainings
for our teachers, workspaces are in constant process, we have added multidisciplinary elements
and we have started an Erasmus+ project to development a marketplace where universities submit
their self-evaluations and they are then paired with a potential university showing interesting
elements in their self-evaluation (J. Kontio et al., 2015).
6. DISCUSSION
The CDIO framework has become an essential part of our continuous improvement activities. This
global engineering education partnership network has influenced our way of doing things and
supported our changes and improvements in education. Based on the CDIO standards and selfevaluations we have introduced new structures to our curricula, we have rewritten the competence
definitions and we have arranged additional staff trainings for example. These 12 standards have
provided support and offered guidance for focusing the development actions in TUAS. The CDIO
self-evaluation works with concrete topics and commits personnel to the development.
The annual meetings of the network have offered us a wide range of new contacts and
benchmarking possibilities. Furthermore, they have given us the possibility to get feedback of our
developments.
The CDIO approach has supported our continuous development various ways. In table 2 phases of
the innovation process in organization and CDIO support in each phase is explained.
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Phase
AgendaSetting
Matching

Redefining/
restructuring
Clarifying

Routinizing

CDIO support
CDIO provides an approach to start the long-term development of education.
The CDIO approach is created by other engineering educators and is thus easier
to accept as a basis for continuous development.
Tools of the CDIO approach are easily understandable and connecting them
with your own programme development is relative easy. The CDIO standards
look at education from different perspectives giving you a good understanding
about your programme and the possibilities of the CDIO approach.
The CDIO standards and CDIO syllabus provide concrete examples and tools
how to improve and redefine your programmes and curricula. Still, everything
has to be adapted and translated to your own situation and context.
Once you have reached a certain level it’s more a question of keeping the
development activities going on. The CDIO self-evaluation provides six
different levels in each of the standards and thus the started development has
enough goals even after the first steps.
When you have reached this phase, the innovation has lost its’ special identity,
but still the CDIO standards and syllabus offer a framework that should be
reflected regularly. A challenge is how to keep re-innovating learning and
teaching.

Table 2. CDIO support in various phases of innovation process in an organization.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The CDIO approach contributes to higher education by providing
• a worldwide open network of universities that share the same enthusiasm of improving
(engineering) education
• a framework that strengthens the working-life relevance of the education
• 12 CDIO standards that can be used as guiding framework in continuous development
• a systematic CDIO self-evaluation tool to follow the effects of development and to identify
next focus areas
• annual meetings for sharing, testing and challenging your solutions and learning from
others
• the CDIO syllabus, which can be used as a reference when analysing and developing your
curriculum.
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Understanding Student Use of Resources in “Rich-Media” Courses
T. L. Rodgers*
The University of Manchester
Abstract: There is a current trend in course development to increase the number of
“Rich-Media” items available to students; these include items like key-concept videos,
interactive activities and quizzes, and even captures of the full lectures. It is therefore
important to understand which of these resources students use and gain value from so that
we can target the best resources for student learning.
This paper looks at several courses taught in the School of Chemical Engineering and
Analytical Science at The University of Manchester to several year groups; including
lecture based courses, distance learning courses, and non-lecture based activities; that
contain “Rich-Media” resources. The use of these items by students is examined;
including number of uses, time of use, and local retention. The student opinion on the
items and how they felt they affected their learning is also analysed. This allows results to
be presented on the most useful types of resource for students providing information for
future development.
Keywords; rich-media, chemical engineering, student engagement.
*Correspondence to: The Mill. School of Chemical Engineering and Analytical Science, The
University of Manchester, Manchester, M13 9PL. E-mail: tom.rodgers@manchester.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the number of “rich-media” resources in engineering education has increased.
This is likely due to the improvement of technical possibilities (Recording software, automatic
lecture capture systems, etc.), improvement of distribution options (YouTube, tablets, virtual
learning environments, etc.), and demand from student expectations. Therefore, engineering
higher education has moved from the situation where using rich-media to support teaching was
rare to one where it is becoming more common place, with an increasing number of institutions
bringing in recorded lecture capture.
Despite this, research into how students use rich-media resources, and which type of these
resources are most used by the students is still largely limited. These case studies on the use of
rich-media in higher education have been presented across a range of subjects including
business, psychology, and engineering. The rich-media material considered in these studies is
also in a variety of formats including audio-only podcasts, enhanced podcasts, video segments,
or full lecture capture. It is also important when examining the use of rich-media resources to
consider also the pedagogy as well as the preference of the students and the purpose of the
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resource; this is mentioned in van Zanten et al. (2010) with their 3Ps and has been recently
extended by Saunders and Hutt (2015) to include the a fourth P of performance of the students.
The discussion in this paper focuses on the approach where rich-media resources are used to
accompany traditional teaching methods, i.e. lectures and tutorials, rather than replace these
traditional methods, e.g. MOOCs. This is due to a small number of students not engaging with
rich-media material either because they are unwilling or unable; Kazluaskas and Robinson
(2012) who saw up to a fifth of students in a cohort not engaging. Also this is what the majority
of previous studies reported the implementation of. In this approach rich-media materials
supplemented the existing course; allowing students either the opportunity to re-engage with
already presented lecture content and/or to access supplementary course content (Saunders and
Hutt, 2015). This of course means that pedagogical decisions are essentially limited to the
material content and format.
The aims of rich-media materials varied considerably; including assignment preparation (Copley,
2007; Parson et al., 2009; Sutton-Brady et al., 2009), revision materials (Copley, 2007; Davis et
al., 2009; Pearce and Scutter, 2010; van Zanten et al., 2010), improving understanding (Bongey
et al., 2006; Leadbeater et al., 2013; Parson et al., 2009; Pearce and Scutter, 2010; van Zanten et
al., 2010), and lecture capture (Davis et al., 2009; Leadbeater et al., 2013; Parson et al., 2009;
Pearce & Scutter, 2010); as did student use of the materials. To fulfil these aims rich-media
materials have been created involved pod-casting (both audio and video), the use of narrated
PowerPoint slides, short video segments, and lecture capture (either audio only or video plus
audio).
There is still little documented evidence as to how effectively students are actually using these
technologies, e.g. is student learning improved. Guertin et al. (2007) even commented that
students who claim they want the material may not even use it; however, this may have been due
to many students not knowing they could retrieve the recordings. Recording lectures is thought
of by many to enable students to skip lectures, though there seems little documented evidence
either way. This is maybe due to the fact that although recorded lectures allow students to
“attend” a lecture whenever they want, the material still takes the same time as the original
lecture, and doesn’t allow the students to interact with the lecturer.
It is clear that rich-media material has become part of the expectation in higher education
teaching, and that there are examples of material designed that students like. However, there are
gaps in our understanding of how students use these materials and comparison of the different
styles of material available. Therefore, this study uses a combination of data to address the
following questions:
• How to students interact with rich-media resources?
• Which type of rich-media resources do students use most?
• Do students like rich-media resources?
The results provide information on how students use rich-media resources and what type of richmedia resources should be concentrated on to be provided to the students.
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2. METHOD
This study examined student use of the media-rich material provided in two, simultaneously
taught, third year and MSc Chemical Engineering modules delivered at The University of
Manchester, UK. The first was “Advanced Engineering Separations” (AES) and the second
module was “Catalytic Reaction Engineering” (CRE) both delivered between September 2015
and January 2016 (Semester 1). Both modules were delivered to a cohort of 202 third year
undergraduate students and 26 MSc students. The majority of the students within the class were
aged between 20 and 25. The undergraduate students were familiar with the use of full recorded
lectures as around 85% (especially first and second year modules) of the Chemical Engineering
modules delivered at The University of Manchester are automatically recorded. Approximately
42% of the undergraduate students and 96% of the MSc students were international students.
The media-rich material provided for these modules consisted of five different types:
1. Full lecture podcasts that were recorded automatically. The podcasts captured sound from
the lecturer theatre microphone and video from the lecture theatre projection system (power
point presentations). These recordings were edited to remove pauses for breaks and tutorial
sessions. Each was made available to students the day after the lecture was delivered via the
University VLE. AES consisted of 10 of these at an average of 47 minutes in length.
2. Tutorial solution videos. These were worked tutorial solutions with voice-over audio
explaining each step, they consisted of a mixture of hand-written recordings and power point
with excel use depending on how the question needed to be solved. They were made
available within the module VLE at the end of the week the material was taught. AES
consisted of 7 of these at an average of 11.4 minutes in length.
3. Key-concept videos. These videos were short and each examined one concept associated
with the module in a focussed manner, these were selected based on topics the students
struggled with in previous years. They were made available within the module VLE at the
start of the week the material was taught. The videos were produced as power point
presentations with animations. AES consisted of 6 and CRE consisted of 3 of these at an
average of 5.5 minutes in length.
4. Revision lecture video. This video was the live recording of a revision session where a past
exam paper was answered. This video was 102 minutes in length.
5. Chapter summary videos. These videos provided a summary of each chapter in the course
handbook as power point presentations. They were made available within the module VLE
at the end of the week the material was taught. CRE consisted of 9 of these at an average of
19 minutes in length.
To understand students’ use of the videos data from YouTube analytics was collected. This
provided fine-grained data on the use of the videos including number of views, percentage
watched, demographics and device used. The videos were unlisted so were only accessed
through the links in Blackboard. Comments about the videos were also examined on student
questionnaires about the courses, these has a return rate of approximately 50%.
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3. RESULTS
3.1 Student Views
The number of views of the videos were high with 5061 views (~22 per student) for the AES
videos and 4989 views (~22 per student) for the CRE videos. This means on average that each
video for AES was watched around 200 times (approximately once per student) while each video
for CRE was watched on average 415 times (approximately twice per student). This larger
number of views for the CRE videos could be due to there being 12 videos available compared to
24 for AES. Table 1 shows the breakdown of the number of views for each video type.
Number of
Average
Average number
Average retention
videos
length / min of views per video rate / %
Revision (AES)
102.4
19.5
1
201.0
Concept (Both)
5.5
276.6
64.5
9
Lecture (AES)
47.3
37.3
10
195.2
Tutorial (AES)
11.4
50.2
7
243.1
Chapter (CRE)
19.0
55.2
9
411.8
Table 1. Average number of views and retention for the 5 video types.
Video Type

Figure 1 shows how these number of views break down against days from the start of the
modules for some average videos. These usage curves are typical of all the resources made
available to students – a steady usage during the module with some minor spikes at key times
with a sharp spike immediately before the exam in each module. Lecture A, Tutorial A, and
Concept A are videos all related to the first coursework test (Due 1st November), it can be seen
that there is a clear higher use up to this time and then a marked drop in the watches of these
videos until late December when the videos where being used for exam revision. The same
pattern is seen in the Lecture B, Tutorial B, and Concept B videos which are all related to the
second coursework test (6th December). From the views it can also be seen that the tutorial
videos are watched over a wider range of time whereas the lecture and concept videos are mainly
watched during revision periods (test and exam preparation). The watching of the tutorial videos
corresponds to when students were undertaking the relevant tutorial question, which depending
on the student varied over several weeks. Although no survey of use was undertaken, when
asked students commented that they either used the tutorial videos to check their answer or
watched the relevant question part to question they were unable to answer.
During the time the students revised for the exams the number of video views spiked, this period
of time is approximately 4 weeks. There is a gap in the number of views for both the AES and
CRE videos. The first gap is around the 20th January as many of the students in the modules had
another exam, while the gap in the CRE video views continues in the few days before the AES
exam on the 22nd January.
Although the videos were designed for the specific courses it should be noted that students are
still using the videos. For example the AES videos have been viewed 157 times after the end of
the course by the end of March with 47% of these views on two of the videos which are most
related to the design project that the same students undertake in semester 2.
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Figure 1. Number of views for selected average videos for the 5 video types.
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3.2 Video Retention
The viewing figures do hide some details; for example, on average only 64% of a key concept
video was watched (Table 1). The percentage for the lecture videos was lower with about 37% of
each video being watched. Interestingly there is no real difference in percentage of video viewed
if the retention data is split into the period during the modules and the period for revision.
Data from YouTube analytics allowed viewing patterns of the videos to be studied; Figure 2
shows the number of views of each segment of the video as a percentage of initial viewers (local
retention rate). An increase in the percentage with time indicates either that viewers skipped to
this point in the video, or that they rewound to this section to watch again. The viewing patterns
are different for the different types of video; however, there is commonality that there is a rapid
loss of audience in the first few seconds. This is most likely due to people quickly moving to the
part of the video they want to watch, or simple not watching the video. For the lecture and key
concept videos the viewing then stays fairly constant for the rest of the video. Small fluctuations
in the retention are most likely due to students rewinding or skipping small sections. The average
retention rate for the key concept videos is higher than that of the lecture videos, and this is most
likely due to two reasons. The first that the concept videos were much shorter than the lecture
videos, thus quicker to watch; several students comment that they watched the lecture videos in 2
or 3 watches. The second that the concept videos were picked for areas that the students
struggled with in previous years and only provided the most important information.
The chapter summary videos have a similar retention profile to the concept videos; however,
there are sections of the video that have higher retention, e.g. Chapter B video (Figure 2) the
second half has about 20% higher number of views than the first half due to this part of the
material being more difficult. The tutorial solution videos and the revision session video
(essentially a long tutorial video) have a different retention profile compared to the other video
resources. There are more fluctuations in the watching of the videos, this is due to students
skipping to key areas, or rewinding to key areas. This agrees with, what was previously
mentioned, that students commented they either used the tutorial videos to check their answer or
watched the relevant question part to question they were unable to answer. Therefore, one would
expect the retention rate of the tutorial videos to be lower as some students are only looking at
the answer sections and not the method on answering the question. This effect is also seen in the
revision video where there is a large spike at the start of the most difficult question.
By noting the timing of any peaks or troughs in the retention curves it is possible to link these to
events in the videos which means that what makes viewers stop viewing or skip material can be
identified. Unclear parts of a video were associated with a drop in viewers, whereas the start of
tutorial questions, the final reveal of answers, and difficult sections were associated with an
increase in viewers. Although the results suggest a preference for the short key concept videos as
the viewing figures were higher and the retention rate was higher, it should be noted that the one
item the students asked for were recordings of the full lectures.
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Figure 2. Retention for selected average videos for the 5 video types.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
This study has presented a review of the use of five different rich-media types across a cohort of
over 200 students based on two modules being taken simultaneously. The results show that
students use the rich-media resources. They clearly access them for a variety of purposes, most
notably to check tutorials, to use for coursework, and for revision. Though for this a range of
rich-media resources is needed as part of a suite of learning materials. There is evidence that
students use key concept videos and tutorial solution videos in a very different manner. The keyconcept videos should be kept as short and focused as possible, while tutorial videos will always
attract those who just want to check their answer. Chapter summary videos seemed to be used by
the students as longer key-concept videos with then watching the part they found most difficult.
Concerns are often given that media-rich resources reduce lecture attendance; therefore, the
attendance was monitored for the AES course and found to be an average of 83% for the whole
semester. Finally some comments from the students about the mix of resources, “His additional
short videos worked well alongside the lecture material and clarified the main points outlined in
each lecture.”, “He also added video solutions to some questions, thank you very much, these are
great help.”
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GRAPHIC WEB–APP FOR TEACHING TERNARY DIAGRAMS
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Abstract: Recent years have seen a rapid development in e-learning technologies.
Specific topics, however, may require additional teaching tools created particularly for
their unique characteristics. It is important that these tools are developed with learning
outcomes in mind, and if possible are in a format easily accessible. We have developed a
graphic web application for the teaching of liquid–liquid equilibria using ternary phase
diagrams. This application allows students to draw liquid–liquid 2-phase equilibrium
curves and calculate phase separation for a given mixture; the correct result is then
produced with hints for the students if they get stuck. Student usage figures and opinions
have been collected for the application during trial use on a combined full-time taught
and distance learning course in Chemical Engineering at The University of Manchester.
The current students have found this application useful for developing their
understanding of liquid–liquid equilibria.
Keywords; web-app, ternary diagrams, interactive tutorials, plotting graphs.
*Correspondence to: T. Bánsági Jr, Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering, The
University of Sheffield, Sheffield S1 3JD, UK. E-mail: t.bansagi@sheffield.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
E-learning technologies provide educators a large array of tools which are typically embedded in
Course Management Systems (CMS)/Virtual Learning Environments (VLE). Along with modern
multimedia and chat support services, these systems have user-friendly facilities for creating online assignments from a variety of pre-set question types. Amongst others, these types typically
include “Fill in the Blank”, “Multiple Choice”, “Calculated Numeric” and “Hot Spot” formats,
the last being useful when students need to identify and pinpoint a specific location in a diagram
or image. Despite the large number of choices and in-built flexibilities, certain subjects require
uniquely structured question types not available in CMSs.
Liquid–liquid equilibria calculations are an essential part of a chemical engineer’s education. For
a ternary system, suitable for liquid-liquid extraction, these calculations involve plotting and
using data in an equilateral triangle graph. Describing three-component systems this way, using
ternary diagrams, often in the context of phase domains is a popular method in science and
engineering. Ensuring that students understand and are readily able to use such a broadly
applicable tool is, therefore, very important.
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Students first learning about ternary diagrams often find the concept of mapping the possible
states of a three-component system onto a triangular domain challenging. Thus, mastering the
ternary plot requires a lot of practice from many of them. To give students the opportunity of
practicing on a large number of randomly-generated exercises, we developed an interactive
graphic web application. The app was designed to have a strong free-hand feel for enhanced
visual and kinaesthetic engagement.
The opportunity for students to answer questions is important for student learning as this allows
them to practice and apply knowledge they have learnt. The software was developed to be
complementary to the teaching and make sure that students do not have the wrong idea. There
are currently limited activities in this area, Wolfram Demonstrations ProjectTM provide some
interactive materials for liquid-liquid equilibria and liquid-liquid extraction (e.g. Binous et al.,
2015; Binous, 2006). These are however, more demonstration based, do not allow students to
attempt questions by drawing themselves and require installing Wolfram CDF Player.
2. SOFTWARE
The latest version of the HyperText Markup Language (HTML5) provides enhanced
functionality through comprehensive application programming interfaces (APIs) for graphic
content alleviating the need for plug-ins like Adobe Flash, ActiveX or Java applets. Web
applications today relying solely on HTML5, JavaScript (JS) and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)
on the client side (usually involving communication with the web server in the background) offer
dynamic, visually rich and highly interactive experience. These slim single-page applications
(SPA) are becoming ever more popular thanks to the rapid spread of low-powered devices such
as smartphones and tablet computers. Our SPA was made available as an optional practice tool
for students attending Advanced Engineering Separations via the Virtual Learning Environment
(Blackboard) of The University of Manchester. The app does not rely on importing pre-formatted
ternary diagrams and tables into the page, which would be a major limiting factor in preparing
new exercises. Instead it generates all visual elements on the fly using only a few hundred bytes
of raw data downloaded from the web server.
The app (screenshot shown in Figure 1) comprises of tree panels: (I) a column on the left
separated from the rest of the screen by a vertical line; (II) a rectangular area above the triangle;
and (III) a standard, fully-labelled ternary triangle with buttons underneath. (I) is for displaying
miscibility and mutual equilibrium data tables, also used for collecting numeric answers and
outputting corresponding numeric solutions. Questions and hints are shown in (II), whereas (III)
serves as graphic core for free-hand interaction. To familiarise students with the two frequentlyused ways of labelling, component names are placed either at the vertices or parallel to the sides
(not shown).
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Figure 1. Layout of ternary web–app with Hint for Question 1 revealed.
2.1 Drawing Ternary Phase Diagrams
The first task for students is to add points (black circles) using the compositions provided in the
upper table to outline the curve between the region of homogeneous mixtures and the domain
characterised by phase separation. They can switch to “Erase” mode to remove any unwanted
points from the diagram before going back to “Draw” mode to continue. When they are satisfied
with the location of the points they click “Next” to reveal the solution. The app only allows them
to proceed if they added as many points as the number of rows in the Equilibrium Miscibility
Data Table. Pressing “Next” again takes them to the tie line drawing module which retains the
correct 2-phase boundary from Question 1 as guidance. Using the “Draw” or “Erase” modes,
students in Question 2 now required to populate the diagram with tie lines by placing black
squares to where the end points are located. If the number of lines is right, the app unlocks the
“Next” button and students can continue onto the solution (Figure 2b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) 2–phase bonudary and (b) tie lines: student input (black) and app-generated
solutions (green).
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2.2 Using Ternary Liquid–Liquid Extraction (LLE) Systems
Clicking “Next” again launches Question 3 which focuses on the total composition of a mixture
when a Feed (F) is put into contact with Solvent (S) where the composition of the former and the
S/F mass ratio are randomly assigned. The “Draw” and “Erase” buttons have been replaced with
“F”, “S” and “M” buttons. Students can place these entities on the diagram individually by
pressing the corresponding buttons first, followed by clicking at the desired location. The chosen
positions are only temporarily locked at this stage, students are allowed to move F, S and M
around freely until the composition of the mixture (M) is entered on Panel I and “Next” is
pressed. The hint for this exercise is a line drawn between S and F without identifying the end
points (Figure 3a). Once F, S and M are placed and the composition of M is entered, students can
click “Next” to reveal the solution (seen in Figure 3b).
In the final stage, loaded by pressing “Next” after the solution to Question 3 is examined,
students are asked to position and input the compositions of the two phases the total mixture, M,
separates into. Like before, the location of phases A and B produced in this step can be added to
the diagram, and subsequently moved, by clicking buttons “A” or “B” (Figure 3c). When the
positions of the two phases are finalized and their compositions are entered, students press
“Next” to uncover the solution (shown in Figure 3d) and finally “Done” to finish and return to
Question 1 with a new set of data and parameters. Students are given the option to abort the
exercise at any stage by clicking “Hit Me” which takes them back to the first screen while
refreshing.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 3. Phase separation in a single step operation.
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Students, depending on their confidence, can adopt three different strategies or a combination of
them to complete the steps of this exercise. Some may choose to carefully consider the position
of each point and make calculations before entering the compositions without using hints, while
others may feel more comfortable using the extra bits of information offered. It is also possible
to simply make up answers along the way and watch as the solution unfolds step by step. Thanks
to the large number of combinations, students can even decide to start out by just coasting
through the app and then slowly become more and more engaged without encountering the same
set of questions twice.
3. STUDENT USE
The web-app was tested using the students taking a combined 3rd year undergraduate and MSc
module at The University of Manchester (Advanced Engineering Separations) and was available
to the students as a link in the module’s page on Blackboard stored with the material for the
week of 26th-30th October.
Figure 4 shows the number of uses of the web-app over the period of the course. There are
several key events in the course that trigger the use of the web-app. The first period of use is
during the time that the topic of liquid-liquid extraction was taught to the students; 12th-26th
October. The largest peak in this period is just before the first coursework was due which
included the topic of liquid-liquid extract and contained questions relating to the web-app. The
second period of use starts on the 23rd November, this was unexpected as a topic unrelated to
liquid-liquid extraction was being taught (azeotropic distillation sequencing). However, this topic
involved the use of ternary diagrams so the students were independently using the tool to remind
themselves of the use of ternary diagrams.

Figure 4. Traffic throughout the semester – (–) due date for the coursework on LLE, (–)
lecture which also involved ternary diagrams though not on LLE, (–) date of exam.
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The third period of use is during revision for the final exam (22nd January), unsurprisingly this is
where the majority of the use of the web-app is. When asked, students commented that they liked
the ability to practice the questions multiple times with different options, one student’s comment
was, “It is indeed a very good way for student who would like to do more practices and
consolidate their knowledge. I would strongly recommend these questions to other students!”.
4. EVALUATION
To allow students to practice for a first coursework, a compulsory formative quiz is given to the
students. Five questions in this quiz are based on liquid-liquid extraction topics related to the
web-app. Table 1 shows the results from this quiz that was given to the students in this year’s
course (2015-2016) and last year’s course (2014-2015) as comparison as the web-app was not
available. It should be noted that the questions were identical both years.
Year
Number of Students
Average Mark / %

2014-2015
118
77.1

2015-2016
221
91.0

Table 1. Average student mark over 5 questions on a compulsory formative quiz on
plotting and using ternary diagrams for liquid-liquid extraction.
It is clear from the results in Table 1 that there is a significant improvement in performance
between the two year groups. As the major change to this part of the course was the addition of
the web-app, then it must be concluded that it did help student understanding of ternary diagrams
for liquid-liquid equilibria.
At the end of the course an evaluation questionnaire was answered by the students. This had a
50% return rate and the result for the question “The eLearning resources provided in this unit
enhanced my learning experience” gained an average mark of 4.5/5.0. A more specific
questionnaire was also given to the students with the results given in Table 2.
Question
My background knowledge was suitable for this activity
This activity has improved my understanding of LLE
I feel more confident with LLE systems
I would like see similar activities in other courses

Results
4.4
4.5
4.4
4.5

Table 2. Scores received in a survey of the web app, marks out of 5.
It is clear from Table 2 that students did like the web-app and felt like it improved their
understanding of liquid-liquid equilibria. The top comment from the students was that they liked
the fact they could get hints for the questions rather than just having the answered revealed.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
A HTML5/JS/CSS-based, interactive, graphic web-app was developed for the teaching and
learning of LLE using ternary diagrams was trialled by chemical engineering students at The
University of Manchester. The students liked using the web-app and felt that it aided their
understanding. The authors feel encouraged by the positive student feedback and the improved
exam results showing that understanding was gained by the students. As one student wrote,
“These are well-designed online questions that helps students better understand how to do this
type of questions. The step-by-step method, together with hints, is easy for students to follow and
think.”. Development is currently underway to include multi-stage LLE, and to design similar
tools for other areas of (chemical) engineering and science.
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Keynote
TOWARDS A MORE SCENARIO- AND
PROBLEM-BASED ENGINEERING CURRICULUM
Eva Sorensen
The Integrated Engineering Programme (IEP) at UCL is a teaching framework that allows
both specialist and interdisciplinary engineering education to be delivered intelligently across
different engineering disciplines, teaching fundamental technical knowledge in tandem with
interdisciplinary, research-based projects and professional skills. The programme is based on a
number of innovative methods of teaching which encourage personal and professional development as part of the degree process.
The IEP is based on a scenario- and problem-based learning approach, both cross-disciplinary and within disciplines. In particular, all first and second year engineering students take
part in team projects either intensively over a week within the discipline, or over several weeks
across several departments or the whole Faculty. Each department delivers six week-long
projects, called Scenarios, across the first and second year, involving up to 160 students.
In this talk, Prof Sorensen will describe how the Department of Chemical Engineering
has implemented this learning approach. The topics for each Scenario are chosen to reflect the
material taught in the regular modules running that term, thus supporting the students’ learning
and providing an opportunity for them to test out their new knowledge. The problems are also
chosen to reflect different aspects of the chemical industries, for instance oil & gas transportation, air separation, and equipment design, to give the students an awareness of the types of
problems they may encounter as practicing engineers.
The assessment of each scenario varies depending on the problem statement, and involves
either oral presentations, poster sessions or videos, as well as written reports of different
formats, e.g. newsletters, technical bids etc., again aiming to reflect the aspects of technical
presentation and writing the students may encounter later in professional life.
Prof Sorensen will present details of the implementation of the IEP within chemical
engineering, including what exactly the students are doing, how staff are assessing their work,
the resources that are required for such a learning approach, and extensive student feedback.
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INFLUENCE OF INDUSTRY-INTEGRATED LEARNING IN PREPARING
GRADUATES FOR THE WORLD OF WORK
O. Folayan*, N. Folayan, E. Ekpiri, Y. Bankole
AFBE-UK
Reports by Engineering UK indicate lower representation of black and ethnic
minorities (BME) in engineering professions (CaSE, 2014; Engineering UK, 2014,
2015; Jones and Elias, 2005). This can be attributed to a wide range of socioeconomic factors, including a lack of professional advice at critical junctures in the
engineering career progression (Folayan et al., 2015). Furthermore, Engineering UK
has indicated that many of the advertised engineering positions within engineering
companies are not being filled by ‘industry-ready’ candidates. The 2015 Skills and
Demand in Industry review published by the Institution of Engineering and
Technology reported that the quality of graduates employed fell short of the standard
of skill and experience expected by 53% of employers in the engineering sector.
This paper describes key aspects of the Transition programme, a scheme involving
employability workshops and training courses that equip engineering graduates with
the tools required to use their engineering knowledge in a simulated project setting.
Such industry-related training is of particular relevance to students of ethnic minority
origin who may have limited access to support networks and mentoring. To date,
more than 280 undergraduate and graduate students have participated in the
programme. A survey carried out of individuals who attended the programme between
2012 and 2016 showed that more than 87.5% felt better prepared for interviews; 70%
had secured a job within 12 months, and 78% believe that the Transition programme
contributed to their success.
Keywords; transition, ethnic minority, engineering, role models, employability, industryready
*Correspondence to: O. Folayan, AFBE-UK Ltd, 51 Woodpecker Mount Pixton Way,
Croydon, Surrey, CR0 9JA, UK. Email: ollie.folayan@afbe.org.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
The underrepresentation of certain groups (including women and people of black and
minority ethnic origin) in the field of engineering is well documented (CBI, 2009; Policy
Exchange, 2014; CaSE, 2014). Research conducted by Engineering UK (2015) and a report
by the Royal Academy of Engineering (Cook, 2015) indicate that people of black and
minority ethnic origin (BME) are underrepresented in technical apprenticeships/courses and
in the engineering profession (6%). Furthermore, a report by the UK Office of National
Statistics showed that 20% of engineering roles are filled by non-British nationals because of
a lack of skilled British graduates (2011). The Warwick Institute corroborated this in a report
for Employment Research (Jones and Elias, 2005), which confirmed that the majority of
BME engineers in the UK have come from overseas. In state-maintained secondary schools
in England, one in five students is from an ethnic minority background (Policy Exchange,
2014); it has therefore become even more important to increase participation by ethnic
minorities in science, technology, engineering and mathematics fields—and in engineering in
particular—from a young age.
1
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Folayan et al. (2015) discussed the hurdles facing BME groups in engineering and identified
that a low proportion (less than 0.5%) of BME individuals advance into senior/middle
engineering management. This is, however, only one piece of the puzzle where talent
retention is concerned. According to the National Centre for Universities and Business report
(Docherty, D., and Fernandez R., 2014), there is also an appreciable knowledge gap between
the employment choices of university-educated employees and how well these choices match
up to the requirements of employers. The Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET)
Skills and Demand in Industry 2015 survey also reports that around 53% of employers say
that a typical new recruit does not meet their ‘reasonable expectations’.
This study focuses on the Transition programme run by the Association for Black and
Minority Ethnic Engineers UK (AFBE-UK), which is a not-for-profit organisation that assists
young people of BME origin in the engineering field. The elements of the Transition
programme discussed in this paper provide a model that enhances talent retention whilst
ensuring continued attainment above and beyond the confines of a classroom or lecture
theatre.

2. INDUSTRY READINESS
There is a far greater demand for engineering talent than there is available. In 2014, the
engineering sector contributed an estimated £455.6 billion (27.1%) of the UK’s total £1,683
billion GDP (Engineering UK, 2014). The 2015 Engineering UK report stated that
engineering employers have the potential to generate an additional £27 billion per year from
2022 if the forecasted demand for 257,000 new vacancies in engineering enterprises is met.
The Economist in April 2015 also warned that Britain currently has a shortfall every year of
about 55,000 people with engineering skills. It is therefore of utmost importance that
engineering talent is sought from all sectors of society if the skills gap is to be bridged,
particularly given the growth of certain underrepresented groups in the UK.
This dearth of skill is compounded by the fact that even where talent is encouraged, many
aspiring engineers find that they face a steep learning curve when they graduate from
university. The Improving the Quality and Quantity of Graduate-level Skills report (EEF,
2014) showed a high level of dissatisfaction with the standard of engineering recruits.
Lowden et al. (2011) noted that employers require graduates to have broader skills and
attributes than simply the technical and discipline competencies from their university
coursework in order to be considered work-ready. These broader skills—such as teamwork,
communication, leadership skills, problem solving and critical thinking abilities —were listed
in an extensive report published by the Confederation of British Industry in conjunction with
Universities UK (2009). This finding, which was corroborated by the IET 2015 skills survey,
identifies a gap in knowledge between the completion of a university engineering degree and
readiness for industry.
In order to meet these needs, there have been calls for closer integration between academia
and industry. Eighty percent of manufacturers want to see higher education establishments
prioritise improving the employability of students (EEF, 2014). Weinstein in the Training
Journal argues that employers and universities/apprenticeship schemes must work closely
together (2014). Some universities, in conjunction with industry, have set up initiatives to
address these gaps and enhance the employability of students. Examples of these initiatives
2
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are listed in Table 1:
Organisation
University of Surrey

Employability Scheme
Surrey Centre for Excellence
in Professional Training and
Education
Employability programme
of Employability programme

Key Achievement
70% Participation in professional
training

Centrica
Up to 53 interns hired in 2008
University
Two thirds of students in
Hertfordshire
placements
Goldsmiths,
Goldsmiths 3D programme
Employee feedback on secured jobs
University of London
Shell International
Shell Step
More than 600 students in 2008
Table 1 Summary of case studies discussed in CBI report (2009)1
These programmes, however, have some shortcomings: first, the best programmes are
extremely competitive, so aspiring engineers find they must demonstrate the technical and
soft skills required to make a successful transition (CBI, 2009) just to get into those
programmes. Second, without defining and implementing a process to measure and evaluate
effectiveness, it is not enough to simply embed business, soft and hard skills. In other words,
universities are not a corporate working environment. Furthermore, it is worth pointing out
that some of the challenges faced by young engineering recruits owe predominantly to
changes in market requirements or technology (Docherty, D., and Fernandez R, 2014).
Finally, many existing schemes fail to address the fact that the missing ingredient of a
successful transition is often not necessarily vast amounts of work experience, but rather
having sufficient access to industry’s most valuable resource—the people. A survey
conducted by AFBE-UK in 2012 revealed that most young people think their educational
experience would be improved by learning through positive role models from their own
communities (Bibalou et al., 2012). Such access to industry mentors is specifically lacking
among students of ethnic minority origin who may have limited access to support networks
and mentoring. The effect of this is often evident from the outset of their careers and even
during the recruitment process.
The perception of bias is especially strong among ethnic minority groups (Zwysen and
Longh, 2016); some of these students effectively de-select themselves due to negative
perceptions of their chances when applying for work. In addition, research by Zwysen et al.
(2016) found that six months after graduation, ethnic minority British graduates are
substantially less likely to be employed than white British, but these employment gaps were
not necessarily explained by differences in the local area, degree obtained or parental
background. The paper, which highlighted the importance of resources such as employability
programmes or guidance when considering labour market outcomes of ethnic minorities, also
noted that ethnic minority graduates experience disadvantage particularly if they lack the
right networks. Participants in the survey carried out by Bibalou et al. (2012), many of whom
were engineering students of BME origin, said that they would choose to work in other
sectors after university without first fulfilling their potential in engineering. This too was due
in part to difficulties encountered in finding employment in engineering after graduation.

1

The table has been put together by the authors of this publication using a selection of case studies presented in the CBI report (2009).
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4. TRANSITION/REAL PROJECTS
The Transition programme is run by a network of industry professionals who voluntarily give
up their time to assist undergraduates and postgraduates in developing the skills required to
succeed in the workplace. Many prospective candidates who may be suitably qualified to fill
a role lose out on a good job, for example, because they fail to make a good enough
impression in an assessment centre. The Transition programme consists of three key aspects:
1. Employability workshops. These workshops simulate the selection aspect of the
recruitment process, helping applicants understand what is expected. The assessment
team consists of industry professionals at varying levels of experience, who can provide a
realistic lens into life in the engineering industry. Two assessors interview each candidate
and grade him/her on a scale of 1 to 5 based on a number of competencies, such as
teamwork, capacity, achievement and creativity. Each candidate is also provided with tips
for improving his/her CV. The interview session is followed by a case study in which the
key competencies are assessed by a panel of industry professionals. At the end of the
session, individual feedback is given to each candidate, and a mentor-protégé relationship
is formed between assessor and student.
2. Real Projects seminars and courses. Real Projects is a monthly programme conceived
by AFBE-UK out of a need to build and maintain a steady relationship with members,
especially students. Seminars based on the latest developments in the engineering
industry are delivered by seasoned professionals to an audience of students and
professionals. The programme also aims to create the right atmosphere for real industry
experience to be shared, as well as to allow networking between students and
professionals. Talks have been delivered based on actual successful industry projects
related to the safety implications of offshore wind, geosciences, reservoir,
drilling/completions, well engineering/integrity, production, subsea, controls, materials,
topsides, onshore over-pressure protection, technical safety and project management. The
talks, which are presented in a lunch-and-learn format, are followed by question-andanswer sessions; this is one of the most vital features of the programme, as the audience
gets an opportunity to listen to different views on the subject from experienced
professionals. In addition to this, AFBE-UK hosts professional one-day technical courses
which are free of charge and delivered by highly qualified professionals. Topics covered
in the courses include layer of protection analysis, safety integrity level reviews, risk
management and risk assessment. Elliot Anumah, a graduate engineer who participated in
the functional safety course in 2014, said: “The courses were insightful, the delivery was
very interactive, and the participants were fun to be with. The course formed the basis
upon which I’m developing my competencies in functional safety.” Overall, these courses
and seminars make up around 30 hours of the attendees’ yearly continuous professional
development.
3. Shadow learning on simulated projects. Students, supported by a mentor, are given the
opportunity to perform specific technical tasks on a simulated project based on an
existing asset. As an example, a senior process engineer (mentor) may provide a chemical
engineering student with the details required to complete the resizing of a pressure relief
valve on a first-stage, two-phase separator installed on an existing offshore oil and gas
platform. The students follow all the steps that would be required to carry out this task in
a real engineering company. The mentor (industry professional) assesses the student as
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might be expected on a real project and explains typical quality assessment/control
processes. Up to three tasks can be completed in a year, giving the student real current
industry experience and affording the student necessary coaching from an experienced
mentor. There is often no pressure on the student or fresh graduate to complete the task
within a set period. However, many students find that this experience can also be used to
improve their chance of securing a job.
Unlike many industry integration schemes, the Transition programme has no stringent entry
criteria, yet it provides a realistic lens into life in industry for many aspiring graduates.

5. TRANSITION SURVEY
In April 2016 a survey was conducted to assess the impact of the Transition programme.
Former Transition programme participants from the years 2012 through 2016 were invited to
complete an online survey featuring questions about their experience on the Transition
programme. All the survey respondents were graduates in engineering or a related field from
Robert Gordon and Aberdeen universities. The responses of more than 50 participants who
attended the Transition programme between 2012 and 2016 are reflected in this survey.
Ninety-five percent of survey respondents identified as being from BME backgrounds. The
split between years that participants attended Transition is shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1 Transition survey respondents by year of participation
The aims of the survey were to assess:
x Programme effectiveness(determining the effectiveness of the Transition programme
in supporting participants to secure their first jobs in industry post-graduation)
x Networking (determining the influence of networking with industry professionals
amongst participants pre-graduation)
x Industry readiness (determining the effectiveness of the programme at the start of
participants’ careers)
The guidance provided was helpful.
I felt better prepared for interviews.
I received career advice from university or as part of my degree.
I have continued to network with AFBE-UK since Transition.
I believe the Transition programme contributed to my success.
I have used some of the lessons learned through the programme in

Agree
Neutral
92.50%
7.50%
87.50%
12.50%
56.10%
24.39%
73.17%
24.39%
78.05%
21.95%
51.20%

my job role.

17.07%

Disagree
0.00%
0.00%
19.51%
2.44%
0.00%
0.00%

N/A
31.72%

Table 2 AFBE-UK Scotland Transition Survey (2012 – 2016)
From Table , 97.5% of all who took part in the survey reported that they found the Transition
5
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programme effective and that the information conveyed in the workshops was to an
acceptable standard. Of survey participants, 87.5% felt better prepared for the world of work.
Furthermore, 50% of survey respondents who participated in programme between 2011 and
20142 secured a job in a relevant role within 6 months of completing their academic
programme; this increased to 70% within 12 months.

Figure 2 Time to secure a job in a relevant role
In summary, the survey demonstrated that schemes such as Transition have the potential to
support university students and graduates by positively influencing their approach to and
understanding of the engineering industry. It also demonstrated the role of organisations such
as AFBE-UK in providing access to supportive long-term networks and positive role models
(mentors) for university students. Although it could be argued that these influences are not
unique to ethnic minority communities, the strong continued interaction of respondents
following participation in the Transition programme (73%) highlights the significance that
access to networks plays in increasing the participation of underrepresented groups within
engineering.
The impact of the Transition programme can be further illustrated by statements from former
participants, including Aberdeen University student Olabokun Adekoya, who enrolled in the
Transition programme in 2014. Adekoya said: “The events opened my eyes to industryrelated topics and gave me the opportunity to speak with professionals who provided in-depth
advice that helped me to decide which direction to take my career in. As a result, I became
more confident and was able to prepare myself properly. This has undoubtedly helped me to
get where I am today.” Olabokun is now a demand planner for industrial engineering
company Johnson Controls in Milwaukee. With the help of the Transition programme,
Thomas Abraham, an engineering student from Robert Gordon University, secured
sponsorship from TOTAL and ENGIE to attend the 26th World Gas Conference in Paris in
June 2015. Abraham credits his inclusion to the support he was afforded by the Transition
programme: “I certainly know that the insight given to me by AFBE-UK helped me gain this
sponsorship. The transferrable skills I learned at the workshop definitely helped me and my
team to win at the prestigious conference.”

6. CONCLUSION
Engineering UK indicates that many of the advertised engineering positions within
2

This aspect of the survey has been filtered to exclude responses of attendees from the years 2015 and 2016 because these students are
either still studying or have only recently completed their studies.
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engineering companies are not being filled by ‘industry-ready’ candidates. This is an even
more significant challenge for aspiring engineers of black and minority ethnic origin, since
such young people often lack the right networks and, as a consequence, professional advice at
critical junctures in their engineering career progression. The role of the voluntary sector in
helping university students and graduates into industry at an early stage cannot be overemphasised. Transition is one such scheme which provides aspiring engineers with the
industry-integrated learning required to aid their progression into and within the engineering
industry. More than 280 students have been through the Transition programme since it began
in 2012. A survey of attendees carried out in 2016 showed that more than 87.5% felt better
prepared for interviews, 70% secured a job within 12 months, and about 78% believe that the
Transition programme contributed to their success.
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Bridging the Gap between University & Industry:
The ‘Integrated Design Project’ (IDP)
Jonathan Carr*, Paul Hulbert, Richard Harpin
Department of Civil and Structural Engineering, The University of Sheffield
Abstract: This paper describes the 'Integrated Design Project', a unique 15 week full time
module, worth 60 credits, which aims to bridge the gap between university and industry for
undergraduates at the University of Sheffield's Department of Civil and Structural Engineering.
The project comprises several parts, most of which are carried out in groups. Initially, students
take part in a public consultation exercise, after which they undertake the redevelopment of a
brownfield site in Sheffield, starting at conceptual design stage, moving through to detailed
design and construction of a physical model. Finally, students have to consider the implications
of working on a similar project overseas, as well as reflect on what they have learnt, what went
well, and areas for future development. Each part of the project is discussed in detail, including
aims and objectives, learning activities, sample output and feedback.
As well as consolidation of prior technical knowledge, this project also requires students to
develop and apply new knowledge, via independent learning and research. The project also helps
students to develop valuable employability skills, such as group working, project management,
leadership, and communication / presentation skills.
Student feedback shows that this project is a challenging, but extremely valuable learning
experience. Similarly, anecdotal feedback from industry confirms that students who have
completed the IDP are well equipped to make the transition from University to Industry.
Keywords; Problem based learning, real world problems, design project, employability skills.
*Correspondence to: Jonathan Carr, Department of Civil and Structural Engineering, The
University of Sheffield, England. E-mail: j.f.carr@sheffield.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
Engineering is not just about doing sums or calculations – it’s as much an art as a science.
However, many undergraduate modules require students to solve closed problems, with solutions
being either right or wrong. In contrast, real world engineering problems are almost always open
ended, with no single right answer, requiring creativity, application of (evidence based)
judgement, and consideration of complex issues and risks.
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Initially run in 2012, the 60 credit 'Integrated Design Project' (IDP) bridges this gap between
university and industry. It is taken by almost all of the Department’s 3rd year undergraduates
(with a typical cohort of 125), and takes up the entire 15 week spring semester.
Students work in groups of typically 5 or 6, made up of students from across the whole range of
programmes (e.g. Civil, Structural and Architectural Engineering) and with at least one
international student in each group. Academic ability is also considered when forming the
groups, based on average marks achieved in the 2nd year of study.
As well as drawing on the wide range of expertise of Departmental staff, the module includes
significant input from Industry, particularly in the form of guest lectures and workshops.
2. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE IDP
The project aims to produce graduates who are;


Able to tackle complex problems,



Able to critically assess and integrate a wide range of issues,



Aware of risks and the limitations of their knowledge,



Able to develop innovative, effective, appropriate designs,



Able to work independently and in teams,



Able to learn from experience and identify own improvements



Culturally agile, and able to work on a global stage

Furthermore, the IDP aims to consolidate, and apply in an integrated manner, material
taught in (often unconnected) modules from earlier parts of the degree course. Lectures and
workshops are used to introduce new information, relating to technical design issues and
construction & project management, which students are expected to use as a basis for
investigating and further developing their own knowledge.
3. OVERVIEW OF THE IDP
The best way to develop the skills, attitudes and knowledge required to solve problems in the
real world is to experience the engineering design process by working on proposals for a real site
with real data and real, often complex, problems and uncertainties.
The overall project is split into several stages:


Stage 1 - a public consultation exercise



Stage 2 & 3 - proposals for redevelopment of a former gasworks site, from appraisal and
conceptual design (Stage 2) through to detailed design stage (Stage 3)



Stage 4 - planning for undertaking a similar project in an overseas location
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3.1. Project Stage 1 – Public Consultation Exercise
Public consultations are used on many large schemes, requiring engineers to engage with the
public and key stakeholders. Hence, in Stage 1 of the IDP, students take part in a mock public
consultation exercise based on a series of realistic engineering project proposals taken from the
Institution of Civil Engineers’ Communications Competition. This gives students the opportunity
to develop skills, such as producing a consultation strategy (see Figure 1) and a public
information leaflet, and presenting / defending their proposals.

Figure 1 – Sample Consultation Strategy

Figure 2 – Public Information Leaflets

The public information leaflets are put on display in advance of the public consultations (see
Figure 2), which not only facilitates peer learning, but also helps students to identify challenging
questions to ask when acting as disgruntled members of the public - a role many of them relish!
3.2. Overview of Project Stages 2 and 3 – Neepsend Gasworks Site Redevelopment
Stages 2 and 3 of the project require students to redevelop a brownfield site (a former gasworks)
located in the Neepsend area of Sheffield, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Students are required to
apply creativity and problem solving skills to initially identify and evaluate a range of options,
and subsequently propose and justify detailed solutions, related to the following elements:


Various low or zero carbon buildings (e.g. multi-storey building, long span roof structure)



A bridge



Associated foundations



Below ground drainage / SUDS



Remediation of contaminated land

The project also involves consideration of multifarious issues, including (but not limited to)
construction management, ethics, stakeholders, project risk, CDM / health & safety (including
buildability, maintenance and demolition) which cannot be easily taught in traditional lectures.
3.3. Project Stage 2 – Appraisal & Concept Design
This part of the project helps students to understand and develop outline engineering solutions to
a complex design problem, as well as further develop skills in group work and communication
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(reports, hand calculations, drawings and presentations). It involves generating and evaluating
options based on the outline brief and associated desk top study information, (including historic
maps and photographs, flood maps, geological maps, borehole logs from adjacent sites), in order
to develop a concept design.

Fig. 3 – Historic Aerial Photo

Fig. 4 – Aerial Photo (Google Maps)

Specifically, students act as both Civil & Structural Engineering consultants and Project
Managers for the redevelopment devising:


alternative overall site layouts



a minimum of two distinct structural options for;





a bridge



long span and multi-storey buildings (which have included mixed use multi-storey
buildings, supermarkets, sports centres, and a satellite University campus),

options for addressing the associated civil engineering and geo-environmental issues

Stage 2 of the project starts with a site visit to make students aware of the site’s opportunities and
challenges (which include flood risk from the adjacent River Don, contamination from the old
gasworks, a live elevated gas main and an adjacent railway line), which should inform the
options developed (see Figures 5 and 6 for a selection of options). Students are then required to
evaluate the options in order to identify and develop a recommended solution, including;
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Overall site layout, site access and transport links
Preliminary ground model, intrusive SI proposals and preliminary foundation design
Preliminary assessment of contamination risks
Preliminary drainage design
Structural form, arrangement and materials for the building(s) and footbridge
Sustainability issues
Indicative construction costs
Outline construction plan, considering buildability and sequence of construction
Risks (in terms of both Health and Safety, and general project, risks)
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At this stage, the emphasis is very much on hand calculations and understanding structural
behaviour from a conceptual point of view (see example of student submission in Figure 7), with
students encouraged to use hand sketches to produce load path, bending moment, shear force and
deflected form diagrams. Indeed, the use of computers for structural analysis and design is
discouraged in this stage of the project. Resources provided to help students understand the
conceptual behaviour of structures includes physical models built by the Department, Expedition
Engineering / Workshed’s ‘Push Me Pull Me’ tool and associated worksheets (Expedition
Workshed, 2014) and a YouTube video on ‘The basics of bending moment and shear force
diagrams’ produced by Professor Tim Ibell from The University of Bath (Ibell, 2012).

Figure 6 – Footbridge Options

Figure 5 – Site Layout Options

Figure 7 – Load Path Diagram for Footbridge

Twice weekly tutorial sessions, with members of staff from various disciplines (including
structures, geotechnics, drainage, contamination, sustainability, construction & project
management), allow students to discuss any aspect of the project with tutors.
Progress review / critique sessions are held every Friday, in which students are required to
provide evidence of work done to date (including options considered and key decisions taken),
discuss any problems encountered and planning / resourcing for the following week. These
sessions are used to give immediate feedback and help assess if groups are on track.
3.4. Project Stage 3 – Detailed Design
Stage 3 of the IDP takes the designs to the next level of detail. New groups are formed for this
part of the project, so the first task for groups is to present and evaluate their designs from Stage
2, and select a preferred design to develop in detail during Stage 3. Groups often adopt a hybrid
solution by cherry picking the best bits from the designs produced in Stage 2. For sample output
from Stage 3, see Figures 8a and 8b.
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Groups are provided with more detailed information at this stage, including geo-environmental
data from a series of intrusive site investigations carried out on the site. This enables detailed
foundation design, contamination assessment and remediation schemes to be developed.
From a structural point of view, students are required to carry out more detailed analysis and
design of the structures, using the preliminary member sizes determined in Stage 2 to build 2D or
3D computer analysis models. Groups have to demonstrate that any such computer models are
validated and the output verified, with any significant differences between the hand analysis and
computer analysis results highlighted, and potential reasons for such differences discussed. In
addition to the guidance provided by tutors, students are directed to a number of learned
publications in this area (The Institution of Structural Engineers, 2002, 2011 and 2016).
Students are also required to calculate the embodied carbon content of their structures, using
either the method discussed in the IStructE report ‘A short guide to embodied carbon in building
structures’ (MacLeod, 2005) or ‘Sakura’ software (The University of Sheffield, 2012).

Figures 8a and 8b – Proposed Multi-Storey Building and Bridge Designs from Stage 3
3.5. Project Stage 3b – Model Making
In industry, contractors are required to construct buildings (and other structures) based on
drawings they have had no part in producing. Hence, it is important to provide information and
drawings that are clear and accurate. Further, if information from the design team is delayed,
this delays the construction process, and can be very costly.
This process is simulated during a model making exercise held during the last week of Stage 3
(for sample output, see Figures 9a and 9b). Each group is given a set of basic tools and a budget
to spend on materials, and is required to construct a physical model based on the design of
another group (e.g. Group A construct Group B’s design, and vice versa). Assessment of the
model building is a two-way, reciprocal peer-review process. For example;


Group A evaluates Group B’s model constructed to their (Group A’s) design in terms of its
interpretation / accuracy (compared to the design drawings) and quality of construction



Group A also evaluate Group B on the accuracy, clarity and timeliness of information
provided for construction.
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Figures 9a and 9b – Scale Models of Bridge and Sports Centre Structures
3.6. Project Stage 4 – International Project & Personal Reflection / Development
This final part of the project has two aims. The first relates to understanding engineering projects
in an international context, given that many students are international, and many will have the
opportunity to work overseas. Undertaking projects in other countries brings both benefits and
challenges. While many technical issues are fundamentally the same, the varied challenges and
risks mean that working overseas needs a wider understanding, and an ability to adapt working
practices, to account for a range of issues e.g. environmental, legislative and cultural.
Accordingly, students are advised that a project, similar to that designed in Stages 2 and 3, is
being planned in a given location overseas (typically the home country of an International
student in each group). The group has to prepare a report critically evaluating the project risks
and opportunities, to help their board to decide whether or not to submit a tender for the project.
The second aim relates to the process of learning, and planning for career development. The final
stage in any project should be to review the process undertaken, identify successes (so they can
be repeated) and failures (so improvements can be made), and note requirements for further
training and development (using ICE and IStructE training schemes). Thus, at the end of this
project, students reflect on their project and group work experience throughout the whole of the
IDP, to develop a report and portfolio demonstrating their learning and achievements.
4. ENGAGEMENT

Engagement in the IDP is clear, evidenced by high attendance levels at optional sessions. For
example, almost every student attends the twice weekly tutorials, which often run over the
schedule length of three hours. Reasons for the high engagement levels include;


High frequency of formative and summative assessments (e.g. weekly progress reviews);



Regular peer assessments (using WebPA);



The group nature of the project (which creates informal competition between teams);



The unique / dynamic nature of the project, with students controlling its output and direction.
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5. OBSERVATIONS AND FEEDBACK
Observations made by staff, and feedback received from students and employers alike (obtained
via surveys and focus group sessions) has been overwhelmingly positive. Specifically:


It helped to apply what students learnt during their first two and a half years at University



It helped with problem solving skills



It helped with group working experience, and dealing with difficult situations



Students gained confidence in communicating / presenting



Students had lots of material to show at interview, with employers suitably impressed

but…
 Students found the workload very intense, and wanted more clarification on output


It took time for students to appreciate that the process is just as important as the solution
6. SUMMARY

Currently in its 5th year and, whilst demanding for both staff and students, observations and
feedback confirm that the IDP successfully bridges the gap between university and industry for
students at The University of Sheffield's Department of Civil and Structural Engineering.
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TEACHING ENGINEERING HABITS OF MIND: AN
EMPLOYABILITY STRATEGY THAT INVOLVES CHANGING
EDUCATORS’ HABITS OF MIND
Bill Lucas
Janet Hanson*
Centre for Real World Learning, University of Winchester, UK
An education system that cultivates a sufficient number of employable engineers seems to be
hard to achieve. However, it has been demonstrated that education that focuses on developing
habits of mind, such as perseverance and curiosity, has great potential for enhancing an
individual’s success in the labour market in the longer term. Therefore it is important to
understand how best to incorporate these dispositions, often unhelpfully called ‘softer’ skills,
into the STEM curriculum. Having identified six Engineering Habits of Mind (EHoM) for
Royal Academy of Engineering in earlier research, in this paper we explore the pedagogies
underpinning the cultivation of these EHoM in the classroom. We outline initial findings
from a project where we have been collaborating with teachers in primary, secondary and
further education contexts using an action research methodology to support them in
embedding the teaching of EHoM into science, mathematics, design & technology and
engineering curricula. This paper explores four specific pedagogic strategies that have
emerged to cultivate EHoM and discusses ways in which their use might have an impact on
the role of educators.
Keywords: engineering habits of mind, engineering education, pedagogy, employability
*Correspondence to: Dr Janet Hanson, Centre for Real World Learning, University of
Winchester, UK. Email: janet.hanson@winchester.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Challenges for educating employable engineers
An education system that inspires young people to become engineers and produce a sufficient
number of employable graduate engineers or engineering technicians seems to be hard to
achieve (IET 2015a). Furthermore, the profession is also concerned by reports from
employers that they find young people leaving education are lacking in key employability
skills and attitudes (IET, 2015b). Positive pedagogic changes have been taking place in
engineering education but it seems to take a lot to convince academics of the need to change
their teaching approaches to encompass employability skills. A lack of specificity about the
naming of these important skills and dispositions, with terms used including soft skills,
employability skills, twenty-first century skills, social skills, non-cognitive skills and most
recently ‘character’ skills, causes much confusion that detracts from the task of finding ways
of developing and improving them (Claxton et al., 2016).
1.2 Importance of developing ‘soft’ skills for employability
There are now compelling reasons as to why it is important to change the teaching of science,
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) subjects in order to develop employability
skills more visibly. It has been demonstrated that education that focuses on developing ‘soft
skills’, or dispositions such as perseverance, sociability and curiosity, has the potential for
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enhancing an individual’s success in the labour market in the longer term (Heckman &
Kautz, 2012).
1.3 Could engineering habits of mind foster employability?
It is important to acknowledge that pedagogies for engineering and other STEM subjects
have been changing to meet the needs of students and employers. Interactive pedagogies such
as problem-based and project based learning to support problem solving are more common;
group work and peer learning develop collaborative team skills; work-based placements,
internships or extra-curricular activities foster work-place awareness; and entrepreneurship
courses foster creativity. However, it is clear that there is still more to be done to ensure that
young people who might aspire to engineering as a career have the necessary skills and
dispositions to achieve this goal. In many cases, although the pedagogy has changed, the
skills themselves are being developed in spite of the intervention rather than as a result of it.
Many teachers are still not familiar enough with the skills themselves to teach them
effectively or do not see it as their responsibility to do so (Hermon & McCartan, 2010).
However, if appropriate pedagogies were more visible, more teachers may be willing to
change their practice.
Habits of mind (HoM) is an expression used to describe aspects of intelligence. The term was
adopted by educationalists Costa and Kallick (2002) who identified sixteen HoM which,
taken together, describe what “smart people do as they go about their lives successfully
dealing with whatever unexpected problems are thrown at them”. They also suggested that
the role of teachers might change if they were deliberately trying to encourage the
development of HoM in learners. We drew on this body of work and our own research into
learning dispositions to identify six engineering habits of mind (EHoM) that refer to the
specific ways of thinking and acting as an engineer. These include “systems-thinking”,
“adapting”, “problem-finding”, “creative problem-solving”, “visualising”, and “improving”
(Lucas et al., 2014). This paper reports on our project to identify pedagogies that cultivate
engineering habits of mind and to make these more visible to STEM teachers, with the aim of
enhancing students’ academic achievement in STEM disciplines, and in parallel, cultivating
dispositions that make them more employable.
2. PROJECT METHODOLOGY
2.1 Research aims, recruitment and project activity
Our premise is that if young people are taught to think like an engineer, more of them might
aspire to continue into an engineering career, so we aimed to expand teachers’ understanding
of EHoM and help them acquire and use pedagogies designed to cultivate EHoM in the
classroom. We purposively recruited primary teachers as well as secondary and FE teachers
from 11 participating schools and colleges who were willing to engage in a continuing
professional development (CPD) activity in which the teachers undertook small scale,
classroom based teacher inquiries. In year 1 (2014-15) the teachers were supported to embed
EHoM in their STEM subjects through three professional development activities. They were
familiarised with EHoM and the principles of action research in a CPD workshop led by the
project team, they were supported as they undertook their classroom-based activities to
embed EHoM within their teaching, and they joined the Expansive Education Network, a
large professional community of like-minded teachers. In year 2 (2015-16), again with
support from the team, they continued with a further round of teaching interventions. At the
end of the first year the teachers wrote brief reports and presented their findings to their peers
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at a dissemination conference in July 2015. These reports have provided the pedagogic
examples given in this paper. Further data from year 2 will be gathered through interviews
with the teachers in May and June 2016 which will be analysed and reported at the ISEE
2016 conference.
3. HABITS AND THEIR FORMATION
3.1 What are habits and how are they formed?
In order to deliberately cultivate or change habits it is important to be clear about what they
are and how they are formed. In this section we explore the common characteristics of habits
and the processes of habit formation in order to enhance understanding of how learning and
teaching environments may be arranged to support the development of effective habitual
learning behaviours, for example, EHoM. Habits are essentially neutral of themselves, but
depending on when and where they are deployed by an individual, they may help or hinder
the demonstration of effective and socially acceptable behaviours; for example, perseverance,
good timekeeping and relating to others in a friendly manner normally help individuals to
progress in the classroom and the work-place, whereas being addicted to taking drugs or
being unreliable do not. Habitual behaviour is useful because it enables people to study or
work efficiently in familiar environments and it also provides individuals with a ready
response when they might be distracted from deciding on an action or tailoring a response to
a task through tiredness, time pressure or stress. Again, these habitual actions may, of course,
either help or hinder the individual (Wood and Runger, 2016).
Habits therefore have three core defining features; they are automatic responses, they are
generated in response to a trigger or cue, such as an event, action or person and they are
undertaken in pursuit of a goal that brings a reward (Lally and Gardner, 2013; Wood &
Runger, 2016). However, habit formation is a slow, incremental process and habitual
behaviour is very resistant to change. Lally and her colleagues found that it took up to three
months of daily repetition for a healthy practice, such a eating a piece of fruit after a meal, to
become habitual, even when there was motivation and commitment to change to more
healthy eating habits (Lally et al. 2010). There are three key factors that are thought to
encourage the development of habits; constant repetition of the habitual action, a stable
context in which to perform it, and the provision of an appropriate reward for completing the
action (Lally and Gardner 2013; Wood and Runger, 2016).
However, even if habits appear to be entrenched, they can change when the contexts that
trigger the cues change. This is particularly likely to occur at transition points in an
individual’s life, for example, when a child moves to a new school or a student moves from
college into a job. In the absence of familiar cues, this transition may offer an opportunity to
generate new habits or reduce the chance of former habits being transferred to the new
context, but again, depending on the habit, this may result in positive or negative outcomes
for the individual (Wood et al. 2005). It is important therefore that education and employers
work closely together to facilitate the transfer of young people from education in to work.
3.2 What does all this mean for learning and teaching?
The three elements necessary for habit formation: repetition, context and reward, together
with the need to consider the importance of transfer of learning to new contexts, provide us
with four clear pedagogic principles around which to develop effective learning and
employability habits:
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Teachers and learners need to fully understand the habit and recognise it when it is being
used successfully;
Teachers need to create the climate for the habit to flourish, including rewarding it;
Teachers need to build the learning context and choose teaching methods which facilitate
the practice and transfer of the habit;
Teachers need to build learner engagement and commitment to the habit.

In the next section we illustrate how our four principles for cultivating effective habits can be
used to develop EHoM. Some anonymised examples are taken from the data retrieved from
our teachers’ reports.
4. PEDAGOGIES THAT FOSTER THE FORMATION OF HABITS OF MIND
4.1 Pedagogies for cultivating habits of mind
Teachers in all sectors have been encouraged to adapt their teaching to enhance learners’
skills and capabilities. We have noted the bewildering range of terms used to denote such
skills in section 1.1. It appears however, that the ‘softer’ the skill, the more difficult teachers
perceive the task of teaching it to be, or are more sceptical about the feasibility of teaching
them, believing them to be ‘caught’ rather than ‘taught’ (Huntley and Donovan, 2010).
Nevertheless, our four principles for cultivating habits of mind are grounded in wellestablished pedagogical research and practice (Campbell, 2006).
4.2 Principle 1: Developing understanding of the habit
The automaticity of habits often makes it difficult for students to see clearly what the skill
involves, how to break it down into its component parts, or even to name it when they
actually use it or notice it in others. It is important to explicitly define and explain the HoM
so that understanding is developed on a practical as well as a theoretical level (Huntly and
Donovan, 2010). Teachers frequently begin this process by talking with their students about
their own personal experiences of using the skill, or provide examples of famous figures who
have exhibited it. One of our FE lecturers wanted to increase his engineering students’
persistence in mathematics, so in each lesson he introduced the students to biographies of
engineers and scientists such as Dyson who had persisted with problems until they solved
them. He observed that his students stayed on task much longer in lessons and became less
reliant on him as the primary source of help when they got stuck. Some teachers use selfreport questionnaires to help students gauge their own skill levels prior to discussing with
them how they might enhance the skill, for example, Angela Duckworth’s GRIT
questionnaire (Duckworth Lab, 2015) is a popular choice for those wanting to develop the
habit of persistence. We developed an Engineering Habits of Mind self-report survey which
we have asked our teachers to pilot in their classroom interventions.
4.3 Principle 2: Create the climate for the habit to flourish
It is essential to create a climate that encourages and reinforces the habit for it to flourish
within the learner. This climate may be created by ensuring that the habit is noticed and
rewarded, by providing opportunities for repetition, by not seeing lack of success at the first
attempt as failure but an opportunity to learn through ‘having another go’, and by supporting
students in self-monitoring the extent to which they are using the habit. Positive
reinforcement is an important element in habit formation, since learners need to experience
the rewards and satisfaction associated with the successful execution of the task. Making
verbal statements praising the skill exhibited rather than the individual is an effective method
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of reward that serves two purposes; its praises the effort necessary for habit change and it also
provides a further opportunity to make explicit what the desired behaviour entails. For
example, instead of saying ‘well done Gina, you have made a good start’ a teacher might say
‘Gina, you're doing a great job of collecting all the material you need before you begin
working," thus reinforcing the self-regulatory habit of managing resources.
Kel Fidler describes how a negative attitude to engineering can be produced when students
are not given time to reflect on their mistakes nor a chance to repeat a task in order to get it
right (Fidler, 2015). The opposite effect was noticed by one of our secondary teachers who
wanted to increase his students’ ability for ‘problem finding’ in design & technology. He
allowed the students to select their own topic for investigation, rather than allocating them
himself, and allocated time for finding problems rather than telling students what they were.
He noted that students identified interesting problems, spent more time on evaluating their
designs and were able to propose better solutions after this review.
The need for expertise in self- monitoring is another important feature in the early stages of
habit formation and ensures that learners become aware of occasions when they are or are not
acting habitually. Encouraging learners to make an ‘implementation decision’ about when
they are going to use the skill in response to a specific situation, ‘when X arises, I will do Y’
or, ‘when I finish dinner I will eat a piece of fruit’ establishes a connection between the
desired habit and an existing routine (Stawarz et al. 2015). This use of imagining what you
might do in certain situations has been shown to increase the likelihood of the intention being
translated into action and the habit developing in the future as the behaviour becomes
automatic (Gollwitzer et al. 2010).
4.4 Principle 3: Create the context and choose teaching methods which facilitate the practice
and transfer of the habit
Although many changes to traditional engineering education practices have been taking
place, it is recognised that more could be done (Borrego and Henderson, 2014). In our project
we have been exploring the value of ‘signature pedagogies’, first developed by Shulman
(2005) to describe discipline-specific teaching that recognizes the specific nature of
knowledge in the discipline and the characteristics, including attitudes and attributes, of what
it means to be a professional in that area. One example of a potential signature pedagogy for
cultivating EHoM is the use of the engineering design cycle to highlight an holistic approach
to problem solving. One of our primary teachers has used a simplified version of the design
cycle to enable children to plan and complete their engineering projects which integrate
outcomes in mathematics, science and technology. The children already proudly display their
results on their school website.
Habits can also be cultivated or changed more readily through social support and the people
we associate with via social networks can have a huge influence on our habit change
(Christakis and Fowler, 2010). So the use of peer learning and collaborative learning in
engineering programmes to develop personal and professional skills (Duffy and Bowe, 2010;
Hermon and McCartan, 2010) is a positive development for the cultivation of EHoM.
As Perkins and Salomon (2012, p.248) observe ‘Schools are supposed to be stopovers in life,
not ends in themselves’, since learning that takes place in school should prepare students for
family, civic and professional life. Therefore pedagogies that support transfer of learning are
important. Perkins and Salomon (1988) earlier suggested that some of the conditions that
promote the development of learning transfer include:
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the provision of clear models, explanations and mental models at the point of first
learning a new skill;
specifically encouraging learners to consider how they might use what they are
learning in other contexts at the point when they first learn something;
extensive practice in different contexts;
making as many connections as possible to the learner’s existing knowledge.

These factors encourage learners to make the necessary connections between the prior
learning situation and the new one and to understand the relationship between them. They
also encourage learners to detect the possibility of a connection between prior learning and
the new situation when they meet it. However, when the need arises to transfer learned
habitual behaviour it is more difficult to ensure that learners elect to use a previously learned
habit in a new situation, as competing counterforces come into play.
4.5 Principle 4: Build learner engagement and commitment to the habit
Having ensured that learners understand the habit and the contexts in which it can be used,
having encouraged a climate in which it can flourish through reward and repetition, and
having chosen teaching methods that facilitate its practice and transfer, the teacher can finally
focus on building learner commitment to the habit by helping students own it and take
personal responsibility for developing it. It has long been recognised that repeated exposure
to something can make it seem more attractive to us; this is known as the ‘mere exposure
effect’ first identified by Zajonc (1968), however, when the effective cultivation of the habit
requires cognitive effort, self-regulation and active engagement by the learner, more
purposeful strategies from the teacher are required. In building learner engagement, the
teacher is seeking to encourage the student to ‘join forces with the provider of the learning
environment (i.e. the teacher) to create for themselves a motivationally supportive learning
environment’ (Reeve, 2013, p.580). Thus the teacher should be utilising strategies that enable
students to develop autonomy and self-efficacy. These might include, for example, the use of
e-portfolios in which students can select, upload and display their best work (Simatele, 2015)
or apps with which they interact to track and report on their skill development (Stawarz et al.,
2015).
5. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PRACTICE OF ENGINEERING EDUCATORS
5.1 Changing teacher beliefs to adopt new teaching habits
As we have seen already, habit formation is a slow process and it can be hard for teachers to
change their teaching behaviours once habits have formed. They find it difficult to fully
understand how to move from didactic to facilitative approaches (Courcier, 2007) and
actually need considerable help in learning how to become more supportive towards students
in fostering their autonomy (Su and Reeve, 2011). Even when lecturers believe they are
engaged in student-centred activities in seminars, as in the engineering management class
described by Hardman (2016), detailed video analysis of their interaction with students
reveals that the sessions are largely lecturer-led with an emphasis on knowledge transmission.
Furthermore, even when lecturers know that employers are asking for engineering graduates
to have better employability skills, they seem unable to realise how these can be incorporated
into their teaching and focus instead on adding new content, such as alternative energy
sources (Naher et al., 2010). Another factor that may inhibit teachers actively cultivating
habits of mind is the belief that it will interfere with the teaching of the subject, or that it is
something extra that has to be fitted into an already crowded curriculum. With so much
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emphasis now on high-stakes accountability in education, this fear is not surprising.
However, as Hattie (2009) has demonstrated, enhancing students’ thinking skills is one of the
most effective ways of enhancing their overall academic achievement.
5.2 Making teaching and learning processes visible
Hattie (2009) has also suggested that it is important to make teaching and learning processes
visible. However, teachers can find it difficult to put themselves in the learner’s position once
they have become an expert in their discipline and its disciplinary habits of mind and may
miss out references to important steps in thinking (Wineberg, 2003). This is why CPD is
important to help them develop the understanding and skills to adapt their teaching to
cultivate HoM. Fortunately, there is now extensive research into teachers’ professional
development that identifies the most important components necessary to encourage teachers
to shift from the mindset of teacher to one of learner about their teaching practice and to
embed new approaches. Professional development is most effective when teachers engage in
classroom-based inquiry and focus on an aspect of their students’ learning that they would
like to change, when collaboration between teachers within the school is encouraged and
when they are involved in professional learning communities to share and disseminate
practice (Stoll et al., 2012). All these feature which have been incorporated into our project,
as discussed in section 2.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This is a qualitative study involving a small number of schools and colleges, so there are
limitations to the conclusions we can draw from it. However, we identified engineering habits
of mind to prompt a re-imagining of the ‘shortage of engineers’ challenge, suggesting that if
we knew more about the thinking strategies used by engineers when tackling engineering
problems, we could cultivate these in young people and possibly encourage more of them to
consider engineering as a career. Since habits of mind are strongly connected to
employability in the longer term (Lucas and Hanson, 2016), it would appear be worth
considering how they might contribute to a planned employability strategy and to identify
pedagogies that cultivate them effectively in the classroom. This is best done in parallel with
subject content but may require teachers to adapt their teaching strategies to align with the
four principles described in this paper.
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Abstract: Undertaking construction site visits with undergraduate civil engineers can assist
students to acclimatise to the realities of construction contracting practice. Construction site
visits allow students to meet project personnel and observe the construction technology whilst
benefiting from additional learning associated with risk and commercial issues in real-time.
Whilst the provision of construction site visits can present various logistical problems related to
the site and university custom, they do provide a number of educational benefits. The data
collection required students to complete post visit questionnaires designed to elicit both positive
and negative attributes associated with each visit. This paper provides an analysis of the
questionnaires returned by the students enrolled on a civil engineering course.
Recommendations are made for academics and practitioners on what may be done to ensure a
successful site visit and the authors discuss opportunities for contextual learning before, during
and after construction site visits are undertaken.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Formal lectures and small group tutorial work continue to be the mainstay for the majority of
construction and civil engineering programmes. However a blended approach to teaching and
learning including guest lectures, student mentoring, and construction site visits enriches the
student learning experience. For undergraduate (UG) students studying civil engineering, the
construction site represents the transformation of theory into practice. This typically ‘VIP’,
‘access all areas’ site visit represents an inimitable and multi-sensory experience. Wolf (1980)
cited in Gunhan (2014, p.2) suggests that students ‘see, hear and smell in an organizational
practical context’ whilst Chrisp (1998, p.99) reiterates this, stating construction visits allow
‘guests’ to ‘watch, feel and smell civil engineering at its best - a real piece of theatre’.
This paper presents the results from a survey of UG students who visited construction sites
during their first year of studies whilst enrolled in the department of civil and environmental
engineering at a Scottish university. The paper is presented in six sections. Following the
introduction, section two examines the educational benefits attributed to site visits. Section three
provides a brief account of the institutional barriers to undertaking visits. Section four examines
the research methodology and data collection methods employed and section five provides an
analysis and discussion of the case study data. The conclusion (section six) comments on the
1
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enduring educational value of construction site visits and highlights the need for new guidance
on site visits for both university academics and industry hosts.
2. EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS OF SITE VISITS
The Joint Board of Moderators (JBM, 2009a), the body responsible (under license for the
Engineering Council) for approving academic institutions to deliver civil engineering courses in
the UK, consider regular site visits to be of importance and can assist tutors to ‘thread’ the
practice of health and safety (JBM 2011, 2) and sustainable construction (JBM 2013, 2) through
examining contemporary design and construction practice. The educational benefits of site visits
are arguably twofold. Firstly, they offer students an opportunity to witness first-hand the ‘nuts
and bolts’, ‘messiness’ (Anderson et al. 2010), spectacle (Glaser, 2004) and ‘theatre’ (Chrisp,
1998) of a ‘live’ construction site. The ‘visual and physical impact of the surroundings bring the
theory to life’ (Fry et al., 2003, p.140). According to Wankat and Oreovicz (2015, p.174) site
visits ‘are visually and kinesthetically rewarding’. Secondly, the students have an opportunity to
question project participants on design & construction aspects including the resolution of
problems. This brief social exchange contributes to the notion of ‘legitimate peripheral
participation’ as espoused by Lave and Wenger (1991). They provide an opportunity for students
to be temporarily immersed (albeit as observers) within a community of engineers. The UG
(newcomers) are exposed to ‘old-timers, and about activities, identities, artefacts and
communities of knowledge and practice’ (Lave and Wenger 1991, p.29) that bring civil
engineering to life.
Despite repeated endorsement, formal assessment of student learning based on site visits appears
to be a moot point with a paucity of empirical evidence albeit Thomas (2010) discusses visits to
house-building sites incorporating assessments. Moreover, whether formally assessed or
otherwise, Creasy (2013) found that UG civil engineering students at the University of Leeds
considered site visits to be an important contribution to their career development. Indeed, at the
university under study, students regularly praise the opportunity to visit sites through the
provision of written responses in module evaluation questionnaires (MEQ’s) and the annual
National Student Survey (NSS free response questions). However, in contrast with the practice
shared by Thomas (2010), the students were not required to complete any assessments on
completion of each visit.
3. CONTEMPORARY BARRIERS TO UNDERTAKING SITE VISITS
Whilst the specific operational barriers to undertaking a successful site visit tends to be linked to
logistical issues a more omnipresent problem in universities is that of reward and recognition for
coordinating and accompanying students on visits. In research intensive universities, promoting
industrial visits mean that most academics have to take time out from research (Nyampfene,
2012). Time spent on ‘teaching, doing it, conceptualizing it, developing it, has been considered
unprofessional’ (Light and Cox 2001, p.36). Moreover, recent research examining the 2014
Research Excellence Framework (REF) submission process found concerns amongst academics
that teaching and pedagogical research may suffer given it has not received parity with
disciplinary research in regards to what counts as ‘impact’ (Manville et-al 2015). Such evidence
confronts the actual production of this conference paper. However, civil engineering academics
should be reminded that students appreciate teachers who demonstrate (and share with students)
2
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a genuine interest and verve for the planning, design and construction of ‘real’ buildings,
structures and infrastructure. Moreover, as Wilson and Chrisp (2003, p.6) argued, academics
need to ‘see the value of it, [site visits] not just for the students but also for themselves’. This is
perhaps ironic given that ‘the majority of students studying in higher education will not enter the
same community of practice as the academic staff who teach them’ (Ashwin et al., 2015, p.25).
4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION METHOD
The nature of the topic under study suggests that a case study approach (Yin, 2003) offers a
suitable approach for drawing analytic generalisations, to enhance learning and teaching (Case
and Light, 2011) from the primary data. The research question, “what attributes do UG civil
engineering students deem necessary for a successful construction project site visit” positions the
students as the primary unit of analysis and their voice is conveyed to the reader in the following
sections of the paper.
The twelve case study projects and associated companies have been given anonymity. All
projects (Table 1) were visited within the past six years, predominantly at substructure or shell &
core / structures stage. After each site visit the students were issued a questionnaire requiring
responses to a 5-point Likert scale (five questions shown in Table 1) and an opportunity to
provide qualitative free text. The quantitative data was tabulated (Table 1) and the written
responses were typed up and collated as one document. This document was scrutinised (coded)
and read on several occasions (iteration) as a means to detect words and short phrases to help
provide meaning and patterns that would disclose students feelings about the site visits.
Subsequently, the themes were divided into two distinct typologies encapsulating positive (Table
2) and negative (Table 3) attributes. The verbatim shown in each table is representative of text
allocated to each theme and is considered to be ‘vivid and compelling’ (Braun and Clarke, 2006)
and tells the story of the data set and facilitates the development of generalisations. No attempt
has been made to interpret and attribute the data based on demographic categories. From a total
of 450 questionnaires issued, 361 questionnaires were returned. This represents approximately an
80% response rate from each student group who attended each site visit.
CS Project
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Questions

Description

Motorway 1
Motorway 2
Tram (Depot)
Dockyard refurbishment
Arena (substructure)
Mixed commercial (urban)
Supermarket (urban)
Gallery refurbishment
Swimming pool
Regeneration site (urban)
University building (urban)
Health care complex

Likert Scale

Q1
4.39
3.67
2.97
4.74
4.16
3.66
4.25
4.29
4.24
4.36
4.77
4.92

Q2
3.80
3.38
2.55
4.39
3.65
3.17
3.75
3.88
4.06
4.00
4.22
4.35

Q3
4.03
3.50
2.87
4.58
3.74
3.31
3.88
3.82
4.13
4.10
4.22
4.78

Q4
2.30
2.29
2.19
2.24
2.35
2.79
2.21
2.12
2.35
2.57
2.11
2.01

Q5
3.99
3.75
2.82
4.34
4.13
3.62
4.08
4.00
4.24
4.26
4.11
4.35

No of
Questionnaires
79
28
38
40
32
32
28
21
21
19
9
14
361

Max Values
4.92
4.39
4.78
2.79
4.35
Average Values
4.20
3.77
3.91
2.29
3.97
Minimum Values
2.97
2.55
2.87
2.01
2.82
(1) I found the visit interesting? (2) I found the visit inspirational? (3) The visit has helped confirm my intentions to become a
civil? (4) The site manager / engineer used too many technical words that I did not understand? (5) The visit was useful in
showing me the design & technological aspects of civil engineering?

Table 1: Case study projects and Likert questionnaire result
3
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5.
DISCUSSION
4.1 Things that matter – what is needed for a successful site visit?
The quantitative data in Table 2 shows (see average scores for questions 1, 2, 3 in Table 1) that
the students were overwhelmingly positive about their site visits and found them interesting
(4.20) and to a large extend inspirational (3.77). The visits have also assisted the students to
develop positive views of a career in civil engineering (3.91). This is noteworthy given that:
……from the first day that students enrol on an accredited programme of study they have
commenced on their career as a professional engineer (JBM 2009b, p.1).
Seeing local sites: It was
interesting as I had walked past it a
couple of times and wondered what
it was being built.
Senior engineers: Having the head
of the office speaking during the
tour was also good as it showed
that they had a genuine interest in
the students.
Alumni as role models: It was nice
to be taken around by a Strathclyde
graduate and get his opinion on
how his career has progressed
throughout the years.
Problem solving: Hearing about
the problems that have been
encountered on the project was so
interesting and how these problems
have been overcome really caught
my attention.

Pre site tour presentation: The
site was really good as we got a
PowerPoint presentation also
which helped us understand more
about the project.
Host engineers were enthusiastic:
Everyone who talked to us gave the
impression that they actually
wanted to talk to us and showed
genuine enthusiasm for the project
they were working on.
Theory into practice: The visit was
very interesting. Finally I could see
how the theory I am learning at the
University may be applied in
reality.
Careers: I found the site visit most
enjoyable,
interesting
and
informative. It confirmed to me that
once I graduate, I do want to work
as a site engineer.

Literature: We were given
technical drawings to take away
with us.
Project team perspectives: We got
to hear from contractor, consultant
and client’s rep all at once: this
helped me to visualise what each
person’s job was and how they fit
together.
Getting close up: The project was
extremely interesting and it was
good to get up close to the piles and
even go down into the dock basin
itself to get a look about.
Innovative practice: This section
of the trip gave me a new
appreciation of just how innovative
contracting work can be. I was of a
naive opinion that contracting work
was straight forward.

Table 2: Things that matter – what is needed for a good site visit?

The qualitative feedback reveals that the students appreciated visiting local projects where they
could continue to take interest in the works after the initial visit. In addition to locality, students
found great comfort in talking to alumni who have adopted the status of role model(s) (guides on
the side as opposed to the sage on the stage) to the students and can readily articulate where they
have turned ‘classroom theory into practice’. Being able to explore and question this transition
from student to graduate employee is particularly telling. The students also appeared to have a
high regard and respect for senior engineers who ‘took time out’ to speak to them. Despite the
attention that routinely comes with site visits, it was interesting to note that students were able to
detect where the hosts were enthusiastic about their role and responsibilities on site. It is also
clear that the students wish to be considered different from that of public visitors. Whilst the site
management team is slightly constrained by corporate health and safety policy, the pre-tour
presentation should explore opportunities to extend the scope of the health & safety induction
and introduce key aspects of construction technology that will be viewed on the tour and support
meaningful learning opportunities. Whilst issues dealing with procurement and contractual issues
4
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are of general interest, the majority of students enjoyed hearing about how engineers undertook
problem solving related to technical issues.
The students also appreciate the opportunity to take home project documentation and as Preece et
al. (1998, p.150) noted, visitors should ‘never leave the site empty-handed irrespective of profile
or age group’. One project (case study no.12) provided the students with an innovative tour guide
complete with site map and accompanying pictorial and text information explaining what they
were viewing at each carefully prearranged stop on the tour. On return to the university the
students were encouraged to consult Barry’s Advanced Construction of Buildings (Emmitt &
Gorse, 2010) and The New Penguin Dictionary of Civil Engineering (Blockley, 2005) to
consolidate their learning regarding specific technology observed. The reading of the publication
New Civil Engineer is also encouraged and Murray and Tennant (2014) argue that published case
study projects are suitable for conveying inspirational and contextualised learning to students.
In relation to technical issues, the students appreciated getting close to the ‘coal face’ to view the
works in progress. This appears to be problematic for the more risk adverse contractors, however
students feel excited to be ‘in a tunnel’ or ‘behind a cofferdam’ as opposed to looking at them
from a distance. Consequently, careful consideration should be given to provide some limited
provision / access. Indeed Table 1 discloses that students considered projects to be interesting
(Q.1) and inspirational (Q.2) where they perceived the visits to offer them guidance about design
and technological aspects of civil engineering (Q.5). Case study projects no. 4 (dockyard
refurbishment) and case study no. 12 (new hospital) demonstrate this relationship. Moreover,
there is a clear linkage to how these two project visits assisted the students to confirm their
intentions to become civil engineers (Q.3) dockyard (4.58) and new hospital (4.78). Whilst on
the tour, a combination of contractor, design team, client and operative perspectives can provides
the students with a broad and stimulating perspective of operations on site.
4.2 What should be avoided for a successful site visit?
Case study no. 3 received the lowest scores across questions 1 (interesting-2.97); 2
(inspirational-2.55); 3 (confirm intentions-2.87) and 5 (design & technology-2.82). The visit was
hosted by the project client and the student group were not introduced to the main contractor
responsible for building the depot. Unfortunately, the overall project delivery had attracted
significant negative media coverage and was mired in delay, cost escalation and disputes. Whilst
the depot project appeared to be largely independent of these problems, the students were able to
sense an atmosphere of tension on site. As Buchler (2008, p.44) asserts, ‘building sites are
constructions most effective calling card and that they immediately reveal the business culture of
the firm involved’. The results for this project and the verbatim below speak for themselves: This
wasn’t enjoyable as they didn’t show us a lot, said very little and tried to avoid difficult
questions. The visit didn’t last too long and was a real disappointment. (1st year student)

5
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Visiting too soon: There wasn’t
enough construction yet so you had
to visualise it.
It would have been better to see a
project further on in its
development.
Insufficient time on site: I believe
the visit could have been improved
by having longer on the
construction site rather than in the
office and having him discuss more
about parts of the building while
being showing us around.

Difficulty hearing: I found
everything that was going on in the
site really interesting, the only thing
I didn’t like was the noise from the
crane hammering in the piles, as at
some points I struggled to hear
what was being said.
Group size: The trip could have
been made better if we were taken
in smaller groups we could have
asked more questions.
The only thing that I would change
would be to split the group into
smaller ones as I think it would be
more personal.

Difficulty Understanding: It felt
like the contractors speaking to us
didn’t realize we were in 1st year
and used too many technical
words/descriptions.
Too little Engineering context : I
felt that their tour was more heavily
biased towards a PR talk for the
general public that anyone could
understand rather than giving us
trainee engineers something to go
away and think about.

Table 3: Things that matter – what should be avoided to ensure a good site visit?
Reviewing feedback from all case study visits highlighted a number of common issues raised by
the students; namely, construction noise, technical language, (linguistic noise) large groups,
disconnection from the ‘action’ and witnessing site activities that provided few opportunities for
learning. Other concerns included visiting the site too soon when the substructure works did not
have sufficient and/or varied technology to view, or spending insufficient time on site, perhaps
after an overly long pre-tour presentation. It is clear that despite the majority of the first year
students having little knowledge of construction technology they felt somewhat ‘short changed’
when they did not receive sufficient engineering context from their visit. This may be avoided by
the host engineers carefully planning the route through the site to show particular themes
previously covered in a pre-tour talk. Students will remember the symbolic and iconic aspects of
their visit and these memories are likely to inform and shape the stories (Preece et al., 1998) they
tell to friends and relatives about their site experience site. While the average for question 4
(2.29) suggests that the students did not find too much difficulty with unfamiliar terms used by
the site hosts some undergraduates did: I would have liked to have understood more of what the
engineer was talking about so it would have been good if he didn’t use so many technical words.
(1st year student).
6.
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented constructive evidence that demonstrates how site visits can interest and
inspire students through inductive learning, visualising and sensing. Exposing students to
engineering through witnessing an authentic ‘problem solving’ environment and culture can help
foster their personal curiosity and promote ‘engineering habits of mind’ (Lucas et al., 2014).
Exposure to these ‘real’ workplace environments can assist students to develop an identity as an
engineer and to witness the repertoires of engineering practice (Johri and Olds, 2011). Ideally
visits to sites that should demonstrate the core technological subjects across the civil engineering
syllabus (structures, geotechnics, materials, hydraulics) and incorporate parallel topics of
importance such as health & safety, environmental engineering and project management Given
current guidance on organising site visits appears to be limited to the JBM document; Organising
construction site visits for university students (2009), it is recommended that the findings
presented in this paper could act as a pilot study towards a more extensive empirical
6
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investigation that would inform new guidance documentation for the JBM. Such guidance would
incorporate guidance for faculty, students and industry and may be developed and structured
around the overarching themes / texts shown in Table 4.
Faculty: Site visits should be
incorporated into the formal
curriculum to allow students to
integrate and reflect on new
knowledge that bridges all topics
studied. Teaching and learning
committees should discuss the
pedagogical aspects related to the
outcome of visits. The concept of
‘legitimate peripheral participation’
(Lave and Wenger 1991) would be
worthy of examination a means to
frame the student experience
before,
during
and
after
undertaking visits.

Students: Research on the company
/ project should be undertaken prior
to a visit. Site visits are active
learning opportunities and students
should be curious in disposition and
be receptive to acquiring new
knowledge
and
understanding
through exposure to industry
practice. Consolidation
of
the
learning
acquired
through
participation in a visit should be
undertaken through the completion
of a reflective report. The reflective
report should contribute to an
ongoing Personal Development Plan
(PDP) and uploaded on their eportfolio.

Industry: Students are ‘VIP’
participants in an engineering
community of practice and potential
future employees. Visits should be
planned to showcase different
disciplines within the design team
and contractor company. A ‘route
map’ type guide document should be
produced
with
photographs
(annotated) and descriptive text
highlighting the key design and
construction aspects to be viewed on
site. This guide should be discussed
with the students before departing on
the site tour. The guide should
provide a dictionary definition
(glossary) of technical narrative.

Table 4: Suggested site visit Guidance
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Abstract: Mechanical engineering postgraduate students claim they have
the necessary academic information skills to undertake a literature review,
yet their research project supervisors repeatedly complain they do not.
Observing these students in the computer laboratory confirms this
observation: students often revert to their self-taught searching habits when
confronted with an academic search.
Eighty postgraduate taught students registered on advanced mechanical
engineering degree programmes take a 15-credit module run by a university
information school and engineering faculty librarians. The primary aim is to
challenge their searching habits and develop transferable skills to use in
their research project, and beyond into employment.
Student feedback from the previous two years has been positive. The
standard of student team presentations and final coursework was high.
Students demonstrated that they had moved away from their naive ‘Google’
searching habits. Furthermore, the module demonstrates how faculty
librarians and departments can productively work together.

Keywords: information skills, research skills, mechanical engineering, team work
*Correspondence to: Helen Moore, Faculty Librarian: Engineering, University of Sheffield,
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1. INTRODUCTION
According to Tenopir and King (2004), 83% of an engineer’s knowledge is acquired after
graduation. As traditional sources of knowledge within the workplace decline (e.g.
experienced colleagues) engineers increasingly rely upon their well-honed information skills
to acquire the knowledge they need. Indeed, Tenopir and King estimate that 25% of an
engineer’s time is spent working with external information and 50% of this is simply spent
searching for information. These percentages are likely to increase as projects become more
complex and demanding. This paper highlights the many challenges engineers face seeking
information and the challenges universities encounter when developing information skills
teaching initiatives to prepare students for their studies and ultimately the workplace. In
particular, this paper describes an innovative intervention by university faculty librarians and
an information school to improve postgraduate mechanical engineering students' information
skills. Although the context, intervention and findings relate to postgraduate mechanical
engineering, the paper has broader implications for all university library and all engineering
information skills teaching.
1.1 The nature of engineering
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Engineering sits firmly in what Biglan (1973) describes as the hard applied category of
disciplines. There is an emphasis on practical skills, assessment by project work, leading to
vocational-type jobs. Neumann, Parry and Becher describe the learning in this category as
“progressive mastery of techniques in a linear sequence, based on factual understanding”
(2002, p.408). More emphasis is placed on research than teaching, students are expected to be
competent problem-solvers and be able to apply theoretical ideas. Within the discipline of
engineering there is a crucial role for outside organisations. Professional associations and
industry are closely involved in the daily work of engineering departments with visits to
companies, guest lectures from experts in industry and through the accreditation process.
Engineering departments spend a considerable amount of time on course planning because of
the need to satisfy the requirements of professional organisations as part of accreditation. In
some respects the transferable skills acquired during project work (e.g. team working) are as
essential as the pure knowledge to prospective employers in this field. Information skills are
one such transferable set of skills valued by both accreditation processes and employers.
1.2. Information skills and information literacy
The term “information skill” is more commonly used within engineering contexts whereas
the term “information literacy” is more common within social science settings and academic
libraries. Although the terms are sometimes used interchangeably, social scientists and
librarians would argue information literacy is a broader concept, encompassing information
skills and even other literacies (Stordy, 2015). The Society of College, National and
University Libraries (SCONUL) defines information literacy as follows:
“...an umbrella term which encompasses concepts such as digital, visual
and media literacies, academic literacy, information handling, information
skills, data curation and data management” (SCONUL, 2011).
Other definitions of information literacy are narrower and more akin to the use of the term
“information skills” within engineering. The Chartered Institute of Library and Information
Professionals (CILIP) defines information literacy as:
“…knowing when and why you need information, where to find it, and how
to evaluate, use and communicate it in an ethical manner” (CILIP, 2014)
Conceptions of information literacy have a long history going back to the 1970s (Head et al.,
2013). More recently, the Seven Pillars model (SCONUL, 2011) has become fashionable
within HEIs in the UK. Information literacy is often seen in the context of educational
establishments, although increasingly it is linked with lifelong learning and competency in
the workplace (Head et al., 2013).
1.3 Information seeking issues
There is a view that choice and abundance is something to be sought after. However, with the
exponential growth in the availability of information since the inception of the Internet 25
years ago, “choice and abundance” can also be seen as a problem. The number of websites is
now approaching an estimated one billion (Internet Live Statistics, 2015) and Internet
saturation in the UK is almost 90% of the population. The behaviour of those trying to cope
with the wealth of information has created a new vocabulary: “information obesity”
(Whitworth, 2009); “data deluge” (Thornton, 2012) and even “digital dieting” (Brabazon,
2013). Older terms like “information overload” (Toffler, 1970) and “information poverty”
(Gannett Center for Media Studies, 1987) have been reinvigorated. Information poverty
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relates not only to a lack of information but how people are unable to locate the information
they need simply because of the volume available. It refers to people’s inability to evaluate it
in terms of relevance, currency, accuracy, authoritativeness and so on. Although the
availability of information has increased, our online skills have not kept up: “Information
literacy is more important than information availability” (Brabazon 2013, p.31).
1.4 Issues within HE
According to Badke (2010) the abundance of information available to researchers makes it
impossible to conduct a comprehensive literature search. Student researchers opt for easy
results rather than choosing information sources carefully, where lengthy and deep study is
replaced by speed, convenience and efficiency. Badke asserts that using the Internet has
fostered a different set of skills that are just as useful such as the ability to handle multiple
pieces of data and to synthesise them into something that makes sense. A lack of criticality
has also characterised research undertaken in recent years by some students and has been
attributed to the huge amount of information available (Andersen, 2005; Brabazon, 2013).
The fact that anyone can publish anything online and avoid traditional measures of quality,
such as peer review and the publishing process, has led to an increase in the amount of low
quality information. Students demonstrate a lack of criticality when wading through
thousands of results from Google and fail to understand that even institutions such as the
BBC and the Government can be biased (Thornton, 2012). It is becoming apparent that
pedagogic concepts developed before the age of the Internet are insufficient and ineffective
(Jacobs, 2007) and the time has come to review how we teach information literacy.
1.6 Google and Wikipedia
There are two online resources that attract much critical attention: Google and Wikipedia.
While many accept that both tools have a place within society, many writers vigorously
express an opinion either in favour or against the use of them in university education.
Wikipedia is dominated by entries relating to the US and Europe, and 85% of contributors are
male. There is little reflection of the diversity of languages spoken or content from the most
populous countries. “Our digital tools are usually just amplifying the already most visible,
the most powerful, the most prominent things” (Graham, 2014). Wikipedia is full of
omissions, gaps and errors. Due to its policy of not having any original writing and relying on
citations, an incorrect fact cited lots of times carries more weight than unverifiable truth
(Colon-Aguirre and Fleming-May, 2012; Graham, 2014). Yet students persist in using it,
even when they are aware of its limitations, because the information is attractively presented,
easy to use, and easy to access (Colon-Aguirre and Fleming-May, 2012).
Google handles an estimated 40000 search queries every second (Internet Live Statistics,
2015) and uses the information gathered to experiment and “refine the algorithms that
increasingly control how people find information and extract meaning from it” (Carr, 2008).
Google restricts our choice by being selective in the results it displays (Brabazon, 2013). The
results are driven by advertising, businesses having paid huge sums of money to climb the
rankings, and students are usually only ever searching the surface web and not the deep web
facilitated by libraries (and which is growing at a faster rate than the ‘surface’ web). Google
invariably returns results from the surface web, which in turn rewards students’ poor
searching techniques (Leibiger, 2011).
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Information skills survey
Academic librarians sometimes make assumptions about students’ information skills. The
authors tested some of these in a survey conducted with engineering postgraduate research
students in May 2015. The questionnaire aimed to determine the extent of students’
information-seeking skills and to assess the products and resources used when conducting
research. There were 51 respondents.
Broadly speaking, students rated themselves competent or highly competent in all areas.
There were some statements, for example “I find it hard to decide what the best keywords
are…”, which were rated less highly with a quarter of people expressing some difficulty in
finding keywords. There are only two statements where students rate themselves in the top
measure with the remainder of statements scoring higher in the next measure of confidence.
The figures become more significant when looking at higher level information skills. Under
this heading we placed skills such as verifying information, evaluating information and using
a wide range of strategies. Respondents appeared to display hesitation when assessing
themselves in these categories and the data are more distributed across a range of measures.
Despite students finding Google and Wikipedia easy to use the findings suggest this does not
translate into information that is of sufficiently high standard to be suitable for their research.
2.2. Library support
Specialist library support for engineering students is provided by two faculty librarians.
Induction sessions are provided for new students at the start of the academic year and last
approximately 30 minutes. Where possible they are followed by longer information skills
workshops timed to support students as they start a literature review for a project or
dissertation. These usually take place during the second or third year of study for an
undergraduate student or during the second semester for a student undertaking a Masters
programme. Although this format is not yet embedded in all departments, the number of
sessions that have been run over the last five years has steadily increased in the engineering
faculty (from 16 in 2011-12 to 39 in 2015-16).
2.2.1 Types of sessions
Sessions are organised in collaboration with departments and work best when embedded into
the curriculum. Activities that are planned as part of a module and included within student
timetables are usually well attended. Take up of independent sessions offered outside of
timetables can be poor. Students often have full timetables and trying to find suitable dates
and times is difficult. The benefits of developing information literacy skills are demonstrated
when students are able to put what they have learnt into immediate practice as part of a
literature review for a project or assignment.
Workshops are tailored to individual departments but induction sessions are often
deliberately broad. Our main aim is to introduce the library as a welcoming space and
ourselves as friendly contacts. We cover the university’s online library catalogue search tool
and show students how to get started. No topics are covered in detail. Within our information
skills workshops we build on this by introducing students to the idea of planning searches,
show them how to construct basic Boolean and demonstrate some key online resources. In
addition we talk about the importance of evaluating information and referencing correctly.
These sessions typically last between 50 to 90 minutes.
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2.2.2 Challenges
Issues encountered include catering for the large numbers of students attending sessions. This
can range from 50 to 150 students. Ideally the information skills workshops take place in
computer rooms to give students the opportunity to try out some of the searches they have
planned. This however is often impossible given the large number of students registered on
engineering programmes. We would need to run several repeat sessions which is
unsustainable and impractical given timetabling difficulties. As such many sessions are run
in large lecture theatres. Although we plan interactive lectures, students are still unable to try
out the resources for themselves. A further challenge is trying to cover a large number of
topics in a relatively short space of time. At the beginning of a new academic year students
are often trying to find their way around campus and sessions inevitably start late. We do not
have the luxury of being able to cover any element in depth.
2.2.3 Library support for mechanical engineering
Although the library has provided induction sessions for new mechanical engineering
undergraduate students at the beginning of their studies this has not usually been followed up
by an information skills session. For new Masters students support has been inconsistent. In
some years the library has been invited to provide information skills sessions in a large
lecture format during the latter part of the first semester, but this has not always been the
case. However, in the past two years the faculty librarians have worked closely with the
university’s information school to support a core 15 credit information skills module.

3. INFORMATION SKILLS MODULE
The university’s information school has provided an information skills module to
postgraduate mechanical engineering students for over ten years. During this time the module
has evolved in response to student evaluation feedback, changes to the way academic sources
are accessed and the demands of IMechE accreditation. The former relates to a parallel
finding presented in section 2.1: mechanical engineering postgraduate students increasingly
present themselves as competent information users, particularly at seeking information for
their academic studies. However, observation of their searching habits in computer
laboratories, and anecdotal comments made by mechanical engineering staff, suggest
otherwise. Many of the students who attend this module lack the academic information skills
to successfully conduct a comprehensive literature search for their research dissertation
project. Furthermore, engaging postgraduate mechanical engineering students in information
skills-related activities that appear disconnected with their degree, and in which they perceive
they are skilful, is a challenge. The proverbial English language saying, “teaching your
grandmother to suck eggs” seems apt. To put it bluntly, how do you motivate students who
are not interested, to learn something they think they already know? This was the challenge
facing the information school and the engineering faculty librarians. The following sections
describe the pedagogical approach adopted and the series of successful teaching interventions
implemented. The sections also demonstrate how faculty librarians and departments can
successfully collaborate.
3.1 Module pedagogy and aims
The module’s pedagogy is inspired by a ‘problem-based’ and ‘learning by doing’ (Dewey,
1916) approach where students’ learning is a ‘conversation’ potentially facilitated by
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technology (Laurillard, 2002; Walton and Hepworth, 2011), situated in meaningful contexts,
active and collaborative (Lave and Wenger, 1991). This contrasts with a more ‘didactic’
approach where the teacher structures and presents the knowledge to be assimilated by
students. The module learning outcomes stress the breadth of information skills that students
need to develop to successfully undertake their research project literature review and apply in
future employment. They are based on SCONUL Working Group on Information Literacy
(2011), ‘Seven Pillars of Information Literacy’: Identify, Scope, Plan, Gather Evaluate,
Manage and Present. Using the module’s pedagogical approach as a structure, the following
sections describe the interventions implemented by the module coordinator and librarians.
3.1.1 Situated learning
From the outset, the module team stressed they were not mechanical engineering experts but
information professionals. Despite this, the context of nearly all learning interventions were
taken from two parallel mechanical engineering modules entitled, ‘Advanced Experiments
and Modelling’ (‘Cross-flow heat exchangers’, ‘Nozzles and diffusers’ and ‘Modal testing’)
and ‘Individual Research Project’ (mechanical engineering topics negotiated by students). By
situating the context of their information skills learning within familiar mechanical
engineering topics, the module addresses two of the main issues with any study skills type
intervention: transfer of skills learnt and student motivation. Much of the material developed
by the students during the module could be re-used in students’ final research dissertation,
without being classified as ‘self-plagiarism’.
Finally, the module team felt it necessary to justify our teaching approach and the module’s
content, particularly as it might differ from their experience in other modules (see section
1.1). Throughout the module we emphasised the module's relevance to their degree and future
employment rather than assuming the students understood. Indeed one student module
evaluation comment suggests we might have over stated the benefits: there was “too much
explanation and meaning on how is it important” (anonymous student, 2015).
3.1.2 Problem-based and collaborative
Capitalising on mechanical engineers’ competitive nature and aptitude for team work and
problem solving, the key intervention in the first half of the module was to prepare a short
team presentation (10 minutes) to a subset of students on the module and the teaching team.
The topic had to be broadly related to the mechanical engineering topics mentioned in section
3.1.1, but any focus was permitted. Most timetabled sessions included time for teams to apply
the session’s content to their presentation. Information school PhD students acted as team
tutors to facilitate and encourage the team’s information skills. The marking scheme centred
on the team’s information skills, not their grasp of mechanical engineering concepts. The
former was assessed by the teaching team (90% of the team presentation grade) and, to
overcome the teaching team’s lack of mechanical engineering knowledge, the latter was peerassessed by a group of students on the module (10% of the team presentation grade). As the
focus of the assessment was on information skills, teams had to devise a presentation that not
only demonstrated their mechanical engineering prowess to their critical peers, but also had
to prove the team had been information literate in the preparation for the presentation.
3.1.3 Learning by doing
There were no lectures in the module and few occasions when a didactic approach was felt
necessary. All taught sessions involved students ‘doing something’. In addition to the
collaborative activities stemming from the team-based activities (see section 3.1.2), other
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activities included identifying, classifying and evaluating academic sources, constructing
sophisticated Boolean searches of academic databases and developing a personal online
reference database. Furthermore, to encourage reflection and development beyond the
timetables sessions, “Weekly Tasks” were set. These attracted a nominal grade and involved
a minimal amount of marking (e.g. online multiple choice tests and constructing reflective,
online journal postings). However, a ‘pass’ grade needed to be achieved overall.
Sections 2.1 and 3 suggested that students had inflated perceptions of their information skills
that prevented them from learning. Hence, it was necessary to challenge their perceptions and
encourage a reassessment of their abilities. Many of the modules initial activities are around
making students aware of the breadth and depth of skills necessary to be information literate
(‘skilful’) and setting tasks that enable students to reassess their abilities. For example, the
students were set a ‘treasure hunt’ with challenging tasks and a lengthy, detailed information
skills self-assessment audit that teased-out many subtle aspects of being information literate.
More significantly, the high standards required to be information literate were tacitly
emphasised throughout the module. For example, during the final student team presentations
(see section 3.1.2) the assessment panel not only phrased information skills excellence, but
also asked probing questions to stress the non-trivial nature of being information literate.

4. MODULE OUTCOMES
The student module evaluations suggest students are satisfied with the module with an overall
rating of 4.2 (max. 5, N=28). The lowest ratings were for "The difficulty of the material has
been appropriate" (rating 3.9, max. 5, N=28) and the highest for “Module staff have provided
sufficient advice and support” (rating 4.4, max. 5, N=27). Some students left comments
which reinforced our view that the module had been successful. These included:
“Lecturers were clear and very professional. Both were approachable with
questions and always provided full answers to solve my issues”
However, some outlier module evaluation ratings and the odd comments suggested we had
not been entirely successful:
“Much of the content had been covered at undergraduate level for writing
my dissertation (at a separate university). This meant I already knew much
of the content being taught and wasn't learning many new skills.”
The overall mean grade for the module was an impressive 70.0 (N=75), with one student
scoring 94 on the literature review. Assuming the mechanical engineering content was sound
(this was not assessed) the student’s work could easily be published. The ultimate evaluation
of the module’s success will be mechanical engineering staff suggesting their dissertation
students’ information skills and literature review have improved compared to previous
academic years. The timing of this paper prevents the authors reporting on this key metric.

5. CONCLUSION
From a faculty librarian perspective, collaborating with the information school has been
rewarding and has helped to address some of the difficulties outlined in Section 2. The
librarians have been able to run much longer workshops than would normally be possible,
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cover topics in more detail and experiment with new pedagogies. The librarians have also
been able to develop their own skills by observing how other aspects of an engineering
module are taught. Lastly and most importantly, the librarians have been able to spend more
time with the students and help them to explore and develop their information skills.
Watching the team presentations allowed the librarians to see how key messages from the
course had been put into practice.
From an information school perspective, the opportunity to work with the university’s faculty
librarians, with specific expertise and experience working within an engineering context, has
been invaluable for our professional development. In particular, some of the excellent
teaching techniques demonstrated by the librarians have applicability far beyond this module.
Finally, and arguably most importantly, the students have benefited immensely from the
library and information school collaboration.
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DEVELOPING THE ENGINEERING PEER TUTOR
SCHEME
Kate Durkacz*
Edinburgh Napier University

Abstract: Peer tutoring is, very broadly, the process of a more experienced
learner giving help to a less experienced one.
This paper describes the development and use of the Engineering Peer Tutor
scheme. The idea was developed in September 2012 in response to the challenges of increased student numbers and insuﬃcient mathematics lecturers,
which led to an increase in class sizes. Third and fourth year engineering
students were asked to work alongside the lecturer in mathematics tutorials
for ﬁrst and second year engineering mathematics modules.
The Peer Tutors have taken the maths modules themselves, in previous years
of study, so they are familiar with the subject matter, and they are given
electronic access to the module materials. It is made clear to them that their
own studies must come ﬁrst, and that they are under no obligation to attend
every tutorial. The Peer Tutors’ support in tutorials has been invaluable,
and has enabled the tutees to get the help that they need when they need it.
The scheme has also encouraged interaction between year groups, which has
proved to be very helpful for the more junior students.
Feedback has been obtained from students and peer tutors via module questionnaires and focus groups. This venture was explored during two trimesters
of the academic year 2012/2013 and was very successful, with both tutors and
tutees valuing the experience. The Engineering Peer Tutor system has been
running ever since, and is currently in its fourth year of operation.
Keywords; peer tutoring, feedback, focus groups.
*Correspondence to: K. Durkacz, School of Engineering and the Built Environment,
Edinburgh Napier University, Scotland. E-mail: k.durkacz@napier.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
Peer tutoring and peer learning are techniques which have been used to some extent
in primary and secondary education. It would appear that these have not been made
great use of in tertiary and higher education. In the late 60s peer tutoring gained some
momentum in higher education (Goldschmid, 1976) but there were concerns over issues
such as the functions of the student teacher and co-operation versus competition. More
recently, Topping (2005) discusses developments in peer learning from a psychological
viewpoint, and categorises the practice into peer learning, co-operative learning or peer
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tutoring. Most of the examples in this work come from schools rather than higher education institutes, and the paper contains discussion around cognitive beneﬁts and the
development of relationships between the helper and the helped. The examples deal with
groups of students being assisted by a peer tutor outwith class contact time, which raises
issues of training the peer tutor.
Work by Colvin (2007) suggests that peer tutoring is being explored in higher education institutions but concurs that there is little published work in this area. His work
concentrates on the social dynamics between student, tutor and instructor and contains
examples of feedback obtained during the process which suggest that on some occasions
the input of the tutor was either inappropriate or considered unhelpful by the students.
One conclusion is that power and resistance issues occurred when peer tutors were introduced.
Related developments include active learning and peer instruction. Asking the students,
either individually or in groups, to discuss an idea or work out the solution to a problem
during class has been investigated in recent years by, for example Felder and Brent (2003,
2009). Their work suggests that concentration levels improve during active learning and
that the students retain the knowledge discussed more reliably. Crouch and Mazur (2001)
have been using peer instruction during two introductory physics courses at Harvard
University. This engages the students by requiring them to explain concepts to their
fellow students. Typically, a concept is explained to all students by the lecturer and
then a related question is posed which the students have to discuss in groups. Again,
the evidence suggests that this encourages engagement with the material and improves
knowledge retention.
The peer tutoring discussed in this paper was born out of necessity and although its
operation has not been analysed in the rigorous manner discussed above, certainly the
problems explored in other work have not occurred. At the beginning of the academic year
2011/2012 there was an increase in student numbers on the ﬁrst year of the engineering
degree programmes at Edinburgh Napier University. This led to larger class sizes than had
been anticipated and created the need for tutorial assistants. The ﬁrst tutorial assistants
were a current Phd student, and two staﬀ members who had mathematics degrees. In
2012/2013 there was an increased need for tutorial assistants and no Phd students were
available, so it was decided to ask appropriate 3rd year students to assist with the ﬁrst
year Mathematics modules, and 4th year students to help with the second year modules.
The peer tutoring discussed in this paper diﬀers from the models usually described in
the literature in that the peer tutors are supporting students in large tutorial groups and
working alongside the lecturer. Overall, this has proved to be a very successful model.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Background
Until recently, the Electrical, Mechanical and Civil engineering suites of degree programmes at Edinburgh Napier University all shared common mathematics modules in
the ﬁrst two years. These included two core modules in each academic year and two optional modules, which the students could choose to study. In the academic year 2011/2012
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the ﬁrst year intake increased by 48% which led to large class sizes for the ﬁrst year compulsory module, and necessitated splitting the group into two parallel groups, taught by
the same member of staﬀ. These groups were still considered to be too large, so tutorial
assistants were deployed in each group during the tutorial sessions. The staﬀ/student
ratio for the second year optional module also suﬀered, due to the necessity of redeploying
staﬀ onto the ﬁrst year module, so this group also required a tutorial assistant. Two existing staﬀ members (a technician and a transport lecturer) with degrees in mathematics
volunteered to help out, along with a PhD student with a ﬁrst degree in physics, and
they continued their support in trimester two.
In 2012/2013, the ﬁrst year moved into the second year and the ﬁrst year intake was
again large, so the diﬃculties with class sizes increased. Tutorial assistants were then
required for four groups, but only one tutorial assistant was still able to help and there
were no other Phd students available. The situation looked bleak.
Having exhausted all other possibilities, and following consultation and local approval,
it was agreed that it would be feasible to involve existing undergraduate students. They
would be asked whether they would help in tutorials for the ﬁrst year core module, in
exchange for which they could be provided references detailing their experience. The
students were selected on the basis of their maturity, previous experience of tutoring,
and their own mathematical abilities, and four students agreed to help out. Thus in the
ﬁrst trimester the technician continued to help on the second year optional module and
the peer tutors assisted on the ﬁrst year core module.
2.2 Peer tutor role
The Maths modules all run in the same way, and comprise three two-hour blocks on each
of three diﬀerent weekdays. Very broadly, the ﬁrst hour in each block is a lecture and the
second hour is a tutorial. The modules have all material available on the VLE, currently
Moodle, and this comprises summary lecture notes and tutorial sheets for each topic.
The tutorial assistants are required in the tutorial part of each session, and hence work
for three separate single hours per week, working alongside the lecturer in supporting the
ﬁrst year students during the tutorial.
The new peer tutors all had the proposed role and workload explained to them. It was
made clear that they would be in the tutorial session alongside the lecturer, and would
help the students as required. If there was a question that they couldn’t answer, they
were told to pass it on to the lecturer, and they were also assured that there was no
stigma attached to being unable to answer a question. All the peer tutors were given
access to the module materials on the VLE, and they were also given paper copies of the
tutorial sheets, and the notes if required, before the sessions. Generally the peer tutors
solved the tutorial questions themselves, for revision, prior to the tutorials. They were
also told that they had to make sure that their own work came ﬁrst, and if they were
unable to attend a tutorial then that was ﬁne. The new ﬁrst year students were simply
told that some of the third year students were coming in to help during the tutorials.
2.3 Continuation
During the second trimester the technician was employed to lecture the group of parttime students, and was mentored in this new lecturing role. Two fourth year students
were asked whether they would be able to help out with the less able group of full-time
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students taking the second year core module and the original four third year students
plus one new volunteer assisted with the two groups taking the ﬁrst year optional module.
During the second trimester it was possible to pay the students at the demonstrator rate.
Several peer tutors stated, voluntarily, that being paid was of much less importance to
them than getting some experience in helping with tutorials, and having the opportunity
to revise their own mathematical skills. The lecturer was informed “we’re not doing this
for the money”.

3. RESULTS
Developing the role of peer tutors was initiated out of necessity and it was not clear how
successful it would be. However, both the students and the peer tutors learned a lot
from the experience and the organisation and practicalities had only a small eﬀect on the
lecturer’s workload, so this was a very eﬀective scheme.
3.1 Operation
The peer tutors worked in the same way in both trimesters, but by the second trimester
it was possible to pay them for the hours spent in the tutorials. There were weeks when
one or more peer tutors were unable to help out, but they always informed the lecturer
in advance. Having a pool of four or ﬁve peer tutors helping out on a module proved
very useful, since due to timetabling issues not all tutors were available for all of the time
slots, but between them all time slots were covered. It was often the case that two or
more peer tutors were available for a slot, and no restrictions were placed on how many
were helping at any one time.
As far as the students were concerned, the experience was equivalent to having, at times,
three maths lecturers in the room. They asked the peer tutors the questions that they
would have asked the lecturer, and had no diﬃculty in understanding the answers. On
occasion, the lecturer had to be asked to help out with an answer, and every time this
occurred the peer tutor would listen to the explanation along with the student.
3.2 Student feedback
The feedback from the students was very positive; on occasions when no peer tutor
was available the ﬁrst year students expressed their disappointment. In the module
questionnaires the response to the question “what is the best thing about the module”
was “the students in helping”.
At a facilitator-run focus group with the second year students, the following feedback
was obtained with regard to the peer tutors:

Figure 1: Comments from second year students -part 1
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From the comments in Figure 1 it can be seen that the students found the input from
the peer tutors helpful, and they liked the fact that the peer tutors had completed the
questions themselves prior to helping at the tutorial.
In response to a question about their perceptions of the peer tutors compared with the
lecturer, or the technician who helped in trimester one, the following responses were
obtained:

Figure 2: Comments from second year students - part 2
From the comments in Figure 2 it can be seen that the students viewed asking a peer
tutor to be the same as asking a lecturer, with the additional advantage that they felt
that they could ask lower level questions of the peer tutors.
3.3 Peer tutor feedback
Feedback was obtained from the peer tutors via a facilitator-led focus group and also via
e-mail. The questions that were posed were as follows:
1. What made the students volunteer/ agree to be peer tutors?
2. What did the peer tutors get out of the experience?
3. What feedback did the peer tutors get from the students?
4. Could the lecturer have organised things diﬀerently/better?
5. Would the peer tutors continue/encourage friends to take part?
6. The lecturer selected the peer tutors for their personalities and maths skills. Is this
a good way to proceed or should volunteers be asked for followed by some training?
All of the students fed back that they agreed to be peer tutors as they felt that it
would be a good opportunity to keep their maths skills up to scratch. There are no
dedicated Maths modules in years three and four of the engineering degrees; rather, the
mathematical material is included as part of each module. The students clearly felt that
keeping the mathematical skills that they learned in years one and two fresh in their
minds was of importance.
The peer tutors were unanimous in feeling that they gained in conﬁdence and that their
inter-personal skills improved. They also all felt that being a peer tutor had kept their
maths skills fresh and that this had helped them with their own work. One of the
students said “However, as the classes went on I found that I started to care about how
the students progressed and hoped that they would do well in their tests”. This was
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an unexpected development and illustrates the good rapport which developed between
students and peer tutors.
The students were appreciative of the peer tutors’ help and mostly thanked them themselves for help given during the tutorials. Some students clearly found it easier to ask
a peer tutor a question, and also would sometimes ask them to look through a piece of
mathematics. The lecturer was usually only asked why an answer was wrong, as the students could see that the lecturer’s time per student was limited. It was clear to everyone
involved that the students got more individual attention than they would have done had
the lecturer been running the tutorials single-handed. On the whole, the peer tutors felt
that the organisation was good, having access to the material on the VLE was of use and
that there was no need to change anything. The peer tutors who were only able to work
occasionally would have beneﬁtted from being told which tutorials were planned for a
particular session.
All the peer tutors who were in their third year of study volunteered to help out during
their ﬁnal year, timetable and workload permitting. They found it a rewarding experience
but pointed out that as well as having good mathematical skills, patience was needed.
In particular it was often the case that diﬀerent students were asking them to explain
the same things, and they recognised the importance of not being dismissive in this
case. With regard to the selection process, they seemed happy with the system of invites
being issued by the lecturer to appropriate students. They all recognised the need to be
encouraging with the students and they all felt that they had gained in conﬁdence during
the experience.
Overall, the feedback from the peer tutors was overwhelmingly enthusiastic and the
lecturer enjoyed having the opportunity to work with them. Some overall feedback on
the whole experience included:

Figure 3: Comments from peer tutors and lecturer

4. DISCUSSION
The engineering peer tutor scheme at Edinburgh Napier University has been very successful. From the students’ point of view, the scheme resulted in more help being available
than there would have been had the lecturer been working on her own. They were happy
to ask any questions of the peer tutors and found their explanations clear and helpful,
and additionally they weren’t getting stuck and then having to sit waiting whilst losing
momentum and interest as they did so. Of course, the students’ feedback relates to the
quality of the support during the tutorial, since delivery of the mathematical techniques
and related engineering applications is undertaken by the lecturer, during the lecture.
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The peer tutors wanted the opportunity to keep their mathematical skills fresh, and
this was certainly provided. There is a positive beneﬁt in the development of their
employability skills, and the experience has also given the peer tutors an idea of the skills
required to lecture. Additionally, their conﬁdence in their own mathematical abilities
increased and their ability to explain concepts to others was also enhanced. Usually, if
the lecturer needed to answer a student’s question the peer tutors would be listening
to the explanation themselves and learning from it. Sometimes, if there was more than
one way of tackling a question, there would be a discussion between the lecturer and
the tutors as to the relative merits of the approaches. This was beneﬁcial for all parties.
The lecturer gained more insight into possible thought processes for a problem, the peer
tutors were given an appreciation of other approaches to a problem and the student could
see that although there was one answer there was more than one way of getting to it.
For the lecturer, the obvious beneﬁt was that there was suﬃcient help available during
the tutorial, and she was able to concentrate on helping students whilst being certain
that the other students were getting the support that they needed. Although there were
sometimes timetabling issues, the peer tutors have been able to organise their own work
so that they are available to help out at least once a week. They are well aware that
their work needs to come ﬁrst, and if they have coursework deadlines approaching they
informed the lecturer in advance, and didn’t attend the ﬁrst year tutorials. Great care
has been taken to ensure that the peer tutor role does not impact on their own studies.
The developing relationship between the lecturer and the peer tutors has enabled discussions about the presentation of ideas and concepts and led to useful feedback from the
peer tutors. The nature of the subject is such that any insights into how students are
processing the technical information is of great value to tutors and the lecturer and can
help in clariﬁcation and understanding.
The peer tutoring scheme has been running for four years, and has become an established
part of the engineering maths modules. Initially, a number of 3rd and 4th year students
were asked whether they would agree to help in this way, but now that the scheme is
established students are volunteering to help. This results in enthusiastic peer tutors,
who know what is expected as they have experience of the peer tutor scheme as learners.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This piece of work was initiated by a combination of large class sizes and poor staﬀ/student
ratios during tutorial sessions. The decision to use current but more senior students was
a pragmatic one, given the situation, but there was little evidence to support its success.
However, both the peer tutors and the students have beneﬁtted from the experience, and
the feedback from all parties has been overwhelmingly positive. Discussions with ﬁrst and
second year students suggest that other engineering modules would beneﬁt by having this
additional support during tutorials, and indeed the scheme should work perfectly well in
any subject where there are example classes, tutorials, labs or other practical sessions.
The peer tutors aspirations to keep their maths skills fresh have certainly been satisﬁed,
and they all feel that they have gained in conﬁdence and inter-personal skills. Most
importantly, they have all enjoyed the experience. There has been no suggestion that
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being a peer tutor has had any negative eﬀect on their own studies, in fact the opposite,
that this role has supported their own work, has been true.
From the lecturer’s point-of-view there was the obvious, and intended, beneﬁt that the
students received the support that they needed in tutorials despite the increase in class
size. Working with the peer tutors was rewarding in its own right as discussing with
them how to solve particular questions gave a new slant on mathematical thinking and
it often gave an insight into connections that seemed obvious to the lecturer but were
not being picked up by the students. The scheme was immediately successful, and with
hindsight it would have been useful to have had it up and running much earlier. In fact,
it would have been better to have developed the peer tutor scheme rather than making
use of a PhD student who wasn’t familiar with the maths modules and their relationship
with material covered in the engineering modules.
The Engineering Peer Tutor Scheme has been hugely successful and is now well-established.
An unexpected beneﬁt was the development of positive relationships between all parties;
lecturer, students and peer tutors, which contributed to the success of the collaboration.
Additionally, there is now a group of articulate, enthusiastic and well-motivated students
who are keen to be involved in supporting the School of Engineering in a range of areas including UCAS Open Days, college visit days and outreach work. For a scheme
developed in adversity the positive outcomes have transcended the original aspirations.
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Maker Movement: Learn to Think Like a Maker

Author: Richard Roberts, Academic Marketing Engineer, National Instruments, richard.roberts@ni.com

Abstract: The maker movement is having a profound impact on society. Not only is this positive
cultural phenomenon inspiring swathes of future engineers, its changing the way we nurture and
educate them. Moreover, the maker movement is democratising the product development process,
helping innovations get to market, and generating thousands of disruptive start-up companies
around the world.
To capitalise on this growing, global trend, engineering students must graduate with a modern
entrepreneurial mind-set and the confidence to tell the world about their innovations. This paper
introduces the simple workshop (“how to market your own projects”) that NI delivered to our
undergraduate placement students, which enabled them to showcase their maker projects to millions
of people around the world. This paper also highlights the immediate, positive, and often lifechanging impact it had on our students.
This leads us to a vital question: Should these non-traditional, enterprising learning experiences
have a formal place in engineering degree schemes?
Keywords: maker movement, enterprising education, employability, entrepreneurial, engineering,
self-study
1. ABOUT NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
Since 1976, NI (www.ni.com) has made it possible for engineers and scientists to solve the world’s
greatest challenges with powerful platform-based systems that accelerate productivity and drive rapid
innovation. Customers from a wide variety of industries – from healthcare to automotive and from
consumer electronics to particle physics – use NI’s integrated hardware and software platform to
improve the world we live in.
2. SOCIAL EXPERIMENT
I recently delivered a series of STEM outreach presentations at schools and colleges, on behalf of the
Institute of Engineering and Technology. I opened each presentation with an informal social
experiment, which yielded compelling results.
2.1 Question #1: Who regularly played with LEGO as a child?
I asked for a show of hands. In every lecture, every last hand was raised, from the students to the teachers
and industry guests. LEGO has become the most enduring and popular toy of all time, because it taps
into the innate sense of creativity that we are all born with. LEGO allows you to think of an idea (race
car, space rocket, medieval castle) and quickly transform it into a real, physical ‘thing’. That, in its
purest sense, is engineering. We are all born engineers. This sentiment is echoed by Tiffany Tseng
(2012), MIT Media Lab researcher, who said “Every LEGO project is a pathway into engineering.”
2.2 Question #2: Who dismantled a favourite toy to discover how it worked?
Again, during every lecture, I was greeted by a unanimous sea of hands. We are born with an intrinsic
drive to understand the world around us. As a child, your toys are your world, so it is only natural that
you are compelled to break them open to discover how they work. This drive to understand the world
around us, at its purest level, is science. We are all born scientists. Scientists discover the world that
exists; engineers create the world that never was.
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2.3 Question #3: If we’re born engineers and scientists, why is there a lack of STEM talent?
There is a well-documented global deficit of engineering talent. According to a recent UK company
survey, science/research/engineering/technology professionals had the highest ratio of Skills Shortage
Vacancies of any occupational group. At 43%, it is almost double the overall average of 23%
(Engineering UK, 2016). This has huge societal and economic consequences. By 2022, British
companies will require 182,000 skilled engineers per year. Currently, there is an annual UK shortfall of
over 55,000 skilled workers. If the UK is unable to produce these young engineers, it will cost our
economy £27bn a year (Engineering UK, 2015).
If we are all born engineers and scientists, there is obviously something about growing up that
disengages most people with these subjects. During the lectures, I polled the room (students, teachers,
lecturers, industrial guests) for speculative explanations. The answers were telling:
 Engineering has traditionally been seen as a career path for men.
 Theory-heavy school curricula means that students learn engineering, instead of doing engineering
– which doesn’t fit with a typical engineering mind-set. Technical students tend to be practical,
kinaesthetic learners.
 STEM subjects are perceived to be difficult; a risk for students wanting to ensure a place at their
first choice university
 The popular press and mass media rarely hold engineers and scientists aloft as the heroes. Instead,
we are conditioned to worship movie stars, super models, x-factor contestants, footballers etc.
Fortunately, a rapidly growing cultural phenomenon is set to address many of these challenges. This
positive trend is driving engineering into the mainstream, fostering a global passion for technology, and
encouraging people to adopt engineering as a hobby.
3. THE MAKER MOVEMENT
Just as you do not need to be a classically trained artist to paint a picture, the maker movement states
that you do not need to be a veteran engineer with access to hundreds of thousands of pounds of
equipment to do engineering.
Makers around the world are inspiring each other to create (or make) smart gadgets, robotic gizmos,
autonomous drones, and wearable devices. These innovations are no longer monopolised by
multimillion pound companies. Instead, makers work in home garages and collaborative workspaces
with their peers. More importantly, they openly share their inventions online to inspire new makers,
creating a virtuous circle of innovation. This type of grassroots “viral innovation” is disrupting the status
quo, and leading many people to ponder whether the maker movement is the beginning of the next
industrial revolution (NI, 2015). Aside from a dynamic, globally-connected community, the maker
movement is enabled by several modern technological advancements.
Fabrication Tools: Laser cutters and 3D printers are the figureheads of the
maker movement. Traditionally, manufacturing a mechanical component
for a maker project would require outsourcing or direct access to thousands
of pounds of power machinery. Now, you can now fabricate at your desk,
with a device that cost £100.
Low-Cost Processing: Basic processing technologies have seen rapid
reductions in cost, power consumption and footprint. Whilst advanced, allprogrammable system-on-chips, like Xilinx Zynq, are becoming
increasingly accessible to new developers.
Accessible Software: Whether it’s mechanical design, circuit simulation,
or programming environments, modern software tools are increasingly
intuitive. They abstract traditional, low-level complexities to enable users
to concentrate on innovation rather than implementation.
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4. MAKER MOVEMENT FOR EDUCATION
The capabilities of the maker movement are inspiring students to pursue studies in science and
engineering due to the near-instant realisation of their imaginations. Today’s students are part of the
video game era where whole adventures can be undertaken with prompt, real-time feedback in selfguided adventures. The mismatch between this instant gratification and the relatively slow pace of
education was a big disappointment to many. But, along came the tools of the maker movement to meet
these students’ faster expectations. Many of the universities that NI has visited in the last two years
either have maker spaces, or are building them. Projects and study are conducted here. Students love
these spaces and occupy them around the clock.
5. CROWD-FUNDING
Outside of education, the maker movement achieves maximum potency when combined with another
modern trend; Crowd Funding. The Pebble E-Paper Watch raises $20M. The LIFX smartphonecontrolled LED bulb raises $1.3M. The SCiO Sixth Sense Spectrometer raises $2.8M. What do these
products have in common? They were all created by makers who sought to commercialise their
inventions. Each of these products secured funding through Kickstarter, a crowdfunding website that is
changing the game for entrepreneurs. These “start-up makers” iterate on prototypes at makerspaces like
TechShop and FabLab. There, engineers and artists collaborate to create products that not only use
advanced technologies but also feature polished aesthetics. They then secure funding through crowdsourcing sites where success is based on the mass consumer valuation of the product, instead of the
assessment of a few venture capitalists.
In 2010, there was a relatively small market of early-adopters supporting crowdfunding online,
generating a reported $880 million. Fast forward to today; crowdfunding raised $34.4 Billion in 2015,
and is predicted to surpass venture capital in 2016 (Chance Barnett, 2015). Crowd-funded makers are
founding tens of thousands of disruptive start-up companies around the world. In turn, this is generating
hundreds of thousands of jobs - not just reshaping the economy, but also our perception of what it means
to do engineering.
6. NI EMBRACING THE MAKER MOVEMENT
The maker movement is a catalyst to democratise entrepreneurship. For companies to remain
competitive, they need to adhere to the maker movement or leave themselves open for disruption. At
National Instruments, we are embracing the maker movement in several ways. Firstly, as a market for
our technology portfolio.
NI LabVIEW is a graphical system design tool, which has been adopted by over 35,000 companies and
academic institutions. The popularity of LabVIEW can be attributed to the way it abstracts low-level
programming complexities, accelerates discovery, and simplifies hardware integration. These are the
exact things that make LabVIEW a perfect-fit for makers. As such, NI is currently rolling out LabVIEW
Home, a low cost version of our flag ship development tool, to make it more accessible to hobbyists.
NI has also developed libraries of free software add-ons that enable makers to take instantaneous control
over popular commercial technologies – including game-console controllers, low-cost processors, Nest
thermostats, Kinect sensors, LEGO Mindstorms, smart light bulbs, and iPads. Many of these
technologies were once seen as black boxes, but these toolkits allow you to leverage them as
components or subsystems within a larger maker project (MakerHub, 2015).
At NI, we are also embracing the maker movement as an ethos. A philosophy. And we use it to reignite
our own engineers’ passion for engineering. One example of this is the Intern Maker Projects.
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7. THE INTERN MAKER PROJECTS
Each year, NI hires around 20 undergraduate students for a 12 month placement. During that period,
we give each intern; one week off their day jobs, one NI myRIO (powerful, low-cost embedded
controller) and £100 spending budget. Each intern uses these resources to build a system that showcases
a technical concept that they studied at University, but had never proved out in the real-world.
During project week, each intern can to organise
30 minute meetings with an NI system engineer
for code reviews and troubleshooting.
Additionally, although there is no pressure to do
so, many interns will continue to develop their
projects outside of core working hours. I believe
this self-motivated behaviour is driven by each student wanting to (1) actualise their own unique
invention, (2) improve their technical knowledge in a self-selected field-of-interest, and (3) out-engineer
their peers (healthy, self-imposed competition). Regardless, each year we are astounded by what these
young engineers achieve within such tight time and monetary constraints. The resulting maker projects
are engaging, enlightening and unquestionably creative. Here are three examples:
7.1 myLaserListener: The Ultimate Spy Device
Oliver Pont, Electronic Eng, University of Surrey
Inspired by cold war spy-tech, this system grants the ability to listen into
conversations that take place in distant buildings without having to install a bug
or transmitter at the location. The student developed the system to monitor a
laser reflecting off a shiny surface, while his LabVIEW application reconstructs
audio from the minute laser vibrations caused by local noise sources.
7.2 mySecuritySystem: Smart, Connected Home Surveillance
Arturs Grigals, Mechatronic Eng, University of Leeds
This student embraced the Internet of Things to produce a smart, stand-alone
surveillance system. He programmed the myRIO to process webcam video feeds
to detect intrusions. Once detected, audio/video footage of the incident are
wireless streamed to a remote hard drive, and an email is sent to the home owner,
complete with time, data and photo of the break-in.
7.3 myPotHoleDetector: Mapping Road Faults on Google Earth
Sean Fuller, Electronic Eng, University of Portsmouth
When mounted to a vehicular dashboard, the myRIO intelligently processes raw
accelerometer signals to detect pot holes. Once a road fault is found, the system
logs positional data from an attached GPS unit. When the car parks within a
known Wi-Fi hotspot, the coordinates are uploaded to a Google Earth database
for future analysis. Another compelling example of the Internet of Things.
To learn more about these maker projects (and dozens more),
take a look at the Hacker’s Handbook: Compendium of
Maker Projects. In keeping with the ethos of the Maker
Movement, the projects are open-source; each includes demo
videos, replication instructions, as well as downloadable
source code, mechanical drawings and circuit designs.
Learn More: http://bit.ly/1TpVA1s
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8. THE REALISATION
In 2015, the third iteration of the Intern Maker Projects, I realised that confining the projects to the
NIUK office was wasteful - for both the students and NI. The world needed to see the incredible work
of these young engineers.
I thought long & hard about how we could better publicise these maker projects. Certainly, I would not
have the bandwidth to promote the dozens of the projects myself. Perhaps our undergraduate interns
could help? I asked the students whether they had considered promoting their work through submissions
to online maker communities, or reaching out to the technical press. For all of their incredible technical
abilities, not one of the student’s had the skills, initiative or (most importantly) confidence to promote
their own innovations. I made it my mission to adjust this.
9. THE MARKETING 101 WORKSHOP
I wrote and delivered a two hour, interactive workshop, to introduce our interns to the basics of
marketing. The short training session got our students thinking about the various ways that engineers
can promote their own innovations, and gave them the confidence to approach the maker community,
the technical press, and even their University’s own PR & marketing teams. The workshop agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Going Viral: Line Up Your Dominoes
Publish Your Maker Project Online
Producing an Engaging Video Demo
Riding the Maker Movement

5.
6.
7.
8.

What Tech Magazines & Websites do you Read?
Reaching Out to the Press
Writing an Elevator Pitch
You & Your University PR Officer

9.1 The Impact of the Workshop
The benefits of the marketing workshop were immediate and unprecedented. We expected our interns
to generate a flurry of media attention, but not to this scale. Within weeks, our interns’ work had been
seen by millions of people around the world.
The Intern Maker Projects appearing in engineering magazines (E&T and The Manufacturer), major
news channels (ITV and BBC), global tech sites (Gizmodo and Science Daily), learned societies (The
Royal Institute and the Institute of Engineering & Technology), and International newspapers in Japan,
Hong Kong, Germany & India. This media attention opened up incredible opportunities for the students,
which will fundamentally impact their lives. Let’s look at three such examples:
9.2 myFloppyDriveOrchestra
James Willis, Electronic Eng, Cardiff University
To teach himself FPGA programming and motor control,
James modified 16 defunct floppy disk drives to produce an
incredible electronic orchestra. He programmed the myRIO
to read musical notes from any MIDI file, before translating
them into PWM signals of corresponding frequencies. Using
these PWM signals to drive the floppy drive’s integrated
stepper motor, created an audible pitch that closely matched
the musical notes. James programmed the myRIO to
simultaneously control and synchronise 16 floppy drives,
allowing his orchestra to accurately replicate complex,
multi-layered music (James Willis, 2015).
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James pitched his project to the editors of Gizmodo, one of the world’s most popular tech websites,
who were quick to publish an article on their global news channel (Gizmodo, 2015). This inspired
dozens of other web articles, and opened the door to many incredible opportunities for James, including:




myFloppyDriveOrchestra performed on BBC Radio 4’s Today programme to a million listeners
Demonstrated by Prof. Danielle George on stage at the launch of the European City of Science 2016
James was commissioned to replicate his project for a museum exhibition

These incredible successes are powerful, unique, standout additions to his CV - additions that most
engineers could only dream of.
9.3 m(eye)DAQ
Rob Green, Mechanical Eng, Loughborough University
Inspired by the recent Stephen Hawking’s biopic, The
Theory of Everything, Rob developed a device that
enables victims of severe paralysis to communicate with
taps of a finger or blinks of an eye. Rob created
m(eye)DAQ using household items, including an old
door bell, 3D cinema glasses, and a spare reverse parking
sensor. LabVIEW was used to monitor user interactions,
before translating detected taps and blinks into audible
speech. Similar augmented communication devices do
exist today, but m(eye)DAQ was an order of magnitude
cheaper than current solutions (Rob Green, 2015)
By posting the project on various maker websites, and working with Loughborough University’s PR
team on a press release (Charlotte Hester, 2015), Rob’s project was published in news networks and
tech magazines around the world. This media attention opened many opportunities for Rob, including:



Commissioned to develop a control system for a sailing boat, which would enable a young lady
with athertoid cerebral palsy to steer the vessel using only her breath
Joining a Loughborough University research team to develop an augmented communication
device that coverts breathing patterns into speech. The device has since been granted funding and
ethical approval for hospital trials (Rob Green, 2016).
9.4 myMusicalTesla
Max Simmonds, Electronic Eng, Plymouth University
To develop his understanding of power-electronics,
Max built his own Solid State Tesla Coil. He manually
built the primary and secondary coils, designed the
required circuitry using NI Multisim, and programmed
his myRIO to provide deterministic power switching –
enabling him to modulate the sparks at specific
frequencies to create musical notes. The completed
system even allowed him to plug a guitar into the
myRIO, to play music using the beautiful, blue sparks
produced by the tesla coil (Max Simmonds, 2015).

Editor interactions, strategic web posts and a Plymouth University press release (Alan Williams, 2015),
led myMusicalTesla to go viral, even featuring on a popular German TV show. The media attention led
to exciting opportunities and awards.
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Max demonstrated the project on-stage at Prof. Brian Cox’s London Science Summer School 2015
The resulting magazine interviews led Max to appear in The Manufacturer’s list of Top 100 Most
Inspiring and Influential British Engineers. Not only was Max the youngest individual on the list,
but he was one of just 20 engineers to be granted exemplar status (The Manufacturer, 2015).
10. OPEN BIOTICS: AFFORDABLE, 3D-PRINTED, ROBOTIC PROSTHESIS

Before concluding the paper, I wanted to share the inspiring story of a young engineer who embraced
the maker movement to fast become one of the most celebrated engineers in the world.
During his final year project at Plymouth University, Joel Gibbard realised that 3D-printing could allow
him to fabricate robotic prosthetic hands 100X cheaper than existing options. This rapid reduction of
cost is vitally important for developing nations, and critical to child amputees everywhere, who
physically out-grow their custom-made prostheses on a regular basis.
I got to know Joel personally when he joined the
applications engineering team at NI straight after
graduating, as a means of gaining valuable industry
experience. However, Joel knew that he would one
day return to his passion for low-cost prostheses.
In his personal time, Joel continued to make. He
leveraged commercial-grade 3D printers, NI data
acquisition hardware and LabVIEW, to develop
Dextrus, a fully-functioning bionic-hand prototype
(Joel Gibbard, 2013).
Armed with Dextrus, Joel reached-out to crowd-funding website, Indiegogo, to secure the capital
investment required to further iterate his designs. Joel started a one month crowd-funding campaign to
raise £39,000. However, this is where he encountered a significant hurdle. Half-way through the
campaign, Joel was nowhere near his funding target. Although Joel had a truly compelling, innovative
idea, he was competing against thousands of other innovative ideas. At that time, Joel sought to gain
some much needed exposure for his project, and reached out to me for marketing advice. Joel spent the
final two weeks of his crowd-funding campaign developing a PR plan and approaching media outlets.
The subsequent media attention helped him to exceed the funding
target, securing £44,000 from more than a thousand backers. Joel
used
this
investment
to
form
Open
Bionics
(www.openbionics.com) and hire lab space at Bristol University,
to continue his research with additional resources and
collaborators. After iterating his designs, Joel won the James
Dyson Innovation Award 2015 (Dyson, 2015), which was
followed by dozens of prestigious global industry awards.
Open Biotics recently received support from The Disney Accelerator program. Aside from financial
backing, Disney are providing royalty-free design licenses allowing Joel to fabricate child bionic-hands
inspired by beloved characters from the Marvel, Frozen and Star Wars universes (Cara Mcgoogan,
2015). These designs allow Joel to solve another crucial problem - removing the stigma and
embarrassment traditionally felt by young amputees in the playground, by providing bionic hands that
are irrefutably awesome.
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Joel embraced the maker movement to not only forge an incredible career for himself, but to also have
a positive impact on society. Joel’s Open Biotics start-up is poised to improve the lives of hundreds of
thousands of children around the world. In reflection, it is horrifying to think that Open Biotics may
have ground to a halt, if Joel had lacked the initiative and confidence to market his work during the
pivotal crowd-funding campaign.
11. CONCLUSION: THINK LIKE A MAKER
Humans are genetically wired to be makers. The maker movement is enabling engineering innovation
on a global scale and transforming the way we educate the next generation of innovators. The maker
movement is democratising the product development process, whilst crowd funding is helping these
developments get to market. However, modern entrepreneurial skills are required to truly capitalise on
these trends. This raises a vital question: should engineering students be taught to market their own
innovations? Certainly, engineers do not currently graduate with the initiative to publicise their own
successes.
As documented in this paper, a two-hour marketing workshop was all that was required to give our
undergraduate interns the confidence to tell the world about their maker projects. Within weeks, their
work had been seen by millions of people around the globe, earning them life-changing accolades and
granted them opportunities that most engineers can only dream of.
A welcome side-benefit of this activity is the publicity Universities will receive by proxy. Every time
an article is published about your students, every time their YouTube video demonstrations are viewed,
every time their project is shared on social media, every time their project inspires another maker - each
interaction generates publicity for your University that would have traditionally cost many thousands
of pounds in digital advertising.
The maker movement has given the world an appetite for engineering projects. Online communities
and technical magazines provide a platform for sharing innovations. Universities just need to give their
students the confidence to tell their stories.
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Keynote
WHY IS ETHICS RELEVANT TO ENGINEERING?
Marianne Talbot
There will be three parts to this chapter. In the first I will consider the question in its broadest
form: engineers are human and ethics is relevant to all humans in every part of their lives. To show
why this is the case I will consider what values are, why they are important, and the fact it is in
their nature to conflict.
In the second part of this paper I will consider the fact that engineers usually work for organisations, and that ethics are crucial to organisational morale, reputation, and activity. I will look at
the conflicts that can arise when the ethics of an individual conflict with the ethics of the organisation for which they work.
In the third and final part of the paper I shall consider the professional ethics of engineers; the
key values generating the principles that guide engineers in their thoughts and actions, and the
standards against which engineers judge themselves and others. I will illustrate every part of my
papers with case studies from engineering practice.
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Abstract:
This paper reports on the findings of a curriculum development project involving primary and
secondary school teachers employing a semi-structured action research process to explore
how an ethos of engineering could be developed through the Science, Design Technology and
Computer Science National Curriculum (DfE 2014). It responds to the recommendations
from the Royal Academy of Engineering (Lucas, Claxton & Hanson 2014) in building
understanding of how the ‘Engineering Habits of Mind’ (EHoM) can be taught and learnt in
school settings. The paper presents early insights into emerging models of practice to embed
engineering within the primary curriculum setting. It focuses attention on ‘tinkering’ as a
pedagogy for engineering and critiques the strengths and weaknesses of it in the context of
the mainstream primary school curriculum. At a time when the grand goals of STEM
education continue to focus on the desire to inspire the next generation of scientists and
engineers (The Royal Society 2014, European Commission 2015, CBI 2015) this paper raises
pragmatic questions about schools’ cultural and curriculum challenges and opportunities
faced by teachers in current English schools and whether ‘tinkering’ provides a model for
curriculum design and delivery.
Keywords: engineering education, curriculum development, primary education
1. INTRODUCTION
There is ongoing recognition of the shortage of engineers in the United Kingdom and that the
education system does not have the capacity to meet the forecasted demand for skilled
engineers in 2020 (EUK 2014, BIS 2013, Lucas et al 2014).
Filling the demand for new engineering jobs will generate an additional £27 billion
per year for the UK economy from 2022, the equivalent of building 1,800 schools or
110 hospitals, according to new research published in Engineering UK 2015 The
State of Engineering. To meet projected employer demand the number of engineering
apprentices and graduates entering the industry will need to double. (EUK 2015)
Investment is being made in England in campaigns and educational initiatives focused on
increasing the number of youngsters entering the STEM workforce. Specialist University
Technical Colleges, Further Education Colleges and school Academies are increasingly
found to be focused on engineering as a subject area, promoting a range of qualifications and
opportunities for learners. National Apprenticeship schemes are also proving increasingly
attractive to school leavers where the development of mastery of engineering skills is
embedded into work-based placement programmes, allowing students to gain hands-on
learning within an employment setting. The increase in the number of apprenticeships and
1
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the number of engineering places at University provide a diversification of entry points into
the profession.
Professional bodies such as the Royal Academy, Engineering UK, Institute of Mechanical
Engineering and the Institute for Engineering & Technology offer programmes of support for
young people who show interest and passion in science, technology, engineering and
Mathematics. National schemes such as Tomorrow’s Engineers offers a careers programme
for secondary pupils delivered through a partnership between business and industry, the
engineering profession and schools.
In 2014 the Royal Academy of Engineering published the ‘Thinking Like an Engineer’ report
which offered the sector a different perspective on the issue of mobilising engagement and
understanding in engineering as a profession. In contrast to profiling the range of
engineering careers the authors reframed the educational challenge of developing the next
generation of engineers by proposing that educators explore the issue from the perspective of
the underpinning skills and thinking processes that engineers exemplify in their practice.
They drew on Costa and Kallic’s (2002) work into Habits of Mind and hypothesised that the
shortage of engineers could, to some extent, be due to a lack of understanding about how
great engineers actually ‘think’. Their research promotes a range of skills or mindful
approaches that define an engineer apart from other scientific disciplines, e.g. scientists or
mathematicians.
They promote interest in teaching young people to ‘think like an engineer’ and outline the
findings from research with professional engineers that define a range of dispositions typical
of engineers. The authors, Lucas et al (2015), offer a framework that includes six Engineering
Habits of Mind, namely Improving, Visualising, Creative Problem Solving, Problem Finding,
Adapting and Systems Thinking (ref. Appendix 1). They suggest that by understanding how
engineers think and work, that teachers and young people could be better equipped to develop
a curriculum that explicitly identifies teaching and learning methods and evaluation practices
that support young people to be or think like an engineer.
At a similar time, engineering can be said to be identified within an increasingly visible
network of makers, within tinkering studios, Tinkerlabs and Tinkergardens. In such spaces
the intersections between Art, Science and Technology are blurred and what emerges are
spaces in which young people can play with, make, refine, remodel or repurpose materials
and machinery in creative purposeful pursuits. Such processes and skills are associated with
‘tinkering’, which Cuoco et al (1996) defines as, ‘taking ideas apart and putting them back
together again’. Doorley (2014) presents strong alignment with the habits of mind outlined by
Lucas et al (2015) in suggesting that tinkering begins with problem solving and curiosity
about how something works. She affirms the process-based approach that embodies tinkering
which is supported through discussion, tests, experiments and play.
Resnick & Rosenbaum (2013) caution the overuse of the term tinkering which they suggest
can be used dismissively. The association of ‘just tinkering’ with someone working without a
clear goal or purpose, or without making noticeable progress is counter to the what they see
as a valid and valuable style of working, characterized by a playful, exploratory, iterative
style of engaging with a problem or project. The authors of this paper would share Resnick &
Rosenbaum’s perspectives which suggest that when people are tinkering, they are constantly
trying out ideas, making adjustments and refinements, then experimenting with new
possibilities with clear purpose in mind.
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What does emerge from the literature is a tension between tinkering and a ‘traditional’ linear
approach to creating which is more constraining i.e. we create a plan, we make what we have
planned, and we review what we have made. In contrast, whilst ‘tinkering’ still incorporates
all three stages, it is an agile approach which affords pupils the room to flit back to their plan
to adjust it as they are making. In this way tinkering could be viewed as an inferior approach
to planned scientific practice, and one that has a level of disorganisation or indirectness that
frees an individual from getting things right, and ‘to plan’ the first time.
The bringing together of these two literature sets – engineering habits of mind and tinkering
lead to the study presented in this paper. For this purpose the authors considered a working
definition for tinkering as follows:
Tinkering is exploring through fiddling, toying, messing, pottering, dabbling and
fooling about with a diverse range in things that happen to be available in a creative
and productive pursuit to make, mend or improve.
This paper reports on the findings of a curriculum development project involving primary
schools employing a semi-structured action research process to explore how an ethos of
engineering could be developed through the Science, Design Technology and Computer
Science National Curriculum (DfE 2014).
The authors accept that using the term tinkering in this way could lead to potential
misunderstandings with readers and teachers. They accept that the general premise of
tinkering is an act of aimless exploration or activity, whereas the activities identified within
this paper are more structured and thoughtful, as suggested by Resnick & Rosenbaum (2013).
The term tinkering has been used by teachers as a bridge to move across the boundaries of
engineering and education and as such promotes the embracing of an ethos of play and
experimentation within the curriculum and classroom. It has challenged them to consider
alternative more agile teaching approaches which contrast with the more frequently found
objective-led approaches that are currently emphasised in UK school settings. It is important
that in this paper the reader acknowledges that tinkering in an educational setting is presented
as a productive pursuit and that the term has been a bridging concept/model allowing teachers
and educators to discuss and explore how the agile yet purposeful process of tinkering can
encourage an ethos of engineering in primary school settings.
Method
The project spanned the academic year of 2014-15 and involved six primary schools and two
secondary schools in Greater Manchester (England). Schools were recruited through
invitation drawing on previous engagement with the University of Manchester, the
Computers at School network and Local Authority recommendations. Two teachers were
recruited from each school, who were Computer Science, Design & Technology or Science
leaders in their school.
The teacher pairs were supported by two project leaders who liaised with head
teachers/senior leaders to establish commitment from the school, developed a range of
professional development opportunities and provided a framework for teachers to engage in
short-term Action Research activity. The project leaders also visited school settings to see
classroom based activity as well as to talk and review progress with the teachers.
3
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The professional development opportunities spanned the academic year and were designed to
be experiential and engaged teachers in hands-on activities and discussions alongside
academic engineering lecturers from the University of Manchester. In total there were 4 days
off-site professional development focused on topics including Computational Thinking
(Barefoot Computing 2014), Engineering Habits of Mind (Lucas et al), an overview of
literature on ‘Tinkering’ and Action Research (Kemmis et al., 2013). Teachers were actively
encouraged to collaborate and share learning within the project sessions and also to support
other teachers across the project.
Teachers were then asked to creatively respond to the project question:
How do we embrace engineering education and an ethos of tinkering using computer science,
design & technology and the science curriculum?
Teachers designed approaches to address the question that best suited their pupils’ needs,
school interests and personal expertise. They were asked to trial their approaches in school,
reflecting with each other and with the project team over the successes and challenges they
faced. They recorded their activity using photographs, video, pupils’ work and notes. Each
school provided a written summary of their findings using an ‘8-minute Magic Moment’
presentation, which involved a review of outcomes using a 4-slide PowerPoint based on
Guskey Professional Development Model (2000). The slides were framed as:
- what happened?
- impact on teachers and teaching;
- impact on children and learning;
- impact on the whole school.
Each case was reviewed alongside the others by the project leaders who drew out common
themes (successes, issues or questions) that arose across them. The project case studies were
presented at a dissemination conference at the Royal Academy of Engineering where this
project was positioned against other schools involved in similar school-based developments
in the UK.
Findings
The cases reflect two areas of interest, firstly with regard to the development of engineering
practices in school using tinkering within the Computer Science Curriculum and secondly to
tinkering within the Design & Technology Curriculum. None of the cases focused on the
integration of engineering specifically within the Science curriculum. Table 1 provides an
overview of five cases and outcomes reported by the teachers. Three schools also started but
did not complete the project and hence are no represented in the table.
Case

Approach

1

 Whole school focus on
‘Tinkology’
 Focus on developing
children’s resilience
 Tinkering tables/spaces in
every classroom as well as use
of homework activities
 Focus on taking things apart
and making
 Secondary teachers creating
tinkering experiences for
primary pupils
 Computer Science focus

2

Impact on Children &
Learning
- Children noted to be
asking thought provoking
questions in a scientific
way
- Raising children’s
awareness of engineering
with a focus on female
engineers
- Children enjoyed making
and ‘putting things
together’
- The project gave girls

4
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Impact on Teachers &
Teaching
- project rekindled teacher
enjoyment of teaching
- provided a sense of
purpose outside the
constraints of the national
curriculum
- supporting innovation in
teaching and learning
approaches
- Engineering identified as a
specific area or subject
within the curriculum
- Exploiting the

Impact on Whole School
Community
- invitation of past pupils
who now work in the
engineering sector (ARUP)
to work with the children.
- Securing of own funding
grant due to interest and
enthusiasm for the area of
work
- increased awareness of
robotics technology and
collaborative problem
solving.
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 Involvement of parents and
community/business partners
 Making and programming car
buggies

3

-

opportunities to
demonstrate their skills
and enthusiasm for
learning
Many pupils were
motivated by the
competition event at the
end of the project.
Children learnt that
mistakes are part of the
learning process
Children were noted to
take responsibility for their
own learning and
challenge themselves.
As peer tutors they have
develop confidence, social
skills, self-motivation,
perseverance and
resilience.

 Involvement of two classes
 Design Technology focus
 Peer-to-peer learning, children
learning together across year
groups
 Use of external partners to
enhance teacher
confidence/knowledge

-

4

 One Year 6 (10-11 years) class
 Focus on developing Growth
Mind Set and ‘fantastic
failures’
 Use of ‘pre-tinkering’tasks
 Emphasis on ‘process over
outcome’

5

 Secondary school focus
 Focus with secondary pupils
on Design Technology using
Computer Aided Design
 Support for partner primary
pupils focused projects model
making.

- Children followed a
learning framework, of
Ask it  Think it 
Speak it  Try it 
‘Break’ it  Fix it
- Pupils’ reasoning skills in
Maths and Science noted
to improved as well as
children’s confidence to
share ideas and voice their
opinions about the world
around them.
- Children applying their
skills to a range of
contexts, with notable
understanding of failure
being part of the learning
process
- Increased awareness and
use of the language of
Engineering Habits of
Mind
- Specific focus on problem
finding that stimulated
new ideas for design

-

-

Table 1: Case Study Overview

opportunities to work with
the new Computer Science
curriculum objectives in a
creative way

- A competition enabled
collaboration with parents,
increasing their
understanding of how
Computing is being taught
in school

- Lesson structure was
changed to give children
an end point to work
towards without giving
them the steps to reach
them
- Explicit focus on tinkering
and EHOM encouraged
teachers to support
children in finding their
own route through
- Teacher’s role was
overseer and facilitator and
minimal structure to
lessons.
- Emphasis on the process of
learning rather than the
creation of a final product.
- Approach changed style of
lesson planning, with
increased focus on pupilled learning
- Teachers role was
facilitory and
collaborative, stepping
back and working with the
children to set attainable
goals and explore how to
achieve them

- Children have transferred
their skills and approaches
to problem solving to other
curriculum areas
- Project raised awareness of
innovation and
experimentation within the
curriculum – a ‘have a go’
attitude
- Development of homeschool links through
competition and
homework tasks

- Teachers felt re-energised
about teaching approaches,
inspired to buy new
resources and materials to
allow pupils the
opportunities in lesson to
tinker and explore
- Key challenge to integrate
flexible working practices
with Year 9 (GCSE) year
groups

- Greater awareness of
action research and the
impact of focused
approach to curriculum
development

- Computer Science &
Science staff have merged
into a STEM team,
enhancing cross-curricular
opportunities
- Project informed school
leaders about the openended approach to
teaching and learning and
this is being considered at
a whole school level

Of the six case studies, Case Study 4 is detailed for exemplification (ref. Appendix 2)
addressing the development of engineering practices in school using tinkering within the
Computer Science Curriculum.
Discussion
All the cases provide insight into the way ‘tinkering’ was adopted as a pedagogy for
enhancing children’s engineering practices in the classroom. This paper focuses in particular
on these aspects of the project findings, whereas future papers may address other project
outcomes in relation to the way teachers and children responded to the different Engineering
Habits of Mind.

5
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‘Tinkering’ as a concept was introduced to the project group during the initial immersive
professional development event. An increased level of interest was emerging in the
educational field. As the maker communities had begun to consider how at-home tinkering
could be linked to in-school learning practices (Lamers et al, 2013). The release of on-line
open courses, e.g. those provided by Coursera called ‘Tinkering Fundamentals: A
Constructionist Approach to STEM Learning’ has provided stimulus for increased use and
discussion of tinkering and learning. Within this project it was of interest to harness the
concept of tinkering as a means through which to explore, compare and if possible align
school based learning of engineering and the engineering habits of mind.
Tinkering provided a concept that enabled teachers with varied levels of expertise and
experience of engineering to talk about the practices of an engineer. Teachers seemed at
greater ease to draw relationships between tinkering and child-led learning than ‘engineering’
as a discipline. This was most prominent with primary teachers. Some project groups coined
new phrases for tinkering for their own school settings, describing ‘pre-tinkering’ or
‘tinkology’ tasks or activities. These were found to engender a sense of ownership and
inspiration, something that the project leaders were keen not to suppress, and something they
explained was not often possible in current context of primary school education.
Whatever the term being used, teachers invariably used tinkering to describe approaches to
learning that were:
- hands-on and incorporated a ‘making’ experience
- child-led or child-centred , where teachers became facilitators, coaches or mentors in
the learning process
- collaborative, where children worked with their peers, with older or younger children
and with the teacher as co-learner
- playful, where taking time to investigate, experiment and try-out ideas was
encouraged and celebrated
- emergent in their outcomes, where teachers and children defined and refined their
intended outcomes during the process of making and experimentation rather than
having them set from the outset
- sometimes competitive, where children worked together in teams incentivised to
design and make a product that surpassed their peers
- challenging and prompted a need to persevere in the face of adversity, where children
needed to cope with failure by accepting and appreciating this as part of the tinkering
process.
Examples of children’s tinkering activities were making towers from blocks with a range of
different requirements, looking inside technology such as old computers, using and making
robots that could be programmed to move, designing building spaces from a brief, 3D model
making, building model bridges etc. Whether using the new technologies and programming
techniques provided by Raspberry Pis, Pibrellas, Bee-Bots, Crumbles, Scratch and Python
within the Computer Science curriculum, or by broadening the range of approaches to
teaching through problem solving in Design Technology, tinkering seemed to be a language
that all teachers felt comfortable to use and a concept they found easy to work with.
The cases illustrate the teachers’ role when learning through tinkering as being supportive
rather than directive, even where they found it challenging to step back and watch things
going wrong. Teachers refrained from providing answers to children but looked to question
and scaffold the tinkering process so that children retained the ownership of the product they
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were making. In one particular case the teachers explained how adopting a tinkering
approach enhanced the opportunity for creativity, and although taking more time than
‘standard’ lessons, such learning reached out to pupils who would usually not achieve as well
as others, in particular the lower achievers.
Three considerations related to the use of tinkering as a pedagogy for learning and developing
engineering in primary and secondary schools emerged from the project. Each one is
discussed here.
1.

Tinkering provided opportunity for flexible, exploratory, child-led learning approaches.
Such learning styles could be said to counter the approaches towards teaching and
learning that are increasingly sensed within a standard curriculum model where teacher
planning, learning outcomes and pupil progress are highly defined goals.

The ethos of tinkering provided teachers with increased legitimacy to offer time for
exploration and experimentation. This aligns with Krieger et al (2015) who suggest that
tinkering appears to be inextricably linked to exploration and exploratory behaviour. They
state that, ‘it is generally considered an informal practice, often with a purpose of
improvement, and is commonly associated with experimentation, or ‘trial and error’
methods. As a problem solving technique and learning strategy it is often in contrast to
formal, established, or prescribed methods.’
Such practices could be viewed by education authority figures as an ‘excuse’ for teachers to
do limited lesson planning or to have too free a focus on what children will learn or how they
will progress within a lesson environment that uses tinkering. Indeed Lewis & Friedrich
(2016) further explain that tinkering is ‘a kind of suspension of learning, an interruption of
any smooth, linear narrative that culminates in measurable outcomes’ (p238). The challenge
for the education system, if considering tinkering to be a pedagogy that could allow for
engineering education to begin to be framed or realised within school settings, would be to
overcome the potential prejudices that might arise from such viewpoints.
Tinkering provided teachers with a stimulus through which an ethos of exploration was
enhanced and could be understood by children, teachers and parents alike. Using the term
provided a common interest/language within schools and is suggested to have been received
in an ‘easier’ way than the term ‘engineering’.
In a similar way to Lewis & Friedrich (2016) this project’s outcomes stimulate questions
about whether and how ‘tinkering’ which has a certain temporal dimension suggesting a loss
of definitive ends, uncertainty of outcomes, and the simultaneous rhythms of withdrawing
and progressing, can be held in equal esteem to the ‘teaching to the test’ culture that
predominates the lives of many schools, or the requirements to produce evidence of pupil and
teacher effectiveness. Tinkering would need to be valued within the primary education
system as being a means through which the skills of experimentation and exploration might
become the ‘pure means’ and outcomes for learning.
2. There is a good relationship between the skills represented by the Engineering Habits of
Mind, Scientific Enquiry and Computational Thinking. What does the concept of tinkering
provide teachers with that further develops the connections between the skill sets, e.g. of
visualisation, adaptation, pattern seeking etc.?
7
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Computational thinking is a new term to the National Curriculum. At its heart computational
thinking is about effective problem solving, either with or without a computer. The Barefoot
Computing Project (2014) proposes six computational thinking concepts of logic, algorithms,
decomposition, patterns, abstraction and evaluation (Ref. Appendix 3)

Figure 1: Connections between the skills of Computational Thinking (CT), Scientific
Enquiry (Sci.Enq.) and the Engineering Habits of Mind (EHoMs).

These concepts and those identified by Lucas et al (2014) as ‘Engineering Habits of Mind’
can also be associated with skills that school science teachers encourage through the teaching
of working scientifically in primary and secondary school. Here pupils are taught to ask
questions, plan, observe, measure, present information, analyse and draw conclusions,
communicate outcomes.
When reviewing the connections between the three skill sets it is helpful to reassure ourselves
of the direct relevance of one skill set to another. For instance, System Thinking, Algorithms
& Decomposition, Planning are fundamentally interlinked when pupils plan an enquiry as
they decompose the process into a series of steps - an algorithm. The ability to think
algorithmically can further support a pupil when planning by encouraging a systematic stepby-step approach. The use of science equipment also provides experience in developing
system thinking, as pupils need to show understanding of how equipment works together, and
can even provide opportunity for the refinement of measurement with the use of
digital/computational equipment e.g. how measuring equipment such as light gates are built
into the experimental apparatus.
However, the risk to the contemporary teacher may still emerge from the fluid and
serendipitous nature of tinkering which may fail to capture the rigour of the defined
opportunities, especially where a novice teacher may be employing it as a pedagogic
approach. Tinkering risks being assumed as too playful in its approach for a National
Curriculum or school-based setting, especially as learners become older and face academic
8
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challenges related to standardised testing and qualifications. The perception that any outcome
from tinkering is a worthy outcome because it engenders the use and development of skills
may be found not to be worthy enough.
Lewis & Friedrich (2016) suggest that, ‘even if one tinkers in order to achieve a specific goal,
what is unique about tinkering is that its meandering and its improvisational pacing push
toward a goal while also delaying its eventual arrival…Tinkering is recursive and highly
experimental. Indeed, it is an educational activity released from any towards.’ (p239)
Although the project schools were able to overcome these challenges on a sort term basis it is
questionable as to how the value aligned with a skills-based, process-orientated learning can
ever be on a par with or more highly than other knowledge-focused aspects of the primary
and secondary school curriculum. Can this challenge be resolved such that tinkering might
offer a pedagogy for engineering education in primary and secondary schools?
3. Is people’s interpretation of what ‘tinkering’ too broad, and consequently result in it
meaning anything to anyone?
Within this project it became increasingly considered that tinkering is characterised by an
iterative agile approach to problem solving and creating. When people tinker they could be
found to make a quick plan before commencing activity, or indeed none. As they tinker,
which is often synonymous with a ‘making’ process, they may come across new ways of
doing things, then leading them to change tack, veer off from their original plan and continue
to redefine their approach. ‘Tinkering’ was viewed by the project group as allowing them the
freedom to do so.
During this process there is interdependency between head and hand activity. A tinkerer
might make a quick alteration to their plan in order to get our head to accept or thing around
any changes or outcomes they are noticing. One acknowledged it is back to hand – the
making, to continue the ongoing exploration and development. The flitting between head and
hand, together with the iterative re-evaluation of the direction of travel within the work
stream is in contrast to ‘traditional’ forms of making in which we follow a constrained linear
path of design, make and evaluate.
What was evident from this project was that there were inherent tensions between the
freedom tinkering affords to a learning process and the requirement of teachers to cover
specific National Curriculum content. Teachers will most likely find it is difficult to
guarantee complete coverage of the National Curriculum for every child if solely relying on
tinkering as a pedagogy. The use of tinkering has, like any other approach, need to be fit for
purpose and as such, should be one element of a toolkit of creative teaching and learning
approaches that teachers employ, alongside and including more structured approaches such as
guided discovery and direct teaching. This would then enable us to clarify the value of
tinkering as a process for learning, and although not identified as one of the engineering
habits of mind, it rather provides an approach which lends itself to the development of them.
As pupils were encouraged in the project to use tinkering and to engage in making activity
and challenges, teachers suggested that they had opportunity to support the development of
the EHoMs by making the skills explicit and talking with the pupils about what benefit they
could find in focusing attention on the processes they encouraged.
9
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4. Knowing how a child’s learning progresses when using a tinkering habitus is unclear. If
tinkering is to be used as a pedagogy for engineering education, can a teacher adequately
articulate progression in learning?
The ambition to develop metrics for progression in creative approaches or learning have been
the interest of many researchers (Fillis & McAuley 2000; Ferry, 2003; Craft et al. 2006,
2007; Spencer et al., 2012). Suggested methods have included tests, ratings scales;
interviews; checklists; peer, parent, or teacher rating; observations; assessment of end
products; personality tests; biographical sketches; aptitude and ability tests. This project did
not look for a tool for measuring an individual’s abilities in tinkering, or one for Engineering
Habits of Mind or Computational Thinking. Scientific enquiry skills have however been
formatively assessed through levels descriptors until the proposed revision of assessment
frameworks for science (DFE, 2015).
The challenge of taking a flexible learning approach through tinkering, and applying a metric
or rigour to it via a framework is in itself problematic. Yet if tinkering is to be embraced as a
pedagogy for engineering education in schools then teachers will need to qualify and/or
quantify learner outcomes. The English educational culture will require to know and make
visible the skills pupils are developing. Bianchi’s (2002) thesis on the development of
personal skills and capabilities, including creativity, in Science provides a supportive model
of development which could potentially be applied to learning through tinkering. She
describes how a learner can develop in four ways: knowledge and understanding about the
skill; being able to critically self-assess one’s own capability; having the know-how or
strategies to improve and demonstrating the skills in problem solving settings. In this way it
is suggested that in order to further consider whether tinkering can be progressed, that further
exploration will need to be undertaken that specifically examines this as an area of study.
What was apparent within this study was that across the project group there emerged a shared
understanding and explicit articulation about what tinkering entailed and the culture it created
within classrooms that if captured could begin to define the features from what which a
metric for progression could emerge.
Summary
At a time when the grand goals of STEM education continue to focus on the desire to inspire
the next generation of scientists and engineers (The Royal Society 2014, European
Commission 2015, CBI 2015) this paper raises pragmatic questions about schools’ cultural
and curriculum challenges and opportunities faced by teachers in English schools who have
interest to enrich the teaching and learning of engineering education. The paper provides a
range of insights into how teachers, working collaboratively on a professional development
project, attempted to design curriculum opportunities for an ethos of engineering to be
developed. This took place in a range of forms with common focus on making explicit and
defining the skills that engineers use and the integrating them into cross curricular making
activities. The concept of ‘tinkering’ grew to provides a model for curriculum design and
delivery and assisted the teachers in introducing a language for engineering in their schools
and classrooms, once which was received with interest and enthusiasm by teachers and
pupils.
The project outcomes as reported in this paper are encouraging and provide indications that
tinkering supported the development of an ethos of engineering in primary schools. It does
not however provide enough insight into whether it was an overarching concept that
10
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stimulated pedagogy to change to being more explicitly attuned to engineering concepts and
making activities or the actual fundamental processes of ‘tinkering’ that enabled children to
think like engineers. Further exploration in the development of tinkering as a pedagogy and
to work with teachers to define where and how within mainstream curriculum practice this
type of work can be taken out of a project context and scaled up as an approach to curriculum
design and delivery, thus furthering the knowledge about where and how tinkering can have
relevance and resonance in the primary curriculum, and indeed the impact on the secondary
curriculum.
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Appendix 1: Engineering Habits of Mind

Appendix 2: Case Study 4 Example
This case was from a large, inner-city primary school with over 650 pupils, roughly half of
whom qualify for free school meals. The school community is one of the most diverse in
England, with over 90% of our children having English as a second language (26 different
languages are spoken in school). As such the teachers we particularly keen to consider how
this project could align with the development of communication skills within the context of
developing engineering across the curriculum. The school is newly built and demonstrated
established practice of Computer Science teaching across the school.
A teacher (Computer Science Subject Leader) and a teaching assistant (with responsibility for
Computer Science) worked as a team and combined the project with wider learning goals that
permeated the school curriculum, in particular the development of ‘Growth Mindset’ (Dweck
2012). This approach was a contemporary intervention to support a positive culture for
learning in schools and provides an approach through which teachers focus attention on
enhancing children’s self-efficacy and esteem for learning. It encourages all children to
consider their innate learning potential which can be accessed by investing effort, time and
dedication to their work. Using this methodology pupils were encouraged to think for
themselves, try things out, not fear failure or mistake making and consider that through
investing effort in learning they will achieve. The teachers suggested that the Growth
Mindset approach aligned well with the Engineering Habits of Mind, where adapting,
resilience and refining practice were incumbent.
In this case the teachers also exploited the opportunities to explore cross-curricular learning
opportunities which enhanced and extended the time available for the project. By working in
this way the teachers suggested that could afford more time to the focus on engineering, as
they could capitalise on designated teaching time for associated subjects, e.g. Design
Technology (DT) as well making links to where else in the curriculum engineering habits of
mind were being used in other areas of learning.
13
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The teachers defined their project question as:
Can a Growth Mindset approach to cross-curricular engineering have an impact on
children’s confidence & communication skills?
A summary of the teacher’s outcomes is provided here:
What happened?
- A series of introductory tasks were developed which were designed to get the children into the
‘head space’ to tinker, examples of these were tower-building using a variety of materials such as
newspaper, wooden blocks, recycled scrap.
- Teachers emphasised the focus on ‘process-over-outcome’ and resilience to failure.
- Learning was then applied to a DT context where children built prototypes of moving vehicles.
- Lessons encouraged children to ‘visualise’ the product they were making, and to begin to realise
these ambitions through a making process. They were encouraged to understand the concept of
prototyping, where a model is constructed and refined, and not used as the final product.
Impact on Teaching
- The introductory tasks altered the teachers approach to lesson planning and teaching by an
increased emphasis on child-directed learning
- Teachers encouraged children to interpret challenges and come up with their own creative designs
and solutions.
- This contrasted with their usual teaching approach which provided less opportunity for flexibility
for the children.
- Teaching focused on the use of a series of open-ended computing tasks, using programmable
devices such as the Lego Beebots, and on-screen software such as Kodu and Scratch
- ‘Systems-thinking’ skills were described, modelled and encouraged through the focus on making
the robots move.
- Teachers consolidated systems thinking in other lessons, e.g. through Maths investigative
challenges and English lessons.
- Teachers reported they found themselves increasingly standing back, observing and facilitating
children’s learning.
- They also reported collaborating with the children to set attainable goals and together explore
different ways to achieve them.
Impact on the Children
- Children became familiar with the use of a framework for learning that the teachers designed
specifically for this project. Each session followed this framework which was found to translate the
EHoM into an accessible approach for children:
Ask it  Think it  Speak it  Try it  ‘Break’ it  Fix it
- Children used the framework explicitly which teachers reported as providing a common language
for the communication and collaboration when on task.
- Teachers noted that children’s reasoning skills in Maths and Science had particularly improved, as
had their confidence to share ideas and voice their opinions about the world around them.
- A ‘tinkering mentality’ was described to be shown in the children’s acceptance of failure. They
illustrated a comfort with having a ‘fantastic fail’, when something didn’t go to plan, they saw this
as a learning opportunity.
- Teachers also noted that the ‘average’ and ‘low’ achieving children made the most progress in this
area of work, demonstrating ability to think creatively.
- The project also impacted on the children’s understanding of the job/career of an engineering.
Wider Impact
- Other teachers within the school were also involved in professional development from the project
teachers and also outside agencies. This raised their awareness of the project and its outcomes
- Teaches expressed interest in furthering the project approach to support the development of
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children’s communication, problem solving and life skills.
- Opportunities were arising with a newly restructured STEM leadership group which teachers saw as
an opportunity for taking the project ideas to more staff and impacting on a wider group of children.

Appendix 3: Barefoot Computing Figure of Computational Thinking
Computational thinking is a thought process that supports effective problem solving, either
with or without a computer. Guidance for teachers defines six computational thinking
concepts of logic, algorithms, decomposition, patterns, abstraction and evaluation
(www.barefootcas.org.uk)
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‘Extra-Curricular Activities’ at The University of Sheffield
Jonathan Carr*, Paul Hulbert, Richard Harpin
Department of Civil and Structural Engineering, The University of Sheffield
Abstract: This paper describes three innovative extra-curricular learning activities
developed by a group of University Teachers, who all worked in industry until relatively
recently, during 2014 and 2015. These learning activities supplement traditional teaching
methods, and provide students with a diverse range of real world, problem based, learning
material focusing on structural analysis and design. The activities include;
‘The Bridge Club’, in which a group of students, teaching staff and technicians volunteered
to design and fabricate a 7.2m long cable stayed bridge to be used for undergraduate
teaching and Outreach / Widening Participation (WP) events;
The ‘Virtual Design Consultancy’, a pilot scheme in which students who had not secured
placements during the Summer 2015 vacation worked in groups on real world design
projects over a two week period;
The ‘Structural Design of Everyday Objects’, an online learning resource which uses
everyday structures, such as benches in train stations, road signs and entrance canopies to
help students understand and apply the fundamental concepts of structural analysis and
design, which can then be used to understand how larger, and more complex structures,
work.
Keywords; Problem based learning, real world problems, structural design, extra-curricular
activities, online learning resource.
*Correspondence to: Jonathan Carr, Department of Civil and Structural Engineering, The
University of Sheffield, England. E-mail: j.f.carr@sheffield.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
In order to supplement more traditional teaching methods, and to provide students with a
greater range of real world, problem based, learning material in the area of structural
analysis and design, a group of University Teachers at The University of Sheffield have
recently developed a series of three 'extra-curricular activities’ suitable for all levels of
undergraduate students.
These learning activities, which are described in detail below, are all pedagogically
consistent with the 'Constructive Alignment' approach to learning and teaching developed
by Biggs and Tang, which essentially advocates that they best way to learn how to do
something is by actually doing it, and then reflecting on it (Biggs and Tang, 2011).
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2. THE BRIDGE CLUB
2.1. Overview and inspiration
'The Bridge Club' took its inspiration from the Institution of Civil Engineers’ 'Bridges to
Schools' programme, and involved a diverse group of Y1, Y2 and Y3 students, University
Teachers, Post-graduate researchers and Lab Technicians developing designs for, and
ultimately making, a 7.2m long cable stayed bridge, as Figure 1.
2.2. Group composition & peer learning opportunities
Design workshops were held during the 2014/15 academic year, involving up to 25 student
volunteers. The cohort was split into groups comprising four or five students from different
years, thus providing excellent opportunities for peer learning, who were allocated different
areas of the design to work on. In addition to the expected outcome of less knowledgeable
(i.e. Y1 and Y2) students learning from more senior peers, a number of these more senior
(i.e. Y3) students gained confidence from this process, and developed their existing skills in
areas such as communication.
2.3. Analysis and design methodology
Whilst the structural form of the bridge was pre-determined by the staff, everything else
(such as overall dimensions, materials, sections, support and connection details) was
effectively ‘up for grabs’. Given that the bridge was intended for Outreach / Widening
Participation (WP) use however, it had to be easy to be erect, dismantle and transport.
With staff acting as ‘guides’ throughout the project, in accordance with Fox’s ‘Travelling’
Theory of Teaching (Fox, 1983), students initially carried out preliminary structural analysis
and design by hand, which included the identification and evaluation of a range of options,
including the concept sketches / drawings shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: The completed bridge

Figure 2: early concept ideas

Once the students had determined (and justified) their preferred solution, they carried out a
detailed structural analysis using software, learnt specifically for this project, to obtain more
accurate results (taking into account effects such as cable stretch, for example) which were
compared to those given by hand calculation methods, with the potential reasons behind any
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significant differences discussed. Sample analysis output is shown in Figure 3. CAD
drawings (as shown in Figure 4) were then produced for costing as well as fabrication, the
latter being partly carried out in Departmental labs and involving a number of students.

Figure 3: Sample Computer analysis output

Figure 4: Sample CAD drawing

2.4. Uses of bridge: Undergraduate teaching, Outreach & Widening Participation
This bridge model is now used extensively for 'hands on' teaching purposes in the
University's new Diamond building, most notably in first and second year ‘Structural
Analysis’ and ‘Structural Design’ modules. Specifically, the model helps students to both
understand and apply key structural concepts relating to identifying and determining applied
loads, load paths and critical load combinations, as well as overall stability, strength and
serviceability considerations, the behaviour of members in bending, tension and
compression, connection details, tolerance and construction sequences etc.
Whilst the similarity may not be immediately apparent, the model has also been used to
explain how another form of cantilever bridge, the Forth Rail Bridge, works, as illustrated in
Figure 5a below, in which two members of staff and a student recreated the famous model
in Figure 5b.

Figures 5a & 5b: New and original ‘Forth Rail Bridge’ models
In addition, the model is used extensively at Departmental Open Days and Outreach / WP
events in order to inspire the engineers of the future, with teams competing to construct the
two halves of the bridge as quickly as possible, whilst not forgetting about the essential
requirements to not enter the river under the bridge during construction, and for the two
halves of the bridge to meet in the middle. See Figures 6a and 6b for further details.
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Figures 6a and 6b: Using bridge model at ‘Inspire’ Summer School 2015
2.5. Future work
The success of the project is such that proposals are currently being developed to install
monitoring equipment and sensors on the model, to determine stresses and strains in various
elements, as well as the dynamic response of the structure. Further, designs are currently
being developed by staff and students for beam, truss, arch and suspension versions of the
bridge, which should be commissioned in the summer of 2016.
3. VIRTUAL DESIGN CONSULTANCY
3.1. Overview
'The Virtual Design Consultancy' is a two week long pilot project run initially during the
2015 summer vacation for Y1, Y2 and Y3 students who were, for various reasons, unable to
gain an industrial placement (again, this provided many valuable peer-learning
opportunities). With support from University Teachers and Graduate Teaching Assistants,
students worked in groups to develop solutions for a range of real world projects, thus
enhancing their future prospects of gaining industrial placements and graduate jobs.
3.2. Project briefs
A diverse range of 9 project briefs were developed, many based on projects in the Sheffield
area and including Architect’s drawings and site photographs, with some offering the
opportunity to visit site and even meet the client and/or the project Architect. The briefs
offered included the following, a sample of which is shown in Figure 7;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Reroofing of a 1950s industrial unit in Chesterfield;
Timber shelter for a school playground, Barrow-in-Furness
A new community facility extension onto a Victorian Church in Sheffield;
A new mezzanine structure inside an Edwardian church in Sheffield;
House for an Architect, Sheffield
A 1.2m span scale model of an arch bridge in timber
A single storey domestic extension;
A state of the art timber framed tree house;
A community centre development in a Peak District village;
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Figure 7: Sample project brief

Figures 8a & 8b: Sample output

Similar to the ‘Bridge Club’ project described earlier, all project briefs required students to
identify and evaluate of a range of options from which they had to determine a preferred
solution, for which they subsequently carried out structural analysis and design. Projects
selected by students included the domestic extension, the tree house and the arch bridge.
3.3. Project output
Output included calculations, 3D CAD models, fabrication drawings, physical models and
even sun-path diagrams, as shown in Figures 8a and 8b, with the arch bridge model being
constructed using sheets of laser cut plywood spliced together using steel dowel bars. This
model and the associated drawings are currently being used to fabricate a 4.8m span arch
bridge, thus dovetailing nicely with the aforementioned ‘Bridge Club’ project.
3.4. Student feedback and impact
Whist the number of students involved in the pilot for this scheme was (purposely) not
large, all of the students who took part in the ‘Virtual Design Consultancy’ project believe it
consolidated and enhanced their structural analysis and design skills, not to mention other
essential ‘employability’ skills, such as communication and group working. For one student
participating in this project, the benefit was immediate, since it gave him the confidence and
portfolio material to secure a placement for the remainder of the summer vacation.
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4. STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF EVERYDY OBJECTS
4.1. Overview
'The Structural Design of Everyday Objects' is an innovative online learning resource
developed 'by students, for students', the home screen for which is shown Figure 9.

Figure 9: Home screen for ‘Structural Design of Everyday Objects’ website
The resource incorporates a series of highly engaging videos, and accompanying written
tutorials, quizzes and links to other useful resources, to help students understand how
structures behave conceptually / qualitatively, by considering how a diverse range of
everyday objects / structures work, including a bicycle wheel, a car wash canopy, and even
a sign outside a nightclub in Sheffield city centre, as shown in Figures 10a, b and c.

Figures 10a, b & c: A sample of the ‘Everyday Structures’ considered by the resource
4.2. Sample learning material
The resource, which was developed over an eight-week period during the summer of 2015
by two student interns who had just completed their second year of study, also requires
students to consider the choice of materials and structural sections adopted by the designers.
For example, why has a stainless steel rectangular hollow section box section been used as a
post to support the bus stop bench shown in Figure 11?
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Figure 11: Learning material for a bus stop bench structure
Similarly, how does the bench at St Pancras station in Figure 12 work structurally?

Figure 12: Learning material for a bench at St Pancras
4.3.Use of competitions to generate new learning material
The resource also encourages students to think about how additional 'everyday objects' work
structurally, and why they have been designed and constructed in the way that they have. To
keep the content fresh / add new content, we run regular student competitions, the winning
submissions from which are uploaded onto the dedicated website.
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For example, the first competition required students to explain conceptually how the road
sign structure shown in Figures 13a and b works (which involves torsion, bi-axial bending,
bi-axial shear and axial compression, and is not as straight-forward as some students might
initially think).

Figures 13a and b: Road-sign structure for which students had to
explain the conceptual behaviour
4.4. Accessibility and Google Analytics Data
The website received over 1500 visits from its launch in mid-October 2015 until the end of
February 2016. Lecturers and students from any institution are welcome to use the resource
using the link below, to participate in future competitions (albeit without prizes), and to
contribute ideas / suggestions; https://sites.google.com/a/sheffield.ac.uk/everydaystructures/
5. SUMMARY
All three of the innovative learning resources have proved popular with students, and help
them to understand key structural concepts and apply prior learning using a range of real
world structures and projects. Accordingly, ‘The Bridge Club’ are currently developing
additional designs for construction later this year, whilst the ‘Virtual Design Consultancy’
will be held again in summer 2016. Finally, the ‘Structural Design of Everyday Objects’
resource is being opened up to Lecturers and students from any institution.
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ENGAGEMENT AND LEARNING APPROACH
N. Arana-Arexolaleiba *, M.I. Zubizarreta
Engineering School
Mondragon University, Mondragon
E-20500. Phone: +(34) 943 253398

Abstract: For the last 12 years, different types of PBL have been conducted in Mondragon
University. According to the literature, Project Based Learning (PBL) can be implemented in
different ways. Authors like Savin-Baden, Kolmos and Andersen propose models and principles
that can be used as a framework to understand this diversity of PBLs. The main goal of this study
is to compare two particular PBL implementations at Mondragon University: In the first one,
teacher defines the problem or context, and in the second one, student defines it assisted by teacher.
To carry out this study we have conducted the same experiment during two academic years (20112012 and 2012-2013). Each academic year, we have implemented both of types PBLs (one each
semester) with the same students. The evaluation of those two types of PBLs was focused in two
aspects: students engagement
To compare the impact of each
we have used two questionnaires.
questionnaire and in the second
In the first case, we have developed and used
case, we have used
-R-SPQ questionnaire. The results show that
engagement improved but students approach to learning did not change.
Keywords: PBL, Learning approach, PBL principles, Student

ngagement.

1. INTRODUCTION
The engineering faculty of Mondragon University has established a mixed model educational
structure for all the degrees. All the programmes are 4 year long, the 4th year is a capstone
individual project. The beginning of all the semesters start
practical activities while the semester finishes with an interdisciplinary PBL (see Fig. 1). PBLs in
the 1st and 2nd semesters account for 10% of the credits, in the 3rd and 4th semesters 30%, and in
the 5th and 6th semester 50%.
Savin-Baden (2007) has defined five basic PBL models organized in six criteria: type of
focus. In our PBLs, each student group can have different problem scenarios to solve (defined by
the teacher or by the students), but a common technological framework and learning outcomes
(Arana-Arexolaleiba, Aldekoa-Anton, & Markiegi-Gonzalez, 2011) for all students. At the end of
the PBL, students are expected to build a complex technological system (know-how knowledge
type). At Mondragon University PBLs are built so that all teachers are involved in the PBL during
a semester. Different teachers have different roles. Some of them work as experts, others as process
supervisors or even as clients. Thus, PBL implemented in Mondragon University can be classified
PBL for professional action Guerra, March 2014).
as
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For the last 14 years, slightly different types of PBL have been conducted. In some cases, teachers
knew the solution in advance. In other cases, teachers only have an idea of the solution and the
students have freedom to propose their own solution respecting some constraints (Learning
Outcomes, material availability, deadlines ...). During those experiences, it has been observed that,
engagement varied depending on the type of project, and on the other
on the one hand,
hand, that students showed difficulties to support their work from a theoretical point of view.

Fig. 1 - Curriculum structure
Those observations prompted the next questions:
To which extend can student defined and teacher defined PBL implementation
To which extend can student defined and teacher defined PBL implementation
In this exploratory study, we wishes to contribute to increase our understanding and to improve
our practice in conducting projects in engineering courses.
2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
2.1 Engagement
In the literature summary several authors Kolmos et al. (2009) and Andersen et al. (2002) claim
that PBL has learning principles. On the one hand, Kolmos et al. (2009) proposes nine principles
which can be captured in three approaches: Contents (Interdisciplinary, exemplary, theory and
practice including research methodologies), cognitive learning (Problem, project, experience and
context) and collaborative learning (Teams and participant directed). On the other hand, Andersen
et al. (2002) suggests that PBL is composed by four principles: Problem orientation, student
2
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direction, exemplarity and inter or trans-disciplinarity. For this study, we have used student
direction principle defined by Ander et al. (2002), which is similar to collaborative learning
(Teams and participant directed) principle defined by Kolmos et al. (2009).
Fig. 2 defined by Andersen et al. (2002) represents the two PBL processes. Fig. 2 (a) represents
teacher or system directed PBL, where students are only responsible of the analysis and
development of PBL. Fig. 2 (b) represents student directed process, where students are also
responsible for the problem definition and assessment. In our experiment, we focus on the problem
definition.

Fig. 2 - (a) Teacher directed process

(b) Student directed process

As it is quoted in (Bigge & Shermis, 2004) Once a person has chosen a goal, the person will
ermis (2004)
For a
behave in a manner intended to achieve that goal
to have some idea of the nature and cause of the tension.
, involving them in a problem
definition more engagement is expected.
In the literature, different definitions of engagement can be found (Trowler, 2010). One of the best
the quality of effort
known definitions was made by Kuh et al. (2001)
students themselves devote to educationally purposeful activities that contribute directly to desired
(2000)
as the capacity to mobilize
outcomes
. Student will
be able to mobilize his/her capacities when he/she knows the nature of the tension and in
consequence will be more engaged. Coates (2007), also proposes that students engagement is also
academic staff skill in the classroom and enthusiasm for the
related to
subject.
Ahlfeldt et al. (2005) presents a questionnaire to measure engagement during the PBL process.
The output or result obtained with this questionnaire shows the level of the student engagement
numerically expressed. As we intended
in a PBL context, we
think thought that this questionnaire was too generic for our study and therefore we have created
a new one. Inspired on the five categories defined by Coates (2007), we have organized our
questions in four groups:
3
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Tab. 1. - Students' engagement questionnaire
Active
and These questions are related to the student participation in discussions
collaborative
and cognitive activities; with prior and new knowledge.
learning
1. I have participated in a lot of discussions
2. We have been able to generate new theories from our discussions
3. I have been able to come to my own conclusions
4. We have had to use previous knowledge
5. We have been forced to learn new things to solve the problem
Formative
These questions are related to the interaction among students and
communication with supervisor during PBL process, the
the
academic staff
the supervisor expertise
6. During the course, I have got some feedback from the supervisor
on how well the team was doing/progressing
7. When I was completely lost, I could turn to my instructor to ask
him for some references
8. The supervisor was the expert and we followed his advice
9. If we were not applying proper management techniques, the
supervisor would warn us about it
Feeling
These questions are related with students feelings about the problem
they were assigned.
10. We really liked the problem we were assigned
11. We have always believed the problem was affordable for us and
we were going to succeed
Participation
in These questions are related to the degree of participation in terms of
challenging
decision-making and leadership.
academic activities
12. I have been able to make my own decisions
13. We were leading the project and the supervisor was just a
facilitator
2.2 Learning approach
Biggs 3P model (Presage, process and product). In this model, presage is defined by two types of
factors: students based and teaching context based: On the one hand, students based factor is
s in the topic, students ability and so
related to
on. On the other hand, teaching context based factor is related to what is intended to be taught,
how will be taught and assessed, teacher expertise, classroom climate and the institutional
procedures and so on.
Sharing problem definition with students can affect some of students based factors, such us,
ring their particular interest),
(retaking their knowledge in this particular area).
In Biggs 3P model, he identifies two types of process or approaches to learning (Biggs et all, 2007):
deep and surface. In surface learning approach, motivation is just to carry out the task. On the one
4
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hand, the student tries to identify important items to pass the exam and just memorizes them. On
the other hand, deep learning approach is driven by internal motivation (or intrinsic motivation)
and curiosity; there is a personal commitment to learn.
Biggs propose R-SPQ-2F (Revised Two Factor Study Process Questionnaire) (Biggs, Kember, &
Leung, 2001) to measure students approach to learning. Dolmans (2010) adapt this questionnaire
to PBL context (PBL-R-SPQ questionnaire). This study follows Dolmans questionnaire.
2.3 Summary
To sum up, in this paper two PBL setting are proposed: In the first one, teacher defines the PBL
scenario proposals and students can select among them. An in the other one, student group, assisted
by teacher define the PBL problem scenario. We wish to compare both type of PBL
implementations and see in which
3. METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Research methodology, data collection and analysis strategy
A pilot study has been established to helps us understand in which extent PBL setting can affect
. The research methodology used in this study is exploratory research.
W
-SPQ-R questionnaire.
The treatment was conducted on
quantitative by applying the frequency of the responses (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2006). We have used
a descriptive method on the experienced reality. We want to know, what it is the degree of
engagement, and the level of deep learning achieved by students.
3.2 Engagement and student learning approach questionnaires
Data was collected using students engagement and students learning approach questionnaires:
In the first questionnaire, where students engagement is measured, the items are
also rated on a 1-5 scale (1=yes, I am agree with the statement, 5 not, I am not agree
with the statement). Those questions were developed among three teachers from three
different universities.
In the PBL-R-SPQ questionnaire, where students learning approach is measured,
the items are rated on a 1-5 scale (1 = never or rarely, 2 = sometimes, 3 = half of the
time, 4 = frequently and 5= always or almost always). The outcome of 17-items allows
the researcher to determine student approach to learning: 8 items are used to measure
the deep learning approach and the rest 9 items are employed to measure surface
learning.
3.3 Experimental framework
This experience was made in the 3rd and 4th semesters of Computer Science degree and
Telecommunication degree (See figure 2). In both semesters, there is a 6 weeks long PBL. Both
PBL have a similar complexity level. In the 3 rd semester the problem was defined by the teacher
team. Student groups were allowed to select among the predefined problems in a first come first
serve basis. In the 4th semester, the problem was defined by the students themselves.

5
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Questionnaire

Fig. 3 - 3rd and 4th

implementation structure

At the beginning of the 4th semester (see figure 3), we explained to the students they were allowed
to define their problem, based on established learning outcomes. Students started to think about
the problem and to share their ideas with the supervisors. At the end of the 9th week, the student
group had submitted their proposals. Those proposals were validated by the supervisors.
During the 14th week of each semester (3rd and 4th) students were asked to fill out an ad-hoc
-R-SPQ
questionnaire (Dolmans et al., 2010) (To respond to the second research question).
3.5 Students demography
This study was conducted during 2011-2012 and 2012-2013. From 2011 to 2012, the total of
students were 28. 17 students responded the first questionnaire and 16 students the second
questionnaire, giving a response rate of 60.7 % in PBL3 and 57.1% in PBL4. 71.4% of the students
were male. During 2012-2013, there were 23 students (3rd semester PBL3) and 23 students (4th
semester PBL4) filled out the questionnaire, giving a response rate of 100% in PBL3 and 78.2%
in PBL4. 91.3% of the students were male. The average age of students when entering the program
was about 19 years. The study was conducted using web tools and respecting the anonymity of the
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the previous section, we have discussed how the data was collected in different PBLs and
academic years. Summarizing, in 2011-2012 there were seven student groups, each one with 4-5
students. Six student groups (out of 7) proposed their own project subject and one of them proposed
seven project subjects. In 2012-2013, there were five student groups. All of them proposed their
own project.
In the Fig. 4 we can see the graphs results from the answers (engagement questionnaire) given by
students before and after PBL4. Students fairly reflect an agreement with the statements made in
the questionnaire. It should be noted that the answers given in both years show a significant degree
of affinity with the statements shown in the questions. If we consider as neutral affirmation
response level three, we can say that all the items are below three. Although there are variations
from one year to another, both scores (before PBL4 and after PBL4) are inside similar limits.
Looking at Fig. 4 (b) (after PBL4) there is an improvement in both academic years, but we see a
better improvement in the first year. In the second year, although most items follow the same trend;
to agree with the statements of the items, there is a section, referred to the formative
6
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communication with academic staff (questions 6-9 from Tab. 1.), in which data does not improve
but get worse (see Fig. 5 (b)).

Fig. 4 - Students' engagement questionnaire response (a) before (b) after PBL4 in two
different years
If we analyse each academic year, in the Fig. 5 (a) we see that in 2011-2012
agreement
with the questions improve in all of statements. So we can conclude that the option for students
engage them, even though the project offered by teachers also involve them in an appropriate
degree; higher than the neutral value.
In Fig. 5 (b) (2012-2013) there is also an improvement in almost all the statements, except in those
concerning Formative Communication with academic staff (questions 6-9 from Tab. 1.).

Fig. 5 - Student's engagement questionnaire change (a) 2011-2012 (b) 2012-2013
We might think that the fact that students define their project and its objectives, are free to work
on their interests, and that enhances their involvement
interest on their own does not help to improve their engagement, but they must be assisted with
the teacher feedback throughout the process.
In both experiences, we have measured students approach to
questionnaire. As we can see in the Tab. 2. in both PBLs and in both experiences students reported
deep learning approach. In all the cases, deep approach was greater than 3, and the surface
7
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approach lower than 3. Both groups seems to have similar approach to learning at the beginning
and at the end. In both experiences, we have not observe a relevant change in approach to learning.

Deep
Surface

Deep
Surface

Tab. 2. Students learning approach
2011-2012
PBL3 (17/28)
PBL4(16/28)
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
3.16
1.16
3.15
1.17
2.25
1.10
2.31
1.13
2012-2013
PBL3 (17/28)
PBL4(16/28)
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
3.16
0.93
3.10
0.94
2.57
1.14
2.63
1.03

Mean
-0.02
0.05
Mean
-0.06
0.06

In those experiences we have affected in some factors related with presage of 3P model, like
10 - We really liked the problem we were assigned) and
prior knowledge about the topic (4 - We have had to use previous knowledge), and student ability
(12 - I have been able to make my own decisions). But we have not made any change between
both semesters in teaching context based factor, like what is intended to be taught, how will be
taught and assessed, teacher expertise and the institutional procedures and so on. Teaching context
can be behind of those similar approaches to learning observed in both experiences.
5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
In this exploratory study, we have compare two groups in terms of engagement and approach to
learning with both groups doing PBL but one setting the problems with assistance from the teacher
and the other being given problems by the teacher.
is high in both types of PBL implementations.
We have observed that
was higher in both academic years and experiences. Nevertheless, the engagement did not improve
equally in both experiences; it improved less in the second experience. In the same time the score
deteriorated from PBL3 to
of questions related to
PBL4. The authors suggest that in the second experience the staff member have been less
supportive than in the first one, affecting negatively in the students engagement improvement.
Both PBL3 and PBL4 promote deep learning approach, in the same degree, there is no real change
from both type of PBL settings. The results are similar in both experiments. As the same teaching
context have been used in all the cases, students do not change their approach to learning.

8
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FACTORS AFFECTING TRANSITION TO SECOND YEAR OF AN
ENGINEERING DEGREE
Jonathan Cole*, Daniel Thompson and Patrick Boyd
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Queen’s University Belfast
Abstract: Much research has focused on students’ transition from secondary school to
university. Less is known about the transition from first to second year of a university
degree programme. Given the difficulties that many students face at this stage of their
education, research into the relevant factors is required. Through questionnaires and
focus groups, views of second- and third-year aerospace and mechanical engineering
students in our university have been gathered. A large majority believed that both the
volume and difficulty of work increased in second year. Many stated that first year was
slightly too trivial and could have been made more challenging to prepare them better for
second year. Different teaching and assessment styles in second year were considered to
affect attendance and performance. The survey revealed that students were generally
very well settled into university life by the end of first year and were happy with their
choice of course and only 23% reported that financial responsibilities have had a negative
effect on their academic performance. Differences were observed between male and
female students. Male students believed that transition was helped by having regular
assessments and by worked examples in lectures. Females found the teaching staff were
the most helpful factor for a successful transition. The results indicate that males require
more structure and guidance whereas females are more independent and settle in better.
Keywords: transition, second year, engineering, student interviews.
*Correspondence to: J.S. Cole, School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Queen’s
University Belfast, Northern Ireland. E-mail: j.cole@qub.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
In education, a student may experience several important transitions, the most difficult of which
are typically those which involve moving school or college. The transition from secondary
school to university is challenging due to a change in the style of teaching, an increasing
emphasis on independent study, being in a more diverse atmosphere and perhaps living away
from the parental home for the first time. Therefore, an extensive amount of research has
focused on this change. However, statistics indicate there are difficult transitions within
university itself. Table 1 presents progression rates for aerospace and mechanical engineering
students at our university. Male aerospace students and female mechanical students were less
successful at progressing at the end of second year compared to first year suggesting that
difficulties were encountered during second year following a smoother transition to, and
progression through, first year of university. The pattern is not consistent across all groups,
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however, since progression rates at the end of the two years were similar for both female
aerospace and male mechanical students.

at end of first year
at end of second year

aerospace
male
female
91.6
85.7
84.4
87.0

mechanical
male
female
87.8
96.3
88.7
87.0

Table 1: Proportion of students eligible to progress to the next year of their degree. Data is
based on years 2010-11 until 2013-14 and refers to status after students’ first attempt at exams.
A comparison of students’ first- and second-year average marks shows a strong correlation. The
second-year average tends to be about 91% of the first-year average, for both male and female
students, and suggests that the second-year work is more difficult.
Scott and Cashmore (2012) noted that many students had difficulty adjusting to the expectations
of second year but found the topics more interesting and perceived that their relationships with
teaching staff were much easier while Whittle (2015) reported a drop in second-year student
satisfaction. One report (Hanover Research, 2011) concluded that the majority of factors
affecting student retention rates are academic-related with skills and self-confidence being
particularly relevant. Many students move into second year with a false sense of security (Scott
and Cashmore, 2012), assuming that second year won’t be significantly more difficult, or feel
lost and needing focus (McBurnie et al., 2012). Irwin (2011) comments that males struggle more
to adapt to independent learning and that engaging teachers and relevant and interesting topics
are large motivational factors for them. While males appreciated practical learning, females did
not consider this to be as important (Irwin, 2011).
The aim of this project was to investigate the factors that affect a student’s transition from first to
second year of an engineering degree, considering whether there are differences between
aerospace and mechanical engineering students, MEng and BEng students, and male and female
students. Possible ways to support the transition to second year were examined.
2. METHODOLOGY
The first part of the study was conducted during academic year 2013-14 using questionnaires and
focus groups. The questionnaires contained a number of statements against which students could
rate their level of agreement using a likert scale. Examples of these statements are: “support and
attention from staff was better in first year than in second year”, “overall, first year was adequate
preparation for the academic demands of second year”. The questionnaires also included some
open-ended questions. They were distributed amongst students in second and third year in week
11/12 of the first semester. Therefore, the second-year students were responding based on their
early impressions of second year whereas the third-year students had the perspective of having
completed second year. Three focus groups were organised, taking account of the advice given
by Krueger and Casey (2009), to gain a deeper understanding of some of the factors identified in
the questionnaire responses. The groups consisted of four second-year mechanical engineering
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students, five third-year mechanical engineering students and four third-year aerospace
engineering students. They occurred in week 8/9 of the second semester.
In 2014-15, a further study was performed to investigate more specifically whether male and
female students had different experiences of the transition to second year. A similar
methodology, based on questionnaires and focus groups, was used. The composition of these
focus groups was four female aerospace students, five male aerospace students, three female
mechanical students and four male mechanical students. All students were in second year and
the interviews were held in week 3/4 of the second semester.
Purposeful sampling was used to identify participants for focus groups. Information-rich cases –
people with particularly helpful knowledge or experiences – are desired. Note that, in qualitative
research such as this, the goal is to identify and understand people’s views rather than make
inferences about a larger population. The focus groups lasted about 45 minutes and followed a
semi-structured format with some broad questions to initiate discussion. They occurred in an
informal setting and were recorded by paper-based notes which is sufficient when the purpose of
the study is narrowly defined.
3. RESULTS
3.1 Questionnaire responses
A large majority of students agreed that the difficulty of the work increased in second year
(Figure 1). BEng students were particularly emphatic about this. Third-year students expressed
stronger agreement with the statement than second years – the former group has completed
second year and is more fully aware of the workload involved. Aerospace and mechanical
students expressed similar views. Students largely agreed that the volume of work had also
increased although third-year students were more unanimous in this view (Figure 2).

Figure 1: The difficulty of work in second
year:

Figure 2: The volume/amount of work in
second year:

While there was general agreement that first year was adequate preparation for second year
(Figures 3 and 4), a greater proportion of MEng students compared to BEng students in a given
year group disagreed. Third-year students, with the advantage of having completed second year,
were less in agreement that first year provided adequate preparation. Within second year, the
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aerospace students expressed more disagreement than the mechanical students that they were
adequately prepared but, in third year, the proportion of mechanical students disagreeing had
grown (Figure 4).

Figure 3: Overall, first year was adequate
preparation for the academic demands of
second year.

Figure 4: Overall, first year was adequate
preparation for the academic demands of
second year.

A large majority of students agreed that they were settled into university life by the end of first
year although a small proportion of third-year students seemed to disagree (Figure 5).
Approximately half the students in each group were neutral on the issue of support from staff
being better in first year and there was slightly more agreement than disagreement with the
statement amongst the remaining students (Figure 6). Second-year BEng students had the widest
range of opinions – 35% agreed that support was better in first year but 6% disagreed strongly.

Figure 5: By end of first year, I have made
friends and feel settled into university life.

Figure 6: Support and attention from staff
was better in first year than in second year.

Students were generally content with their choice of degree programme although, interestingly,
the proportion of students disagreeing, even strongly, was greater amongst third-year students
(Figure 7). Discontent was greatest amongst third-year BEng students, 17% disagreeing with the
statement. Only about 23% of students agreed that their performance at university had been
negatively affected by financial responsibilities (Figure 8). A large number were neutral on this
issue but the greatest proportion disagreed.
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Figure 7: I am happy with my choice of
course.

Figure 8: Financial responsibilities have had
a negative effect on my performance.

3.2 Themes from focus groups
3.2.1 Support from staff
The aerospace students experienced good communication with lecturers in both first and second
years. However, both mechanical groups thought that support from staff was much better in first
year. There was a feeling that there was a big emphasis on help being available in first year.
“In first year my personal tutor would email me often to make sure I was on top of my work.
This year they have stopped chasing us up and checking our work.”
They were also disappointed by the lack of tutorial support in second year, especially since the
work had become much harder. They felt that it was more difficult to get attention from the
lecturer, the large class size being a factor.
3.2.2 Lecturers and teaching style
Every group mentioned that teaching style had changed in a negative way in second year. Both
mechanical groups felt that the first-year lectures were more helpful, stating that the notes were
concise and easy to follow and that the continuous assessment forced students to understand the
course throughout its duration. They perceived a change in second year, saying that the new
lecturers seemed more suited to research than teaching. They found that the notes tended to skip
important steps, assuming that students remembered how to do this from first year.
“There seemed to be a different approach to teaching in stage 2, except for the lecturers we
also had in stage 1. A lot of the notes were quite unclear and the lecturers skipped steps
within them instead of making them easy to understand.”
Also, they felt less encouraged to attend tutorials as much as in first year, mainly due to the lack
of continuous assessment in the majority of second-year modules. Aerospace students had a
more mixed view. Some didn’t enjoy the lectures while others argued that because most of the
second-year aerospace modules involved completely new and very difficult topics, it was natural
that the lectures didn’t seem as good.
3.2.3 Full-year modules
Both mechanical engineering groups felt strongly that the main reason for second year being
much more difficult than first year was the increased number of full-year modules. First year
consisted mainly of 10 CATS modules while second year contained four 20 CATS modules
running across both semesters. The second-year students said that they were dreading the
amount of exam preparation needed for the summer exams. The third-year focus group, having
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experienced this, agreed that there was too much work in the summer and that it should be more
evenly spread throughout the year. Aerospace engineers had no full-year modules so didn’t have
the same problems.
3.2.4 First year more suited to mechanical engineering
The factor which made second year much more difficult for aerospace students was the lack of
aerospace-based modules in first year. First year is largely common for aerospace and
mechanical students and involves foundation subjects such as solids and structures, materials,
fluids and mathematics. The aerospace students felt that they were starting anew in second year
and thus not prepared academically.
“Two of ten modules were solely for aerospace in first year, which increased to six out of ten
modules in second year. So we were dropped in the deep end with most subjects, especially
aerodynamics.”
The aerospace students also observed a significant increase in the volume of work in second year
and agreed that they had worked harder. However, the fact that second year has a greater
weighting towards the degree mark wasn’t a big influence.
“I knew first year was worth less but it didn’t have an influence on the effort I was putting in.
I worked harder in second year to keep up with all the extra work.”
3.2.5 First year too trivial
A common theme from all groups was the feeling that first year was slightly too trivial and that
students could have benefited from having more challenging work on important subjects. While
the group work in first year was praised, in that it helps develop teamwork and communication,
they generally felt that moving some topics from second to first year would provide greater
preparation for the academic challenges ahead.
“I don’t think there was enough depth in first year. It was more geared towards getting
people to settle in. If it was a bit more difficult we would be more prepared for second year.”
“Solids & structures and thermodynamics got a lot more difficult, especially as a lot of
second year lecturers assume you remember every detail from first year.”
“I feel there was too much group work and practicals in first year. This can be a good thing
but when second year came, the work was a lot more academically challenging so I didn’t feel
very prepared.”
A questionnaire comment highlights the danger of making the first year too easy.
“The somewhat laid back nature of stage 1, with it not being much of a step-up from A-levels,
led some people into a false sense of security that attendance was not necessary to pass. I
think some people will suffer due to this.”
3.2.6 Recap week
When asked how the transition process could be made easier, all groups proposed versions of the
same idea – a week at the beginning of second year dedicated to revising the key topics and
principles from first year that would be required for the new modules.
“Some social events should be introduced too to encourage more people to communicate.”
3.2.7 Social activities and making friends
Although most students had no trouble making friends, others felt that more could be done to
ease the process. They suggested more group projects in second year to give more opportunities
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to get to know classmates while social activities would allow students across the school to meet,
potentially beneficial when needing help with academic work and other problems.
3.3 Male/female differences
Figure 9 displays factors which students offered as helping the transition to second year. Note
that the percentages are with respect to the number of students who answered the relevant openended question on the questionnaire as opposed to the total questionnaire returns.

Figure 9: Factors which helped transition to second year.

For females, teaching staff
(their
availability
and
guidance) and building on
prior knowledge were the
most positive factors in
easing
their
transition.
Regular assessment and
building on first-year work
were key factors for males.
Being more settled in
university and learning to
study more independently
showed little difference
between males and females.

Various opinions were given on the format of assessment. Some prefer short assessments of
duration 15 minutes; others prefer a single, more substantial test. Some suggested that marking
the tutorial questions could be an alternative to formal assessment.
“Random tutorial assessment throughout semester would also be good. If the tutorials were
marked, then there would be a greater incentive to complete them.”
Figure 10 lists factors which male and female students expressed as hindering the transition to
second year. Some of these concerns should be relatively simply to alleviate – scheduling of
assessments and tutorial classes, for example. For male students, the higher workload was the
main factor hindering their transition to second year. This could be connected to the full-year
modules. An issue associated with these was that in a combined module such as fluids and
thermodynamics, a student could pass by understanding only one half of the module. For
females, the more difficult work in second year was the biggest factor impeding their progress.
They were also concerned about the format of some lectures (length and structure). Some said
they didn’t like tutorial questions being incorporated into lectures. Interestingly, some male
students had the opposite view.
“We prefer it when the tutorials are blended into lectures because having examples and
tutorial questions during the lecture helps you to understand the subject better. Also, it means
that you are more likely to stay for the full three hours, rather than leaving after the lecture.”
Males did mention that teaching styles of some staff did not suit them. They seem to prefer more
worked examples.
“In the lectures more examples would be good, especially methodical step by step guides to
doing the numerical calculations. Also, practical applications for the knowledge would make
the tutorials more relevant and interesting.”
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Figure 10: Factors which hindered transition to second year.

The questionnaire results on
whether more independent
study was required in second
year had notable differences
between males and females.
While males generally agreed
with this statement (73% of
males agreed, 4% disagreed),
females had a wider range of
views with a large minority
of 24% disagreeing. This
suggests that many females
already have independent
study patterns.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The main factors influencing the transition process were academic. Students generally noticed
an increase in the difficulty and volume of work in second year. While questionnaire responses
showed general agreement that first year was adequate preparation for second year, the focus
groups advised that a more challenging first year would be better preparation for second year.
Aerospace students felt strongly that first year was too geared towards mechanical students in
terms of module content while mechanical students said that having many full-year modules in
second year would make exam preparation tougher. Financial responsibilities had a negative
effect for only 23% of students. A review week in second year and more social connections
would help. Male students believed transition was helped by regular assessments and worked
examples. Availability of helpful teaching staff was a key factor for females. The results
suggest that males require more structure and guidance whereas females are more independent.
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Abstract: One of the modules delivered since 2001 on the Mechanical Engineering
taught Masters programme at Dublin City University is entitled “Product Design,
Development and Value Analysis”. The module is assessed by two continuous
assessments, both worth 10% and by a final exam worth 80%. In 2005, the exam period
of this module was increased from 120 minutes to 150 minutes. Additionally, the second
continuous assessment assignment was change from a report assignment to a set of 20
Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ) covering the entire module content. This assessment
was run in the final week of the module. The first assignment was and remains as a report
assignment. These two modifications were introduced to give the students sufficient time
to complete the exam paper, and to provide a more comprehensive evaluation by the
students for themselves as to their extent of knowledge on the module content. Average
results of continuous assessment, exam marks, and overall marks before and after the
change were assessed from 2002 to 2015 and presented in this paper. The two abovementioned changes brought about a 5% decrease in the continuous assessment average
results, and 15% increase in final exam marks. Even though, the MCQ has negatively
reflected on the continuous assessment average results. The combined effect of the
changes has resulted in a significant positive increase in the student overall achievement
within this module. The data and reasons behind these changes are discussed.
Keywords; Mechanical Engineering taught Masters programme module assessment, exam
period, Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ), Continuous assessment, Exam marks, Overall
marks.
*Correspondence to: Prof. Dermot Brabazon, Faculty of Engineering and Computing, Dublin
City University, Dublin 9, Ireland. E-mail: dermot.brabazon@dcu.ie
1. INTRODUCTION
For many centuries, oral and written exams have been used as a significant part of education.
“Will this be in the exams?” might be the most common student question, so this signifies that
assessment usually motivates student learning. Assessment practices have a significant value to
students’ learning (Boud 2013). Assessment is normally undertaken to assess teaching
effectiveness, to make sure that the course planned learning outcomes are being met, to supply
feedback to students on their learning, to encourage students to carry out suitable work, and to
specify student accomplishment, advising decisions on progress and awards (O’Farrell 2002).
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Table 1 shows a comparison between contemporary and traditional way of thinking about
assessment.
Table 1: Contemporary vs traditional way of thinking about assessment (Suskie 2010).
Contemporary approaches:
Assessment is …
Carefully aligned with learning goals

Traditional approaches:
Assessment is …
Planned and implemented without
consideration of learning goals
Focus on thinking and performance Often focused on memorised knowledge
skills
Developed from research and best Often poor quality because staff have had
practices on teaching and assessment few formal opportunities to learn how to
methodologies
design and use effective assessment
strategies and tools
Used to improve teaching and learning Used to evaluate and assign grades to
as well as to evaluate and assign grades individual students
to individual students
The continuous assessment (CA) of graduate students during semester can be performed by a
number of methods including class tests, student seminars, class assignments, report writing, and
laboratory performance etc. The CA should be performed in a way to encourage students to
engage in class activities, high level participation and learn the breadth of the course contents.
The correct selection of CA methods is critical as it allow teachers to effectively evaluate the
learning objectives of a course achieved by students (Lynch, Woelfl et al. 1998). The CA of
students demonstrates what students have learned from the lectures and how much they retained
from the course contents. The CA results and feedback provided by instructors enable students to
evaluate themselves regarding achievement of degree/program/course learning objectives and
effectiveness of instructional programs. In addition to that, the CA provides motivation to
students to perform well in final examination. The feedback from instructors also enables
educators to improve the teaching strategies.
In the recent decades, semester system is widely adopted by higher education institutes around
the world as it enables continuous learning and assessment of students (Rafiq, Ghazal et al. 2007,
Perveen, Saeed 2014, Yousaf, Hashim 2012).
The engineering students from undergraduate and graduate programs prepare for examination
selectively (Besterfield‐Sacre, Atman et al. 1997, Van Etten, Freebern et al. 1997). From
cognitive learning point of view, the use of multiple choice questions (MCQ) as continuous
assessment method could predicts and correlates the self-efficacy and competence of students
(Van Etten, Freebern et al. 1997). The use of MCQ based CA encourages students to retained the
breadth of course contents (Bridgeman 1991, Woodford, Bancroft 2004).
MCQ method of CA is beneficial for both students and teachers in a number of ways. The
perceived objectivity for grading process could be clearly identified by MCQ (Wainer, Thissen
1993, Becker, Johnston 1999). The MCQ exam could be taken in class or using information
technology systems. In both cases, the assessment could be performed quickly and feedback
could be provided timely in class or immediately using IT tools (Delgado, Prieto 2003, Epstein,
Epstein et al. 2001, Krieg, Uyar 2001). The MCQ exam facilitates teachers to evaluate students
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over a wide range of course materials and contents (Walstad, Robson 1997, Walstad, Becker
1994). The students are able to score better marks in MCQ exam comparing to other CA
methods as the marks for spellings, grammar or writing style and clarification are not accounted
(Zeidner 1987).
The increase in number of students, increasing use of information technology tools in teaching,
and abovementioned advantages encouraged teachers across the world to include MCQ exam in
continuous assessment of undergraduate and graduate students.
Clearly, there is an intersection between the assessment and grading, as the purpose of both is to
measure what students have learned. A major difference is assessment focuses on entire cohorts
of students, while that grades focus on individual students. Grades alone are usually insufficient
evidence of student learning for assessment purposes. Evaluation is using assessment
information to make an informed judgment on the students’ achievement of leaming goals set for
them, the teaching and learning strategies’ strengths and weaknesses, and what changes in goals
and teaching-leaming strategies might be appropriate (Suskie 2010, Johnstone, Ewell et al.
2002).
There are several kinds of assessments; namely summative, formative, and continuous
assessment. Summative assessment refers to the assessment of participants where the focus is on
the outcome of a program. The formative assessment summarizes the participant’s development
at a particular time. For Continuous Assessment, the goal is that students are examined more
continuously over the duration of their education. The purpose of formative assessment is to
monitor learning and to provide feedback to the learner and evaluation information to the
teacher. Thus, it allows learners and teachers to find out areas of weakness and to work on these.
The purpose of the summative assessment is to decide if students are ready to move up to the
next stage of their learning. Therefore, using the best features of both formative and summative
assessment should outcome enhanced continuous assessment and continuous feedback (Walsh
2015).
2. MODULE DELIVERY AND ASSESSMENT METHODS
The module “Product Design Development and Value Analysis” is being taught to Mechanical
Engineering Masters programme at Dublin City University since 2001. According to National
Qualifications Authority of Ireland, this module is currently a National Framework of
Qualifications (NFQ) level 9 module having credit rating of 7.5. The objective of this module is
to develop advanced level skills in the design process and engineering value analysis in students.
The module covers various topics related to new product development process, customer
requirements, product specification, prioritisation of new product projects, concept analysis, and
product value analysis. The module total workload on participants is 188 hours per semester. The
workload consists of 36 hours lectures, 12 hours tutorial, 24 hours seminar and 116 hours
independent study. The module therefore recommends participants to spend about two hours
daily during the weekdays on independent learning, studying the lectures and preparing
themselves for continuous assessments and final examination.
The assessment of module “Product Design Development and Value Analysis” is break down
into continuous assessment (CA) and end of academic session assessment. The CA accounts for
20% of total marks. A formal final examination at the end of the semester is taken from
participants which accounts for 80% of the total marks. From 2001 to 2004, the period of this
final exam was 120 minutes. The exam paper consists of 5 questions and students are required to
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solve any four questions, each carrying equal marks. Each question composed of three to four
sections. From 2005, the exam is increased to 150 minutes to give students sufficient time to
complete the exam paper.
Prior to 2005, for continuous assessment, the students are assigned with writing of two scientific
reports on topics related to product design, development and value analysis. Each report
submission worth 10% of the final marks. In 2005, the second continuous assessment assignment
was changed to a set of 20 Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) exam. The MCQ exam covers the
contents of entire module. The MCQ exam runs in the final week of the module after completion
of all lectures of the module. The first assignment, submission of report, remains same. In this
paper, the average results of continuous assessment, final examination marks and overall marks
before and after the abovementioned changes are assessed from 2002 to 2015.
3. RESULTS AND ASSESSMENT METHODS
The aforementioned changes in assessment methods of students lead to interesting results. Figure
1 demonstrates the CA results from academic year 2002 to 2015. By introducing the MCQ exam
in continuous assessment a reduction of 5% was observed in average results (figure 2). Although
the average results show negative impact on average CA results from 2005 to 2015, by
examining the individual academic year, it can be observed that the student performed well in
CA performance. The average results in most years is 60% or above.

Figure 1 Continuous assessment mark from academic year 2002 to 2015
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Figure 2 Continuous assessment mark comparison between academic years 2002 and 2015.
The reason in reduction of average CA student results from 2005 to 2015 could be due to the fact
that students study for exams selectively. However the MCQ exam covered the whole contents
of the course. Students therefore find it difficult to answer all MCQs. Interestingly, an increment
of about 16% was observed in the average final exam marks of the students from 2005 to 2015
comparing to 2002 to 2005 (see figure 3). The reason behind this increment could be increased
exam duration from 120 minutes to 150 minutes. The increased exam duration provided
sufficient time to students to solve the exam questions. In addition to that, the MCQ exam
encouraged students to study the whole contents of the course. Although students were not able
to perform well in continuous assessment, the improved learning style for preparation of exams
resulted in better performance of students in final exam. Consequently, the overall marks of
students increased about 15% from academic year 2005 to 2015 comparing to 2002 to 2005
(figure 4). Figure 5 shows the overall marks achieved by students during academic year 2002 to
2015. By examining each year separately, it can be observed that the students perform better in
exams after the modifications in the assessment. Therefore, the combined effect of two
modifications in the assessment of the students resulted in positive influence on the overall exam
results.
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Figure 3 Final exam mark comparison between from academic year 2002 to 2015.

Figure 4 Final exam mark comparison between from academic year 2002 to 2015.
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Figure 4 Final exam mark comparison between from academic year 2002 to 2015.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The selection of appropriate assessment methods for graduate and postgraduate courses is
important for both the teachers and students. In this paper, two modifications introduced in the
assessment methods of a course entitled “Product Design, Development and Value Analysis”
delivered in Mechanical Engineering programme at Dublin City University, Ireland are
discussed. The introduction of MCQ exam as a continuous assessment method resulted in
reduced continuous assessment marks obtained by students. However, it was observed that as
MCQ exam covers whole contents of the course, it encourages students to prepare
comprehensively for the examination. The exam duration was also increased from 120 minutes
to 150 minutes. The combined effect of these two modifications was positive and an increment
of 15% in overall marks was observed from academic year 2005 to 2015 as compared to the
average overall results received between 2002 to 2005.
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Abstract
Many engineering courses and programmes relate to knowledge and understanding about
materials and their properties. In this sense, materials-related teaching and educational resources
can be considered a useful interdisciplinary platform for general engineering education. Some
examples of areas to which materials are particularly relevant are:
• Mechanical Engineering
• Product Development
• Aerospace Engineering
• Industrial- and Eco Design
• Bioengineering
The aim of this paper is to show how a widely used educational software tool supporting these
areas can be used as a vehicle for accreditation of engineering courses or programmes. CES
EduPack has been shown to contribute to achieving outcomes in the North American ABET
system and to support the CDIO Syllabus. Two areas that are important in accreditation and
particularly well supported by the software are Environmental/Sustainability awareness and
Project work.
Here, we review previous work along these lines and elaborate on concepts and features that
pertain to accreditation in the UK-SPEC and the European EUR-ACE system, specifically in the
Higher Education arena. A recent successful accreditation of BEng courses at Sheffield Hallam
University is used to reinforce our conclusion that the software, in combination with the educator
and suitable learning activities, can facilitate relevant educational outcomes. The content
resonates well with several themes of the ISEE 2016 conference, mainly Accreditation,
Employability and Learning Technologies.
Keywords; CES, software, engineering education, accreditation, UK-SPEC, EUR-ACE.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Engineering Education
Qualified engineers are generally considered a key success factor for economic growth and
prosperity. The engineering profession and educational programmes are, however, very diverse in
character. They cover so many different types of activity that they are hard to define. One implicit
attempt is made by the UK’s Royal Academy of Engineering (RAE, 2016):
• Engineers make things, they make things work and they make things work better
• Engineers use their creativity to design solutions to the world’s problems
• Engineers help build the future
Engineers work on a vast range of different areas that affect people. These include things
such as advances in biomedical engineering like new materials…
A particular area that appears to be important to many engineering programmes at University, and
relates well to the definition above, is the subject of Materials. Engineers use materials to build
the world around us including buildings, roads, bridges, schools and hospitals. They also develop
new materials like high performance sports fabrics or new electronic displays.
Whereas only some engineers will make use of very detailed and advanced knowledge of Materials
Science, it can be argued that most engineers need to understand material properties and how to
select the right material for use in relevant applications. The main arenas of specialized materials
teaching would normally be within Materials Science and/or Materials Engineering programmes
or within Mechanical Engineering. Some areas where materials are essential are:
• Product Development
• Aerospace Engineering
• Industrial- and Eco Design
• Bioengineering
Materials can, however, help integrate scientific thinking in many other curricula leading up to an
engineering degree at a University.
In this paper, we describe how a comprehensive tool for materials related teaching and learning
can be introduced to students to promote engineering knowledge, skills and understanding in a
engaging and accreditation-friendly way.
1.2 Software for Materials Teaching
We consider the widely used CES EduPack, which was originally developed at the Engineering
Department of Cambridge University (UK). This is now used worldwide and in approximately
70% of all UK Mechanical Engineering programmes, so it may be considered part of “current
practice”. This software is much more than just a materials database. It was specifically developed
for education but is now part of a family of tools used for materials-related applications in industry
and research, including CES Selector and Granta MI (Granta Design, 2016). The links and
similarities between the academic and industrial applications of the software ensure that students
acquire relevant skills when using it as part of their degree or attending continuing education or
professional training. Companies benefit equally from a well prepared work force.
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The visual platform for material properties - the comprehensive databases with eco- and durability
properties, manufacturing process data with a built-in cost model and the Eco Audit tool for a
lifecycle perspective - lends itself to collaborative, multi-disciplinary project work. For these
reasons, it has been suggested that the software would be beneficial for, e.g., Global Engineering
in a product development context (Fredriksson, 2014a). In Mechanical Engineering, it also offers
a possibility to bridge materials-related subjects, for instance, courses on Manufacturing or Design
(CAD).
Students enrolled in eligible Departments or Universities can have access to the software on their
own laptops or at home during their course work, which enables them to benefit from self-directed
learning, or online and distance learning programmes such as those of the Open University (UK).
Since this software can be made available individually to students and since it is backed up by
several textbooks and teaching resources (Ashby, 2011; Ashby et al., 2014) it appears suitable for
flipped classroom teaching and independent project-based learning in student groups. The use of
EduPack can, of course, also supplement lectures and/or supervision in traditional or hybrid
teaching approaches.

Figure 1 Predicted evolution of the basis for student recruitment in the UK [Source: UCAS].
This paper deals with engaging methods of teaching and also with accreditation. Both these are
likely to be competitive factors for Universities in the future. In the UK, the population of age
around 18 have started to dwindle significantly, see Figure 1. As demand goes down, competition
gets tougher. Increased tuition fees and other factors may also decrease the student base. Here, we
have explored how proper use of the software could support accreditation in Engineering,
Materials Science or Design courses along the lines discussed above and boost competitiveness.
The specific example we refer to is Sheffield Hallam University but the content of the paper is
generally applicable to all the above mentioned categories. For a more detailed description of
how the software can be implemented for Mechanical Engineering, see Fredriksson (2014b).
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2. UK-SPEC AND EUR-ACE ACCREDITATION SYSTEMS
2.1 UK-SPEC and AHEP
In the UK, most Universities that have engineering programmes recognise the need for
accreditation, which is completed via the Accreditation of Higher Education Programmes (AHEP,
2013). These represent the criteria necessary for a degree programme, for example a BEng course,
to determine whether or not it meets the defined standards set by the Engineering Council (EngC).
A specific set of learning outcomes have been designed to fit the competence and commitment
standards, as developed by the UK Standard for Professional Engineering Competence, UK-SPEC
(EngC, 2013). A degree may be accredited by one or more of the engineering institutions licensed
to do so, particularly where it spans several engineering disciplines. The Engineering Accreditation
Board (EAB) will look to facilitate the accreditation process. Accredited degrees offer students
and employers an important mark of assurance and assessment that the programme meets the high
standards set by the engineering profession and therefore the UK-SPEC.
Essentially, an accredited programme shows that the student meets the academic requirements
for the Chartered Engineer or the Incorporated Engineer. Six broad areas of learning exist, each
with its own set of learning outcomes which need to be met before a programme is accredited.
These learning outcomes represent the skills and capabilities a student should develop rather than
specific programme content (EngC, 2013).
2.2. EUR-ACE
The Engineering Council can also issue the EUR-ACE label which is the Accreditation of
Engineering Education programme (ENAEE, 2016). This additional layer of accreditation may be
awarded to those degrees that partially or fully meet the academic requirements for the Chartered
Engineering status (CEng). It shows that the learning outcomes of the programme meet the UKSPEC criteria and the standards set out in the EUR-ACE framework.
3. THE CASE OF SHEFFIELD-HALLAM UNIVERSITY
3.1 Accredited Courses
Sheffield Hallam University has undergone a UK-SPEC accreditation process pertaining to the
period from the intake 2013/14. The public list of accredited courses cover around 20 that are
materials-related, at Bachelor and MSc level. These courses were accredited by either the IOM3,
IMechE or IET Professional bodies, now under the remit of the EAB.
There are seven BEng courses in particular that contain a substantial materials-related content
using CES EduPack. The modules are compulsory and contain assessed practical exercises on
materials selection as well as related energy use and CO2-emissions. The assessments also include
project reports and presentation skills, around 10% of the course uses CES EduPack. The
coursework component of one module is entirely based on the software, which is worth 50% of
the module mark.
Student feedback from the internal module data has been very positive, many mentioning that they
enjoyed CES EduPack and 88% agreed that “the learning resources” (CES EduPack) “effectively
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support my learning”. Staff found the software covers both breadth and depth of material, for a
wide range of projects, with supporting case studies and webinars aiding their assessment.
3.2. Supported Outcomes and Competencies
Firstly, we consider CES EduPack to support reaching all the six key areas of learning outlined
in the UK-SPEC relating to intended outcomes (regardless of degree type), see Table 1, below:
Table 1. Summary of key areas of learning and how they are supported by CES EduPack.
Area of Learning
1. Science and mathematics
2. Engineering analysis
3. Design
4. Economic, legal, social, ethical
and environmental context
5. Engineering practice
6. Additional general skills

EduPack Feature
Embedded Science Notes of properties, Phase diagrams.
Property charts/selection based on logarithmic axes.
Visualisation and Screening tools for material properties
Material selection tools, Eco Audit tool for Eco Design
Sustainability databases: Legislation & Regulations,
Nations of the World and Geo-economic and Eco data
Same platform as CES Selector for professional
engineers in industry, including supplier data
Critical thinking and systematic problem solving

In particular Engineering analysis, Design, Engineering practice as well as Economic, legal,
social, ethical and environmental context come close to the primary functions of the software
(Ashby, 2011, Ashby, 2015). Moreover, it is particularly strong in the area of Eco properties,
lifecycle aspects of materials and Sustainable Development involving materials issues. There is a
specialised textbook and a 5-step methodology to assess Sustainable Development (Ashby, 2015)
and Lifecycle Inventories of products are facilitated using so called Eco Audits based on their Bill
of Materials. These all make it easier to follow the Guidance on Sustainability, published by the
Engineering Council (2016), in particular the last three points. This lists six principles to guide and
motivate professional engineers and technicians when making decisions for clients, employers and
society which affect sustainability:
1) Contribute to building a sustainable society, present and future
2) Apply professional and responsible judgement and take a leadership role
3) Do more than just comply with legislation and codes
4) Use resources efficiently and effectively
5) Seek multiple views to solve sustainability challenges
6) Manage risk to minimise adverse impact to people or the environment
Secondly, Chartered Engineers, must be competent throughout their working life in five areas:
A. Use a combination of general and specialist engineering knowledge and understanding to
optimise the application of existing and emerging technology.
B. Apply appropriate theoretical and practical methods to the analysis and solution of
engineering problems.
C. Provide technical and commercial leadership.
D. Demonstrate effective interpersonal skills.
E. Demonstrate a personal commitment to professional standards, recognising obligations to
society, the profession and the environment.
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For the educational component of these (A-E)−the other components being training and
experience−CES EduPack is considered to support the corresponding five generic areas of
competence which are included in UK-SPEC. Particularly area A: Knowledge and Understanding
and area B: Design and development of processes, systems, services and products. Knowledge of
material properties is supported by accessible data from the database, Understanding is facilitated
by a complete set of Science Notes and the ability to visualize and compare material properties.
An illustration of how CES EduPack is addressing area A, is shown in Figure 2, below:

(a)

(b)

Figure 2 Data facilitating Knowledge and Understanding: (a) Ashby Chart of material
properties and (b) Science Note with definition and examples of CO2-footprint.
When it comes to area B, Design and development of processes, systems, services and product,
these are closely related to the targets of the CDIO (Conceive, Design, Implement, Operate)
Syllabus (Crawley et al., 2011), which have previously been benchmarked against CES EduPack
(Vakhitova and Fredriksson, 2013), see Figure 3. A parallel description of the corresponding areas
in the well-established North American ABET accreditation system is also given in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Key areas of the CDIO Syllabus and ABET accreditation supported by the software.
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At Sheffield Hallam University, The UK-SPEC attributes were mapped onto internal validation
criteria and CES EduPack can be said to have contributed significantly to Study Levels 4-6 in the
BEng Higher Education portfolios:
Level 4: Knowledge & Understanding
Level 5: Application
Level 6: Critical Analysis
These levels match undergraduate learning outcomes in the Bloom’s Taxonomy, see Figure 4
(Fredriksson, 2014b), however the software tools can also support Educators in reaching the top
(postgraduate) levels.
Educator

Figure 4 Illustration of Bloom’s taxonomy and learning outcomes that can be supported.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have argued that Materials is a topic that is important and useful in many
engineering education programmes and essential to other degree programmes, for example
Mechanical Engineering.
Accreditation and engaging methods of teaching materials will be a competitive factor when it
comes to recruiting new engineering students in the coming years, and we have proposed CES
EduPack as a useful tool in this context.
This software tool has many features that supports materials teaching, notably: the database of
materials and manufacturing processes; tools for materials selection; the Eco Audit tool for lifecycle decisions and Eco Design as well as a database for Sustainable Development.
The use of CES EduPack, with appropriate instruction and assessment, facilitates many of the
learning outcomes associated with UK accreditation, such as the UK-SPEC or the EUR-ACE.
We have taken the case of seven BEng courses accredited at Sheffield Hallam University as an
example of how the software has contributed to a favourable outcome in a real UK-SPEC
accreditation process, carried out by professional bodies.
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Abstract: The UK-SPEC describes the respective competence levels that have to be met
for professional registration as an Engineer or an Engineering Technician. At the level of
Engineer, a further demarcation between competence levels, often less understood by the
academic community, is in the designations Chartered Engineer and Incorporated
Engineer. The UK-SPEC clearly sets out criteria which distinguish between the two
categories. Background academic training plays an important part in the pathways
leading to professional registration, and although not binding, academic qualifications
that exemplify the required levels of knowledge and understanding for CEng and IEng
registration are explicitly stated in the UK-SPEC. Higher level qualifications are the
prime focus of HE sector engineering education providers as well as their clients, i.e. the
students, in the context of a highly competitive recruitment setting.
This paper recognises that a solid foundation of knowledge and understanding of core
engineering principles and concepts is essential to further learning and continuity of
progress. Based on this platform, gradual development of students' critical thinking and
analytical ability to solve real engineering problems is the key to their future success
towards innovation and progress as a practicing engineer. Thus intelligent curriculum
design and imaginative delivery strategies are crucial to progressively build up
confidence through core engineering subjects. The study draws attention to examples of
effective use of state-of-the-art analytical software to enhance student learning experience
and thereby develop valuable subject specific skills, and the use of project studies to
develop a multitude of problem solving and transferable skills.

Keywords; UK-SPEC, competence levels, curriculum design, subject specific skills,
transferable skills, computer simulations
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Engineering Competence
Competency is regarded as an underlying characteristic of an individual which enables them to
deliver superior performance in a given context. Competence to practice a profession at a defined
level is acquired through the systematic development of knowledge, attitude and a skill set
during a preliminary phase of carefully designed rigorous training, usually regulated and
monitored by the ‘professional bodies’.
The UK Standard for Professional Engineering Competence (UK- SPEC) (Engineering Council,
2014a) describes the requirements that have to be met for professional registration in order to
practice the engineering profession at a defined level. According to the UK-SPEC, a key
competence practicing engineers at Incorporated Engineer (IEng) level are expected to
demonstrate is the theoretical knowledge to solve problems in developed technologies using well
proven analytical techniques, whereas at Chartered Engineer (CEng) level this is a step further in
that it is the theoretical knowledge to solve problems in new technologies and develop new
analytical techniques. As emphasised in the UK-SPEC, continuing professional development
(CPD) is understood as the systematic acquisition of knowledge and skills, and the development
of personal qualities, to maintain and enhance professional competence. Thus at CEng level, the
depth and breadth of academic training is expected to be pitched at an appropriate level to
facilitate CPD of chartered engineers to naturally take place during their professional career,
enabling them to lead the profession exercising knowledgeable judgement.
1.2 Academic Standards
The academic institutions have a primary responsibility to facilitate knowledge and skill
acquisition at the appropriate levels commensurate with the learning programme titles they
promote in recruiting students. This is a very challenging scenario for the academics involved
with engineering programme design, and it requires considerable foresight and in depth
understanding of the specific engineering discipline they are involved with.
The problem is compounded by the widely varying entry qualifications and academic standards
among the entry cohorts. Student recruitment has become highly competitive in recent times, so
much so that entry standards seem to be a lesser priority. A significant proportion of fresher
students lack the pre-requisite knowledge in fundamental mathematics and physics which is
essential to their progress in engineering studies, and it is a fallacy to assume that such base
knowledge can be effectively acquired / imparted during the first year of studies. A BEng (Hons)
degree programme has only three years of academic study compared to counterpart programmes
such as degrees in medicine, and to teach subject matter which should have been gradually
developed at secondary school level is a waste of time and resources. Unless this situation is
correctly understood and carefully managed by programme directors, and sensitively handled by
the academics at class room level and in assessment, a majority of students with the pre-requisite
background knowledge lose the opportunity of acquiring further knowledge with the danger of
complacency setting in without any deep learning taking place. It is a path of ‘strategic learning’
(Higher Education Academy, 2005) that we promote in this paper which will lead to acceptable
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grades of achievement for the majority of learners, whilst indirectly promoting facets of deep
learning and rewarding those learners who deserve recognition.
This paper is aimed at drawing attention to some of the key issues and challenges that the
engineering teachers face in delivering the curriculum to achieve the required objective while
satisfying the aspirations of key stake holders, viz. the students, PSRBs (Professional, Statutory
and Regulatory Body) and the engineering industry.
2. ENGINEERING PROFESSION
The profession for which a student is being trained must occupy the centre stage in any
discussion on academic matters. The focus shall be to deliver an engineering study programme
which builds up self-confidence in the individual to practice the profession in a rapidly changing
technological scenario with uninterrupted career progression, whilst contributing effectively to
development and innovation in engineering. Towards this, the advanced knowledge acquired in
the specific discipline and related areas are of primary importance.
2.1 Regulatory bodies
The Engineering Council (EC) as the UK regulatory body for the engineering profession sets and
maintains internationally recognised standards of professional competence and ethics that govern
the award and retention of the titles, Chartered Engineer (CEng), Incorporated Engineer (IEng)
and Engineering Technician (EngTech). The Engineering Accreditation Board (EAB)
administered by the Engineering council is made up of all the professional engineering
institutions (PEIs) that are licensed by the Engineering Council to accredit academic programmes
for both Incorporated Engineer and Chartered Engineer status.
The Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education (QAA) through its Subject Benchmark
Statement for Engineering (QAA, 2015) sets out threshold academic standards (QAA, 2008) that
all providers of UK engineering higher education reviewed by the QAA should ensure. The
Royal Academy of Engineering provides overall leadership and promotes excellence across all
fields of engineering to the benefit of society, and together with learned forums such as the
Engineering Professors’ Council (EPC), has an overarching role in shaping engineering
education in the UK.
2.2 Regulation of Academic Standards
Since 2006, the engineering community has agreed that the academic standards expected of
engineering graduates are the same as the learning outcomes for graduates of Engineering
Council accredited degrees, as set out in the Accreditation of Higher Education Programmes: UK
Standard for Professional Engineering Competence (AHEP). For this reason a separate list of
standards is not provided in the QAA Subject Benchmark Statement for Engineering. In
producing the most recent version of the subject benchmark statement (QAA, 2015), the QAA
has worked closely with the EC to ensure that the statement takes account of the review and
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revision of the Accreditation of Higher Education Programmes: UK Standard for Professional
Engineering Competence (AHEP3) (Engineering Council, 2014b). This approach has enabled
engineering higher education providers to work from a single point of reference to meet
academic and professional standards, thereby minimising the danger of conflicting
interpretations, either by higher education providers or accrediting agencies.
3. DEGREE ACCREDITATION
3.1 Knowledge, understanding, know-how and skills
According to Engineering Council interpretations as exemplified in the engineering degree
accreditation documents, knowledge is information that can be recalled whereas understanding
is the capacity to use the knowledge creatively, for example in problem solving, design,
explanations and diagnosis. Skills on the other hand are acquired and learned attributes that can
be applied almost automatically. Know-how appears to be a combination of all the above in that
it is defined as the ability to apply learned knowledge and skills to perform operations intuitively,
efficiently and correctly.
So what then are transferable skills? These are somewhat a complex mix of certain subject
specific skills as well as the general abilities a student develops during a programme of study that
will be of value in a wide range of situations (Engineering Council, 2014b). They might be
technical or general, and include skills such as problem solving, communication, working with
others, information retrieval, effective use of IT, exercise initiative and personal responsibility as
a team member or leader, monitor and adjust a personal programme of work on an on-going
basis, and plan self-learning and improve performance as the foundation for lifelong
learning/CPD.
It is clear that there is much room for overlap and confusion in the interpretation and use of these
different terms in programme specifications. For example, learning a computer skill to solve a
complex engineering problem can be misinterpreted as understanding a challenging analytical
academic topic. The academic staff are often faced with this dilemma and some may
unknowingly follow a path of personal misapprehension controlled by the limits of their own
understanding of subject boundaries. The broader expectations of a programme, i.e. programme
learning outcomes, are thereby jeopardised, the intended academic depth and breadth and its
intellectual rigour compromised with serious repercussions on the quality of graduates produced.
It is the degree accreditation process more than the internal quality and revalidation processes
which are able to identify these short comings through evidence submitted, but it is possible that
some unsound practices may go unnoticed. Whilst regulatory mechanisms are necessary, what is
most important is for the staff to be well informed about these complexities and not to
compromise on the academic quality of an overall programme for superficial rankings. The longterm sustainability of a programme and safeguarding an institution's reputation as a leading
provider of engineering education should be the primary drivers for programme change. This
process must be led by experienced academics with an overarching knowledge of the field.
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3.2 PEIs and the EAB
The professional engineering institutions which are licensed by the Engineering Council for
degree accreditation have adopted the competence statements in the UK-SPEC as the reference
point for determining whether a programme is delivering knowledge, understanding and skills at
the appropriate level. The aim of the EAB (Section 2.1) is to encourage consistent accreditation
processes and practices as well as to provide a single point of contact to facilitate joint
accreditation visits; EAB visits are intended for those HEIs seeking the accreditation of either
mixed discipline degrees or a range of engineering courses by a number of PEIs.
The document Accreditation of Higher Education Programmes, first published by the
Engineering Council in 2004, adopts the same outcomes-focused approach as the UK-SPEC. It
was reviewed in 2013 with its third edition published in 2014 (Engineering Council, 2014b). In
this latest version what were previously referred to as 'General Learning Outcomes' have mostly
been integrated within the five engineering-specific areas of learning, except for a few that are
listed as 'additional general skills'. These are primarily transferable skills additional to those
incorporated within the other learning outcomes. Thus the realigned six 'key areas of learning' in
the AHEP3 are: Science and mathematics (SM), Engineering analysis (EA), Design (D),
Economic, legal, social, ethical and environmental context (EL), Engineering practice (P) and
Additional general skills (G).
In seeking accreditation including delivery for September 2016 or beyond, educational
institutions must demonstrate alignment of programme learning outcomes with the revised
AHEP3. The focus of this paper is on the learning outcome categories Science and Mathematics
(SM) and Engineering Analysis (EA) as specified in the EAB’s Output Standards Matrix based
on AHEP3 (Engineering Accreditation Board, 2016).
4. OUR APPROACH
4.1 Strategy
The authors’ approach is simply recognition of what is stipulated in the key controlling
documents as clarified above, and designing a programme and planning its delivery at different
stages to realise the objective. However, in doing so, there are key challenges we as engineering
teachers face and have to overcome, the first and foremost being the widely differing standards
of fundamental knowledge in mathematics and physics within the same cohort of students. The
words ‘fundamental knowledge’ is emphasised here to distinguish it from ‘higher level
knowledge’.
The authors strongly believe that building upon a solid foundation of knowledge and
understanding of core engineering principles and concepts is essential to further learning and
continuity of progress. Based on this platform, gradual development of students' critical thinking
and analytical ability to solve real engineering problems is the key to their future success towards
innovation and high level performance as a practicing engineer. Therefore, balancing the
curriculum delivery strategy to progressively build up this confidence at different stages within
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the core discipline specific subjects is crucial rather than attempting to superficially manage
student expectations and course rankings.
4.1 Action Plan
The following approach recognises that offering strong MEng degrees, and the majority of
students opting to continue on this path beyond the BEng level, are essential for long-term
sustainability and enhancing reputation of key engineering programmes.
Level 4 studies (First Year of MEng/BEng programme): The learning objective at this level is to
build up a powerful knowledge base of key engineering principles and concepts upon which
learning in subsequent years would be developed. There is a strong focus on reinforcing
fundamental knowledge and systematically developing analytical approaches to problem solving.
Level 5 studies (Second Year of MEng/BEng programme): Subject specific engineering skill
development is a key learning objective at this level. Analytical ability is further developed
together with critical thinking in solving complex problems. Project based learning is promoted
at this level.
Industry Placement (Third Year of MEng/BEng sandwich programme): Broadening Horizons.
Although not mandatory, sandwich year is promoted among all students for its wide ranging
academic benefits, apart from the employability perspective.
Level 6 studies (Fourth Year of MEng/BEng sandwich programme): Intellectual challenge.
Further development of higher level engineering skills and the effective use of state-of-the-art
analytical software tools. Developing ability to apply quantitative and computational methods
using alternative approaches, and understanding their limitations. Individual Project and build up
motivation to progress to MEng level.
Level 7 studies (Fifth Year of MEng sandwich programme): Leadership development and
interdisciplinary study focus; innovation in engineering through Group Project.
5. CASE STUDIES
5.2 Science and Mathematics (SM)
CEng level learning outcome SM1b:
“Knowledge and understanding of scientific principles and methodology necessary to underpin
their education in their engineering discipline, to enable appreciation of its scientific and
engineering context, and to support their understanding of relevant historical, current and future
developments and technologies”.
EAB Output Standards Matrix (AHEP 3rd Edition)
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In a familiar example in engineering, students study the deformation characteristic of materials
under load, their strength and failure modes. To facilitate analytical interpretation, the concepts
of stress and strain are introduced at a very early stage. Students quickly become familiar with
the stress-strain curve, their understanding of the topic supported by a simple laboratory test
performed on a tensile test machine under uniaxial loading conditions. Through a comprehensive
mechanical testing programme, students learn to compare the mechanical behaviour between
different classes of materials and are able to appreciate, understand and distinguish between the
terms yield strength, proof stress, tensile strength, fracture strength etc.
At the next stage, the study of stresses and strains is extended to loading situations such as
simple bending of structural members, torsion of circular shafts and then to more complex
problems such as propeller shafts where different types of loads act in combination. As the
problems become more complex, so does the theoretical analysis. At the next level of study, the
concepts of 'stress transformation' and ‘principal stresses’ are introduced together with the
graphical approach of Mohr's stress circle. To facilitate the analysis of structural failure under
three dimensional stresses on the basis of already familiar (uniaxial) yield strength, ‘yield
criteria’ are introduced. To support the learning and address different learning styles, a series of
stimulating laboratory experiences are embedded, for example strain rosette analysis leading to
'von Mises stress' calculations and, crack growth and fracture toughness measurement. Soon the
students are faced with the challenge of designing real components in engineering systems under
complex loading, and begin to appreciate the scope and limitations of the pen and paper
approaches and tedious calculation procedures in solving complex structural problems.
Supported by the background mathematical knowledge developed in parallel modules, the
learners are now in a position to appreciate and understand the theory behind finite element
analysis, effectively use state-of-the-art FEA software to solve complex engineering problems
and critically analyse the results. They have also developed the ability to identify the limitations
of quantitative and computational methods. Developing the expertise to systematically solve a
complex engineering problem with confidence and a logical approach is higher level training.
5.3 Engineering Analysis (EA)
CEng level learning outcome EA2:
“Ability to identify, classify and describe the performance of systems and components through
the use of analytical methods and modelling techniques”.
EAB Output Standards Matrix (AHEP 3rd Edition)
This case study relates to a learning - teaching plan in structural analysis and FEA, involving a
cohort of MEng level 7 learners and implemented over a period of three months. The key focus
and driver for knowledge acquisition on the part of the learners is a comprehensive summative
assignment worth 50% of the module mark. The assignment fully addressed the key module
learning outcomes in keeping with principles of constructive alignment (Biggs, 2005). The
associated knowledge dissemination and support sessions were designed adhering to the
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principles of 'flipped classroom' instructional strategy (O’Flaherty and Phillips, 2015). This
approach intentionally shifts instruction to a learner-centered model, thereby allowing classroom
contact time to be used more efficiently to explore topics in greater depth. Student-centred and
tutor-centred approaches both have their own value, and bring variety to the learning process
(Tittagala et al., 2008).
The task was presented in two parts: a fracture toughness test performed in the laboratory on a
standard compact tension test specimen with controlled displacement test procedure conforming
to BS/ASTM standards preceded the subsequent finite element analysis simulating the test. The
software used for the task was ABAQUS/CAE. Using one 2-D and one 3-D modelling approach
of choice, the learners were required to proceed with the different phases of creating a refined
FEA model to perform analysis (Figure 1). The purpose of this analysis was to show the
consistency of theoretical, experimental and numerical results and the validity of the different
methods. The analysis was extended to the elastic-plastic zone at the crack tip for comparison
with results from calculations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 (a) Design and Modelling, and (b) Analysis phases of compact tension fracture
toughness test specimen in FEA assignment.
The flipped materials included interactive "How to ……" tutorials, replacing the full version of
the user manual to practice and familiarise with the FEA software at the initial stages. The
learners essentially needed to learn and practice using the tool to be able to successfully progress
with the coursework and complete the summative task. The class room contact time was used
efficiently and the task completed on time with good quality. Extensive peer support during
sessions was evident and the learning outcomes were effectively met. Overall, the level of
achievement significantly improved and learner engagement with the task was excellent. Ability
to apply quantitative and computational methods and understanding their limitations is a key
competence to be developed at MEng level.
6. CONCLUSION
There is space and opportunity in a logically designed engineering curriculum to effectively
address the key learning outcomes specified in AHEP3 through systematic and efficient delivery
strategies. In all instances, developing competence in the learners to practice the engineering
profession at a defined level, CEng or IEng, should be the foremost responsibility of higher
education providers. Learner and institutional expectations should be managed strictly within this
framework so that the quality of output is not compromised.
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Abstract:
Delivering excellence in higher engineering education is dependent on many variables. This
includes programme design, delivery and content, university support and the knowledge,
experience and enthusiasm of faculty members. Over the past decade there has been a notable
shift in engineering faculty recruitment policy. No longer is the professional and industrial
experience of the engineering practitioner revered as a co-opted member of the engineering
department. Despite their potential contribution as grounded, practical and relevant engineering
lecturers, their impoverished knowledge of research funding mechanisms and lack of research
capital is an acute disadvantage. This is a discussion paper exploring the marginalization of
experienced practitioners in engineering education and the changing role of the educator as a
career academic. The career academic is highly qualified and typically well versed in research
activity; however, unlike their industrial counterparts they are devoid of any meaningful practical
engineering experience. This changing role of the educator in engineering education has farreaching consequences for teaching and learning and future industry skills. Given the
longstanding connection between theory and practice in engineering education, this departure in
pedagogical policy arguably signals the end of an era. The systematic fragmentation of
engineering theory from industrial practice within higher education institutes arguably needs to
be challenged. Recent government rhetoric to focus on the pedagogical aspects through a
Teaching Excellence Framework is arguably aiming at the wrong target. Instead, reconstructing
engineering programmes fit for the twenty-first century will require alternative teaching
strategies, revitalised industrial advisory boards and uncommon leadership within engineering
faculties.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade there has been a notable shift in engineering faculty recruitment policy. No
longer is the professional and industrial experience of the engineering practitioner revered as a
co-opted member of the engineering department. Despite their potential contribution as
grounded, practical and relevant engineering lecturers, their impoverished knowledge of research
funding mechanisms and lack of research capital being brought into the institution is an acute
disadvantage. In contrast, in an era where research is championed, the career academic brings
much hope and promise to an institution. The potential to win significant research grants, to be
able to supervise PhD students, and to publish income generating high quality research articles
are all facets that many institutions now seek in new staff. Perhaps inevitably however,
employing one type of academic over another replaces one system, or era, with another. In this
case, the era of the practitioner academic is coming to an end, to be replaced by the era of the
career academic. In an engineering education context however, we will argue that this has a
number of negative implications for the student experience. We outline and discuss these below,
both in terms of their potential origin, and their impact.
This in essence is a discussion paper presented in a conventional format. Following a brief
overview of the career academic, a framework for critical reflection is presented. The adopted
framework draws upon three closely coupled themes; namely context, connectivity and change.
Thereafter the discussion explores impacts and reviews strategies designed to mitigate the
current separation of theory from practice taking place in many engineering facilities across the
UK. In conclusion, the future role of the experience practitioner in engineering education is
evaluated and avenues of further study identified.
2. THE CAREER ACADEMIC
The professional character of a career academic may be defined as “a research-active university
staff member with very limited professional or practical experience of working in the industry in
which they are a scholar,” (Tennant et al., 2015 p.729). It is important to note that labelling a
university lecturer as a career academic is not a criticism. In contrast to traditional engineering
faculties, the recruitment and employment of academics with little or no practical experience
beyond campus boundaries is arguably a more familiar occurrence in other academic fields,
namely the Arts and Humanities. Nor is the recruitment of career academics wholly negative
within an engineering context. It could be reasonably argued that personal motivation and
aptitude for teaching and learning is unrelated to a baseline professional or industrial
background. In other words, a professional background in engineering practice does not
guarantee a high standard of teaching provision, conversely possession of a PhD does not
automatically secure research publication or funding. However, Alplay and Jones (2012) suggest
lecturers who have an industry background exhibit a greater commitment to teaching and can
relate this to their professional background. The primary criticism regarding career academics in
an engineering context is arguably twofold. The first concern is the erosion of professional
balance (professional distribution of faculty staff members) and second, professional parity
(equal weighting and recognition for both research and teaching focused faculty staff members).
As hinted, the notion of a career academic especially within the discipline of the Arts or
Humanities is neither new nor a criticism. However, the historical development of education and
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professionalism within engineering is alternative and highly contextual. Creating an engineering
faculty/school devoid of academics with professional experience rooted in industry and practice
inevitably impacts on programme content and delivery and more importantly the overall student
experience. In addition to the tangible contributions regarding academic content, the tacit
knowledge and understanding distilled over many years of experience, and the considerable
industry networks that accompany practice in the field are no longer accessible as an intrinsic
value-added component of the engineering faculty. In short, an imbalance between the number of
career academics with experience in university ‘realpolitik’ and research know-how and industry
practitioners entering academia cannot but fail to undermine and impoverish the learning
experience for engineering students.
The increasing popularity of career academics in engineering has been endorsed and
subsequently reinforced by the funding mechanisms currently applied in UK Higher Education
(HE); most notably, the introduction of the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) and more
recently the Research Excellence Framework (REF). Since its inception in 1986 there have been
six RAE’s (1986, 1989, 1992, 1996, 2001 & 2008) and one REF (2014) (Jump, 2013). Access to
research funding and an annual block grant is based on an independent, third party panel
evaluation of research value. The better the research rating a university receives, the higher the
grant funding it receives. In addition, research status is likely to be reflected positively in
national and international university league tables. League table positions will be drawn upon to
compare (albeit crudely) university ‘performance’ with other comparable and not so comparable
universities and will ultimately be employed to market institutional ‘goods’ which will hopefully
attract greater numbers of (fee paying) students.
Given the temptation for institutions of research funding, career academics are a perfectly
rationale addition to any engineering faculty. However, this changing role of the educator in
engineering education has far-reaching consequences for teaching and learning and future
industry skills. Given the longstanding connection between theory and practice in engineering
education, this departure in pedagogical policy arguably signals the end of an era.
3. CONTEXT, CONNECTIVITY & CHANGE
To make sense of current academic recruitment practice, the rise of the career academic and its
influence on professional outlook, identity and HE provision, a structure for critical reflection is
helpful. The adopted framework draws upon three closely coupled themes; namely context,
connectivity and change.
3.1 Context
Drawing on feedback from a teaching excellence survey, “there is a clear sense that students
want lecturers to be ‘human’ (Wright, 2005 p.7). It is therefore arguably a key point that
lecturers be able to deliver material that can describe the human context of the subject. In other
words, to be able to contextualise their subject delivery within the ‘human’ experiences that they
have had themselves in the industry. Inevitably, any lecturer will only be able to give the context
with which they are familiar. Thus, the career academic’s context will be one that they have
experienced. This will be one of having typically worked through an undergraduate degree, a
postgraduate Masters and PhD and to have then gone into teaching and lecturing. Such contexts
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are undeniably going to be of use should they be ones the students are now studying (Pilcher et
al. In review), but this context can only be a purely academic one.
In comparison, the practical academic will be able to provide contexts and examples for their
lectures that are industry based and ground the material in the real world that the students will be
going on to. Such contextualisation has been noted in other subject areas to help lecturers “create
reality” (in Nursing (Bentley and Pegram, 2003, p.172)), and show key links with the practical
arena (also in the medical profession and the legal profession (Uziak et al., 2013). Yet, given the
increasing employment of career academics in engineering and construction (Tennant et al.,
2015) the ability of the lecturing staff to provide such context and connectivity is being
challenged.
3.2 Connectivity
It is arguably crude to talk about undergraduates as a homogeneous group. According to
Williams (2013 p.105), “the past fifty years have witnessed unprecedented growth in the
diversity of the student body and today there are more female, working-class, black and ethnic
minority students in universities and other HE institutions than ever before.” Regardless of origin
and diversity of the student population, as a collective body participating in HE and by extension
the exchange of knowledge and truth (or alternatively as consumers / clients) would suggest the
requirement of either an intellectual and/or commercial connectivity between provider (HE) and
consumer (student). Anecdotal evidence suggests that most engineering students require ‘degrees
of connectivity’.
Connection may take three basic forms; connection between student and lecturer(s) and/or
student (information source), connection between student and university (peer & pastoral care)
and connection between programme of study and the world of work (prospective career). From a
student perspective it could be argued that excellence in teaching and learning requires
‘connectivity synergy’, (as displayed in Figure 3.1) where the combined effect is greater than the
sum of individual parts.

Fig. 3.1 – Connectivity Synergy
Exploring the connection(s) framework, the diverse and complex challenges facing
contemporary HE may be disaggregated. As discussed previously, adoption of a career academic
employment strategy can deliver research performance benefits. Conversely however, satisfying
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demands for a more ‘research focused learning environment’ carries the incumbent risk of
disconnecting the student from professional, pragmatic and industry focused learning. Not only
is there a possibility that contact between student and lecturer will begin to acquire an arm’slength, asocial characteristic, but in addition the traditional fraternity between student and
university may also become ‘loosely’ coupled.
Whilst the impact of detachment may undermine motivation, progression and educational
attainment; non-attendance also inhibits undergraduate acquisition of the softer skills often
demanded by potential employers. In an era where the recruitment of the career academic is
becoming increasingly ‘fashionable’ alongside the notion of a digital degree and virtual
classroom it is important that vocational programmes such as engineering continue to value the
‘professional and industry’ dimension and build-in social capital (Anonymous, 2014). The notion
of social capital has strong parallels with anticipatory socialisation (see Sang et al., 2009). This
is an important and yet frequently overlooked characteristic of teaching excellence and the
successful ‘priming’ of young people for a professional career in the engineering sector.
Maintaining a social as well as educational ‘synergy’ between student, lecturer, university and
the world of work is crucial. Safeguarding student connectivity is not necessarily a barrier to
change; programme delivery should evolve, innovation and technological change can become
embedded and alternative teaching strategies encouraged. However, ‘teaching excellence’ must
acknowledge and remain sympathetic to the explicit and tacit ‘connectivity’ needs of the
evermore demanding student population and the role industry experience can play. It is an
interesting paradox that research-led teaching is routinely endorsed as a ‘means’ to ‘enhance’
programme delivery. Yet, if poorly designed and inadequately resourced, research-led teaching
may facilitate the fragmentation of key learning relationships and undermine the social capital of
a university education.
3.3 Change
Over the past twenty five years, there have been significant changes in governance. Two policy
changes are notable for their impact; first The Further and Higher Education Act 1992 and
second the Dearing Report published in 1997. For many, the former heralded the beginning of
the present-day mass higher education system (Scott, 1995). Whereas this removed the binary
line between HE and Polytechnics (England & Wales) / Central Institutions (Scotland) (McNay,
2006, Jarvis, 2014), the latter (see Dearing, 1997) brought to centre stage the economic
rationality of pursuing a university degree (Williams, 2013). Such an endorsement of free market
ideology and student mobility has been further reinforced in the recently published Higher
Education Green paper (BIS, 2015).
These policy changes had a significant impact on the professional identity of academic staff
(Nixon et al., 2001, Lea and Stierer, 2011). Over the past twenty five years, transformation of the
educational sector has required professional and very often personal renegotiation of what it
‘means’ to be a HE academic. According to Peel (2006), this has engendered a new academic.
The new academic operating in a contemporary mass HE system needs to manage the dual
demands of teaching and research, and often to balance these with a requirement to carry out
administrative duties at the same time (Coate et al, 2001).
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In addition, the dominance of research excellence has altered the demographic staff profile of
many engineering faculties (Graham, 2012, Morgan, 2014). This changing role of lecturer in
engineering education has widespread consequences for teaching, student learning and future
industry skills. Students relate to storytelling (Broome and Peirce, 1997). It bridges theory with
‘contextual practice’ and ‘regulates’ industry and professional expectations (anticipatory
socialisation). Yet, if lecturers do not have any practical industry experience, their ability to tell
stories to contextualise their content material is absent. Although such pedagogical anxiety about
potential short-comings for vocational programmes such as construction (Tennant et al., 2015) is
not new, the changing role of the educator in engineering education has far-reaching
consequences for teaching and learning and for providing future industry skills. Given the
longstanding connection between theory and practice in engineering education, this departure in
pedagogical policy arguably signals the end of an era.
4. DISCUSSION
Reflecting on the ‘context / connectivity / change’ tripartite relationship, the imminent challenge
for HE, student enhancement and teaching excellence is not additional support services that
continue to address students’ needs through the lens of a consumer/customer of higher education
‘services. On the contrary, the capacity for information collection and distribution is both
advanced and viable. The challenge for HE is rather to preserve the professional and social
contract and continue to build-in engineering capital. The systematic fragmentation of
engineering theory from industrial practice within higher education institutes arguably needs to
be challenged.
In an effort to mitigate the separation of theory from practice, structured interventions are
required. One intervention could be to encourage short term industrial secondment for lecturing
staff. Indeed, there is evidence to suggest the success of such initiatives (Westacott, 2013), and
the claims that such schemes give lecturers “first-hand experience of an industrial environment
and knowledge of current industry practices which will may improve the quality of industrial
relevance in their teaching” (Royal Academy of engineering, 2015). Nevertheless, the take up on
such schemes is arguably dependent on encouragement from the institution for such schemes to
be followed, and such encouragement is unlikely to be forthcoming in an environment whereby
research is championed. One solution might be to formulate such schemes so that they included
data generation and collection for the lecturers involved. In this way, a bridge could be made
between teaching and research in the practical arena.
Another possible way to bridge theory and practice could be to reward teaching excellence as
well as research. Whilst at first sight this may seem a highly desirable and viable solution, and it
is something the recently forwarded and soon to be introduced Teaching Excellence Framework
(TEF) (BIs, 2015) in the UK could be argued to promote, this is not as straightforward as it may
appear. Firstly, ‘teaching’ itself does not relate to delivery of contextualised subject content. It
could relate to the ability to deliver excellent lectures in highly theoretical areas. Further, it is not
guaranteed that students will be aware of the importance of industry grounded teaching until they
have actually encountered either such teaching, or have encountered industry.
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One other way such practical experience could be better introduced is arguably through industryinstitution partnerships. Such partnerships would allow students to be lectured by industry
experienced individuals and may help establish partnerships for students to then go on to do
work placements and other schemes. Nevertheless, this also is perhaps something which may at
first sight appear ideal, but on closer inspection looks less suitable. Firstly, there may the issue of
cost, with regard to how the industry professionals who do the lecturing are paid. Further, how
such material is then integrated into a curriculum and assessment schedule is complex; does this
mean that the industry professionals will write the assessments and mark them? Does it mean
that careful integration of the curriculum needs to be fostered? If such lectures are standalone
and not part of the curriculum however, how will such material be assessed and seen as
contributing to their courses by the students involved?
5. CONCLUSION
Recent government rhetoric to focus on the pedagogical aspects through a TEF is arguably
aiming at the wrong target. Instead, reconstructing engineering programmes fit for the twentyfirst century will require alternative teaching strategies, revitalised industrial advisory boards and
uncommon leadership within engineering faculties. Arguably, it is crucial that such courses take
account of the need for context, connectivity, and change. The context needs to be provided, this
in turn will help create connectivity between the students and the course, and in order for any of
these elements to occur, it is essential that change take place within our education institutions.
Above we have suggested that three ways to achieve this may be to develop workplace
secondment schemes for lecturers, to give greater rewards to teaching, and to establish more
engineering/industry based partnerships. Nevertheless, such initiatives themselves are not
straightforward, and it is also possible that a combination of them rather than initiating them
discretely is what would be most successful. Ultimately though, we argue that change needs to
come from the top. As the Further Education Act of 1992, and the Dearing Report of 1997 set in
motion the trends and movements that have led to the end of the era of the practitioner lecturer,
we argue that it would be through similar government led initiatives that the situation could be
reversed or returned to a healthier balance of practice and theory. We argue that this needs to
take place to reinstate the value of practice in engineering education, and that more is required to
be done than the soon to be introduced TEF. Instead, more focus and value and reward needs to
be accorded to the practical nature of the profession again. Only in this way can the era of the
practitioner lecturer return.
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Abstract
Engineers apply scientific knowledge to develop new technologies aiming to improve the quality
of human life. They enjoy problem solving using creativity and critical thinking. The engineer
of today must be flexible and keen to learn throughout their career. Choosing a particular
engineering discipline should not decide the entire career of the candidate as scientific topics
introduced at school and university give students the opportunity to transfer knowledge from one
engineering field to another. The demand within the job market is continuously evolving so it is
important to be willing to change career paths if and as necessary.
Keywords: flexibility, transdisciplinarity, engineering, education, international.

1. INTRODUCTION
The word engineer is derived from the Latin words ingeniare -to contrive, devise and ingeniumcleverness (source: Wikipedia). An engineer applies scientific knowledge to develop new
technologies with the aim of improving the quality of human life. Usually an engineer enjoys
problem solving through the use of their creativity and critical thinking. If one wants to be an
engineer but feels less creative, one would have to enjoy helping other engineers to build a better
future using novel ideas. In this field one is constantly learning because the aim is for
continuous technological development. Sometimes one may feel like that they face arduous
challenges akin to climbing Mount Everest but when the peak is reached there is extreme
satisfaction at the completion of the challenge, that is until the next challenge appears.
UK statistics presented by WES 2016 (Women in Engineering) show that there is still a
significant difference in the number of men and women working in engineering. UK has the
lowest percentage in Europe of female engineering professionals. Approximately 16% of
engineering and technology undergraduates are female. However, less than 10% of the
engineering workforce is female. I am wondering why there is this massive gap. Is this due to the
lack of female interest in engineering or the preferences of employers?
I never felt that jobs were specifically assigned based on gender and I have simply pursued a
career that I enjoy. My class in high school was dominated by females: 16 to five students. Nine
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of us (only one male) have since chosen STEM studies (science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics).
The following presents a short story of my life and career to date. It is impossible to design the
future and perhaps some parts of our lives are shaped and driven by the environment where we
grew up and who we met along the way.
2. TIME FRAME
1.1 Early stage
I grew up in Zareba; the countryside in the south-west of Poland. Ever since I was a child I have
enjoyed learning about the world. Everything seemed so mystical so it led to many questions
what is the natural state of childhood curiosity: Why does steam appear from the kettle? Why
does the lake freeze in winter? How can we build a house from cement, sand and water?
As a child I adored playing outside with the children from my neighbourhood. We were often
building huts, climbing trees, building bridges to cross the local river and swinging on the tree
branches. At home I would experiment in the kitchen with my mum or make streets for my
brother’s toy cars using wood from my dad’s workshop. Even watching MacGyver on TV gave
me ideas for troubleshooting.
My favourite topic at school was maths, because it was logical and it did not require learning
parrot fashion. Moreover, I have always enjoyed interacting with the people around me. I loved
to have company because as we say: ‘united we stand’.
Like most teenagers, I did not know what I wanted to do as an adult, but I knew I enjoyed
science and learning foreign languages. I had my first contact with a computer and programming
but I was not convinced; computers were way too slow and I did not like spending hours in front
of a screen. Maths grew more exciting and challenging. However, I also loved the theatre and I
dreamt of becoming an actress having been involved in drama and singing. At the weekends I
enjoyed mountain biking where I was challenging myself to get stronger and faster. In the
summer I was always camping which I still do but nowadays this is limited to only a few days.
Eventually I neared the end of school life and it was time to decide. After the battle between my
head and my heart I decided to study Biomedical Engineering at the Wroclaw University of
Technology (WURT). My curiosity and passion for science had won. Theatre became my
hobby.
1.2 Higher education stage
Moving to Wroclaw (big city full of entertainment) and studying at one of the best technical
universities in Poland was very exciting. However, engineering at WURT was not easy at all.
The first two years were more like a fight for survival: maths, physics, chemistry, medical
technology, programming, electronics, computer-aided graphics, signals theory and
biospectroskopy. It felt like it was overwhelming.
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Living in student accommodation was great for studying in groups and made it easier to study at
night. Working part time in the marketing and motorbike industry gave me a lot of experience in
sales, dissemination of the products and PR.
In the fourth year of my course I decided to learn even more and I started an individual program,
additional 10 hours a week of Biomechanics in the Mechanical Department. Unfortunately, due
to so many commitments, I had to quit my evening theatre classes after only one year. I believed
it was a temporary measure.
During my degree I learnt a lot, most of all how electronics and mechanics could be applied in
medicine. I conducted a research project (Detecting micro-damage in ovine trabecular bone
using fluorescent dye staining) during my degree in 2006 at the National University of Ireland,
Galway. My project was very interesting because it was novel and I was working with other
very passionate and like-minded PhD student. It involved mechanical testing of a trabecular bone
extracted from the vertebra and observing micro-damage using epifluorescence microscopy. The
project was funded, following successful application, by the Erasmus Programme and enabled
me to develop skills in the use of mechanical equipment to prepare and test biological specimens.
Relocating to Ireland was the first time I had to learn a new language very quickly to be able to
communicate and simply survive. Fortunately, impossible is nothing - I made it, and my
colleagues could finally understand me. It was a great experience to live, work (part time as a
waitress) and study in Galway. Learning more techniques, meeting interesting people and
swimming in the Atlantic Ocean was just what I needed at this time of my life.
After five years of study I finally obtained my M.Sc. degree in Biomedical Engineering. It was
now time to find a “proper” job and I wanted to work as an engineer. I got a job as a Mechanical
Engineer in the Research and Development Department in LG Electronics, Poland. This meant a
move to a new engineering field requiring a lot of learning but also knowledge transfer. I was
involved in problem-solving on the production line, improvement of technical drawings,
corresponding and reporting to the headquarters in South Korea to develop new and existing
products. Additionally, I had the chance to collaborate with other companies who produced
various television components around the world. It was great that I was already fluent in English
because it is the main language used in LG. The working days were very active and busy.
After six months at LG, my passion for science and curiosity for new topics led me to Italy
where I was successful in securing a post-graduate research post in orthopaedics, conducting
research on long human bone hardness at the Orthopaedic Institute Rizzoli in Bologna for two
years. I won the Leonardo da Vinci scholarship for the first four months. During the remaining
period I was employed to work on the Living Human Digital Library project to continue
experimental work in the orthopaedic field.
Again I was living in a country completely new to me, I had to find friends and learn yet another
language. I must admit: I like the challenges. The beginnings are not easy but in the following
weeks, the sun is shining again, so never give up. During this two year period I was involved in
mechanical testing of cortical and trabecular bone samples using MTS and micro hardness
quantification with a micro-indenter. The work which I completed led to two full journal papers
which was a great achievement for an early stage researcher like me.
Then one day, a very good friend of mine advised me to consider a PhD. I thought that you
needed to be a little bit strange to want to do a doctorate. However, from time to time I would
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look for research projects in Europe. In 2010 I successfully applied to join the MeDDiCA Marie
Sklodowska-Curie Initial Training network to undertake a PhD at the University of Sheffield.
This meant that unfortunately I had to leave the land of tasty cheese, wine and tomatoes.
The research programme, which started in January 2010, had the principal aim of developing a
stereo-photogrammetric 3D optical reconstruction technique, to provide highly accurate
measurements of stent deformation and the interaction between the stent and a mock artery in.
Quantification of the strain following stent implantation is fundamental to the understanding of
vessel wall mechanical injury and may have an impact on implant design, deployment and
improvement of the expansion technique. During my doctoral work I gained skills on camera
calibration, optical system characterisation and construction to examine samples of different
length scales and micro-CT data processing. Central to the PhD project was collaboration and
networking between academic members of the MeDDiCA network, clinicians and engineers.
I attended five international conferences to present my work and gained valuable experience with
regards to the dissemination, discussion and defence of my research work. Techniques which I
developed during my PhD led to two joint first author journal papers. These papers presented
collaborative work undertaken with researchers at University College London.
My experimental work gave me the opportunity to explore engineering problems within the area
of orthopaedics and cardiovascular mechanics. I learnt new optical methodologies for surface
characterisation.
To supplement my research skills, I worked part time as the Project Officer in the INSIGNEO
Institute for in silico medicine, at the University of Sheffield. This work involved support for
project reviews, organisation and support for events, and project planning. I gained valuable
experience of self-organisation and critical thinking.
1.3 Here I am
Currently I work at the Nuclear Advance Manufacturing Research Centre, which is part of the
University of Sheffield. It works with companies to improve their manufacturing capabilities and
performance for civil nuclear and other innovative energy sectors. My work involves applying
engineering skills related to optical methodologies which I explored during my PhD to large
scale objects. My project focuses on developing a 3D reconstruction methodology for precise
geometry measurements of complex metallic objects in harsh environments. I am also learning
new engineering methods in the machining and metrology sector. My time is split between the
office and the workshop, as I am comfortable with both desktop and “hands-on” work. It is the
first time for me to be working in a male dominated environment, however I do not feel like this
has affected the way I work and I feel comfortable in my current work place.
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2. CONCLUSION
The engineer of today must have interdisciplinary knowledge and be versatile to increase their
employability. It is important to believe in your skills and have the courage to introduce yourself.
To succeed in your career you should be ready to “knock” on various doors and constantly
search for the career path that you enjoy. It is a challenge to make a perfect career plan; it is
easier to be ready for the surprises.

Whenever you feel like you are interested in any industry or research institute, do contact them
and explain who you are and what you can bring to the organisation. You may not know
everything, but you can always learn something if you really want it. If you are a woman and
you enjoy STEM topics do not be afraid to apply for engineering studies or jobs and never let
anyone discourage you from doing so.
My journey is an example of cross disciplinary skills. Flexibility has opened multiple doors for
me and provided many adventures. I have no idea how my life would be if I had grew up in a
big city or if I had stayed in my first job for years. The saying which I really like is Carpe Diem.
Life is what we make of it and it is up to us to take on challenges as they appear and find
solutions to them, after all that is exactly what engineers are trained to do.
REFERENCES
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Flipped teaching as a method for boosting engagement and performance
Dr Sam Marsh* and Dr Nick Gurski
School of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Sheffield
Abstract: In a large-scale trial at the University of Sheffield (n=236), we implemented a
flipped approach to teaching mathematics to first-year engineers. Lectures were
discontinued and replaced with an integrated format of specially filmed short videos,
online quizzes and twice as much small-group learning. We found strong evidence that
engagement and exam performance were boosted by the new method by comparing with
students on an identical syllabus taking the same exam but taught traditionally.
Keywords: flipped teaching, mathematics, video, blended learning, engagement, large
groups.
*Correspondence to: Sam Marsh, School of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Sheffield,
United Kingdom. E-mail: s.j.marsh@sheffield.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The School of Mathematics and Statistics provides mathematics teaching for undergraduate
students in the Faculty of Engineering at the University of Sheffield. Predominantly, these
modules have been taught in a traditional format of two large-group lectures (200 students or
more) and one smaller-group problem class (approximately 40-50 students) per week.
Attendance records are kept for problem classes but not lectures. We find that attendance
usually starts high, but drops off as time progresses (see Figure 1).
A working group was established to look into the effectiveness of these modules, with a
particular focus on whether a flipped approach, based around videos, online tests and smallgroup classes, could provide a more engaging course for students.
The working group established a key proposal: that large-group lectures would be discontinued,
and their content split into theory (to be included in the videos) and examples (to be done in
classes). Further, the amount of contact time allocated to small-group learning would be
doubled. This approach was to be piloted on a first-year module of 236 students, with two other
modules totalling 298 students which cover an identical syllabus but taught traditionally used as
a comparison.
1.2 Literature
Flipped teaching currently has a high profile in pedagogical discussion, with case-studies such as
Marcy and Brint (2012) showing promising results. Web-based learning and assessment for
mathematics in particular is receiving attention at all levels of education. This is driven by
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flexible assessment (Lin and Hsieh, 2001) as well as the ability to vary learning activities and
examples (Mavrikis and Maciocia, 2003).

Figure 1: Problem class attendance on two traditionally taught engineering mathematics
modules, Semester 1 2013—14
A study by Nguyen and Kulm (2005) looked at web-based practice and assessment tools for
teaching mathematics to children aged 11-13. The children who worked with the computergenerated problems scored significantly higher than the children who continued working
problems with pencil and paper in the classroom.
There are a wide variety of methods, software packages and specific implementations used,
ranging from using an online approach to present specific topics (Mavrikis and Maciocia, 2003)
to using online tests at regular intervals for all material (Golden and Stripp, 2006).
2. COMPARISON OF TEACHING METHODS
2.1 Summary of differences
The difference in structure of the flipped approach as compared with the traditional course
format is summarised in Table 1. Both formats are for year-long, 20-credit modules for first year
engineers from varying departments studying the same syllabus. Note that timetabled sessions
are 50-minutes in duration, and these are the units used for counting lectures and problem
classes.
The main differences in approach are that two or three short (10-15 minute) video lectures
replace each face-to-face lecture, quick online tests follow each video, and problem classes are
doubled in frequency and given more structure.
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Traditional

Flipped

Large-group, face-to-face

Video-lectures, at home

Number of lectures:

2 per week

3 short videos, twice a week

Number of problem classes:

1 per week

2 per week

Problem class format:

Exercises, reactive tutoring

Structured classes, proactive
teaching

Continuous assessment:

Semester 1 take-home test

Online tests following videos

Typed notes, webpage/VLE,
office hour

Typed notes, exercise
booklet, online discussion
board, webpage, office hour

Lecture format:

Additional resources:

Table 1: Comparison of teaching formats
2.2 Video delivery
The videos are best described as for-purpose ‘chalk-and-talk’ short films, made using minimal
equipment (camcorder, lapel-mic, umbrella lights and blackboard in a standard office).
Cutaways to narrated slides also feature in a few places. The videos are hosted, unlisted, on
Youtube and students access them as embedded into a page within the Assessment in
Mathematics (AiM) learning-environment, itself mostly developed at our department. AiM
allows for each video to be followed by mathematical questions, randomly varied by student, and
the underlying software is able to manipulate algebra so as to accept any valid rearrangement of
a correct answer. It also gives instant feedback on student responses and records all activity,
allowing us to track engagement and performance.
2.3 Problem classes
In a standard week students complete two iterations of the cycle: log in to AiM > watch 3 videos
> rewatch if necessary > complete the online tests > attend a problem class. Additionally,
students are encouraged to work on a booklet of practice exercises independently, supported by
the course notes and staff or peers on an online discussion board.
Students are assigned to a problem class group of size 40. These groups meet twice a week. The
class is run by a tutor who recaps and reinforces the theory seen in the videos (5-10 minutes),
encourages input on an example demonstrated at the board (5-10 minutes), then sets problems
for students to work on, encouraging peer-discussion. Each problem class has a lesson plan
which is made available subsequently to students via the course webpage.
The format for the new problem classes differs from our previous approach. The ratio of
teachers to students was theoretically better in the traditionally-taught regime, with 20-30
students per teacher or assistant, but the class was reactive, with students working on exercises
and teaching staff responding to demand for assistance. This often resulted in many students
lacking direction or falling weeks behind on the practice problems.
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3. METHODOLOGY
A pilot implementation of our scheme was introduced in 2013-14, restricted to a module for one
of the engineering departments (Module C, n=236), with modules for two further departments
directly comparable (Module A, n=137, and Module B, n=161). The latter two modules were
lectured in a single group. All students had attendance recorded at problem classes and received
feedback questionnaires at the end of each semester. Data on the use of the video-system (AiM)
was recorded for students on Module C. The exam was identical for all students and sat
concurrently.
Raw exam data for the preceding two years was also available, where all three modules were
taught in the traditional format with a common exam, allowing for an analysis of exam
performance that could control for variations in the relative abilities of students on different
courses.
4. ANALYSIS
4.1 Engagement
Attendance at problem classes was considerably better across the year for the new format, (see
Figures 2 and 3, and Table 2). Students attended approximately three times as many problem
classes across the year, due to a higher attendance rate (77% compared to 50-60%) over twice as
many scheduled classes.
Average attendance rate

Average no. classes attended

Module A

59%

10-12*

Module B

50%

7.5-11.5*

Module C

77%

31.5

Table 2: Summary of attendance data. (An asterisk indicates incomplete data towards the
end of the course leading to the shown uncertainty.)
Additionally, as students were unable to access the online tests until they had watched the
relevant video in full without fast-forwarding, we were able to determine the number of students
who had watched each video on time (see Figure 4). The data indicates that the vast majority of
students (86%) watched at least 80% of the videos on time, and half of students watched at least
97% of the videos on time. It is possible, and indeed likely, that students who had not watched
the videos on time watched them at a later date, but we did not have a method for tracking such
engagement.
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Figure 2: Problem class attendance, Semester 1. Module C was taught in a flipped format,
whereas Modules A and B were taught traditionally.

Figure 3: Problem class attendance, Semester 2. Module C was taught in a flipped format,
whereas Modules A and B were taught traditionally.
(Easter break occurred after Week 8)
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Proportion of Tests
completed
0-20%
20-40%
40-60%
60-80%
80-90%
90-95%
95-99%
100%
Total:

Frequency
1
6
6
19
27
36
57
84
236

Figure 4: Proportion of videos watched on time
(Students who withdrew mid-course not included)
4.2 Student satisfaction
Module feedback from students was very positive. In Semester 1, over 94.9% were satisfied or
very satisfied with the flipped course in the end-of-semester questionnaire (118 responses), and
the figure was 88.7% in Semester 2 (81 responses). Additionally, across the two semesters, 115
of 168 comments mentioned online videos when asked what was good about the module, and
only 5 comments suggested traditional lectures would improve the module.
Satisfaction rates were also high for the traditionally taught courses. In Semester 1, the figures
were 97.6% and 94.3% satisfied or very satisfied for the traditionally taught courses (42 and 72
responses respectively), and in Semester 2, 100% and 98.5% (24 and 66 responses). This
indicates that the lower attendance rates on the traditionally taught modules were not due to low
levels of student satisfaction.
Below, we cherry-pick some of the best comments from students. Full questionnaires are
available from the authors on request. From the student feedback questionnaires, “What was
good about the module?”:
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EVERYTHING. I love this style of teaching. Problem classes are a fun, relaxed
atmosphere. Perfect level of difficulty.
Loved the online video lecture system. It gave me the chance to work through the
material at my own pace, pausing the lecture to take down clear and detailed notes. The
problem classes reinforced what I had learnt at home and allowed me to ask any
questions that arose when I was watching the videos.
I feel this module is very well done, especially with the usage of online lectures and
problem classes, which deeply help my understanding of the taught material.
The combination of video lectures and problem classes is very effective. It allows students
to learn when they are most motivated and it enables students to pause and replay the
lectures.
Maths videos & tests were in my opinion the way forward. By recording the lectures, the
lecturers make minimal mistakes. They also make the time spent at the university more
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effective for students as they receive individual help on problems & are able to question
things freely.
The online video lectures are very useful as they can be paused, giving you time to take
notes. The explanations given by the lecturers in the video are usually of a very high
standard. The level of content is high, yet I do not feel unable to cope.
I like the online quiz and test concept since it gives a sense of freedom in learning.

4.3 Exam performance
To understand the impact of the new teaching method on exam performance, we looked at three
years’ worth1 of exam data (2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14) to allow us to control for variations
in the difficulty of the exams and relative abilities of the student intakes. Elaborating on the last
point, students taught on Module A tend to be weaker mathematically than those on Modules B
and C, but our experience is that students on the latter two are broadly comparable. To allow us
to control for this properly, we applied a linear model incorporating the year, module code, raw
exam mark and teaching method for each student.
The linear model returned the conclusion that our approach adds 8 marks (with a 95%
confidence interval of 4 to 12 marks) to the expected grade of a student.2 Figure 5 shows
cumulative plots of the exam data for Modules A, B and C in 2012-13, when all courses were
taught in the traditional format, and 2013-14, when Module C was changed to the flipped
approach. The notable feature is the gap which has opened up between Module C and the other
two modules, particularly evident at the bottom end of the scale.

Figure 5: Cumulative plots of raw exam marks.

This comprised the full amount of directly comparable data we had for these modules. Prior to
2011-12, there were significant differences in the way the modules were structured.
2
The addition to our analysis of further data from future sittings of exams will allow firmer
conclusions to be drawn on the effect of our teaching methods.
1
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A summary of the raw exam data for the three years is shown in Table 3. The important aspect
is in the relative standing of the average grades. Notice that in 2013-14 there was a 10-point gap
between the highest scoring cohort (Module C) and the lowest (Module A).
2011-12:
2012-13:
2013-14:

Module A
48.1
63.6
48.1

Module B
54.7
68.5
53.1

Module C
47.5
69.3
58.4

Table 3: Comparison of mean raw exam grades on Modules A, B and C.
In 2013-14, Module C was taught in a flipped format.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We believe the data indicates that a flipped approach to teaching mathematics can significantly
improve student engagement and attainment while maintaining high levels of students
satisfaction. Indeed, there is some evidence from some student comments that this approach
could be considered an enhancement of the student experience. The techniques we have used are
low-cost and low-maintenance, and could easily be applied by other higher education institutions
to large cohorts in STEM subjects and beyond.
The flipped approach outlined in this paper was extended to around six hundred first-year
engineering students in 2014-15, and in 2015-16 we are teaching around a thousand students in
this way. Formal analysis of the data is required to make firm claims, but it seems the approach
continues to succeed in terms of engagement and student satisfaction. Finally, analysis of further
raw exam data should allow us to make firmer claims as to the effects on performance of this
method.
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Team-teaching on a Large Multidisciplinary Engineering Mathematics Class:
The Lessons We Have Learnt so Far
Abel Nyamapfene*
University College London
Abstract: This paper presents an analysis of team-teaching on a large class first year engineering
mathematics module. The teaching team is drawn from several engineering disciplines, and
includes both academic staff and postgraduate teaching assistants. An interdisciplinary team was
selected because the module designers wished to equip students with insights on the application
of mathematics in the various engineering disciplines. Despite the prevalence of large class teamteaching in engineering and other disciplines, the literature on large class teaching in engineering
is limited. A key objective of the paper is to make an attempt at addressing this perceived gap by
presenting the lessons learnt on large class team-teaching on this first year introductory course on
engineering mathematics. Findings from this study indicate that large class team-teaching
presents significant management and communication challenges. However, these challenges can
be mitigated by timely planning, effective communication and team coordination.
Keywords: team-teaching, engineering mathematics, co-operative teaching, MATLAB,
EXCEL, mathematical modelling and analysis.
*Correspondence to: A. Nyamapfene, Faculty of Engineering Science, University College
London, United Kingdom. E-mail: a.nyamapfene@ucl.ac.uk
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Aim
The first and second year introductory science and mathematics modules in Engineering are
often delivered through large classes. This is because they cover the essential knowledge and
skills that underpins higher level studies in all Engineering disciplines. Increasingly, these
classes are delivered through team-teaching, both as a means to expose students to multiple
perspective on a subject (Anderson and Speck, 1998), and as a means to make the best use of
scarce teaching resources (Armstrong, 1977). However, despite their prevalence, the literature on
large class teaching in Engineering with specific reference to team teaching is limited. This
paper seeks to address this perceived gap by presenting the lessons that we have learnt on large
class teaching following the introduction of a multi-disciplinary, team-taught, first year module
in mathematical modelling and analysis at University College London.
1.2 Overview of team-teaching from the literature
Whilst there are several definitions of team teaching, the definition adopted in this paper is the
one by Johnson & Lobb (1959, p.59) which is cited in Armstrong (1977): “A teaching team is a
group of two or more persons assigned to the same students at the same time for instructional
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purposes in a particular subject or combination of subjects.” This may involve members of the
teaching team collaborating and working cooperatively on all, or only on some aspects of
teaching and assessment, including course design (Perry & Stewart, 2005). In the module
described in this paper, team members collaborate on module design and review, and on module
assessment design and marking, and deliver lectures in sequence. Within workshops, academic
staff teach collaboratively with postgraduate teaching assistants, whilst the help desk is run
entirely by postgraduate teaching assistants. An important aspect, however, is that all these tasks
require coordination, and team communication is paramount.
2. STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF THE FIRST YEAR ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS MODULE
2.1 Module Objectives
The main driver behind the redesign of the first year engineering mathematics module was the
desire to enable engineering students to study relevant introductory concepts in mathematics
within an Engineering problem-solving context. The module comprises large class lectures
delivered by engineering academics who introduce mathematical concepts and link them to the
academic research taking place within the Faculty of Engineering Science. This is followed by
workshops conducted within the students’ own departments where the concepts taught in lectures
are reinforced through small group activities comprising both paper-based and computermediated problem solving.
2.2 Curriculum overview
The mathematical concepts covered by the first year engineering mathematics module are similar
to those covered by more traditional first year Engineering Mathematics modules. However,
unlike the traditional modules, this module reinforces the engineering utility of these concepts by
using relevant engineering-oriented titles rather than mathematics oriented titles. Table 1, which
summarises the first year engineering mathematics module syllabus, illustrates this concept:
Syllabus Item
Building Mathematical Models
Employ assumptions to simplify
systems
Engineering calculus
Engineering uncertainty
Analysing data
Representing engineering systems
and signals using complex numbers
Describing the world in 3-D,
Matrices and Linear algebra
Engineering systems modelling:
Calculus and differential equations
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Summary of Intended Learning Outcomes
Introduces basic mathematical models
and their
implementation using EXCEL and MATLAB
Introduces the art of estimation and approximation in
Engineering analysis and decision-making.
Reviews basic mathematical calculus with an emphasis on
engineering applications
Introduces statistics and probability concepts and their
significance and application to practical engineering
Introduces data modelling and fitting, including regression
analysis, within engineering practice
Introduces the theory of complex numbers as a tool for
modelling and analysing bimodal engineering quantities
Introduces vectors, matrices and linear algebra and their
importance in handling and manipulating multi-dimensional
engineering data.
Introduces and uses calculus and differential equations to
model and analyse dynamic engineering systems
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Table 1: Syllabus summary of the first year engineering mathematics module
2.3 Overview of module teaching methods

Historically engineering programmes teach engineering mathematics theory in isolation from
engineering practice. Whilst this can help develop an understanding of the mathematical
concepts, for engineers it is just as important to understand how to apply this newly acquired
mathematical knowledge to solving engineering problems. The first year engineering
mathematics module utilises mathematical modelling and simulation techniques as a teaching
tool to integrate the acquisition and practice of mathematical concepts. This approach is
underpinned by a suite of online mathematical support resources as well as a walk-in student-led
engineering mathematics help desk.
The module is delivered in the first term through a blended learning approach that integrates
face-to-face weekly lectures, weekly workshops, structured online Moodle resources and
mathematical modelling and simulation tools like MATLAB and spreadsheet software. Both
lectures and workshops are 2 hours each, with lectures taking place at the beginning of the week,
and workshops taking place at the end of the week. Lectures are common to all the engineering
disciplines, and their role is to introduce mathematical concepts, and to relate these concepts to
relevant research within the engineering disciplines.
Study materials are posted online on the Moodle virtual environment, and students have to
complete pre-lecture online quizzes to ensure that they are adequately prepared for the lecture.
Students are required to read prior to the lectures, and, in the period between the weekly lecture
and workshop, to engage with lecture material through set problem sets.
Workshops are run within the departments. During the workshops, students work in groups to
establish solutions to the weekly problem sheets posted by the lecturers on Moodle. The
workshop problem sheets comprise short mathematical questions designed to reinforce
understanding of mathematical concepts as well as extended problem sets that require the use of
MATLAB and EXCEL. In addition, individual departments also provide additional practice
material tailor-made to their disciplines. This strategy was adopted as a way of ensuring that
students have the opportunity to apply taught mathematical engineering problems within their
own disciplines. Table 2 shows the typical student workload across the term.
Learning activity
Lectures
Private Reading
Seminars/ problem classes / workshops
Required written work
Revision
E-learning student led contact
Total Learning in hours per term

Time for activity in hours per term
20
40
20
30
48
30
188

Table 2: The typical student workload distribution across the first term
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2.4 Module assessment
The module is assessed through e-coursework, worth 10%, standard pen and paper coursework,
worth 40%, and by an examination, worth 50%. The e-coursework focuses on mastery of
fundamental concepts, whilst the pen and paper coursework assesses both mastery of concepts as
well as problem-solving skills using MATLAB. The examination focusses only on mathematical
concepts, and does not have any MATLAB requirement. There is no direct assessment of
MATLAB mastery, but students need to have a certain level of MATLAB proficiency to enable
them to answer the problem solving tasks in the pen and paper coursework.
Assessment
Item

Weighting Description
Assessment

E-assessment

10%

9 e-courseworks spread To assess competence in basic
throughout the first term. mathematical concepts covered in
Worth 10/9 % each.
the course

Standard
Coursework

40%

4 pieces of written All the 4 pieces of coursework are
coursework in the term. marked by postgraduate teaching
Worth 10% each.
assistants.

End
of 50%
module
examination

Held in the end of year 2 hour, closed book, tutor-marked
May/June Examination examination
period

Total

of

the Additional Comments

100%
Table 2: Module assessment weighting

2.5 Student support on the module
Module support is provided thorguh the Moodle Question and Answer Forum and a Help Desk.
Students are encouraged to place their queries on the Question and Answer Forum and to
respond to each other’s queries. In each case an academic staff member or postgraduate teaching
assistant checks and confirms all the answers provided by other students before a discussion
thread is closed.
The Help Desk runs for 2 hours, three times per week during term-time, and offers informal,
face-to-face and friendly guidance on:
 Engineering Mathematics theory and applications
 Mathematical modelling and analysis of engineering systems
 Applications of Matlab and Excel to mathematical modelling, analysis and
visualisation
2.6 Module monitoring and review
Module monitoring and review is carried out on an ongoing basis. For instance, each week
postgraduate students monitor student engagement and attendance in lectures, workshops and the
help-desk. This data is reviewed by all the academics on the programme, and where necessary,
corrective changes are agreed upon and implemented. At the end of the year the academics
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working on the module carry out an annual module review, and implement any module redesigns
in preparation for the next academic year.
3. HUMAN RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR THE DELIVERY AND ASSESSMENT OF
THE MODULE
Each lecture is delivered by an engineering academic with expertise on the topic. There are
currently 9 lecturers on the module, with 8 delivering a single lecture topic each and one
delivering two lectures. There are approximately 600 students on the first year engineering
mathematics module. These students are divided into two lecture groups, meaning that each
week the designated lecturer has to deliver the same lecture twice.
As mentioned previously, workshops are organised and run by individual departments, and
within each department, students are subdivided into workshop groups of not more than 60
students each. Each group is led by an academic member of staff supported by two postgraduate
teaching assistants. Mechanical, civil, electronic and chemical engineering have two workshop
groups each, whilst biomedical and biochemical engineering have a single workshop group each,
giving a total of 10 workshop groups.
Disciplinary groups are used to ensure that students will focus on engineering applications of
mathematics that are directly relevant to their own discipline. An upper limit of 60 students per
workshop group has been adopted to ensure that each student receives adequate support from the
academic staff member and the two postgraduate teaching assistants.
As already discussed, the Help Desk runs for 2 hours, three times per week during term-tim.
Each session is led by two postgraduate teaching assistants, which means that 6 postgraduate
teaching asssitants are required to run the Help Desk each week. A team of 18 postgraduate
teaching asssitants take turns to lead the help desk, meaning that a pair of postgraduate teaching
asssitants will do help desk duty once every three weeks.
Electronic assessments are automatically graded, and this process is overseen by a single
academic. The academics who deliver the weekly lectures are responsible for preparing the
paper-based coursework and the end of module examination. All the pieces of assessment are
reviewed by all academic staff working on the module. Paper-based coursework is marked by the
postgraduate students who work on the help desk or assist with the workshops, and this marking
is moderated by the academics in charge of the various workshop groups. The final exam is
marked and moderated by all the academic staff working on the module.
A teaching-focussed academic is responsible for coordinating the entire module. This includes
the management of the virtual learning environment, coordinating the preparation of learning
resources, scheduling and overseeing learning delivery, student support and assessment
processes.
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4. EVALUATION OF TEAM TEACHING ON THE MODULE
3.1 Module design
Module design started two years prior to the implementation of the first year module in the
academic year 2014-15. The module design team comprised at least two academics from each of
the departments. The majority of these academics eventually went on to lecture or lead workshop
groups once the module started running in the academic year 2014-15. The overall module
design and implementation process was overseen by a team of senior academics drawn from the
individual departments.
The main objective of the module design team was to agree on a common syllabus acceptable
across all the engineering departments. Issues such as the module coverage as well as the depth
of coverage of individual topics had to be resolved. The oversight team of senior academics
frequently had to step in to foster agreement and ensure the process of module design proceed.
3.2 Integrating MATLAB into the module
It had been agreed in principle that software tools like MATLAB and EXCEL should be
integrated into the module. Different departments had different perspectives on how much
MATLAB and EXCEL to incorporate in a first year module on mathematics. Although a
compromise was arrived at, this issue was not entirely resolved at the design stage, leading to
lecturers adopting varying degrees of MATLAB integration during the first year of teaching.
This was further compounded by other workshop leads preparing workshop practice questions
requiring a depth of MATLAB competence far in excess of the elementary competence expected
of beginners. However appreciative feedback from module coordinators of second term first year
courses requiring MATLAB competence, as well as the positive end of year feedback from the
majority of the students eventually won over sceptical team members.
3.3 Approach to module lectures
In principle, the design team advocated for a blended learning approach to the delivery of the
module that required adequate preparation of learning and assessment resources beforehand.
Students had to go through the lecture material and engage with pre-lecture quizzes prior to each
lecture. This material also had to be available for workshop leads and postgraduate teaching
assistants well before the time students were expected to engage with it. This was quite different
from sole non-flipped module teaching where staff could prepare material as they went along.
Consequently, a significant number of lecturers missed these deadlines, which meant that both
the students and other staff members were inadequately prepared for lectures.
Some lecturers were sceptical of lecture flipping, and preferred instead to use the lecture session
as the primary medium for content delivery. This led to some lecturers failing to cover their
topics, and overburdened workshop leads who had to go over the lecture material again for the
benefit of the students, which in turn led to some workshop sessions failing to offer adequate
practice support to students. To overcome this the weekly feedback received for well-prepared
and delivered lectures was circulated to all academic staff on the module. In addition, academic
staff were encourage to attend lectures and observe their peers.
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3.4 Adoption of collaborative active learning methods in workshops
A collaborative team –learning approach whereby students worked on problem sets together and
found solutions for themselves was advocated for the module. This was new for both the students
and some of the academic staff. Consequently some of the staff reverted back to teacher-centred
non-collaborative approaches whereby staff essentially worked through all the problems after
giving the class a limited time to practise. Again peer-to-peer staff learning was adopted,
whereby staff were encouraged to observe some of their peers who were already acquainted with
collaborative learning techniques. In addition, resources for collaborative learning were made
available to staff, and the module coordinator co-delivered some of the workshop sessions with
the staff so as to pass on the necessary expertise.
3.5 Lack of continuity between lectures and workshops
During the first year lecturers had responsibility for preparing lecture materials and for setting
the end of module examination. Workshop leads had responsibility for preparing the workshop
materials and the paper-based coursework. Even though a detailed scheme of work had been
prepared for each topic, lack of collaboration between lectures and workshop leads led to
disparities between what was taught in lectures and what was covered in workshops. A two stage
process was adopted to resolve this. First, workshop leads were encouraged to attend some of the
lectures, and lecturers were encourage to visit workshop sessions. Secondly, lecturers and
workshop leads were encouraged to collaborate in preparation of workshop materials. In this way
a more collaborative spirit developed and better coordination between lecturers and workshop
leads developed.
The need to interact on the module has led to improvements in both formal and informal
interdepartmental communication amongst staff. Prior to this, academic staff only tended to
communicate if they had shared research interests, or if they both shared an interest in teaching
leading to participation in cross-faculty teaching initiatives. This was because, apart from the
first and second year mathematics module which were delivered by the Department of
Mathematics, each department conducted its own teaching separately from the other
departments. Apart from a duplication of resources, this also restricted the flow of teaching
innovations across the faculty. It is expected that as academic staff increasingly interact across
departments, more interdisciplinary teaching will take place. With regard to the engineering
mathematics modules, it means that there will be more coordinated delivery of teaching, which
will ultimately benefit the students.
3.6 Impact of weekly changes to lecturers
During module design, it was felt that each topic should be delivered by an engineering academic
who was an expert in that topic, and who could link the topic to his or her area of research. This
led to a new lecturer for each topic. Student feedback throughout the term indicated that this
change in lecturer on a weekly basis led to a significant number of students getting frustrated. In
their qualitative feedback, some students indicated that they had trouble adjusting from one
lecturer to another on a weekly basis. It is now collectively felt that the number of lecturers on
the module needs to be reduced by ensuring that each lecturer teaches at least two or more
consecutive topics.
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3.7 Staff-student communications
During the weekly review meetings, attendees often proposed changes to various aspects of the
module as informed by observations by staff and feedback from students. Minutes of these
meetings were posted to an online repository and circulated to all academics and postgraduate
teaching assistants on the module. However, some academic staff didn’t attend meetings, and
failed to keep abreast of the minutes. This led to confusion amongst students as staff
disseminated differing information. To alleviate this it was resolved that the module coordinator
would have sole responsibility for communicating to students on important aspects of the
module, and that staff would copy in the module coordinator in any communications with
students.
5. LESSONS LEARNT
This study suggests when team teaching is implemented on large classes, aspects of module
management such as module planning and coordination, staff-student and staff-staff
communication, task scheduling and compliance with deadlines become infinitely more
important. Tasks have to be planned in detail beforehand, and communicated to both staff and
students as clearly and as unambiguously as possible. In addition, to facilitate hand-over from
one lecturer to another, lecturers have to ensure that they complete all the specified teaching
tasks within the agreed timeframe. If this is not done, there will be knock on effects in
subsequent lectures and tutorials.
Whereas in sole teaching modules it is not critical to maintain rapport with fellow academics, in
the case of team-teaching rapport and clarity of communication between team-teaching members
is absolutely critical. Also, whilst team-teaching helps to give students a multiplicity of
perspectives on the taught subject, it is essential that switching of lecturers be minimised to
ensure that both lecturers and students are able to establish rapport with each other.
In conclusion, therefore, whilst large class team teaching can present significant management
and communication challenges, these challenges can be mitigated by timely planning, effective
communication and team coordination.
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Abstract: ROBOGUIDE            
is an open, voluntary, and bottomup group project to build an
autonomous             
robot to guide visitors through the Mappin and Pam Liversidge Buildings at
the       
University of Sheffield. It is an interdisciplinary, crossdepartmental   
project within
Sheffield   
Robotics, giving undergraduates,        
PhD students, and early career researchers the
opportunity to work together on a practical robotics research project.
The             
project began in January 2015 as a joint initiative between researchers and
undergraduates            
with a desire to obtain practical robotics experience and collaborate on
projects              
outside of their own field. The project has included 12 team members from
backgrounds     
across computer science, control engineering, psychology,  
and
neuroscience.           
In a year, the project has produced eleven research publications   
in local,
national,  
and international conferences,    
spawned a successful EPSRCfunded  
research
proposal,     
and an EU H2020 submission.       
The project has given robotics research
experience  
for undergraduates,          
an opportunity for PhD students to work outside their
discipline, and experience of managing people and projects for early career researches.
This             
paper discusses learning points of the project over to date and future implications.
These   
include the interdisciplinary        
aspects that helped formulate the project, the
attraction  
of undergraduates         
to working on a real research project, how welldirected  
and
enthusiastic             
students can play a significant role in active research, and how providing
space,              
time, and equipment to motivated students and early career researchers can lead to
the development           
of sustainable new research programs. We highlight areas of difficulty
encountered               
in the hope to motivate easier solutions in the future, including the need to
source and secure funding to support equipment purchases and travel.
Keywords; robotics, engineering education, project management, engagement, society.
*Correspondence to: Jonathan M. Aitken, Sheffield Robotics, University of Sheffield, Sheffield,
United Kingdom. Email: jonathan.aitken@sheffield.ac.uk
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 ROBOGuide Project Outline
The ROBOGUIDE (ROBOtic GUidance and Interaction DEvelopment) project aims to develop
a guide robot that can lead visitors from the entrance to the Mappin Building, at the University of
Sheffield, to the Sheffield Robotics Laboratory in the adjoining Pam Liversidge Building
(approximately a 35 minute walk of about 500m). This is a complex task as the robot must
safely navigate corridors populated with building users (many of whom will be unfamiliar with
robots in the environment), pass through closed doors and use a lift to navigate between different
floors of the Pam Liversidge Building. The project aims to address how an assistive robot can be
designed and built with a comprehensive view to its requirements, to elicit help in a friendly
manner from passersby to achieve its goals, to successfully navigate around the building, and to
coexist safely in its environment.
1.1 ROBOGUIDE Project Outputs and Successes
The project has successfully produced eight research publications, including this one, and three
abstracts, these span local (Aitken et al., 2015, Cameron et al., 2016c, Law et al., 2015b, Loh and
Cameron, 2016), national (Cameron et al., 2015a, Law et al., 2015a, Cameron et al., 2016a,
Cameron et al, 2016b), European (McAree et al., 2015) and International (Cameron et al., 2015b)
conferences. Each of these papers details various aspects of the project but can be broadly
grouped into three separate areas:
● General project overviews (Law et al., 2015a, Law et al., 2015b, Cameron et al., 2016c)
● HumanRobot Interaction (Cameron et al., 2015a, Cameron et al., 2015b, Cameron et al.,
2016a, Cameron et al., 2016b, Loh and Cameron, 2016)
● Safety and navigation around the building (Aitken et al., 2015, McAree et al., 2015)
Interactions between project members have also led to the development of a new line of research
focussing on trust in HumanRobot Interaction (HRI). Collaboration and early work on
ROBOGUIDE led to a successful funding application to investigate trust in robot coworking
for manufacturing. The Assessing Graphical Robot Aids for Interactive CoWorking (Eimontaite
et al., 2016) secured £19,998 funding from the EPSRC Centre for Innovative Manufacturing in
Intelligent Automation to conduct a six month Feasibility Study into the impact of signage on
people working closely with manufacturing robots. ROBOGUIDE, and its reputation within
Sheffield Robotics, also led team members being approached to contribute to the Horizon 2020
proposal for the COSAPIENt (COllaborative and Smart robotic platform to Assist and help
medical staff and Patients to Improve transportation and accommodation in hospital
Environments) project. Various other spinout projects are also under discussion, around
assistive robotics, robotics for manufacturing, and trust in HRI.
1.3 Team Profile
The ROBOGUIDE project is an interdisciplinary project bringing together engineers and
scientists working in computational neuroscience, control systems, formal verification, natural
language, and psychology. This provides a unique mix where individuals not only have different
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backgrounds but also have different levels of experience working in academic projects being
comprised of a wide range of members across different career stages:
● Postdoctoral and early career researchers (7)
● PhD Researchers (1)
● Undergraduates (4)
2. COMMENCING AND GROWING ROBOGUIDE
2.1 The conditions enabling ROBOGUIDE
Sheffield Robotics is an interdisciplinary research institute with dedicated laboratory and office
space in the University of Sheffield. It provides space to researchers from departments across the
university to undertake roboticsrelated work, and these shared workspaces enable researchers to
connect around their common interest in robotics. Whilst many researchers were committed
fulltime to specific projects, discussions turned to ways of working together and participating in
creative sided projects that required minimal time commitments.
A common interest amongst the group was to undertake practical work using real robots in real
environments. As part of an EPSRC capital grant, Sheffield Robotics acquired a Pioneer LX was
from Adept MobileRobots1 (see Figure 1). This is an extendible, wheeled platform with a 13
hour run time, laser scanner for indoor mapping and navigation, proximity and impact sensors,
speech synthesis software, and autonomous charging capacity. This robot was purchased to fill a
gap in the portfolio for an mobile platform able to operate autonomously for long durations, but
was not being used for active research at the genesis of ROBOGUIDE. The robot provided a
free platform for new research, and was sufficiently supported that it was accessible to most
researchers.
The final element in the creation of the ROBOGUIDE project was a student volunteer, with an
interest in getting experience working in a robotics lab. This provided someone with the time and
motivation to work on the robot platform, and help with implementation and experimentation.

1

h ttp://www.mobilerobots.com/ResearchRobots/PioneerLX.aspx
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Figure 1: Pioneer LX from Adept MobileRobotics.
2.2 Project Motivation
The motivation behind the project was to create a small and flexible working group, which
would develop features and perform experiments with the Pioneer LX, working in a distributed
manner. This work would be primarily researcherled and interdisciplinary in nature, that is to
say new ideas would quickly be evaluated and available personnel used as flexibly as possible.
Priority was generally given to ideas concerned with interdisciplinary themes, typically technical
innovations that enable novel psychological studies to take place.  
2.3 Project Methodology
2.3.1 Team Management
Typically team meetings were conducted on a biweekly cycle, due to individuals’ time
commitments. High level decisions about project direction were agreed in a democratic fashion,
with subgroups formed between meetings to work on the areas discussed. Typically postdocs
and PhD students would supervise the work of undergraduate students, and contribute heavily to
the production of papers.
2.3.2 Project Management
One of the opportunities provided by the ROBOGUIDE project was for team members to
develop new skills in research and project management, not afforded to them by their routine
activities.
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For undergraduates, these opportunities have included: gaining experience of working in a
research environment; working with stateoftheart robotic hardware; pursuing practical
goalfocused research with distinct, achievable aims; presenting at conferences and workshops;
and contributing to research publications. In addition, students have been able to draw on the
experience and support of enthusiastic researchers, leading to quick resolution of problems,
rather than struggling with unfamiliar hardware.
For PhD students and postdoctoral researchers the project has provided the opportunity to:
undertake research independently of their supervisors; work within a team with researchers from
other disciplines; produce additional publications to bolster their research profile; and supervise
undergraduate students.
For early career researchers, the project has provided opportunities to: lead a research project;
manage a team of interdisciplinary researchers; develop new research areas; source and manage
funding; and has provided a basis for further grant applications and creation of independent
research profiles.
A key motivator in project progression has been the generation of research papers. Throughout
the project, team members have actively contributed to identifying opportunities to publish, and
the writing of papers. Each publication provided a deadline for the next phase of work, and
helped focus activity. An individual (or group) would take responsibility for leading on each
paper, but with the support of the team and their joint commitment to the project, papers were
produced as a group effort relieving the pressure on the principal author(s).  
2.4 Challenges as development opportunities
Throughout the project the team faced challenges, just as any research project might. Although
these presented obstacles to the work being undertaken, they also provided opportunities for
learning and development.
2.4.1 Funding
ROBOGUIDE is an unfunded project. Whilst time was given voluntarily, an the team had
access to a robotic platform and laboratory space, there was no budget to support additional
equipment, travel, conference fees, accommodation, publishing fees, or anything else that might
usually be costed to a research project. This presents several difficulties, especially in practical
implementations.  
Due to the lack of funding, the research plan was always directed so as to minimise any costs
associated with the project. Additional components and hardware were limited whenever
possible, and publications were aimed at conferences where attendance costs would be low, or
where the presenter was already funded from another project. In an early conference, presenters
volunteered to help at trade stands to help cover attendance costs. At another, a PhD student
volunteered to present to take advantage of reduced student fees. Nevertheless, this frugal
approach did restrict research, and made it difficult to publish work in more visible locations.
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Restrictions on the equipment available is not a typical problem encountered within robotics
projects, especially student projects where funds, even at a low level, are available to purchase
essential equipment. ROBOGUIDE became a source of innovation and adaptation as equipment
could not be sourced to complete the task. This had three direct benefits:
● More challenge for team members to be innovative around problems, especially potential
hardware bottlenecks.
● Often a quicker lead time for solving problems; the group did not have to wait for
components to be ordered, signedoff, delivered, and then integrated.  
● By using common components integration times were substantially reduced as there was
a higher level of familiarity with hardware.
For example, in McAree et al., 2015, a pressure sensor is added to ROBOGUIDE, to sense time
in the lift. However, in order to obtain data quickly this was adapted from a project members
mobile phone, which provided an easy interface and enabled data to be collected the same day.
As the project progressed, and the lack of funding became a greater barrier to progress and
publication, team members began to search out and apply for any relevant small pots of money
to cover travel costs. As a consequence, team members unintentionally began to develop skills in
applying for funding, that they would not have otherwise.
After the project had been running for 6 months, and had shown its value in terms of supporting
student and researcher development, Sheffield Robotics set up a £2k fund to support bottomup
projects initiated by students and postdocs. This funding recognised the potential for projects like
ROBOGUIDE to help create new research avenues, and support student and staff development.
It is intended that this annual fund be available for internal projects to apply for, as they would
any grant, but with the aim of fostering bottomup development in the institute.
By the end of its first year, ROBOGUIDE had lead to an externallyfunded feasibility study to
investigate humanrobot interaction (£25k). By the end of its 14th month, a £350k proposal on
robot navigation in busy indoor environments had been submitted as part of a larger H2020
consortium.
2.4.2 Time Pressures
As with all projects of this nature, where participants are donating their time, ROBOGUIDE
often encountered situations where there were clashing deadlines with participants normal work.
Generally the project was managed such that busy periods were expected and could be avoided,
as the project had a large pool of members that could provide cover. Typically for any project
output, members were assigned a section of a paper as their responsibility, which was adjusted
given their current constraints.
A common bottleneck was with the team members that commonly worked with the robot itself.
The learning curve for operating the PioneerLX is relatively gradual; but depending on team
member’s preferences for work areas there were relatively few participants who were readily
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acquainted with running ROBOGUIDE. This built a dependence on practical team members,
typically PhD students and undergraduates attached to the project.
The time pressures and commitment of producing an output for ROBOGUIDE has provided
ample practice in time management, whether for the undergraduates balancing lectures and
assignments with programming tasks, PhD students writing theses or researchers with project
deadlines. However, the shared responsibility felt by team members, and attempts to balance
workload, meant that work was well distributed.
An unexpected outcome is that members of the group have been exposed to wider subject areas
than their own backgrounds. Often whilst compiling papers, such as Cameron et al., 2015b,
literature reviews have been required. These have been distributed around the group to available
members allowing insights into different fields.
2.4.3 Maintaining Motivation
Throughout the project the maintenance of motivation amongst the project team has been
essential in the sustained success of the project. It quickly became clear that working with a large
group of well motivated people it was possible to produce a significant amount of research
output very quickly.
ROBOGUIDE maintained a strong sense of team spirit during its development phase. This was
through a shared sense of community fostered by Sheffield Robotics strong laboratory
environment which acted as an area to mix, bringing team members together in the same space.
This helped produce a togetherness during development as team members shared the same
laboratory environment. This produced a strong sense of peergroup support, as members were in
the same space so able to provide support, skills and problem solving abilities quickly as part of
daily life.  
Throughout the project team members had several key objective areas; namely practical
development and publications. This meant that members of the group would react very positively
to potential suggestions for research areas that would lead to practical development and potential
output. This lead to a supportive environment for ideas from any member of the team which
could be taken and acted on quickly through the strong team environment.
Because of the group commitment paper production and publication became an effective and
nontimeconsuming task. As the team was commited to producing outputs, small sections could
be delegated. Due to the shared commitment to publications each member knew they could rely
on group members to bring together their small components into an output. As the team
comprised of a large group of members this meant responsibility for production was shared
amongst the group. This lead to an easy route to paper production and success in publication.
The positive response formed part of a positive feedback loop, success in producing papers acted
to motivate members to suggest and work on further output.
3. CASE STUDIES
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This section draws on the specific experience of members of the project at each career stage to
reflect on how they have benefited from being part of ROBOGUIDE.
3.1 Early Career Researchers
The early career researcher’s role within the project focuses around project management, this
typically revolves around:
●
●
●
●

Overall project direction
Guidance for postgraduate and undergraduate students on technical work
Identification of publication output locations
Sourcing funding for components and conference travel

Working on the ROBOGUIDE project has provided numerous opportunities to develop project
management skills, which became increasingly important as the limited availability of people
became apparent. This would often involve balancing the technical development of the robot
with the generation of papers, whilst ensuring that all team members gained good experience of
both. This was also a first experience of supervising technical work on a different robotic
platform from that used in daytoday research, which presented a different view of supervision
as it was away from the familiar.
3.2 Postgraduate Students
The postgraduate student’s role within the project focuses on technical and theoretical outputs,
typically composed of:
● Practical implementations of work on the robot
● Theoretical developments of humanrobot interaction
The ROBOGUIDE project has afforded PhD students the opportunity to develop examples of
effective research independence and contribute to publications that are not coauthored by their
PhD supervisors. Work on the project supports a broader understanding of the field and efforts
spent on the project can complement work undertaken for PhD research. Contribution to the
project can support early career development through both supporting PhD completion and
demonstration of research independence.  
3.3 Undergraduate Students
The undergraduate student’s role within the project focuses on technical outputs, typically
composed of:
● Practical implementations of work on the robot
● Conducting experiments to establish validity of theory
The ROBOGUIDE project exposed the undergraduate students to the entire process of research,
including the inception of a research idea to the process of journal and conference submissions.
This has provided a better understanding of academic life.  
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Furthermore, the interdisciplinary nature of the project allowed the introduction to a variety of
experts in different fields, allowing an insight into several different fields of science. This was
especially useful as an undergraduate to better select an area of research to further studies.
Attaining knowledge and insight into different fields was also an interesting experience.  
During time in the lab, there was an exposure to several important skills to research such as the
use of LaTeX, a program commonly used to produce research papers and not usually taught
during undergraduate studies. This project also allows students with different levels of software
experience to get involved, access the project/robot using different software packages, from
those routinely taught (e.g. Matlab at undergraduate level) to more advanced languages, outside
of typical undergraduate experience, especially in Psychology, (e.g. c++). Ultimately the project
has allowed students to use robotic platforms such as YARP and ROSARIA, which lie well
outside typical undergraduate studies, which aids preparation for postgraduate courses in robotics
or industrial development.  
The open environment in the robotics lab also made the other researchers more accessible,
allowing communication and seeking help with them when the need arises. The project also
funded a visit to the TAROS 2016 conference which allowed discussion of the concepts of
ROBOGUIDE with experienced robotics researchers and senior academics. Overall, this project
has provided many crucial research skills and has further strengthened our undergraduate
student's desire to apply to graduate school.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The ROBOGUIDE            
project has provided a model for teaching and learning across multiple
disciplines,    
from the practical development       
of hardware and software to the communication  
of
research          
findings. It has also impacted at multiple levels, providing development opportunities
from  
the undergraduate           
student to the early career researcher. The model has encouraged
interaction,            
both across the different levels of research experience, and across academic
disciplines     
found within a university environment.        
It is now also providing formal learning
opportunities in the form of student projects and international internships.
In    
addition to the development opportunities         
for students and researchers, this activity has also
resulted      
in recognised benefits including new interdisciplinary collaborations    
and research areas,
and      
successful grant proposals. New research opportunites   
and external collaborations  
are
continuing    
to result from ROBOGUIDE.         
This has not required large financial or time
commitment,             
but instead has relied upon voluntary input and enthusiasm found in junior
researchers and students.

We                
recognise the importance of several key factors in enabling this project to happen, and that
have contributed to its success:
● Physically          
colocated researchers from different disciplines, and a shared laboratory
space provided the environment needed for the gestation of this project
● Shared equipment made freely available for ‘hobby’ projects
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● The            
availability of small sources of funding to support: student recruitment, equipment,
and conference travel
● Opportunities     
for postdocs to supervise undergraduates      
in research labs on projects
independent of their supervisors
As     
the desire for more interdisciplinary          
ways of working continues to grow, we believe the
ROBOGUIDE      
model provides excellent learning and development opportunities,   
with the
added               
potential for generating new research. The model can easily be adapted and employed in
other areas of academic teaching, without additional burden to teaching staff.
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Closing Keynote
ENGINEERING EDUCATION: MEETING THE NEW NEEDS
OF ENGINEERING BUSINESSES IN A CHANGING WORLD.
Phil Harper
In today’s world there are an increasingly diverse range of demands being placed on engineers,
demands which require new skills to be learnt in order to meet the challenge. Many of these
skills are not considered core to the field of ‘Engineering’. However, they are vital for the ‘New
Engineer’.
What is this changing world like? Increased globalisation requires knowledge of how interconnected markets are also interdependent markets – a seemingly minor event in one part of the
world can have huge ramifications for other territories. High speed communication generally
expects high speed responses. The digital transformation, whilst not complete, is increasingly
taking over every aspect of an engineer’s day job. Shared knowledge that can be easily searched
requires an appreciation for the finer aspects of intellectual property and its protection. An
increasingly global market place requires a nuanced understanding of cross cultural relationships
and interpersonal skills. Workplace politics, whilst always there, is now re-framed in the light of
an increasingly litigious culture.
The ‘new engineer’ must be self-assured in all aspects of the digital workplace, from social
media, to CAD, to simulation, to digital manufacture and the internet-of-things (IoT). They must
be adept at relating to others through increasingly impersonal communication methods and like
accomplished politicians they must be able to understand the legislation governing their work and
the minefield of litigation surrounding intellectual property protection.
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Product Design Approach: Applying reverse engineering to chemical
engineering education
Dr Mohammad Zandi*
*Department of Chemical & Biological Engineering, The University of Sheffield, Mappin Street
Sheffield S1 3JD, U.K.
Abstract: Chemical Engineering is one of the fundamental disciplines of engineering,
and contains many principles and practical concepts which are taught in traditional
manner regardless of the changes are happening in the chemical industry. Problem-based
learning generally is very attractive teaching method in engineering. In this approach, a
problem with intended learning objectives are designed by educator and usually the
students are tackling the problem in groups. Few educators doubt the ability of students
to exhibit strong reasoning and team building skills. However, concern has been raised
over the breadth of content covered, because the focus of problem based learning centres
on a specific pre-designed problem with limited learning objectives, limiting students to
be creative, an essential skill for a successful career.
As future chemical engineers will have to be innovative and creative in order to succeed
in their careers, the author has developed a new teaching approach where students get
involved in designing a chemical process for a specific product, with specific properties
for a specific market. Principles of reverse engineering are used to teach principles of
chemical engineering to the students based on a product’s properties and extracted
information. The students participate in setting the problem with help of the instructor.
After setting the problem, students are encouraged to design a chemical process for
producing the product. This will involve using chemical engineering principles to design
the process, carry out material and energy balance calculations and design the unit
operations.
This new approach has been adopted in teaching Chemical Engineering Design in the
Department of Chemical & Biological Engineering, the University of Sheffield. Student
results and feedback have shown that the Product Design Approach has enhanced the
learning experience of first year Chemical Engineering students at the University of
Sheffield.
Keywords; Problem base learning; Reverse Engineering; Student participation in problem
setting
*Correspondence to: Dr. Mohammad Zandi, Department of Chemical & Biological Engineering,
University of Sheffield, U.K. E-mail: m.zandi@sheffield.ac.uk
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A multidisciplinary approach to effectively introduce the ‘Use of unfair
means’ to 1st year UG engineering students
Platon Kapranos* and Lynne M. Newcombe
*Department of Materials Science & Engineering, University of Sheffield, U.K.; English
Language Teaching Centre, University of Sheffield, UK.
Abstract: Although the message of using unfair means is drummed into undergraduates
on arrival at their various institutions, the effectiveness of how this message is
transmitted and assimilated by students has had varied success as attested by the string of
cases encountered with submitted coursework. The fact that there is so much information
available in electronic format for students to choose from, the ease of ‘cutting and
pasting’ it without much thought and the occasional communication and cultural barriers
encountered as our cohorts of international students grows ever larger, make this a
perennial problem.
At the Department of Materials Science & Engineering of Sheffield University we have
recently tried to improve in getting the message across through an interdisciplinary
approach and the use of a Virtual Learning Environment called MOLE.
1st year students during their Skills Week, are given two papers to read on a scientific
topic related to their studies (one in the form of a scientific Review and one a Popular
article) and are asked to submit 1,000 word essay on the subject via Turnitin; the students
have only one chance of submission.
Students participate in a 2 hour session delivered by staff of the University’s English
Language Teaching Centre entitled ‘In at the deep end’ dealing with the use of
appropriate English for report writing and the avoidance of ‘unfair means’. The session is
split into two halves; the first dealing with the use of English in scientific writing and the
second half is a hands-on class where students are able to ask questions that relate to their
ultimate task, i.e. the submission of their 1,000 word essay by the deadline later in the
same day. On submission, a member of staff from the MS&E department responsible for
dealing with plagiarism looks at the student submissions, analyses the results and using
statistics from them delivers an interactive session on the following day on plagiarism,
using as examples the student essays. Students recognise their essays (although they are
kept anonymous) and quickly relate to their own use of inappropriate means, as well as
examples of correct referencing and appropriate paraphrasing, validating and making the
session more personalised. It is no longer someone talking about plagiarism using
artificial examples but it is their own work being made an example off; the issue is
personalised and therefore more effectively embedded in their consciousness. Learning is
an emotional process and personalisation is yet another step in demonstrating a point to
be learned more effectively. In our first use of this approach, out of 58 essays submitted,
we had one with only minor amount of material being copied and four essays that had
major issues.
Keywords; Use of unfair means; Plagiarism; Interdisciplinary approach
*Correspondence to: Dr. P. Kapranos, Department of Materials Science & Engineering,
University of Sheffield, U.K. E-mail: p.kapranos@sheffield.ac.uk
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Why do we need to know about Plagiarism?
Students in our department are straddling across both the Science & Engineering disciplines, i.e.
they will be studying and creating our physical environment in some form or another. They will
be expected to qualify as professional Engineers and Scientists and therefore by virtue of their
position they will have to obey the rules of Scientific Research and the Engineering Code of
Ethics that is appropriate to their profession.
Let us start with a convenient definition of the Scientific Method as a "systematic, controlled
observation or experiment, whose results lead to hypotheses; which are found valid, or found
invalid, through further work; leading eventually to reliable theories or a renewal of the cycle
beginning with a reconsideration of the original hypothesis" given by HH Bauer (1994). The
scientific method depends on the ability of providing evidence for proving or disproving
hypotheses and for this it relies on honesty, integrity and reliability of results. If at any stage of
the process falsification takes place, the process becomes invalid.
Engineers are creators; they make things. They make new things to solve particular problems or
they make existing things work better or use them in different ways to make life better for all of
us.
Of course for one to qualify as an engineer not only they must complete the appropriate level of
studies and gain relevant experience on their particular field as explained by the following
definition provided by ABET (Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology)
“Engineering is the profession in which a knowledge of the mathematical or physical sciences
gained by study, experience and practice is applied with judgement to develop ways to utilize,
economically, the materials and forces of nature for the benefit of mankind”.
The creativity of engineers takes many forms and can be protected in a number of ways under
the law, for example through patents, trademarks, design marks, copyrights, etc. All this
engineering creativity belongs to someone and although it is available for us to use and re-use in
our own ways, we must give credit to where credit is due. We cannot claim credit for something
that belongs to someone else.
The On line Oxford Dictionary (2016) defines plagiarism as: “The practice of taking someone
else’s work or ideas and passing them off as one’s own”. The University of Sheffield (2016),
under ‘Unfair-means’ defines plagiarism in more detail: “Plagiarism (either intentional or
unintentional) is using the ideas or work of another person (including experts and fellow or
former students) and submitting them as your own. It is considered dishonest and
unprofessional. Plagiarism may take the form of cutting and pasting, taking or closely
paraphrasing ideas, passages, sections, sentences, paragraphs, drawings, graphs and other
graphical material from books, articles, internet sites or any other source and submitting them
for assessment without appropriate acknowledgement”.
The ASME (2016) in their ‘Criteria for the Interpretation of the Canons’ state that: “Engineers
shall not engage in plagiarism. The act of substantially using another's ideas or written
materials without due credit and advance notification is unethical”.
Professional engineers, like any other professionals, they must abide by the laws and ethical
standards of their chosen profession and therefore avoid crossing some dangerous lines. We need
to ensure that we train our students not only on their technical abilities but we must strive to
impart to them appropriate values, strong principles and ethical standards.
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Although we should never lose sight that we are all human beings with a number of different and
often conflicting responsibilities, to ourselves, family, friends and colleagues, we must never
forget that as professionals we have the additional responsibilities to our profession and of course
to the wider world and therefore we will have to negotiate in our decision making processes
around these different responsibilities. Ours and theirs professionalism is demonstrated by our
actions and it is something that is learnt and therefore we need to have a system in place to assess
this very important competence.
1.2 Deciding on the training format
The issues of using ‘Unfair-means’ and in particular avoidance of plagiarism are continually and
formally brought to the attention of our UG students throughout the first year of their studies,
e.g. during Intro week (week 1), Skills week (week 7) and Global Engineering Challenge (week
18). Nevertheless despite of these efforts we still see cases of plagiarism highlighted throughout
the year.
Just to bring these local initiatives in context, Intro week is designed around light touch activities
used to introduce new students to each other, the University, the Department and the courses of
their choice, their duties and responsibilities. Skills week is used to expand on their transferable
skills through mini group projects and presentations, issues of employability through industrial
visits and interactions with staff, alumni, industrial sponsors and current PG students. The Global
Engineering Challenge is the start of a very ambitious teaching and learning activity that carries
on throughout their courses. In the first instance more than 1300 students from across the
Faculty of Engineering are put in groups of 5-6 students chosen from different departments of
the faculty in such a way that there is a good mix of departments represented in each group, as
well as nationalities and sexes. The groups then are given a choice of real community based
projects in a developing country to be tackled within the space of a working week. The activities
are based on Engineers without Borders and the groups of students have to research, provide and
deliver solutions to their chosen projects by the end of the working week and are assessed by
their peers. This process is embedded in their courses and in year 2 it becomes slightly more
technologically focused as they tackle real industrial problems in groups chosen in relation to the
actual needs of the particular projects. This week is called Engineer you are hired and groups of
students are once again assessed by a panel of experts and their peers on presentation of their
particular solutions. This ambitious scheme culminates in the later years of their studies with a
totally multidisciplinary challenge Achieve More that groups students from across disciplines in
tackling multidisciplinary challenges.
Typically the way the issues of ‘unfair means’ have been communicated to the first year students
in the past was through lectures, power point presentations, and guiding them towards the
appropriate Departmental, Faculty and University web pages. We have tried the ‘thou shall not
plagiarise’ thunderous delivery from the pulpit technique designed to scare the life out of the
poor students so they would not commit this sin but to no avail the results were as always.
A decision was taken this year to try a different approach much more attune to action learning
than didactic learning. We decided to try and improve the written communication skills of our
students in combination with raising their awareness of doing so without using ‘unfair means’.
To this effort we enlisted the support of staff from our English Language Teaching Centre
(ELTC) and proceeded with the following format of using blended learning activities to
demonstrate these issues.
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In advance of ‘Skills week’, a week unique to the Department of Materials Science and
Engineering where the students stop their routine work and engage with issues of employability,
professionalism, industrial visits, talking to PG students at various stages of their studies as well
as alumni at different levels of their careers, to name some of the activities, the students are
asked to read two papers. One paper is a popular article about a science or engineering related
topic of current interest and the second is a scientific Journal review of the same topic. The
students are encouraged to read wider around the topic if they wish to rather than only the two
papers provided to them.
They are given the task to ‘Read through both the attached papers’ and in this case write a short
essay about the future of graphene’. Your essay should be between 600 and 800 words plus at
least one image, and it should be in Word or PDF file format. Make sure you use correct
referencing and avoid use of unfair means (plagiarising, copying etc.). Submit your review to the
Turnitin link 'Essay Submission' by Monday 9 November 2015, 11pm.
They are also informed that there is an ELTC session on Monday that includes a
discussion/Q&A session of how to write an essay and they are advised to make use of this
opportunity to ask questions if they are not sure how to go about writing their essay! Finally they
are told that they will receive feedback on their submission during the Plagiarism session on
Wednesday, 9.30-10am. As further support, there is online information and a quiz on plagiarism
that the students can take to familiarise themselves with the subject.
The approach is student driven combining the effects of action learning, and motivation through
ownership that generate student engagement and also interdisciplinary in nature providing the
opportunity to examine the issues of ‘unfair means’ from different perspectives, giving the
students a better chance of assimilating them.
1.3 Delivering the sessions
As this is a combined effort between two departments, what follows are the two approaches of
the ‘unfair means’ session delivery.
The two hour session provided by the ELTC was available to all students (home and
international) and was delivered in two parts; an initial interactive hour of teacher input and
student discussion and practice, followed by a second hour where the students could edit their
work whilst having the ELTC teacher in the room to answer questions and advise.
The taught input covered three main areas: revision of the structure of the essay they were to
submit; plagiarism and collusion; and paraphrasing. Revision of the structure provided an initial
opportunity for discussion about academic style, citations and referencing. Next the students
were asked to discuss what they understood by both plagiarism and collusion. Whilst they were
aware of plagiarism and what it meant, they were not familiar with collusion and the fact that
Turnitin detects both. This lack of awareness has significant implications for group project work
at university, where the opportunity for collusion is greater. The ELTC teacher then discussed
intentional and unintentional plagiarism (e.g. incorrect citations or references) and that Turnitin
does not recognise the difference between the two. Interestingly, after discussion the majority
of students decided that the three main reasons why students deliberately plagiarise, despite
knowing that they should not, is lack of time, worry about grades and everyone else does it so
you disadvantage yourself if you do not. The international students did not highlight language
skills as main reason, but felt that they just needed more time and feedback via access to the
Turnitin report.
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Finally, the session revised paraphrasing techniques and, using text taken from a website on
graphene (De La Fuente, n.d.), took the students step by step through the process including
reading and understanding the text, note-taking, rewriting without the original and checking.
During the first practice paraphrase (one sentence) only a few students (less than 10) included a
citation with their paraphrased sentence. Continued paraphrasing practice highlighted the added
difficulty in paraphrasing very technical subjects, for example, the lack of subject-specific nouns,
in this case synonyms for graphene.
After the first hour, students were free to edit their work and ask questions. Common issues
were: secondary referencing, especially when using the IEEE referencing style; punctuation
errors where the citation was after a full stop and not within the paraphrased sentence; putting a
citation at the end of a section and assuming that it covered the whole paragraph; how many
times to use citations in a long paragraph; not including a citation because finding the reference
information from a source was too difficult; and knowing what is “common knowledge” within
MS&E and therefore does not require referencing.
After the ELTC session has been delivered and the students have had the opportunity to find out
about how to avoid the use of ‘unfair means’, the students have the rest of the day to write and
submit their report via the Turnitin link provided.
The essays are then available to be inspected by the member of staff who will be leading the
plagiarism session on the Wednesday. The essays are classified according to the percentage of
material in them that appears to have been copied discounting any material that cannot be
expressed in any different way but is still being picked up by the software as being copied, such
as references, acronyms or standard terminology. 56 essays were submitted on time and 5 were
late submissions. According to Turnitin, 23 essays were below 10% on similarity with other
published work, 20 below 20%, 8 below 30%, 4 between 40-50% and one at 52%; not very
encouraging results at first sight. However, on closer inspection and discounting the standard
words such as references,
terminology,
etc.
the
results were transformed
substantially with only a
minority of four cases
breaching the rules for
plagiarism.
Using the data provided
and using examples form
the student submissions a
session was delivered on
the
following
day
demonstrating the correct
ways
of
avoiding
plagiarism and the few
cases that the submissions
were unacceptable and
therefore they would attract
the appropriate adverse consequences of loss of marks,
loss of the complete submission or in more severe cases expulsion from a course.
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The fact that their own essays appear on the screen, even though anonymised, makes an instant
impact to the students. These are no longer artificial examples of plagiarism used to make a
point, this is their own work being criticised or praised as the case may be. Two such examples
are shown here, the one on the left shows no signs of any of the material having been copied
from other sources, i.e. appropriately paraphrased, while the one on the right shows whole
sections that have been copied out from the existing literature.
In a similar vein, appropriate and inappropriate examples of referencing are demonstrated by
using the student submissions, styles of presentation, examples to be followed and examples to
be avoided. The session was quite interactive with students engaging by asking questions of
‘What if?’, ‘Why?’, ‘How to?’, ‘Would it?’, ‘How would?’ etc.
In conclusion it can be inferred from the encouraging results that this student led, interactive,
interdisciplinary approach appears to have delivered the message of avoiding ‘unfair means’
more effectively to the majority of the students.
Students were only allowed one submission to Turnitin and this was available from the time the
task was set. This means that students could submit before the ELTC session. Whilst they found
the session informative, for some students it was all ready “too late” for this essay. Therefore in
the future, submission to Turnitin could be restricted to after all of the input sessions which may
further reduce the number of cases breaching the rules for plagiarism.In addition it seems also
evident that the feedback session was equally engaging to the students and that the
personalisation of the examples made much more of an impact instantly.
We are optimistic that this cohort of students will avoid the pitfalls of ‘unfair means’ not only for
the rest of their course with us but for the rest of their professional careers.
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TRADITIONAL VS NEW TEACHING METHODOLOGIES:
APPLICATION TO THE MATERIALS ENGINEERING
COURSE

Marta Cabeza1*, Belén Díaz1, Rubén López Cancelos1, Iria Feijoo1, Isidro Sánchez2
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Vigo (SPAIN)
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Abstract: This paper sets out to analyse new teaching methodologies as compared to
traditional methodologies for the Materials Science undergraduate course undertaken by
students of several engineering degrees at the University of Vigo. Traditional
methodologies (lectures and laboratory work) were used to teach some groups, with
continuous assessment via partial testing and reports on laboratory work. However, for one
group, continuous assessment was used as a teaching methodology itself, incorporating
group work with problem-based learning, the individual study of certain simple aspects of
the course and virtual practical exercises. For this latter group, innovative university
education systems that help students develop transferrable skills in addition to the specific
competencies of the discipline have been incorporated into the course. The results for the
specific competencies were compared at the end of the course and the advantages and
disadvantages of the new systems were analysed. Some problems were found in the
application of the new methodologies, most notably that teacher workloads increase
significantly. Participating students were asked to complete a questionnaire on the
assessment of the system and from their responses it was found that they believe the new
methodologies help considerably to develop important transferable skills. However, at the
same time, the results also indicate that students find the traditional teaching system more
comfortable and convenient.
Keywords; teaching methodologies, continuous assessment, problem-based learning,
conceptual testing.
*Correspondence to: M.Cabeza, Department of Materials Engineering, Applied Mechanical and
Construction. University of Vigo (SPAIN) E-mail :m.cabeza@uvigo.es
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1. INTRODUCTION
The six engineering degrees taught at the University of Vigo’s School of Industrial Engineering
(Electricity, Industrial Chemistry, Mechanics, Industrial Technologies, Industrial Organisation,
and Electronic and Automatic Technology) share the same courses during the first and second
years, with the same descriptions and competencies for each degree. As such, the content is the
same, and therefore there is limited scope for variations in the teaching of the courses. With
approximately 500 students, there are a large number of teachers involved and agreeing on the
methodology to be used becomes a complicated exercise. Comparing the results of the same
course taught on two degree programmes using two substantially different teaching
methodologies can help address this problem and provide arguments in favour or otherwise of
new methodologies. In one case, the traditional methodology of lectures and practical exercises
has been used, with continuous assessment via partial exams and practical exercises, while in the
other, continuous assessment has been used as a teaching methodology, incorporating group
work with problem-based learning, individual study of certain simple aspects of the course and
virtual practical exercises. The latter approach has attempted to incorporate innovative university
teaching systems that allow students to develop transferable skills in addition to the specific
competencies of the course.
This study compares the results obtained for the Materials Science and Technology course,
which has a similar description and competencies in two different degrees (Electrical
Engineering, with 34 students and Industrial Organisation Engineering, with 64 students), both
taught at the School of Industrial Engineering at the University of Vigo. The article begins by
describing the methodologies used in each case, before considering the benefits and drawbacks
of the new systems, reflecting on the comparison of academic results, student assessment and
student surveys after the final exam. Finally, it examines the time demands on the teaching staff
and students when applying the new methodologies.
2. METODOLOGY
Continuous assessment has been used in both cases, since it provides the teacher with feedback
during the course, allowing him/her to improve the learning process and encouraging students to
study throughout the four-month period. However, different methodologies have been used for
each course.
For the Electrical Engineering course, traditional methodologies have been used (lectures and
practical exercises), albeit with a number of modifications, such as continuous assessment via
partial exams, the use of IT for self-assessment questionnaires and laboratory practice. Together
with a final exam, all these form part of the final mark given to students. For the Industrial
Organisation course, substantial changes have been made to the teaching system: many of the
lectures and practical exercises having been replaced by the methodologies described below,
which allow students to develop transferable skills in addition to the specific competencies; the
decision has taken into account the learning style model described by Biggs (2005), see Table 1.
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sees and
hears

speaks

does

teaches

Table 1. Styles of learning
2.1 Problem-based learning (PBL)
Two topics from the syllabus were studied in groups (maximum of six students per group)
without prior theoretical or practical instruction using PBL. Two classroom sessions, lasting one
and a half hour each, in addition to the time spent by students outside the class, were provided
for each topic, with each group solving one of the problems for the rest of the class.
The student groups were given clear instructions about the topic, and directed to the
library for finding further information as necessary.
 Tutorial sessions have been used by the students to overcome difficulties.
 They were provided with the opportunity to show the results of their work in class.



PBL methodology offers many advantages, as outlined by Escribano and del Valle (2010). In
addition to the specific competencies derived from the course, transferable skills such as problem
solving, teamwork, researching and managing information, communication skills, planning and
critical thinking, are also developed; all of which are extremely important for an Industrial
Organisation Engineering degree.
We use the Rubric System (RubiStar Home) for the evaluation of this part. Each student
evaluates himself, the other colleagues in their group and the other group presentations.
Transferable skills such as the ability to propose practical solutions, use of information,
cooperative work, communication, organization, etc. are assessed and the marks are moderated
by the teaching staff. Each student in the group receives the same mark.
2.2 Peer Instruction (PI)
A further two topics were studied using PI. Students were given material on the topic to read at
home before attending the class and were asked simple questions with multiple choice answers
during the one-hour lecture. They were asked to indicate the most likely answer by raising their
hand and were then asked to discuss their choice with the others without the solution being
revealed to them. Following their discussions, the question was repeated and the answer finally
revealed to the students. This exercise took place for the most important concepts of the topic
being studied.
PI began at Harvard University around 20 years ago and is widely used in the English-speaking
world and proven to be a good option for classes with large numbers of students. The aim is for
students to be able to learn autonomously and at the same time improve their communication
skills. It should be noted that a continuous assessment mark was not established for this activity,
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although participation helped students respond to the questionnaires they were required to fill on
completion of the course, thus contributing to their final mark.
2.3. Interactive resources (on line practice)
The JClic software was used to develop a series of exercises that simulate part of teaching for
one of the hardest practical aspects of the course, namely metallography, allowing students to
review what they have learnt in the laboratory and thus reinforce concepts outside the class, see
Figure 1.

Figure 1. On line exercise (JClic Software)

Figure 2. Assessment system.
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2.4. Assessment
Figure 2 summarises the student assessment system in the two different degrees (Electrical
Engineering and Industrial Organisation Engineering). The system has been approved by all staff
involved in teaching the six engineering degrees in order to avoid any disgruntlement by
students, as the course should be the same for all the degrees, even though there are some
differences between them.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results for the two groups are presented in Figure 3. The first point to note is that the fail rate
appears to be higher for the new methodologies; however, taking into account the number of
students who do not sit the exam, this actually is not the case. This result is largely explained by
a lower withdrawal rate, with the failure rate remaining constant. Although the pass rates for the
course are similar, Industrial Organisation Engineering students showed a better understanding
of the material being taught.

Figure 3. Final assessment results for the two engineering degrees.
It is necessary to notice that the agreement between the marks in the final exam and in
continuous assessment is higher in the Industrial Organisation Engineering students (85%) than
in the Electrical Engineering students (61%), providing a good case for eliminating the final
exam mode when we use new teaching methodologies.
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3.1. Outstanding problems
Clearly the system guarantees the specific competencies, although the number of students that do
not reach the minimum level is extremely high. Another challenge facing the system is the
amount of time spent by teachers preparing problems for each group, correcting PBL exercises,
preparing conceptual questions for PI and the added workload for correcting assessments,
practical reports, etc. Although this represents a significant amount of time, it should be noted
that this will only be necessary for the first few years in which the course is taught and this
overhead can be expected to fall as the methodology is systematised, although this should
nonetheless be taken into account in calculating teaching hours.

Figure 4. Results of the students surveys for the Industrial Organisation Engineering
degree.
Another issue is the typical ways students employ to study their courses. Figure 4 shows the
results of a questionnaire completed by students at the end of the course, asking them to estimate
the time spent on the course each week. There appears to be a preference for continuous
assessment and although it is believed to be important to be able to understand without prior
explanation, students do not believe they are able to do this, in spite of having passed the course.
There were also complaints about the amount of time required (Figure 5), although the number
of students studying for less than two hours a week was less than 45%, with 54% spending
between two and six hours and 1% spending six to eight hours. Taking into account that the
course is worth six European Credit Transfer and Accumulation (ECTS) credits, which
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corresponds to 11 hours a week, after subtracting the five hours of classroom teaching from this
figure, on average it has only been exceeded in one case.

Figure 5. Time spent weekly doing homework by the students
4. CONCLUSIONS
We can conclude that the new methodologies result in concepts being learnt more thoroughly by
students and that they appear to help students develop additional competencies/skills, both
specific and transferable, although continuous assessment could substitute the final exam.
However, significantly more time is required from teaching staff and this is not rewarded by a
lower fail rate and/or improved evaluation by students.
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Using a modification of Bloom’s taxonomy to design multiple-choice questions
to practice different kinds of knowledge and specific cognitive processes
Mirjam S. Glessmer*, Timo Lüth and Christian Seifert
Hamburg University of Technology, Germany
Abstract: Instructors are often told to change the kind of questions they ask, to include
"concept questions" or a number of other types of questions. Yet, to many instructors it is
unclear what makes a good question, and even mysterious how to design one.
In this paper, we present the rationale for asking different kinds of questions, based on the
different kind of knowledge and specific cognitive processes you might want your
students to practice when answering your question. We present a decision tree, which we
developed based on a modified Bloom’s taxonomy, that gives an overview over the
different possible kinds of questions and that provides guidance when
▪ constructing questions that provoke specific cognitive processes in your students,
▪ checking what exact cognitive process you are asking your students to engage in when
posing existing questions, and
▪ modifying existing questions to better match your purpose.
We discuss our experiences with using the decision tree in instructional design
consultations and provide recommendations for its use.
Keywords: education, mathematics, taxonomy, learning outcomes
*Correspondence to: Mirjam S. Glessmer, Centre for Teaching and Learning, Hamburg
University of Technology, Germany. E-mail: mirjam.glessmer@tuhh.de
1. INTRODUCTION
Most instructors spend a lot of time attempting to construct good formative multiple-choice
questions. Yet, what makes a good question is not necessarily clear, neither in the literature nor
to individual instructors. There are many different reasons why one might want to ask questions:
For example to activate prior knowledge, to increase student attention during a lecture, to make
students engage with a topic, to give opportunity to practice, to help students see connections, or
to support students in transferring new knowledge and skills to a different topic or application.
Each of these situations obviously needs a different approach, and questions tailored for the
specific purposes.
Examples of good formative multiple-choice questions are given in Beatty et al. (2005) and other
places. Yet, only very little scientific literature exists on how to actually design good multiplechoice questions to support student learning1. The main source, cited far and wide, is the
”formative” multiple-choice questions in contrast to those purely assessing student learning,
which are not the focus of this article
1
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taxonomy of multiple-choice questions by Bruff (2009), which can inspire instructors to try
asking different types of questions. This taxonomy is also the basis for articles on how to make a
“good” multiple-choice question “great” (Chasteen, 2014). However the categories in the Bruff
(2009) taxonomy are fairly broad. In our experience as faculty developers, instructors are often
convinced to, for example, be asking a concept question based on their understanding of this
taxonomy, when really they are asking a recall question. Therefore, trying to meet the need we
formulate above, we developed a tool to guide instructors in evaluating their own question and in
formulating new ones according to very specific criteria.
2. DEVELOPING THE DECISION TREE
2.1 Why construct a decision tree?
As faculty developers, MSG and TL often find themselves in consultations with faculty where
conversation circles around the topic of “good questions”. Initially, we used Bruff (2009)’s
classification, the taxonomy on which to our knowledge all current advice on designing good
multiple-choice questions is built, to try and inspire instructors to use a wider range of question
types instead of the prevalent recall questions. But using this classification it proved difficult to
convince instructors that the type of question they thought they were asking was not necessarily
the one they did, in fact, ask. After a lot of reflection on those consultations, on the type of
questions instructors mis-classified, and on the goals of the instructors when asking those
questions, we started using a graphic representation of the Anderson and Krathwohl (2001)
taxonomy of learning outcomes in our consultation. This representation enabled us to point out
specific learning outcomes in contrast to others, and to show that those were separate outcomes
and might therefore need different questions if they were to be elicited. We chose Anderson and
Krathwohl (2001)’s taxonomy over alternative models, like for example the SOLO taxonomy
(Biggs and Tang, 2007), despite its lack of empirical foundation, because we felt that the two
axes, “cognitive processes” and “kind of knowledge” were fundamental parameters for
instructors working on designing good questions.
For a while, we used the Heer (2012) interactive model of the revised Bloom’s taxonomy by
Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) to talk about learning objectives, where examples of learning
objectives are given (e.g. “recognize symptoms of exhaustion” as an example for remember
conceptual). We found this interactive model to be helpful for instructors to become aware of the
breadth of possible questions they might ask their students. However, by using the model this
way, we became aware of several shortcomings of the model to our purpose:
1. For classification of questions, we find very low inter-rater reliability.
2. Even for one rater, there is a large drift in classifications, and what seemed perfectly clear
one day might not be reproducible the next day.
3. Classification of questions depends largely on what the rater assumes students posses in
terms of prior knowledge.
4. It is necessary to get instructors to commit to actual cognitive processes they want to
evoke in the students, as well as types of knowledge they want addressed, in order to get
the instructors to determine what kind of question they want to ask.
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Looking at these “shortcomings”2 of the existing model, we began to develop criteria that a
different representation of the Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) taxonomy would have to meet in
order to be helpful for our purposes.
2.2 Construction of our decision tree.
Based on the requirements we had for a different representation of the Anderson and Krathwohl
(2001) taxonomy, we came up with design criteria:
• Instructors needed to be guided through the taxonomy instead of just be presented with
18 different categories3.
• In order to guide instructors through the taxonomy, they needed to be asked to take
binary decisions.
• The tree resulting from the binary decisions needed to span the whole taxonomy.
• The questions needed to contain clear definitions of each of the categories on either axis.
Note that breaking down the existing taxonomy into binary decisions does not “simplify” or
“dumb down” the taxonomy itself. By guiding with binary questions, the way the taxonomy is
used is being restructured while keeping its full complexity.
Following the design criteria above, we developed the decision tree shown in Figure 1.
3. USING THE DECISION TREE
We identify three main ways to use the decision tree, which we present in the following.
3.1 Using the decision tree to classify a question
Classifying questions it an important first step in reflecting about whether or not existing
questions really do what they were designed to do. Only when we know what cognitive process
and kinds of knowledge are required to answer a question, can we really know whether we are
using the right question. To classify a question, one starts at the top left corner of the decision
tree and follows the flow chart according to the answers to the questions.
Sometimes classification depends on our assumption about students’ prior knowledge. This is
inevitable – for example if students know the answer to any question already, this question will
always be a “remember” question. But it is important to keep in mind that an accurate estimate of
students’ prior knowledge is always needed in order to design effective teaching units.
3.2 Using the decision tree to modify existing questions to match the purpose
When a question has been classified and the class turns out not to be what the instructor was
aiming at, the decision tree can be helpful in modifying the question, because it becomes
apparent at which point the question at hand did not follow the path towards the type of question
that was intended. This directly shows what would be needed to modify the question such as to
2

We are aware that we are using the model in a very different way than it was intended to be used, hence
“shortcomings” in quotation marks.
3
In our representation of the taxonomy, we purposefully exclude the whole class of metacognitive knowledge for
our target audience, therefore the 24 categories of the original Anderson & Krathwohl (2001) taxonomy are reduced
to 18 in our representation. For details, see Glessmer and Lüth (2016).
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Taxonomy of ques.ons
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picture?
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remember procedural knowledge
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claims from text
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instrument from handbook
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the topic, using the method speciﬁed with the
ques.on?
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…with knowledge of a systema.c solu.on to a
problem, using speciﬁed steps, and using the method
speciﬁed with the ques.on?

apply procedural knowledge
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fundamental rule
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Yes
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…with knowledge of a systema.c solu.on to a
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student) content?
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developing new (to student) content?
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Yes
create procedural knowledge
e.g. develop new measurement protocol, develop
new syntax

create conceptual knowledge
e.g. model rela.onship
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evaluate
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apply
understand
remember
----------------------------------------------------------cogni.ve process----------------------------------------------------------

Determine the type of a ques.on with this decision tree! Look at why you are asking the ques.on. Assuming this is the ﬁrst .me
your students see this ques.on, are your students supposed to answer the ques.on…

Recall
Concept Understanding
Applica.on
Cri.cal Thinking
Predic.on
One Best Answer
Taxonomy based on: Anderson, L. W. and Krathwohl, D. R., et al (Eds.) (2001)
Procedures
A Taxonomy for Learning, Teaching, and Assessing:
Technical Representa.ons
A Revision of Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educa.onal Objec.ves. Allyn & Bacon. Boston, MA (Pearson Educa.on Group)
Taxonomy of Clicker Ques.ons based on: Bruﬀ. D. (2009) Teaching with Classroom Response Systems, Crea.ng Ac.ve Learning Environments. Jossey-Bass

facts
concepts
processes
----------------------------------Type of knowledge----------------------------------

Figure 1: A tool for determining the type of a question, modifying the question and for creating new ones.
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arrive at the intended class. For example, if the goal was to have students evaluate facts,
processes or concepts, but a method for doing this was given with the question, the question
would be classified as analysis rather than evaluation, because the question is to be answered
“using prescribed methods”. But an important part of evaluation is the choice of methods, so in
order to change the question’s type from analysis to evaluation, the question would need to be
modified such as to leave the choice of method up to the student.
3.3 Using the decision tree to create new questions
The decision tree can also provide guidance for the creation of questions similarly to suggested
above: By looking at how various types of questions differ, along one or both of the axis
“cognitive process” and “type of knowledge”, it becomes clear how questions of a specific type
need to be constructed. We purposefully do not include any kind of “this is how to construct a
question of type x” instructions here, because we feel that it is important for instructors to go
through the steps of classifying their existing questions, recognizing pattern, reflecting on those
pattern, and coming to the realizations of how the questions should be constructed by
themselves.
4. MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS AND THE DECISION TREE
In earlier sections, we referred to discussions with instructors concerning the type of questions
they wanted to ask or were already asking. Those questions under discussion were mainly
multiple choice questions (MCQs), since MCQs are widely used at our institution in combination
with audience response systems (Bruff, 2009, Lüth and Salden, 2013) in large classes.
MCQs are commonly thought to be best suited for low cognitive levels, and designing questions
on high cognitive levels are only proposed by very few authors (e.g. Aiken, 1982). Obviously
MCQs are well-suited for recall questions, but we argue that they can be used on all cognitive
levels and therefore provide examples of MCQs for all 18 classes in Figure 2. MCQs on high
cognitive levels, however, only work well when embedded in a teaching scenario, not in
automatically assessed online testing etc. Note: Questions on “high” cognitive levels are not
necessarily more difficult than those on “low” cognitive levels, difficulty depends on many
aspects including student prior knowledge, help given with the question, topic of the question,
number of steps that need to be performed in order to answer the question, and many more. The
different kinds of cognitive processes all need to be practiced, and can in fact be practiced at
different difficulties.
In order to have students practice evaluating or creating knowledge, procedures or concepts
during large lectures, we suggest asking MCQs “with a twist”. Similar to the examples in Figure
2, an open question, requiring students to evaluate or create knowledge, procedures or concepts,
is asked and the class is given enough time for students to come up with their own answers. Only
after this, a couple of answer options are presented and students are asked to choose the one most
closely resembling their answer own via an audience response system. Obviously the instructor
now needs to use the teachable moment here to engage students in discussions about why they
chose which option, how the given options might differ from individual solutions, etc.
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Taxonomy of mul.ple choice ques.ons
-------------------------------------------------------------cogni.ve process---------------------------------------------------------create
evaluate
analyze
apply
understand
remember

Determine the type of a ques.on with this decision tree! Look at why you are asking the ques.on. Assuming this is the ﬁrst .me
your students see this ques.on, are your students supposed to answer the ques.on…
…exclusively from
memory?

yes

…with memorized knowledge of fundamental
actuali.es of the topic?

no

…by reading directly from
materials presented with
the ques.on?

yes

…with knowledge of fundamental actuali.es of the
topic by reading directly from materials presented
with the ques.on?

no

yes

…with knowledge of fundamental actuali.es of the
topic, using the method speciﬁed with the ques.on?

no

yes

…by explaining
rela.onships of individual
parts, or of parts of a
bigger picture?

yes

…with knowledge of fundamental actuali.es of the
topic, by explaining rela.onships of individual parts, or
of parts of a bigger picture?

yes

…with knowledge of fundamental actuali.es of the
topic, using criteria which need to be chosen and
jus.ﬁed?

no

…by developing new (to
student) content?

…with knowledge of fundamental actuali.es of the
topic, by developing new (to student) content?

yes
create factual knowledge
Come up with a mnemonic for the order of planets in
the solar system. (Only show rest of ques.on and
answers aqer a lirle while)
Which of the following mnemonics is most similar to
yours?
A. My Very Educated Mother Just Served Us Noodles
B. Many Very Educated Men Jus.fy Stealing Unique
Ninth
C. My Very Easy Method: Just Sleep Un.l Noon

…with knowledge of a systema.c solu.on to a
problem, using speciﬁed steps, and using the method
speciﬁed with the ques.on?

no

…with knowledge of methodical interconnec.ons of observable
objects and events, using general terms and principles, and using
the method speciﬁed with the ques.on?

yes

…with knowledge of a systema.c solu.on to a
problem, using speciﬁed steps, by explaining
rela.onships of individual parts, or of parts of a bigger
picture?

apply conceptual knowledge
To keep a satellite in its orbit, gravita.on and centrifugal force need
to balance each other. Therefore a satellite needs to move the
faster, the…
A. ...closer it is to Earth.
B. ...further away it is from Earth.
C. ...more geosta.onary its posi.on.

no

…with knowledge of methodical interconnec.ons of observable
objects and events, using general terms and principles, by
explaining rela.onships of individual parts, or of parts of a bigger
picture?

yes

yes

no

analyze conceptual knowledge
If a line segment joining a planet and the Sun sweeps out equal
areas during equal intervals of .me, its angular velocity needs to
be…
A. ...the larger, the closer the planet’s posi.on to the Sun.
B. ...constant
C. ...the larger, the further the planet’s posi.on from the Sun.

…with knowledge of a systema.c solu.on to a
problem, using speciﬁed steps, and using criteria
which need to be chosen and jus.ﬁed?

no

…with knowledge of methodical interconnec.ons of observable
objects and events, using general terms and principles, and using
criteria which need to be chosen and jus.ﬁed?

yes

yes

evaluate conceptual knowledge
State the best line of reasoning for the claim “if the sun was 100
Sun radii away from the Earth, the Moon would have to be 100
Moon radii away from Earth”
A. During a solar eclipse, the Moon covers the Sun fully.
B. Only when gravity and centrifugal force are exactly the same
the rela.ve posi.ons can stay the same.

evaluate procedural knowledge
To calculate the height of a tree, I would use the
length of its shadow and…
A. ...trigonometric func.ons.
B. ...the intercept theorem.

evaluate factual knowledge
Pluto should...
A. ...be a planet
B. ...not be a planet

yes

yes
understand conceptual knowledge
If A/B=C/D, does that mean that, with A kept constant, if B grows,
C/D
A. increases
B. decreases
C. stays the same

analyze procedural knowledge
To calculate the height A of a tree with the intercept
theorem it is important that shadows of tree and pole
are…
A. ...of the same length.
B. …star.ng from the same origin.
C. …measured simultaneously.

yes

no

…with knowledge of methodical interconnec.ons of observable
objects and events, using general terms and principles, by reading
directly from materials presented with the ques.on?

yes

yes

…using criteria which
need to be chosen and
jus.ﬁed?

no

apply procedural knowledge
To calculate the height A of a tree using the intercept
theorem, the length of the shadow B, the height of a
pole C and the length of its shadow D are measured. A
is calculated as:
A. A=BxC/D
B. A=C/(B*D)
C. A=C*D/B

analyze factual knowledge
Which mnemonic helps remember the order of
planets in the solar system?
A. My Very Educated Mother Just Served Us Nine
Pizzas.
B. My Very Educated Father Just Served Us Nine
Pizzas
C. My Very Educated Mother Just Served Us Pizza

no

…with knowledge of a systema.c solu.on to a
problem, using speciﬁed steps, by reading directly
from materials presented with the ques.on?

understand procedural knowledge
To understand how, with constant C/D, A depends on
B, in A/B=C/D, you
A. mul.ply both sides with B
B. divide both sides by B
C. vary B and watch C/D

apply factual knowledge
Remember the mnemonic „My Very Educated Mother
Just Served Us Nine Pizzas “ and sort the planets by
increasing distance from the Sun.
A. Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars
B. Mars, Venus, Earth, Mercury
C. Venus, Earth, Mars, Mercury

no

yes

yes

yes

…using the method
speciﬁed with the
ques.on?

…with memorized knowledge of methodical interconnec.ons of
observable objects and events, using general terms and principles?

remember conceptual knowledge
Kepler’s ﬁrst law states that the orbit of a planet is an ellipse, with
A. the Sun at one of the two foci.
B. the Sun at the center.
C. the Sun in zenith of the two foci.

remember procedural knowledge
The intercept theorem is about
A. ra.o of line segments
B. rela.onships between lines
C. angles in triangles

understand factual knowledge
The distance between Earth and Sun is 150 million
kilometers. This is equal to
A. 1,5 x 108 km
B. 1,5 x 1011m
C. 1,5 x 108 m

no

no

yes

yes
remember factual knowledge
What is the radius of the Earth?
A. 6371 km
B. 6731 km
C. 6173 km

no

…with memorized knowledge of a systema.c solu.on
to a problem, using speciﬁed steps?

no

…with knowledge of a systema.c solu.on to a
problem, using speciﬁed steps, by developing new (to
student) content?

no

…with knowledge of methodical interconnec.ons of observable
objects and events, using general terms and principles, by
developing new (to student) content?

yes

yes
create procedural knowledge
Come up with a systema.c solu.on to a problem,
using speciﬁed steps, to solve the following ques.on:
If the Sun is 100 sun-radii away from the Earth, how
many moon-radii is the distance between Moon and
Earth? (Only show rest of ques.on and answers aqer a
lirle while)
Which of the following processes is most similar to
yours?
A. Use ra.o of radii of Sun and Moon in intercep.on
theorem
B. Use ra.o of masses E/S and M/E

create conceptual knowledge
Come up with a methodical interconnec.ons of observable objects
and events, using general terms and principles, to solve the
following ques.on: If the Sun is 100 sun-radii away from the Earth,
how many moon-radii is the distance between Moon and Earth?
(Only show rest of ques.on and answers aqer a lirle while)
Which of the following concepts is most similar to yours?
A. Use of geometry
B. Use of laws of gravita.on

facts
concepts
processes
----------------------------------Type of knowledge---------------------------------Taxonomy based on: Anderson, L. W. and Krathwohl, D. R., et al (Eds.) (2001) A Taxonomy for Learning, Teaching, and Assessing:
A Revision of Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educa.onal Objec.ves. Allyn & Bacon. Boston, MA (Pearson Educa.on Group)

Figure 2: A tool for determining the type of a multiple-choice question, modifying it and for creating new ones.
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In this scenario, MCQs are a tool to gather student answers to inform the instructor of student
progress (and provide the opportunity to adjust plans to the state of the classroom), to give
student feedback about their own learning, both individually and as compared to the rest of the
class, and to foster active engagement during class rather than just passive listening. The focus is
hence on learning rather than summative assessment. Please note that, in order to achieve this,
one of the answer options, which we omitted in Figure 2, needs to be “I don’t know” so students
don’t guess, making the statistics useless for the instructor.
This pattern – giving students time to think before presenting the answer options, and only
displaying options for students to pick the one closest resembling their own – also lends itself to
cases where the instructor fears that students might “hijack” the MCQ by extrapolating back
from given solutions to figure out the best, or falling back on answer options to exclude
implausible ones until only one is left, or otherwise avoiding the task the instructor wants them
to do.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Comparison with traditional classifications of questions
In addition to our interpretation of the Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) taxonomy, the decision
tree in Figure 1 also displays types of questions according to the Bruff (2009) classification. This
shows that our interpretation of classes largely agree with his and only adds distinctions, mainly
in terms of the type of knowledge under investigation. However, it shall be noted that we display
the Bruff (2009) taxonomy in its strictest sense and that we found that, despite a differing
definition, instructors could reconcile the Bruff (2009) “concept questions” with quite a large
number of questions that were drawn from all kinds of other categories. This might be due to a
lack in familiarity with the Bruff (2009) classification, to a lack of effort when classifying or to
wishful thinking. In any case, mis-classifications happen significantly less with our decision tree,
leading to more awareness of the potential to improve questions.
5.2 Instructor feedback
Using this decision tree in discussions with instructors, we receive very positive feedback. The
decision tree makes it a lot easier to discuss cognitive processes and kinds of knowledge than it
was without, when discussions always converged to the subject of the question eventually (and
how interesting it is scientifically, or what would be an even more interesting question) instead
of staying focussed on the question’s purpose. Instructors appreciate the guidance given by the
decision tree, and welcome the new tool to critically reflect their teaching.
5.3 Our understanding of how students learn
Of course we don’t believe we can prescribe student thought processes in as much detail as the
decision tree suggests. Instead, we subscribe to a constructivist understanding of teaching and
learning – thought processes are individual and learning is constructed individually.
Nevertheless, we believe that – since instructors have implicit assumptions about the kind of
thought processes that their questions evoke in students anyway – it is helpful to provide a
framework in which instructors can design questions that come as close as possible to fulfilling
the purpose they were initially designed for.
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6. SUMMARY
We present a “decision tree” to be used by instructors as tool for reflection about, modification
of existing, or creation of new questions. By providing criteria for classification of questions,
whose applicability is decided by answering to simple yes/no questions, this tool makes it a lot
easier to talk about good questions on a meta level and minimizes the risk for conversations
about those questions to unintentionally drift into discussions of the science itself, thereby
helping to keep the focus on the structure and didactics behind any given question.
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DEMONSTRATING AUTONOMY
Jonathan M. Aitken*, Owen McAree and Michael Szollosy
Sheffield Robotics, University of Sheffield
Abstract: Autonomy            
is often a difficult concept to embody within a reliable, repeatable,
easy    
to set up demonstration          
that a member of the public can grasp quickly.
Demonstrators            
of such systems are inherently valuable as they allow participants to
understand             
the power of autonomous systems, while being able to understand that they
are        
safe and easy to operate. Often such demonstrators  
are cumbersome   
pieces of
equipment       
requiring highly specialised hardware and much customisation    
and coaxing to
operate.       
This paper presents an intuitive, autonomy demonstrator    
that has been
successfully deployed in public to a wide demographic of participants.  
This demonstrator           
allows participants to fly a quadcopter whilst immersed within a
virtual              
reality headset, which provides them a first person view from multiple cameras on
board             
which face forwards and downwards. The person is given the seemingly simple
task              
of hovering the quadcopter over a target on the floor whilst inspecting their
surroundings.            
However, the high workload rapidly makes the task impossible. They are
then     
provided with a simple autonomous        
aid which augments their control of the
quadcopter,              
stabilising it over the target while still allowing them to look around to
facilitate inspection.  
By   
providing an understanding          
of the autonomy that is in place, participants can
appreciate             
the power of robotics without typical fears surrounding robots. This work is
important          
in fostering public interest in robotics, whilst showing an appreciation  
for
common   
areas of misunderstanding         
and build a framework to open lines of
communication to solve them.
Keywords; autonomy, quadcopters, immersion, engineering education, society
*Correspondence to: Jonathan M. Aitken, Sheffield Robotics, University of Sheffield, Sheffield,
United Kingdom. Email: jonathan.aitken@sheffield.ac.uk
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TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION: EMBEDDING ENGLISH LANGUAGE INTO A
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMME
Alice Lawrence*
English Language Teaching Centre, University of Sheffield
Robert Woolley
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Sheffield
Abstract: A tailored Technical Communication (TC) module was embedded into a
Mechanical Engineering postgraduate programme. The aim of the module was to
provide inclusive TC skills development to improve student performance across subject
modules and as a professional skill. The TC module ran parallel to, and was informed
by, an Advanced Experimentation and Modelling (AEM) module. TC module content
was based on the needs of both native and non-native English speakers (N=58) to fulfil
the written communication requirements of AEM coursework. A novel feature of
assessment was that students’ AEM coursework was assessed by an English language
teacher for TC purposes. Unpaired and paired t tests on TC assessment marks showed a
significant difference (two-tailed P value = 0.0008) between the TC marks of students
who attended the TC module and those who did not. Student feedback suggests that
both native and non-native English speakers perceived the embedded TC module as
having helped them improve their writing skills across all their Mechanical Engineering
module coursework but subject module marks do not suggest improved performance.
Keywords; technical communication, English language development, inclusive,
embedded.
*Correspondence to: A. Lawrence, English Language Teaching Centre, University of
Sheffield, England, U.K. E-mail: a.lawrence@sheffield.ac.uk.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
As the number of overseas postgraduate students has grown in recent years, staff in the
Department of Mechanical Engineering (ME) at the University of Sheffield (TUOS) have
become increasingly aware that students begin their programme of study with varying levels
of technical communication (TC) ability and practical laboratory experience.
Regarding TC, several studies have previously addressed the communication skills of
technical graduates. For example, Liebowitz (2004) reported on employers’ complaints about
poor communication skills among IT graduates; Watson & Alexander (2005) and
Bhattacharjee et al. (2013) stress the importance of effective communication skills for a
successful career in engineering; and Gokuladas (2011) showed that English language
proficiency is a key predictor of continuous employability of engineering graduates.
Furthermore, the Engineering Council’s (UK) learning outcomes reflect a concern with
communication skills: they include communication as a general transferable skill
(Engineering Council, 2014, p.19) and stipulate ‘ability to communicate […] work to
technical and non-technical audiences’ as a design skill (Engineering Council, 2014, p.19).
Despite the interest in communication skills and efforts to develop them, evidence of the
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effectiveness of the development of such skills on degree programmes in gaining
employment or in the actual workplace seems to be lacking.
In the Department of Mechanical Engineering at TUOS, post-graduate native speaker (NS)
and non-native speaker (NNS) students had already met the institution’s minimum English
language requirements: General Certificate of Secondary Education in English (Grade C) or
IELTS Level 6.5, or equivalent; however, these qualifications do not prepare students to
communicate in a professional and technical environment. Indeed, staff identified weak
language (e.g. grammar, sentence structure, register) and poor paraphrasing, citing and
referencing of previous research in the written reports of students, regardless of their
language background. Students were encouraged to attend optional English language support
classes but uptake was low and attendance sporadic.
To improve the technical communication (TC) skills of all students, the Department decided
to pilot a compulsory TC skills module affording credit within the students’ taught
programme. They invited the institution’s English Language Teaching Centre (ELTC) to
collaborate in developing and teaching the TC module.
1.2 Technical Communication Aims
The aims of the TC module were threefold and inter-related: (1) to enable students to
communicate engineering concepts accurately and appropriately; and (2) to increase student
knowledge of the discourse conventions of their discipline. These would then (3) equip
students with professional speaking and writing skills that could be transferred across their
programme of study, as well as to their future workplace. The aims therefore addressed
overall academic performance, and included aspects of both employability and transferability.
1.3 Practical Laboratory Experience
The Department of Mechanical Engineering offers four MSc programmes, all of which have
the same entry requirement. To ensure that all students are equipped with sufficient
laboratory and modelling skills, the Department has developed an Advanced Experimentation
and Modelling (AEM) module. In this module students perform three experiments (in
thermofluids, solids and dynamics) and model them using appropriate software. In fluids the
students examine diffuser performance experimentally and using CFD. For the solids
students design a strut accounting for eccentric loading and perform statistical analysis on the
welded joins. Finally in the dynamics part the students model the vibrations in a cantilever
beam and then perform modal analysis on a steam turbine blade. The module examines the
difficulties of acquiring meaningful results and validation. The assessment was in the form of
three reports; for this reason, and due to space limitations, the remainder of this paper
addresses the written components of the AEM and TC modules in Semester 1.
2. CURRICULUM
2.1 Curriculum design & pedagogical underpinnings
To provide equitable learning opportunities to a diverse student population, an inclusive
curriculum is required; this encompasses ‘equity, collaboration, flexibility and accountability’
(Morgan & Houghton, 2011, p.5) and other aspects of student background and identity (e.g.
education, culture, social status, well-being etc.).
Additional language input can be provided by English language teachers rather than academic
subject specialists; however, to allow an English language course to be constructively aligned
2
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(Biggs and Tang, 2011) to a discipline-specific programme, English language teachers and
subject specialists should negotiate the content of the English course and its sequencing
(Sloan and Porter, 2010; Baik and Grieg, 2009). This allows language learning to be
contextualised in meaningful ways; links the target language to existing knowledge, learning
or experience; and familiarises students with the academic discourse practices of their
specific discipline (Dudley-Evans and St. John, 1998; Hutchison and Waters, 1987).
The compulsory TC module was assessed, credit-bearing and embedded within the students’
Mechanical Engineering programme; it was constructively aligned to the AEM module,
referred to earlier. It was inclusive in that it did not discriminate by language background but
took into account aspects of student background and identity (e.g. previous education
culture); and was equitable, collaboratively designed and flexible.
2.2 Technical Communication – Learning Outcomes
This 48-hour (5 credits) module ran over two semesters (24 weeks @ 2 hours/week).
Learning outcomes for Writing were:
i.
the ability to write a full, professional Laboratory Report, including an
appropriately structured Abstract, Literature Survey, Data Description, Discussion
and Conclusion in accurate technical English;
ii.
an understanding of the following discourse and genre conventions of Laboratory
Reports: obligatory & optional elements; text organisation; technical vocabulary;
appropriate syntax;
iii. the ability to describe technical data accurately and clearly in writing;
iv.
the ability to explain Engineering concepts clearly and appropriately in writing;
v.
an awareness of coherence and argumentation in writing;
vi.
an awareness of differences in written and spoken technical English.
2.3 Selection of content and materials
Module content and its sequencing were determined jointly by AEM and TC staff at the
syllabus design stage to ensure relevance and were informed by the order of AEM
assessments, and what these required students to do. Generic features of technical English
(e.g. describing technical specifications, nominalisation) and features of language and
discourse required to complete the AEM assignment briefs (e.g. descriptions of data and
experimental procedure) were therefore included.
An analysis of common errors in the assessed laboratory reports of a previous cohort of NS
and NNS students provided another source of information. Sentences were often longer than
typically found in laboratory reports, leading to common errors in the structure and
punctuation of defining and non-defining relative clauses, and in cohesion and coherence at
the sentence and paragraph levels. A lack of nominalisation, inconcise vocabulary (e.g. a lot
of), and language associated with informal spoken register, such as phrasal verbs (e.g. figure
out instead of ‘calculate’) were also evident.
Common NNS errors related to grammar or vocabulary, as exemplified below:
 ‘subject-verb agreement (e.g. The results was combined);
 article use (e.g. The figure 1)
 distinction between countable and uncountable nouns (e.g. many welding);
 singular-plural formation (There are four basic flow rate);
 choice of word class (e.g. The needle shifting is manually; It is obviously to see);
 verb tense use and form (e.g. The geometry characteristic was showed in Figure 1);
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active/passive voice use and form (e.g. Secondly, draw the location of two welding
points and then welded them together by using spot welder);
incorrect sentence construction caused by incorrect use of adverbs, prepositions and
conjunctions, and missing or superfluous verbs (e.g. And the tested result [missing
verb] usually lower; So we took the higher force 2500N as the design value; There
were two main steps should be considered);
use of relative pronouns (e.g. It can be seen that from Figure 1 that)
comparative formation (e.g. the buckling stress should large than material strength,
There were also careless mistakes (e.g. The end fitting selected was aluminum-steal;
steal groups; there were some sources can course error; the canter of welding point
should closer).

In Experimental Procedure (EP) sections, NNS students copied and pasted laboratory
instructions (e.g. ‘1. Make sure you calibrate the spirit level so your measurements are
accurate.’), rather than describing their own actions in the laboratory in an impersonal style
(e.g. ‘First, the spirit level was calibrated to ensure accurate readings were taken.’). NNS
descriptions of data were sometimes imprecise, often as a result of errors in forming
comparatives. Finally, NNS comments about the experimental results tended towards overconfident generalisation or did not express causality effectively (e.g. ‘Due to there is no heat
transfer effects on the diffuser, the isothermal flow set-up as hypothesis’; ‘The result is might
due to the model still has error’).
As the examples above also illustrate, multiple errors sometimes co-occurred in a single
sentence. In view of the above, the following were taught, recycled and regularly reviewed
throughout Semester 1:
1. verb tense and voice: imperative for instructions; present simple for explanations;
present simple passive voice for processes; past passive voice for lab reports;
2. sequencing vocabulary for describing a process;
3. definite articles in data and process description;
4. sentence structure: length, punctuation & relative clauses;
5. presentation of data: introducing a table or graph; describing and comparing technical
data; interpreting data and offering tentative conclusions and associated grammar;
6. sections of a lab report: Introduction, Experimental Method & Discussion and
associated grammar;
7. language to express cause & effect;
8. technical vocabulary and nominalisation;
9. proofreading own work.
To ensure that TC materials were tailored to the AEM module, the AEM module convenor
demonstrated a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) experiment in the laboratory to the TC
teacher and gave her access to the AEM module resources, assignment briefs, marking
criteria and guidance in the VLE. This level of collaboration ensured that the TC materials
and activities were relevant to the students: for example, the teacher created grammar and
vocabulary exercises from authentic texts about CFD, Spot Welding, and Buckling Behaviour
in order to contextualise the ‘target’ language, as well as for developing reading,
summarising and paraphrasing skills. A task-based, communicative approach typical of
English language teaching was employed to ensure the students were actively engaged in
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practising their language skills. This involved students working in pairs and small groups to
discuss grammar, complete the language tasks and compare answers.
2.4 Assessment
A novel feature of the TC module was its assessment: to make clear the connection between
the TC and AEM modules, and to avoid overloading the students with additional coursework,
it was decided that the AEM assignments would also be used for TC assessment. Students
therefore submitted one piece of work which was assessed twice: by AEM staff for
Engineering content, and by TC staff for technical communication. This innovation was
approved by the Department Learning & Teaching Committee and the institution’s own
Learning & Teaching Service which scrutinises and approves new modules.
For AEM assessment in Semester 1, students had to submit two partial laboratory reports: (1)
a Results section based on CFD data provided to them (350 words); and (2) the following
sections of a Strut Design report: Background, Numerical Procedure, Experimental
Procedure, Discussion & Recommendations (1050 words). Because the second assignment
was longer and more complex, separate TC assessment criteria, linked to the syllabus, were
developed for each assessment. Marking was blind, using specified marking criteria informed
by the language and discourse observed in the discipline. The TC teacher was the main
marker but, to ensure consistency, random blind second marking was carried out by a
language teacher colleague. Detailed formative feedback on language was provided to each
student.
3. IMPACT STUDY: METHODS AND RESULTS
3.1 Research Questions
Four research questions to investigate the impact of the TC module on students writing were
posited: (1) Did the writing marks of students who took the TC module improve by the end of
Semester 1? (2) Did the writing marks of students who did not take the TC module improve
by the end of Semester 1? (3) Did students perceive the TC module to be useful? (4) Did TC
students achieve higher marks for their Final Projects that the control group?
3.2 Subjects
Subjects were selected for purely pragmatic reasons. The AEM cohort consisted of 118
students and, since this was a pilot module and ELTC resources were limited, it was decided
to extend the module to approximately half of the AEM cohort. This was achieved by only
registering students from the MSc in Advanced Mechanical Engineering (N=58).
Students on the three other MSc programmes were encouraged to attend other optional ELTC
language courses. The introduction of the module was approved by the usual departmental
and university oversight committees including an ethical review.
The fifty-eight students selected from the AEM cohort formed the ‘taught group’ (TG) of this
study. Two were British NS; forty-two students were Chinese; fourteen students were from
other countries: India, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Italy, Malaysia and Indonesian. The
remaining sixty AEM students formed a ‘control group’ (CG) and had a similar nationality
mix. Early in the first semester, several students withdrew, leaving fifty-six students in the
TG, and fifty-five in the CG. For comparison purposes, all CG student assignments were
marked using the same TC marking criteria.
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3.3 Method
Impact was evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively. The former consisted of
comparing marks for the two Semester 1 assignments: the marks were subjected to statistical
analysis (unpaired and paired t tests) using GraphPad software, to identify any significant
differences between the marks of the taught and control groups.
The latter consisted of student feedback on perceived impact, and discourse analysis of
student writing. Only perceived impact is reported here; this was evaluated using descriptive
statistics through the normal ‘end of semester’ student module feedback process, using an
online survey (SurveyMonkey). Feedback was collected on a range of areas, including:
usefulness and relevance of materials; usefulness and application of TC teacher feedback;
impact on student understanding/ability to use specific language and discourse features;
transferability of TC content to writing in other modules; perceptions of their own language
improvement; and perceived reasons for language improvement.
TG and CG student names were cross-referenced with ELTC records to identify students who
had attended other ELTC courses: seventeen CG students had registered on such courses but
only five were fairly regular attenders, i.e. had attended more than 4 out of 10 lessons. Eleven
TG had registered for other ELTC courses but only three of these were fairly regular
attenders.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 TC Quantitative results
Both Semester 1 TC assessments were marked out of 10. The mean mark for the first
assignment was 5.65 for the taught group, and 5.0 for the control group. The mean mark for
the second assignment was 6.25 for the taught group, and 5.5 for the control group.
The unpaired t test comparing first assignment marks for both groups did not reveal a
statistically significant difference between them (two-tailed P value = 0.1514). The first
assignment was submitted in Week 6 of the semester so students had not been ‘immersed’ in
their studies for long. For this reason, neither group had had much language input, either
from TC or other ELTC courses (which start in Week 3 of semester), neither had they
received formative language feedback. Even when students in both groups who had attended
ELTC courses had been removed from the analysis, there was no statistically significant
difference (two-tailed P value = 0.2536). This suggests that both groups were fairly
homogenous and started from a similar baseline.
The second assignment was submitted in Week 12 of the semester (i.e. after 12 x 2-hour TC
sessions). The TG achieved higher marks for this assignment than did the CG. The unpaired t
test comparing the marks of both groups showed that there was a statistically significant
difference between them (two-tailed P value = 0.0373). When the few students who had
attended other ELTC provision had been removed from analysis, there was still a statistically
significant difference (two-tailed P value = 0.0409); besides, most of them had stopped
attending the optional ELTC courses by about Week 10 due to coursework pressures. It
could therefore be assumed that the difference may be due to the compulsory TC module.
The paired t test comparing TG marks for both assignments revealed an extremely
statistically significant difference between them (two-tailed P value = 0.0008). Even when the
marks of TG students who attended ELTC support were removed from the data, this paired t
test showed a very statistically significant difference (two-tailed P value = 0.0093),
suggesting that the pilot TC module contributed to their improvement.
6
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Immersion in Mechanical Engineering study for 12 weeks may have influenced student
language development; however, as noted above, both groups seemed to be fairly
homogenous earlier in the semester. It can also be reasonably assumed that they experienced
a similar amount of immersion, so any potential impact can be cautiously discounted.
3.4.2 TC Qualitative Results
The response rate for the anonymous TC feedback survey was 41% (23/56 students). 20 of
the respondents had attended regularly, i.e. 6-8 sessions, out of a maximum of 12 sessions.
While the results cannot be generalised to the entire group, they nevertheless indicate several
trends.
Regular attenders (N=20) participated in between 6-8 sessions out of a possible 12. They
agreed that the module helped them improve their technical communication (N=17) and made
them focus on grammatical accuracy (N=18). This is supported by the quantitative data
described above, in that Assignment 2 marks were higher than those of Assignment 1. All
regular attenders reported applying formative feedback from their first assignment to the
second. These students reported that the TC module had helped them improve their writing
for other Mechanical Engineering modules. Regarding the contribution of other types of
language learning to their improvement, students ranked TC as the most useful contributor to
their improvement, followed by self-study, and then immersion in Mechanical Engineering.
Other optional ELTC provision did not rank highly, possibly because few of the students had
used it. A few comments suggested that two hours per week of TC meant students did not
have time for further optional language study. Two regular attenders found the sessions
boring: both had been educated in English and had GCSE level English. Nevertheless, they
applied the formative feedback to the second assignment and one found the module made him
focus more on grammar, improve his technical communication, and he stated that he had
applied what he had learnt to other Mechanical Engineering modules.
The least frequent attenders (N=3) attended fewer than five sessions out of a possible 12.
These students were either experienced engineers, or relatively proficient users of English
(GCSE English Grade C or above; IELTS scores of 8.0 or 7.0), or both. Accordingly, they
rarely attended, despite the module being compulsory. However, all three reported that the
module had made them focus on grammatical accuracy, and two stated it had improved their
writing on other Mechanical Engineering modules. They all applied formative feedback from
Assignment 1when writing Assignment 2, and found the TC session materials in the VLE
useful. So, despite their reservations about the TC sessions, they still seemed to draw some
benefit from the module. This supports the idea of extending the module to all students;
however, further development to make TC more interesting and challenging for proficient
communicators is required.
Final project marks were compared between those students enroled on the TC sessions and
the control group. No significant difference in the performance of the two groups could be
detected. However, only a relatively small proportion of the project marks are directly
awarded for writing quality (~10%). Furthermore, as the projects are marked by academics
across the department it is challenging to achieve a consistent marking level and quality of
feedback.
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4. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
There is good statistical evidence that the writing marks of students who took the TC module
improved by the end of Semester 1. Evidence also suggests that the writing of students who
did not take the module did not improve during the same time period, lending further support
to the positive effect of the TC module. Moreover, survey findings show that regular
attenders perceived the TC module as the most useful contributor to their improvement,
reporting that it had helped improve their assignment writing for other Mechanical
Engineering modules.
Given that assessments are designed to measure student knowledge, understanding and
analytical and critical thinking skills, higher marks for subject coursework would suggest
either better quality academic work, or an improvement in the ability to demonstrate such
knowledge, understanding and skills. Although the students’ written accuracy and style
improved, language errors were still present. While a general improvement in clarity of
expression might have it made it easier for a subject tutor to understand, the quality of the
academic work itself may have remained the same. So, while linguistic analysis might
indicate improvements in specific aspects of language (e.g. sentence length, punctuation,
more consistent use of correct tense and voice etc), there is no evidence that such
improvements translate into better quality academic work.
We cannot claim the TC module has directly improved graduate employability as this has not
been investigated; however, embedding language within the Engineering programme
underscored the importance of developing communication skills for both current academic
purposes and future employability, the latter being recognised by Watson & Alexander
(2005) and Bhattacharjee et al. (2013). It seems reasonable to expect that the TC module
raised awareness of aspects of language for both NS and NNS students, and enhanced the
writing skills of those who attended regularly. If Gokuladas (2011) is correct that English
language proficiency is a key predictor of continuous employability of engineering graduates,
it also seems reasonable to expect that students whose language skills improved are more
likely to have stable employment.
It would be useful to track graduates, firstly to investigate whether there is a correlation
between communication modules and employability; and secondly to identify whether the
TG has more effective professional communication skills compared to the CG. Finally,
further research and close collaboration between subject tutors and language teachers would
be required to develop effective, inclusive, embedded subject-specific language and/or
communication modules. Any move towards such modules would also require significant
resources and institutional support at the strategic level.
Despite the lack of strong evidence of improvement in the students’ performance in the rest
of their programme this model is broadly felt to be a success and has continued. The strong
alignment of the material resulted in better attendance than at voluntary English provision
and the classroom environment was friendly and positive. A close liaison between
departments is essential for modules such as this to succeed.
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A CASE STUDY IN MATERIALS SELECTION APPLIED TO THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY: OPTIMIZATION OF
ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY BUILDING ENVELOPES
*Álvarez-Pérez C. H., Álvarez-Antolín J. F., Asensio-Lozano J.
Department of Materials Science and Metallurgical Engineering, The University of Oviedo,
13 Independence St., 33004 Oviedo, Spain
Abstract: This paper presents a classroom example consisting of the selection of the
optimum insulating material for building the characteristic thermal walls in energy
efficient designs. The aims are both conventional and non-conventional. On the one hand,
there exists the need to maximize thermal insulation while minimizing thermal demand
(conventional goal). On the other, the aim is to minimize outdoor water vapour
permeation from outdoor condensation (non-conventional goal). A series of organic and
inorganic insulating materials are put forward as candidate materials, the optimum being
an aero-gel. Students discover that synthetic organic materials such as polystyrene and
polyurethane are inappropriate despite currently being the most widely used in the field
of civil engineering of buildings.
Keywords: thermal insulation, materials selection, engineering education, sustainable
design, methodology, envelopes.
*Correspondence to: Escuela Politécnica de Ingeniería de Gijón, Campus de Gijón. Edificio
Departamental Este, 1ª planta 33203 Gijón. E-mail: alvarezhugo@uniovi.es
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation of the present study
Teaching and learning methodologies are, by their very nature, liable to change and the
incorporation of novel curricula such as the Bologna plan further contributes to the adoption of
modern technologies which have evolved from lecture-based activities towards more studentcentred activities led by qualified teachers. This paper highlights the increasingly important role
that Case Studies play in developing knowledge and skills in university students.
We propose a Case Study in Engineering as a case-based approach to support the essential role
that Materials Science and Engineering plays in Higher Education.
Our intention in explaining a Case Study in Engineering is to encourage other lecturers to adopt
and implement this methodology in their own teaching methods. The rationale of the
methodology that this system comprises includes students deducing merit indices in line with
Ashby (1999), rather than providing them with these merit indices, a process in which the
student does not intervene. We consider that engineering students should develop this skill that
will help them tackle actual problems that arise in industry and successfully solve them.
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1.2. Perspective Adopted
In this paper, we consider the topic of Case Studies as a resource for teaching Materials
Selection. In certain subjects imparted in, for example, undergraduate degrees, they form part of
study units in compulsory subjects such as Structure & Properties of Materials and Technology
of Materials. The case studies presented to students tend to be simple and the data needed for the
solution is either provided by the lecturer or available in their textbooks.
The teaching of Materials Selection at a Master’s level has always corresponded to a subject in
itself and the extent to which Case Studies are solved in this subject correspond to a
methodology in which the lecturer acts as a guide rather than a facilitator.
Figure 1 shows the general approach adopted to solve a Case Study in Materials Science. The
general approach is based in the Pero-Sanz methodology (2002).

Figure 1. Simplified block diagram showing the stages in solving Case Studies
2. EXPERIMENTAL: REASONS FOR USING CASE STUDIES AND
CONTEXTUALIZATION
2.1. Reasons for using Case Studies in teaching Materials Science
The discipline of Materials Science and Engineering is ideal for using case study teaching owing
to the wealth of practical cases and the fact that it can be performed using real-life examples that
can be used to contextualize theoretical concepts. Educational research has shown case studies to
be useful pedagogical tools, in which the emphasis moves from a teacher-centred strategy to a
student-centred activity.
2.2. Contextualization: Teaching at the University of Oviedo
The following organizational chart (Figure 2) summarizes how the teaching of the subject
Materials Selection or its variants are distributed at both an undergraduate and postgraduate
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(Master’s) level at the University of Oviedo. In undergraduate subjects such as “Structure and
Properties of Materials”

Figure 2. Flow chart illustrating the different areas in which the subject Materials Selection
is taught at The University of Oviedo. At an undergraduate level, it is included as a part of
a more general subject both in the second and third year of the Engineering of Mining
Technologies Degree.
3. THE CASE STUDY: OPTIMIZATION OF BUILDING ENVIRONMENTALLYFRIENDLY ENVELOPES
3.1. Information provided on available materials
Table 1 summarizes the insulating materials used in the analysis, including an indication of their
density, ρ, specific heat, Cp, thermal conductivity, λ, and water vapour diffusion factor, µ.

Synthetic Organic Polyurethane foam
Expanded Polystyrene
Extruded Polystyrene
Phenolic foam

ρ
Cp
λ
μ
(kg/m3) (J/kg·K) (W/m·K)
35
1400
0.03
100
20
1450
0.035
50
30
1450
0.03
150
40
1400
0.026
50
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Natural Organic

Inorganic

Expanded natural cork
Wood fibreboard
Cellulose blanket
Flax
Cotton
Sheep wool
Grass
Mineral wool
Aerogel

150
300
30
30
40
15
60
40
3

1674
2100
2100
1500
800
1000
2000
1030
900

0.04
0.05
0.04
0.05
0,04
0,04
0,04
0,04
0,018

25
3
1.5
1.5
1,5
1,5
1,5
1,2
3,1

Table 1. Insulating materials used in the analysis
3.2. Process of Analysis
The methodology followed consists of the election of the system constraints that a candidate
insulating material is to meet when forming part of the thermal envelope in a so-called “nearly
zero-energy consumption building”. As a result, a series of merit indexes can be derived which
depend solely on material properties and the specific thermal specification. The goals are to
minimize thermal losses, optimize water vapour diffusion and maintain the temperature at the
inner side of the wall as near as possible to the inner room temperature of the dwelling. This
parameters or characteristics of materials are obtained from different sources like Croiset (1976)
and Pastor (2012).
The process then continues with the selection of the best material using a multivariable method
in which the merit indexes are multiplied by a weighting coefficient, i.e. attributive analysis. The
weighting coefficients, expressed as percentages, are chosen as follows: 50% to the purpose of
minimizing thermal demand, another 25% to minimizing the risk of interstitial water
condensation and, finally, the remaining 25% to maximizing the inner wall temperature of the
dwelling.
3.3. Thermal losses
Figure 3 schematically shows the thermal losses through a given material. These losses can be
precisely deduced from Equation 1:
q(kWh)  

T
x
t  Cp
T
x
2

[Eq.1]

T
x
t  Cp
T
x
2

[Eq.1]

where  (W/m·K) is the thermal conductivity, T (K) is the thermal gradient across the
material’s thickness, x (m), t (s) is time, Cp (J/kg·K) is the specific heat and, finally,  (kg/m3) is
the density of the material.
q(kWh)  
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𝑇𝑇(𝐾𝐾)

q1
∆𝑇𝑇

q2

𝑥𝑥 𝑚𝑚

Figure 3. Sketch of thermal losses through a wall of a given thickness, x.

Figure 4. Representation of the two thermal loss functions, q1 and q2, as a function of the
wall thickness, x. The sum of the two functions is also represented and indicates the overall
thermal losses.
It can be easily demonstrated that there is a minimum for the thermal losses along the wall
thickness at point x0:
2t
x0 

2t
[Eq.2]
Cp
where  is the thermal diffusivity in the material, its units being (m2/s).
The thermal losses associated with x0 are also given by Equation 3:
T 2C p t
q
0

[Eq.3]

Based on the above, if we wish to minimize thermal losses, we need to minimize merit index M1:
M1  C p 
[Eq.4]
3.4. Water vapour permeation factor
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Figure 5 schematically depicts the process of water vapour diffusion through a material with the
shape of a wall of known thickness, x. Diffusion can be defined as the water vapour mass
flowing through the unit area of material in the wall per unit time, 𝑚𝑚𝑚. This depends on the
pressure gradient across the wall thickness. ∆P, and on the inherent material property used in this
analysis known as water vapour permeability, represented by . Its relative value with respect to
air permeability is known as the resistance factor to water diffusion, µ.

2t
x0 

2t
Cp
T 2C p t
q
0

dm .
P

m
A
dt
x

aire
 
material
x
M 1  C p 

Figure 5. Water vapour diffusion through a wall thickness of a known material
In order to minimize the risk of interstitial condensation, the µ value of the candidate material
should be close to unity. Therefore, the next merit index to be minimized is given by M2:
M2  
[eq.5]
3.5. Thermal lag
In Figure 6, we have represented the thermal lag (), and thermal damping (), which exist on
both sides of the material wall (inner and outer temperatures). The behaviour of the wall is well
defined in the book by Veas Pérez (2008).

Figure 6. Thermal lag, ; and thermal damping, , over a period of 24 hours.
As the aim is for the inner surface temperature to be as close as possible to the inner temperature
inside the dwelling, the solution appears to be equivalent to minimizing the thermal damping, .
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This is in turn equivalent to minimizing the thermal diffusivity among possible candidate
materials. Hence, the third index to be minimized is M3:
M3  

[eq.6]

RESULTS
Via the application of attributive analysis –also known as the weighting coefficient-, Equation 7
allows us to judiciously assign a weighting factor to each of the merit indices ranging between 1
and 100, the total sum of weight factors being 100.
In the present case, we assign a weighting factor of 50% to merit index M1, 25% to merit index
M2 and, finally, 25% to merit index M3. The best material is the one obtaining the highest score.
Obviously, the choice of the “weighting” corresponding to each merit index is subjective, the
variation of these weightings influencing the final “score”, Q.

Q  50

M1MÍNIMUM

M1MATERIAL

 25

M 2UM
M 3UM
 25
M 2MATERIAL
M 3MATERIAL

[Eq.7]

Table 2 shows the scores of the aforementioned attributive analysis with the assigned weighting
coefficients.
Material
Polyurethane foam
Expanded polystyrene
Extruded polystyrene
Phenolic foam
Expanded natural cork
Wood fibreboard
Cellulose blanket
Linen
Cotton
Sheep wool
Grass
Mineral wool
Aerogel

(M1)min /(M1)i

(M2)min /(M2)i

(M3)min /(M3)i

Qi

Qi /Qmin

RK

0.182
0.219
0.193
0.183
0.070
0.039
0.139
0.147
0.195
0.285
0.101
0.172
1.000

0.012
0.024
0.008
0.024
0.048
0.400
0.800
0.800
0.800
0.800
0.800
1.000
0.387

0.130
0.066
0.115
0.171
0.498
1000
0.125
0.071
0.063
0.030
0.238
0.082
0.012

12
13
12
13
15
34
33
33
35
39
34
40
62

1,0
1,1
1,0
1,1
1,3
2,8
2,8
2,8
2,9
3,3
2,8
3,3
5,2

13
11
12
10
9
6
7
8
4
3
5
2
1

Table 2. Attributive analysis scores
CONCLUSIONS
Table 3 gives the main merit indices that should be considered for an attributive analysis based on
hygrothermal analysis parameters.
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MERIT INDEXES



OPTIMIZATION

FUNCTIONAL
PROPERTY

C p 

minimized

thermal losses

air
material

minimized

water vapour
permeation

minimized

inner surface
temperature




cP 

Table 3. Merit indices
As a result of the attributive analysis, it can be concluded that aerogel is the material with the
best performance. Likewise, the most favourable insulating materials are natural organic and
inorganic materials. However, synthetic organic materials perform the worst.
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ARCHAEOMETALLURGY FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS:
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Abstract: Casting of metals and alloys for the production of different type artefacts has
been known for at least 7000 years and developments in foundry technologies have been a
driving force for progress in the evolution of the mankind.
The study of the production of ancient metallic artefacts is one of the subjects covered by
archaeometallurgy, a discipline that normally is offered in cultural heritage and
preservation curricula as a source of knowledge about past civilizations and their
technological development.
Since the early 2000’s the study of the history of metals and their processing has been
introduced in the curricula of engineering students at the University of Brescia, aimed at
widening their cultural background and stimulating their interest in the origins of the
modern metallurgical industry typical of the region.
The course of ‘History of metals’ is in principle a review of the developments of
metallurgical technologies based on phenomenological observations and a trial and error
approach by ancient craftsmen.
The course has proved to be very attractive for students of engineering courses not only
because of its unusual and different content to the standard engineering curriculum, but
mainly thanks to the archaeometallurgy experiments that the students are asked to design
and carry out by themselves during the class. The design of the experiment consists in the
development of an idea about an artefact to be produced by simple foundry technology, in
the selection of the relevant production technology and in the design of the production
phases.
Keywords; engineering education, archaeometallurgy, experiments
1. INTRODUCTION
In the first years of the new millennium the Italian university system has been characterized by
radical reforms (DDMM 509/99, 270/04 and 240/10). According with the so-called Sorbona
Agreement (1998) these reforms have determined a transition from a university education based
only on a single route (5/6 year courses of university degree), to a new vision that introduces two
education levels. These two education levels consist in a first 3 years course of university degree, in
Italy referred to as laurea triennale (corresponding to the bachelor degree), and a subsequent 2
years course called laurea specialistica/magistrale (corresponding to the master degree).
At the same time, Italian Universities have developed systems of didactic autonomy, as well as
administrative and scientific autonomy. This autonomy allows each university to create its own
statute and regulations for the organisation of the various activities; autonomy is guaranteed by the
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fact that the Ministry no longer operates any form of merit check on the statutes and regulations, but
only on their legitimacy. The universities are thus in a position to adopt their own procedures and to
create a new organisation, as well as to establish systems of self-assessment.
Each university was thus allowed to characterize its didactic supply, albeit in the framework of
regulations of fields of study for each degree level defined by the Ministry. These provisions
formally instituted a regulated market-like environment in which institutions were called to compete
by differentiating their formative supply and by constructing their specific institutional identity,
profile and mission.
Moreover, the decree set out that universities should build their formative supply consulting socioeconomic actors and institutions in their proximate environment in order to match the formative
supply with external needs and demands. This provision had a three-fold purpose: i) opening up
university to its environment responding both reactively and proactively to its needs and demand, ii)
fostering the differentiation in the formative supply, given that different territories have different
needs, and iii) enhancing graduate employability.
2. BRESCIA AND ITS UNIVERSITY
The University of Brescia is a medium-size university, modern and productive like the region of
Italy in which it is located. It offers a wide range of educational programs with Bachelor and Master
of Science (MSc) degrees, postgraduate technical courses, specialization schools and Ph.D.
programs in most areas: business and economics, engineering and technology, law, medicine and
surgery, dentistry. The University’s aim is to continuously improve the quality of life of people and
the environment of Brescia, Italy, and the world at large, by generating integrated cultural and
technical knowledge and by providing training and tools to address the challenges of our times.
The University of Brescia is an important university in a city of art and culture (recognized by
UNESCO) with an excellent quality of life, in one of the most important industrial and productive
regions in Italy. The historic centre of Brescia bears witness to its Roman and Longobard origins for
which it has been declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. It is home to museums, monuments
and buildings of great artistic and architectural interest (for example the Castle). The city has an
impressive mixture of styles and historic periods: the archaeological site of the Capitoline Temple
and the Domus dell’Ortaglia stand next to imposing medieval structures, such as the Monastery of
Santa Giulia or the Church of Santa Maria in Solario. Home to three of the greatest masters of the
Italian Renaissance, Romanino, Moretto and Savoldo, Brescia boasts a valuable artistic heritage:
reference to the “School of Brescia” indicates the concrete style used to focus on man and nature,
with a realistic eye and particular attention to the effects of light.
The University of Brescia provides high quality services to its students, including international
students: counselling services, scholarships, financial aids, tutoring, computer and multimedia
rooms, wireless zones, libraries, on-line services, laboratories and centres of advanced scientific
research. Moreover, it offers: accommodation services, dining halls, cultural activities and sports
facilities, Italian language courses for foreign students.
3. THE ENGINEERING FACULTY AND THE DIDACTIC AUTONOMY
Like all the other Italian Universities, also the Faculties of the University of Brescia developed their
own system of didactic autonomy within the different curricula offered to the students in Civil,
Electronic, Materials, Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, aiming at matching the formative
supply with external needs and demands, hence giving particular attention to the nature of the
Brescia industrial district (the 1st one in Italy in terms of surface and the 3rd one in terms of
economic relevance) and to the great entrepreneurial ability of its population.
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Bearing also clearly in mind the goals that the University of Brescia stated in the framework of its
mission:
-

To attract high skilled youths
To call up the whole university community
To attract students coming from different countries
To set up a motivated and responsible leadership
To deepen the relations between graduate and post- graduate students having different
backgrounds
- To improve the process of knowledge transfer
During the development of their didactic autonomy it was agreed that the different degree curricula
of the Engineering Faculty, in addition to the characterizing technical courses, should include also
some transverse courses with cultural contents, namely:
- History of Physics
- History of Technologies
- History of Metals
The choice of History of Metals finds its reasons not only in the relevance at world level of the
modern metallurgical industry from Brescia either in iron & steel, aluminium and copper industries,
but also for the recognized ability of the smelters and blacksmiths from the region surrounding
Brescia during the centuries since the early era of metals.
4. ARCHAEOMETALLURGY FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS
The course of History of metals was aimed at introducing the origins and evolution of metallurgy up
to the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, with an emphasis on the information contained in
archaeological remains. It covered the archaeologically most important metals (gold, silver, copper,
bronze, tin, lead, iron, and steel) and addressed extractive metallurgy, production and
manufacturing techniques, from the mine to the finished artefact.
Case studies were presented from research projects across the world, integrating metallurgy within
wider social and economic contexts and archaeological questions.
The lessons have been coupled to study trips to different important sites in the surrounding area of
Brescia:


The Val di Scalve Schilpario iron mines. The part of the mine open to visits is along about 4 km,
of the 60 existing mines in the mining complex of Schilpario (one of the most important mining
areas in Lombardy) and it has been subdivided between two underground worksites: the mine
‘Gaffione’ and ‘Spiazzo’. It is a mixed route, part on foot and partly on board an original mine
railway with wagons and a small train to transport the visitors. It is equipped with electric light,
photographs from the era, as well as objects and utensils used in the mine.



The iron smelting site in Val Gabbia is an early Mediaeval site for iron smelting at Ponte di Val
Gabbia, near Bienno, where recent excavations have produced several blocks of cast iron up to
3.5kg in weight, possibly from deliberate rather than accidental production. The results of this
experiment show that cast iron can be produced in quantity in a ‘bloomery’ furnace, albeit under
rather exceptional conditions.



The copper mine of Campolungo, the mining areas of Silter of Campolungo and of Baita
Cludona of Fondo have been dated to the Early Iron Age. These two copper mines are in Grigna
Valley, a small hanging valley of glacial origin, lying in the territories of the communities of
Bienno and Collio.
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The Forge-Museum in Bienno, is the seat of the Ethnographic Museum of Iron, arranged for
didactic use in order to accompany visitors to go along the iron way from its excavation to the
finished good. It is next to a real forge, preserved in its original aspect and equipped with the
hammer, the vine-shoot, the shear and the furnace. A local association constituted by voluntary
master forge men organizes some passages of the craft made production as a demonstration.



The old Averoldi mill and forge, situated in the Grotta area of Ome, where the oldest documents
report that in 1155, the monastery of Rodengo bought a property in Ome, which included
vineyards, fields, woodland and part of a mill. This property was kept by the monastery until the
end of the sixteenth century because it was profitable, being used for grinding grain from the
monastery and for making iron agricultural tools.



Tavernole Furnace Museum with the existence of the furnace in Tavernole, is an industrial plant
in which siderite was transformed into cast iron, is documented since 1426. Having terminated
activity at the beginning of the twentieth century, it is now a museum; it is the only example in
northern Italy of a fully preserved ‘bessana’ furnace. The Furnace is now a historical museum,
which communicates to the visitor and guides tourists in reconstructing the history of local
labour.

However, the most attractive and important activity for the students was the experimental activities
that they could develop in the laboratories of the Department. Some of these activities were carried
out by archaeometallurgical experts (Figs. 1-4), while in others the students themselves carry out
their own experiments. In most cases, the experiment consisted in a lost wax casting (Fig. 5), with
the students modelling the refractory clay crucible for the alloy melting and the subsequent steps in
the preparation of the wax model of a simple artefact, including running system and vents, the
mould around it, in wax removal and molten metal pouring.

Figure 1 History of Metals: Charcoal fabrication – The so called "poiat; (left) preparation of the
stack of wood and (right) slow combustion in the absence of oxygen to obtain the charcoal

Figure 2 History of Metals: Forging of a block of direct reduced iron – A block of direct reduced
iron, porous and containing slag, is heated at high temperature in a charcoal grate and is hot
forged to consolidate its structure and to expel the liquid slag
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Figure 3 History of Metals: Permanent mould casting – (left) A crucible containing some blocks of
a copper alloy is ready to be heated in a charcoal furnace; (middle) the liquid alloy is then poured
in a permanent mould and allowed to solidify; (right) the as cast axe tip.

Figure 4 History of Metals: Sand casting of a Longbard fibula – (left) The original fibula; (middle)
the wood permanent pattern of the fibula in the sand mould prepared from it; (left) the liquid
alloy is poured in the sand mould and allowed to solidify.

Figure 5 History of Metals: Lost wax casting – (left) Modeling a refractory clay crucible, (middleleft) a wax model of an old key, (middle right) pouring the liquid bronze alloy into the clay model,
(right) a finished cast bronze knife

Finally, in some cases students cooperated with a research team in applying modern techniques in
support to the reproduction of an ancient components, such as a Bronze Age hilt. Under the
guidance of metallurgy researchers from the University of Brescia and Archaeometallurgy
researchers from the University of Genoa, the students had to recreate the original shape of a hilt
starting from a 3D geometry obtained by optical scans of the ancient artefact. The original hilt is not
complete since some parts are missing and degraded by corrosion. Thus, students had to rebuild and
refine the received scans by using 3D modelling software (Fig. 6). For the shape and size of the
internal cavity, they had to analyse X-ray images to extrapolate the needed information (Fig. 7). The
developed geometry was then used for the rapid prototyping of a model, to be used for multiple wax
models construction. Finally, the students had to reconstruct the ancient casting conditions by
carrying out different casting experiments, changing the gating system position, mould material,
mould filling method, etc. To validate their attempts, they compare the quality of their castings with
the original hilt. By trial and error (Fig. 8), the students had to face the difficulties arising during
component production, notwithstanding the simple geometry, and could appreciate the skilfulness
of the antique craftsmen who produced it hundreds of years ago.
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Figure 6 History of Metals: Old and advanced technologies - 3D original shape of the hilt,
recreated starting from optical scans of the ancient finding to rapid prototyping part

Figure 7 History of Metals: Wax models, moulds production and casting

Figure 8 History of Metals: Example of reproduced hilt
5. CONCLUSIONS
Within the framework of the development of its didactic autonomy the Engineering Faculty of the
University of Brescia it was agreed that the different engineering curricula, in addition to the
characterizing technical courses, should include also some transverse courses with cultural content
and within them the course of History of Metals.
The choice of History of Metals was dictated not only by the purpose of matching the formative
supply with external needs and demands, being the region surrounding Brescia characterized by the
importance of its metallurgical industries, but also by the recognized ability of ancient smelters and
blacksmiths through the centuries since the early era of metals.
The course has proven to be very attractive for the students of engineering courses not only because
of the unusual and different content for an engineering curriculum, but mainly thanks to the
archaeometallurgical experiments that the students were asked to design and perform by themselves
during the class.
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Abstract: Conducive learning space is important in ensuring effective teaching and
learning especially for engineering students and having visual comfort is one of the
factors that contribute to the conduciveness of a learning space. This paper presents
results from an evaluation of visual comfort in a laboratory setting of higher education
institution. Three series of evaluation were completed represents three levels of visual
tasks ranging from easy, moderate to difficult. Two approaches were employed, firstly
objective measurements to obtain illuminance (E) in six engineering education
laboratories (EELs) in Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM) using 4 in 1 Meter
Kit Lutron. Secondly, subjective measurements were implemented through questionnaire
survey to investigate students’ perceived visual comfort through visual sensation votes
(VSV). Results of objective measurements show that the mean illuminances recorded in
these laboratories were considered within the recommended limit (for easy visual tasks).
However, minimum and maximum recorded illuminances were not within recommended
limit suggested by the Illumination Engineering Society of North America (IESNA) and
The Chartered Institution of Building Service Engineers (CIBSE). The result from
subjective measurements shows that visual sensations vote (measured in terms of lighting
level, internal glare and external glare) among the respondents were consistent even in
uncontrolled lit environments (integration of indoor lighting and daylighting).
Implications for the design of future engineering education laboratories are raised and the
need for the improvement of the ongoing research is identified.
Keywords; engineering education laboratories, visual comfort.
*Correspondence to: Md Amin, Noor Dina, Department of Engineering Education, Faculty of
Technical and Vocational Education, Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia, Malaysia. E-mail:
dina@uthm.edu.my
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research background
The World of Health Organization (WHO) emphasizes indoor environmental conditions
influence health and well-being of the building occupants. Evidently, poor indoor conditions,
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such as inadequate lighting level has affected occupants’ satisfaction and comfort perception. A
recent survey of how different factors influence human comfort in indoor environments shows
that visual comfort is ranked by building occupants as one of the important influential factors
(Frontczak & Wargocki, 2011). Moreover, increasing concern over the quality of the indoor
environment as the standard of living improves in society, while failure to provide satisfactory
condition has resulted in discomfort and lead to causing sick building syndrome (SBS)
symptoms (Kruger & Zannin, 2004; Md Amin, Akasah, & Razzaly, 2015).
In the built learning environment, a comfortable lit environment must be responsive to the
psychological and emotional needs of learners. Pleasant and attractive space, stimulate feelings
of spaciousness, stimulate learning and improve behaviour are examples of the importance of
good interior lighting (Rea, 2000). While a good lighting is objectively for (1) safety, (2)
performance of physical tasks and (3) appropriate visual environment, poor lighting condition is
commonly associated with discomfort glare or psychology glare. It refers to glare sources that
produce discomfort and the symptoms could be immediately or identified after long periods,
such as headache or eye strain (Winterbottom & Wilkins, 2009). Noticeably, different activities
will require specific lighting requirement. For instance, 40 lux is the minimum requirement for
safe movements in corridors, while moderate to difficult tasks require 320-400 lux for daily
activities, such as reading and writing tasks. For extremely difficult tasks, such as inspection
works, 1200 lux is required (ANZ/NZS, 2006). Consequently, insufficient lighting level not only
affects visual comfort but also can result in reduced visual performance (Bullough, Skinner, &
Hickcox, 2013).
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Research Design
The study was conducted in six engineering education laboratories (EELs) of UTHM. All
variables were collected through objective and subjective measurements for three hours and
conducted within two months according to the laboratories’ schedule from November to
December 2012. The schedules of data collection were obtained from respective faculties namely
the Faculty of Technical and Vocational Education (FTVE) and the Faculty of Civil and
Environmental Engineering (FCEE). Case study of the selected laboratories compiled includes
the building characters such as the laboratories’ dimension, orientation, surface colours and
reflectance factors, lighting fixtures and window design. In addition, outdoor weather conditions
during the measurements period were also observed since it contributed to indoor lighting of the
selected laboratories and the occupants’ visual conditions.
2.2 Method of data collection
2.2.1 Objective Measurement
Objective measurements of visual parameters were confined to mean, minimum and maximum
illuminances (E). Data was measured using 4 in 1 Meter kit Lutron (model L800) (Figure 1).
Measured data was recorded manually and transferred in Excel spreadsheet. Table 1 illustrates
the selected six laboratories and its level of difficulties in visual tasks.
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Table 1 The selected engineering education laboratories (EEL) for objective measuremets
Case
study

Level of
difficulty

1

Easy tasks

2

Moderate
difficult tasks

3

Difficult tasks

EEL1

AutoCAD laboratory

FTVE

No. of
occupants
15

EEL2

Graphic Engineering laboratory

FTVE

15

**

EEL3

Electronic laboratory

FTVE

34

EEL4

Electric Technology laboratory

FTVE

32

*
**

FCEE

22

FCEE

25

EEL

EEL5
EEL6

Name

Location

Highway, Traffic and Transportation
Engineering laboratory
Geo-tech laboratory

Conditions
*

*
**

Notes: EELs - engineering education laboratories, all lighting were turned on except for the front lamps of each
laboratory to enable power point presentations *the opening was closed, ** the opening was opened

Figure 1 Lux meter (4 in 1 Meter Kit Lutron model L800) for measurement of illuminances
2.2.2 Subjective Measurement
Subjective measurements were conducted through questionnaire survey forms. The questionnaire
was prepared in Malay Language with glossary of comfort terminologies and administered to
143 students. Visual sensation votes (VSV) were used with 7 point sensation scale. The samples
were from undergraduate and postgraduate students from both faculties (FTVE and FCEE).
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to analyse results in the subjective
measurements. Table 2 shows the description of questions for visual comfort.
Table 2 Subjective measurements
No

Question

Visual sensation scale

Intepretation

1

Please rate your visual comfort in relation to
the lighting level (illuminance) of this
laboratory.

Very dark to Too bright

(-3,-2) and (+3,+2)
unacceptable,
(-1, 0, +1) acceptable

(from -3 to +3)

2

How you rate the internal glare of this
laboratory?

Not noticeable to Obvious and
irritating (from -3 to +3)

3

How you rate external glare of this
laboratory?

Not noticeable to Obvious and
irritating (from -3 to +3)

(+3,+2) unacceptable,
(-3,-2) and (-1, 0, +1)
acceptable
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3. CASE STUDY
3.1 Engineering Education Laboratories
Six engineering education laboratories (EELs) were selected from FTVE and FCEE, UTHM. It
should be noted that two types of visual conditions were observed in each laboratory; the
opening was closed or opened. The location of all selected EELs is situated at Parit Raja, Batu
Pahat Johor, Malaysia. Generally, these laboratories are designed to assist students for research,
experimentation, teaching and learning activities. The inventory of each selected laboratories are
presented in Table 3
Table 3 Case studies inventory
Case studies
laboratories
Weather
conditions

Easy tasks
EEL1

Moderately difficult tasks
EEL2

EEL3
Mostly
cloudy
05/12/12
11.20a.m2.20pm
(3 hours)

Difficult tasks

EEL4

EEL5

EEL6

20/11/12
11.00a.m2.00pm
(3 hours)

Mostly
cloudy
12/11/12
2.00p.m5.00p.m
(3 hours)

Clear
sky
28/11/12
2.00p.m5.00p.m
(3 hours)

Date/ Time/
Duration

21/11/12
11.30am2.30pm
(3 hours)

Clear
sky
05/12/12
8.00a.m11.00a.m
(3 hours)

Room/ lab
orientation

Entrance
facing SW

Entrance
facing SW

Entrance
facing NE

Entrance
facing SW

Entrance
facing NE

Entrance
facing NE

Room volume

618.75 m3

526.62 m3

728.63 m3

949.5 m3

963.9 m3

1111.68 m3

Floor area

200 m

204 m

249 m

318m

321.3 m

370.6 m2

Occupancy

Max 30

Max 30

Max 40

Max 40

Max 30

Max 30

Clear
skylight. A
roller shutter
positioned at
the back of
the lab

Fixed glass
windows.
Roller
shutters
positioned at
the back of
the lab

Partly cloudy

2

Window (or
other openings)
design

2

2

Cloudy

2

Side hung windows
Fixed glass windows

Lighting system

2

T8 fluorescent lamp (mounted on ceiling)

Floor finish

Carpetmedium brown

Homo. tiles

Cement
render

Cement
render

Cement
render

Cement
render

Floor reflectance
factor

0.25 (medium
brown carpet)

0.6 (homogenous tiles)

0.6 (light blue
paint)

0.3

0.3

0.3

Wall reflectance
factor
Ceiling
reflectance factor
Notes: NE- Northeast, SW- Southwest
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4. RESULTS
4.1 Objective Measurement
Based on objective measurements, the results of this study confirm that minimum requirements
for all selected engineering education laboratories (EELs) were not within recommended
maintained illuminance suggested by the Illumination Engineering Society of North America
(IESNA) (Rea, 2000) and CIBSE Code for Interior Lighting, 1994 (CIBSE, 1994). However,
Table 4 illustrates that the mean illuminance was considered within recommended range only for
easy tasks. In relation to moderately difficult tasks and difficult tasks, mean illuminance ranged
from inadequate (the lowest mean, 309 lux) to still inadequate (the highest mean, 556 lux) (Table
4). While integrated daylighting and artificial lighting in EEL2, EEL4 and EEL6 (all opening
such as windows, blinds and doors were opened), mean illuminances at working plane (on
benches/tables) levels were range between 406 and 556 lux. Obviously, mean illuminance were
lower in closed laboratories (all opening such as windows, blinds and doors of EEL1, EEL3 and
EEL5 were closed). Illuminance was in excess over 1200 lux (particularly in EEL4, EEL5 and
EEL6), the point at which visual comfort begin to decrease (Rea, 2000). Table 4 presents
summary of objective measurements and comparison with the minimum and maximum
requirement for different tasks recommended by (CIBSE, 1994; Rea, 2000).
Table 4 Summary of measured illuminances during measurement period and
recommendations of illuminances from IESNA and CIBSE
Tasks level
Illuminance (E) (lux)
Mean
SD (±)
Min - Max
no. of measuring points

Easy tasks

Moderately difficult tasks

Difficult tasks

EEL1

EEL2

EEL3

EEL4

EEL5

EEL6

320
131

489
181

309
195

406
429

446
452

556
328

6 - 520

76 - 821

3 - 612

0 - 1718

21 - 1535

9 - 1640

31

37

21

36

32

32

Recommendations
IESNA (min-max)

300 - 500

500 - 800

800 - 1200

CIBSE (min-max)

300 - 400

700 - 800

500 - 2000

4.2 Subjective Measurement
The subjective measurements for visual variables were based on the seven point’s visual
sensation vote’s (VSV) scale. The scale was divided into three intervals (-3, -2), (+2, +3) and (1,0, +1). The visual environment is not acceptable in the first and in the second of these intervals,
while votes of -1, 0 and +1 describe acceptable lighting levels/illuminances (E). In relation to
glare sensation votes, the interval (+2, +3), represented ‘noticeable’ and ‘obvious and irritating’
is interpreted as unacceptable glare conditions. However, the interval (-3, -2) shows acceptable
conditions.
Table 5 displays the overall distribution of frequencies and percentages of lighting sensation
votes and glare sensation votes in six engineering education laboratories (EELs). From the table,
the majority of students’ votes were within the interval (-1, 0, +1) represented acceptable
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condition for lighting levels/illuminances, with total of 63.7% (n=91). For glare sensation vote, a
similar pattern can be noticed, where majority of the students’ votes were within the interval (-1,
0, +1) with a total of 63.7% (n=91) for internal glare while 79.8% (n=114) for external glare.
Table 5 Frequencies (F) and percentages (%) of lighting and glare sensation votes in six
EELs (n=143)
Scale
interval

Lighting sensation
votes

F

(%)

-3

Dark

0

0.0

-2
-1
0
+1

Dim
Slightly dim
Neutral
Slightly bright

5
17
54
20

3.5
11.9
37.8
14.0

+2

Bright

44

30.8

Noticeable

IG

Glare sensation votes

EG

F

(%)

No glare

29

20.3

2

1.4

Not noticeable
Slightly not noticeable
Neutral
Slightly noticeable

21
31
46
14

14.7
21.7
32.2
9.8

19
13
66
35

13.3
9.1
46.2
24.5

2

1.4

8

5.6

0
143

0.0
100

0
143

0.0
100

+3

Too bright
3
2.1
Obvious and irritating
TOTAL
143
100
NOTES: IG (internal glare), EG (external glare), F (frequency), % (percentage)
L, lighting: (-3, -2) (+2, +3) = Not acceptable, (-1, 0, +1) = Acceptable
G, glare: (+2, +3) = Not acceptable, (-3, -2) (-1, 0, +1) = Acceptable

F

(%)

The breakdown of the mean lighting level/illuminance (E), sensation votes for internal and
external sources of glare for each EEL with detailed comparison are given in the following Table
6. In relation to evaluation for easy visual tasks, the mean of lighting sensation vote of EEL1 was
slightly lower, at 0.47 (SD =1.41) than of EEL2, at 0.93 (SD = 1.16). Generally, it can be
interpreted that lighting conditions in both laboratories were acceptable among the students. For
internal glare, the mean sensation vote in EEL2 was slightly higher (-1.13, SD= 1.3) than the
mean of EEL1 (-1.27, SD= 1.5). Similarly, it was found that the mean of external glare (EG)
sensation vote in EEL2 higher at -1.4 (SD= 1.55) than the mean of EEL1 (-1.93, SD= 1.22).
Table 6 Visual Sensation Votes (VSV) between six laboratories (lighting level, internal and
external glare) based on easy (a), moderately difficult (b) and difficult (c) visual tasks
Mean of Visual
Sensation Votes (VSV)
Lighting sensation
vote
Internal glare (IG)
sensation vote
External glare (EG)
sensation vote

Easy tasks
EEL1*
EEL2**
(n=15)
(n=15)
0.47
0.93
(SD=1.41)
(SD= 1.16)
-1.27
-1.13
(SD=1.5)
(SD= 1.30)
-1.93
-1.40
(SD= 1.22)
(SD= 1.55)

Moderately difficult tasks
EEL3*
EEL4**
(n=34)
(n=32)
0.41
1.00
(SD=1.26)
(SD= 0.95)
-1.09
-0.75
(SD= 1.31)
(SD= 1.39)
-1.79
-0.34
(SD= 1.20)
(SD= 1.29)

Difficult tasks
EEL5*
EEL6**
(n=22)
(n=25)
0.73
0.28
(SD= 1.08)
(SD= 1.31)
-1.05
-0.88
(SD= 1.43)
(SD= 1.24)
-1.73
-0.44
(SD= 1.42)
(SD= 1.45)

NOTES: 7-point rating scale is divided into three categories: (-3, -2) (-1, 0, +1) (+2, +3),
L, lighting: (-3, -2) (+2, +3) = Not acceptable, (-1, 0, +1) = Acceptable
G, glare: (+2, +3) = Not acceptable, (-3, -2) (-1, 0, +1) = Acceptable
*all opening is closed, ** all opening is opened

Evaluation for moderately difficult visual tasks was completed in EEL3 and EEL4. The mean of
lighting sensation votes of EEL4 was higher, at 1.0 (SD = 0.95) than of EEL3, at 0.41 (SD
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=1.26). For internal glare, the mean sensation vote in EEL4 was higher (-0.75, SD=1.39) than the
mean of EEL3 (-1.09, SD= 1.31). In terms of external glare, the mean sensation vote in EEL4
was higher, at -0.34 (SD = 1.29) than the mean of EEL3, at -1.79 (SD =1.2). Based on the
results, several interpretations can be made. Firstly, both IG and EG sensation votes were within
acceptable glare conditions in EEL3 and EEL4. Secondly, ‘noticeable’ and ‘obvious and
irritating’ for EG were identified at very minimum percentages in both labs (only 2.9% and 3.1%
respectively). Finally, ‘dim’ condition was found in EEL3, which might due to insufficient
lighting level (see Table 4) and was considered not acceptable condition among the occupants.
From Table 6, the results shows that both EELs involve difficult visual tasks were within
acceptable lighting condition, with the mean score of lighting sensation votes for EEL5 and
EEL6 being 0.73 (SD = 1.08) and 0.28 (SD = 1.31) respectively. It can be interpreted that both
EEL5 and EEL6 were within acceptable lighting conditions. On the other hand, the mean score
of internal glare sensation vote, -1.05 (SD = 1.43), was recorded for EEL5, while the mean score
for EEL6 was at -0.88 (SD = 1.24). Similarly, it can be interpreted that internal glare was within
acceptable condition in EEL5 and vice versa in EEL6. In relation to EG sensation vote, the mean
sensation votes for EEL5 was -1.73 with a standard deviation of 1.42, while the votes for EEL6
was -0.44 with a standard deviation of 1.45. Again, it can be interpreted that external glare
sensation votes were within acceptable conditions among students in both EEL.
5. DISCUSSIONS
Fundamentally, the increased illuminance up to a sufficient level is associated with enhanced in
visual performance and occupant satisfaction (Boyce, 2003). In this study, results from objective
measurement have confirmed that there is insufficient illuminance in the EELs. However, results
of subjective measurement illustrates that the studied variables (lighting and glare sensation
votes) were considered as acceptable conditions. Noticeably, the mean scores of visual
sensations votes were higher when indoor lighting was integrated with daylighting. This study
has demonstrated how integration of artificial and natural (day) lighting contributes to comfort
judgment in the built learning environment. Windows offer connection such as view to the
outside, but it jeopardizes the indoor environment with problems such as excessive heat gain,
glare and thermal discomfort. Failure to provide a well-designed window may contribute to
dissatisfaction and discomfort (Aries, Veitch, & Newsham, 2010; Dahlan, Jones, Alexander,
Salleh, & Alias, 2009). Consequently, subjects that remain to be explored are, firstly, how to
determine lighting quality in educational building considering other variable such as window
design and daylighting. Secondly, repeated measures can provide a profile data for actual
lighting conditions at different times e.g. morning, afternoon and evening. Thirdly, the impact of
window design on occupants’ satisfaction and preferences should be conducted to understand its
associated problems. Finally, how poor/good lighting effects students’ health (i.e.: posture),
visual performance and importantly, how it can help student engage in learning.
6. SUMMARY
Results of this study show different levels of lighting (illuminances) and variations of visual
comfort judgment. It should be noted that lighting level and comfort judgment are complicated
and determined not only by a single factor. These variables are dynamic depending on other
factors: the dynamic of sky conditions (e.g. clear sky, partly or mostly cloudy, and overcast),
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individual preferences of comfort (prefer brighter or dimmer), occupants’ health, gender and age,
different levels of visual tasks and sources of artificial/ natural lighting. By focusing on two
variables (illuminances and comfort judgment), this study has provided an empirical data from
actual conditions of engineering education laboratories. It is building owner of higher education
institutions’ (e.g. facility manager, architect, engineers) responsibility to ensure students learning
activities are supported by a comfortably lit environment. Hence, this study recommends relevant
quarters to evaluate visual discomfort in educational buildings towards better lit environment that
suits learners’ needs and support their learning activities.
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